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PREFACE

THIS study of Locke's Theory of Knowledge was

begun as an introduction to an edition of the

"^ssay upon which I have been engaged for some years,

)ut in view of the proportions to which it has grow^n it

las seemed better that it should appear independently.

'Notwithstanding the labours of Campbell Fraser and

he admirable little volume by Professor Alexander, the

^ssay still suffers from the twin assumptions, that it

ran be understood without being studied and that its

ull significance can be summed up in a small number of

Idmple propositions. In truth, few philosophical classics

end themselves less readily to such summary treatment

j:han do its carefully guarded statements, and its complex,

'instable thought positions. In the exposition of Locke's

ioctrine, which occupies the first half of this book, I have,

accordingly, sought to indicate the grounds of my inter-

pretation by frequent references and quotations. The

relation of Locke's thought to that of his predecessors and

contemporaries has -huherto received but little considera-

tion, and that little not from his countrymen. To throw

some further light upon the influences which affected his

work has, consequently, been one of my chief aims. On
the other hand, I have omitted aU reference to the move-

ment w-hich culminated in Hume, to have dealt with which

with the necessary fullness would too greatly have extended

the length of the present work. Concerning it I can only
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remark that the exclusive attention bestowed upon it, j

the story of the self-refutation of certain of Locke's prii

ciples, has been largely responsible for the false perspecti\

in which the Essay itself is too commonly viewed. Ths

the tendency to sensationalistic atomism was bound t

work itself out is, indeed, true enough. But the significai]

fact that the course of the individual thought of Locke

of Berkeley, and even of Hume himself, favoured the fuUe,

recognition of the intellectual functions involved in know
ing and of the systematic character of what is known,

suggests that there were other directions in which thi

doctrine of the Essay was susceptible of at least equalb

legitimate development.

J.G.

Bangor.

Jpril, 191 7.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM OF KNOWLEDGE AND THE
'NEW WAY OF IDEAS'

§ I. In the popular tradition as to the contents of the

: ssay concerning Human Understandings which for so long

tisfied even the most conscientious of our historians of

; lilosophy, its main purport was found in a theory of the

] ;nesis of ideas which, denying to the mind both activity

id the possession of any definite character of its own,

3
irived all the contents of our knowledge from particular

) ita of immediate experience. In virtue of this theory its

j

ithor was proclaimed the founder of modern Empiricism,

id if any features of his work inconsistent with the role

^ lus assigned to him received any notice at all, they were

'eated as unintentional departures from his fundamental

osition. The account which Locke gives of the origin of

leas, and his view of the nature of mind and its relation

3 experience, will occupy us later on, when it will be

)und that a good many mythical elements have become

mbedded in the popular tradition as to his views on these

ubjects. For the present we are only concerned to point

ut that any account of Locke's work which finds its main

ignificance in an account of the genesis of our ideas fails

ntirely to represent either the aim or the outcome of the

'.ssay^ as these were conceived by its author. Great as was

he importance which he attached to his theory upon this

ubject, it played only a subordinate part in the scheme of

I
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the Essay as he designed it ; and any attempt to make ' ^

central alters entirely the perspective of the whole. Whi
he considers that it contributes towards, he fully reco o

nises that it does not contain in itself a solution of tl ly

problem which the Essay sets out to solve, viz., that r

determining the nature and possible extent of hum^ ?:

knowledge. Any exposition of the thought of Locke, ; rl

expressed in the Essay, must therefore begin by considerir :;

what he understood by knowledge, the nature and boun( oi

of which he sought to ascertain. \i

§ 2. Philosophers of an empirical tendency ha^ li

generally simplified the problem of their epistemolo^

by reducing the claims of knowledge to the level of tl e

principles by which they have sought to explain it. Uncoi f

ditional validity, strict universality and necessity, cai l"

not, they have maintained, belong to our judgment ii

which are merely the cumulative result of a number J

particular experiences. The appearance of rational demoi i

stration is for them only a garb which is assumed by

form of cognition which rests at bottom upon particuk

data of immediate experience, and in so far as it transcenc i

these is infected with uncertainty and imperfection. Sucl r

however, is very far from being the position of Locke

For him, in the first place, knowledge and certainty ar^

equivalent terms. 'With me,' he says, 'to know and t i,

be certain is the same thing : what I know, that I am cei r;

tain of; and what I am certain of, that I know. Wha
reaches to knowledge, I think may be called certainty

and what comes short of certainty, I think cannot be callc

knowledge^.' And this certainty which constitutes know

ledge is an objective certainty, which must be distinguishei

from the highest degree of subjective assurance witis

^ Second Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. iv. p. 145.
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hich a merely probable conviction may be held. In

)me cases, he holds, the grounds of probability are

ec( ) strong that our assent is as necessarily determined

Y them as by a strict demonstration, but even in these

ctreme cases he still rigidly refuses the name of know-

dge^. For when we have knowledge, we have something

hich excludes the possibility not only of doubt but of

riiTor. Now this does not merely mean that knowledge is

normally distinguished from error, as the true from the

dse. It implies that a form of absolutely certain cog-

najition exists, which no new facts or considerations can

lo|^eaken or overthrow, and which is capable of being

cognised as such by the subject. 'What we once know,

ore are certain is so; and we may be secure that there

aire no latent proofs undiscovered, which may overthrow

ntur knowledge or bring it in doubt

Besides its certainty, there are two other general

matures which Locke considers that knowledge must

ossess, if it is to be of any serious value. In the first

lace, it must possess the character of being 'instructive'

Q( r synthetic, by which it is distinguished from the merely

erbal certainty of the 'trifling' propositions, which only

epeat in the predicate the whole or a part of the idea

aiirhich constitutes the subject. And further, however

tubjectively conditioned and limited in its immediate

eiange, the knowledge which Locke undertakes to investi-

ate is regarded by him as somehow referring to and holding

ood of a reality which is independent of the knowing mind
ei.nd of the ideas by which it is known. Besides being

ffertain and instructive, our knowledge must be 'real.'

Nor must it be supposed that this real and instructive

lertainty is to be found either exclusively or typically

^ IV. 17. 16, 2 IV. 16. 3.
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in reference to particular matters of fact, of which ou

sense-perceptions might be supposed to render us cognisani

Such knowledge as this is distinguished by him as 'experi

mental' and 'historical' from the 'scientific' knowledg

which consists of universal truths ; and it is with the lattei

that he is primarily concerned. The nature and exten

of our knowledge of particular sensible facts would not^

in the first instance, have presented itself to him as a pro

blem requiring serious investigation, although in the enc

it proved a subject for curious consideration. For, upoi,

reflection, it appeared that this 'historical' or 'experi,

mental' knowledge is not only inferior in its limitatior

to the particular, but is also deficient in the quality o

absolute certainty which constitutes the essence of know-

ledge. The knowledge with which Locke is chiefly con-

cerned is, therefore, that which consists in certain anc

universal propositions. Moreover, he holds that strictl)

universal statements can never be justified by a procesi,

of empirical generalisation. On the contrary, the universa

proposition is one which asserts a connection which ij

seen to hold good from the consideration of the nature o;i

the case. It is, indeed, only universal in its range becaus(

this connection of content is seen to be necessary. Il

thus possesses all the characteristics of knowledge whicl:

is logically a 'priori. Upon such universal and necessar)!

propositions, Locke considers, the possibility of demon-

stration depends, without which our knowledge would be

entirely without system, and could not assume the form

of science.

§ 3. Now the type of such knowledge Locke, like most

of his contemporaries, found in the mathematical sciences.^

and more particularly in geometry. The perfect intel-

lectual transparency, which appeared to him to be possessec
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oth by the primary assumptions of these sciences and by

heir demonstrations, constituted his ideal of knowledge,

nd formed the standard by which he tested the worth

f all our intellectual possessions. His view of know-

;dge, like that of Descartes, is throughout dominated by

is conception of the mathematical sciences, the revival

nd development of which constituted the most striking

atellectual achievement of the age in which he lived.

In this development of mathematics, and especially in

he applications which were being made of mathematics

o the solution of physical problems, there was much to

uggest the need of an enquiry into the nature and limits

>f knowledge. Descartes had already put forward a

eneraHsation of what he took to be the method of mathe-

aatics, which claimed to represent the true method of

J
:nowledge as such, and to reveal the very nature of intel-

igence; although even he had found in experience a

efractory element which refused to be reduced to the

equired form. The definite formulation of the principle

)f mechanical determination raised directly the question

)f the range of its applicabihty, in the answer to which

^
he moral and religious as well as the purely scientific

' nterests of man seemed to be closely involved. With
he contemporary movement in England, of which the

!^ambridge Platonists were the typical representativ^es,

vhich sought to place morality and the fundamental

positions of Natural Theology upon a secure basis, by

giving to them the form of a rational demonstration as

mquestionable as any used by the mathematicians,

-^ocke was in the fullest sympathy ; and among the motives

vhich contributed to the production of the Essay, the

eading place must be given to his desire to serve in this

.vay what he regarded as the highest interests of mankind.
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Keen as was his interest in the scientific discoveries oj

his day, he leaves no room for doubt that in his opinioi

the knowledge which is of greatest importance for mai

is that which relates to his duty, and to the existence o:

the Divine Being, whose law he conceived this duty tc

be. 'Our business here,' he declares, 'is not to know al

things, but those which concern our conduct^.' 'Moralit)

is the proper business and science of mankind in general^.

'Morality and Divinity' are 'those parts of knowledge

that men are most concerned to be clear in^.' And wher

Locke speaks of knowledge here, he means knowledge ir

the strict sense already explained. Least of all in matters

of such weight would he be satisfied with anything shor1

of complete certainty. The passage in the Essay whicl:

shows the greatest emotional warmth, in which the usually

calm flow of its periods is broken by a series of almost

rhetorical questions, is that in which he repudiates the

idea that 'the greater part of mankind' are 'subjected tc

unavoidable ignorance in those things which are of greatest

importance to them'; rejects with scorn the claim of the

'current opinions and licensed guides of every country'

to furnish 'sufficient evidence and security,' where such

great interests are at stake; and expresses his conviction

that 'God has furnished men with faculties sufficient tc

direct them in the way they should take, if they will but

seriously employ them that way, when their ordinary

vocations allow them the leisure*.' For, ' how short soever

their knowledge may come of an universal or perfectj

comprehension of whatsoever is,' men yet * have light

enough to lead them to the knowledge of their Maker, and

the sight of their own duties^.' A note written by his

^ I. I. 6. 2 IV. 12, II. ® Epistle to the Reader.

* IV. 2o. 3. 5 I. I, 5,
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' 0 [end, James Tyrrell, in a copy of the first edition of the

•loiyj-^/y^ informs us that the discussion between *five or six

lends,' which first led Locke to formulate his problem,

^ 0 as one * upon the principles of morality and revealed

t< iligion.' But such explicit confirmation was hardly

^jeded. For Locke himself tells us that it was because

suspected *we began at the wrong end, and in vain

^^^')ught for satisfaction in a quiet and sure possession of

uths that most concerned us, whilst we let loose our

b ioughts into the vast ocean of being,' that he was led

u :o take a survey of our understandings, examine our own
fiiiDwers, and see to what things they were adapted^.' It

orl for the security of knowledge itself, and not in its

icl isparagement, that he would Hmit what he regards as

\ le inordinate pretensions of our intellects. He wotJd
3S revent men from ' letting their thoughts wander into

li( lose depths where they can find no sure footing,' because

t( ich a course can only tend ' to confirm them at last in

!Sl erfect scepticism^.'

Ill We may now sum up our account of the primary and

f lain problem of the Essay. In it Locke undertakes the

1 ivestigation of the nature and conditions of a knowledge

'Hrhich is at once absolutely certain, strictly universal,

instructive ' or synthetical, and 'real'; the consequent

It etermination of the possible extent of such knowledge;

)nd the examination of its distinction from and relation

D other forms of cognition, which are deficient in some

f the respects enumerated. While the mathematical

ciences furnish us with the typical example of such know-

edge, its most important contents are held to refer to

^he objects of our moral and religious consciousness.

§ 4. Of the problem as thus stated, moreover, Locke

* I. I. 7. 2 Iqc^ cit.
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believed himself to have found a satisfactory solutiori

and it is to this solution, or some feature of it, that \ \

en^

draws attention on each of the occasions on which 1:1

claims originality or novelty for his work. Replying to tH er^^

strictures of the Bishop of Worcester, he tells us, 'where
]

anywhere, that itch of vainglory was likeliest to have show' it^

itself, had I been so over-run with it as to need a curd

It is where I speak of certainty, in these following word lie

..."I think I have shown wherein it is that certainty! lie

real certainty consists, which, whatever it was to other; l

k

was, I confess, to me heretofore, one of those desiderat t

which I found great want of^.'" Again, 'Nobody, thai est

I had met with, had, in their writings, particularly se esi

down wherein the act of knowing precisely consisted..

If I have done anything new, it has been to describe 1 1
mt

others more particularly than had been done before, wha o

it is they do, when they perform that action which the;l lai

call knowing^.' k

On two occasions in the Essay he speaks of more specifi !
t

points in his theory as being in his opinion new. It i| ii

not, however, to the derivation of some complex ideji

from simple ideas of Sensation and Reflection that he refenl

us. The 'argument' which appeared to him 'new, and j

little out of the way,' was one concerning 'the essences o

mixed modes and relations^,' upon which his theory of tm
possibility of universal knowledge in ethics will be found t(!

depend ; while it was ' the reason and foundation ' of th<

'clearness or cogency' of self-evident propositions which

he tells us, nobody, to his knowledge, had ever before

attempted to display*. At the same time he is carefu

to disclaim the intention of offering to mankind any nev\|

^ Works ^ vol. IV. p. 136. The reference is to Essay iv. 4. 18.

2 Works, vol. IV. pp. 143-4. ^ III. 5. 16. * IV. 7. I.
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sthod of attaining to knowledge. 'What I say of

^:lrtainty was not to teach men a new way of certainty...

.".

1 It to endeavour to show wherein the old and only way of

; 'J rtainty consists^.' What Locke claims, then, to have done,

answer to the question which he propounded at starting,

:.i to have detected by a process of analysis the essential

::i iture of knowledge, and to have shown, by a survey of

::i .e contents of our cognitive consciousness, carried out in

:t .e light of this analysis, in what regions of human thought

:ei .e requirements of knowledge, in the strict sense in which

'H I uses the term, can be satisfied, and where w^e must

:iu St content with the inferior forms of cognition which he

Si isignates 'opinion,' 'behef,' or 'probabihty.'

:, § 5. In proclaiming the possibility and necessity of

: 1
idertaking such an investigation of knowledge, prior

\ and independently of the attempt to determine the

b iture of real being, Locke introduced a new point of

Lew into philosophy; and the merits and defects of his

;j ork will be found very largely to depend upon the way
. which he conceived and applied it.

i( Considerations concerning the nature of knowledge

a ad, indeed, always found a place, and often an important

: lace, in the comprehensive form of reflection which we
esignate Philosophy. But except in so far as these con-

iderations had taken the direction of a search for a formal

riterion, by means of which genuine knowledge might be

istinguished from mere opinion, the treatment of know-

idge had always hitherto been dominated by ontological

onsiderations. Either knowledge was regarded as some-

ting to be accounted for by reference to the general

rinciples already adopted by the system of philosophy

1 question for the interpretation of reality, or special

^ Third Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. iv. p. 459.
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features of knowledge were appealed to for the establisl lefj

ment of ontological conclusions. In so far as the formei oin

course was adopted, the treatment of knowledge was si lo?

once secondary and dogmatic, and consisted in an attemji loi

to comprehend its nature by means of conceptions an m

principles derived from some limited sphere or aspect c|

the known world ; in so far as recourse w as had to thi i

latter method, the consideration of knowledge was onl| un

incidental and subsidiary to other interests. From th

futility of a merely formal treatment of knowledge, Lockj \

was saved by his keen interest in the varied contents c %

experience ; while he w^as the first to regard the problerj b

of knowledge as primary, and as requiring to be dealt witf fli

from its own point of view.
|

ts

An investigation of knowledge, such as he proposes

is then, he maintains, a necessary preliminary to an; u

attempt to determine the nature of real being. Aparl t

from this, the relation in which he conceived his enquiri ;o;

to stand to speculative metaphysics was a purely negativ tl

one. Such questions are to be simply left on one side. I

did not occur to him that there could be any difficulty ii

doing this, or, again, that the enquiry upon which he wai ii|

entering could yield any positive contribution towards jI tli

theory of reality. Nor did he, at the start at least, suspeci it

that a careful examination of the contents of what claimecj k

to be knowledge might discover a want of clearness, ol i

even latent contradictions, in the conceptions and prin i

ciples upon which its systematic structure was though- \

to depend. Accordingly, he began by accepting withou j:

hesitation or criticism the categories which were regardec

as fundamental by the thought of his age. In the cours<

of his enquiry, it is true, some of these, such as the idea oJ

substance, are found to involve unexpected difficulties anc
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jrplexities, and consequently undergo a certain trans-

^ mation in his hands. Such a criticism of categories,

[)wever, although an incidental result of his work, was
mj

[) part of his original design, and its outcome was always

matter of surprise to him. Indeed, he often continues

write as if conceptions which he has completely under-

lined must still possess unquestionable validity, and

irnish a key to an adequate interpretation of the reaL

tl hus, like many other thinkers, he was destined to prove

)ci 1 illustration of the truth that metaphysics has a way of

si/enging itself on those who slight or disregard it, and

lei lat its deepest entanglements are often reserved for those

-it ho think they have discovered a path, by following which

s difficulties may be evaded.

M % 6. Locke's own conception of the scope of his enquiry

m id its relation to other departments of knowledge is

a lost clearly seen from his division of the sciences, in the

ii mcluding chapter of the Essay. He there distinguishes

b ihree great provinces of the intellectual world, wholly

1 jparate and distinct from one another^,' which he names

hysica, Practica, and XrjfxeLOJTLKTj, or the doctrine of

Igns. Of these, Physica affords us 'the knowledge of

[lings as they are in their own proper beings, their con-

tftutions, properties and operations, whereby I mean
bt only matter and body, but spirits also, which have

leir proper natures, constitutions and operations, as well

s bodies...The end of this is bare speculative truth, and

whatsoever can afford the mind of man any such falls

/nder this branch ; whether it be God himself, angels, spirits,

:
odies, or any of their affections, as number, figure, etc.^^

t is in this sense of the term ' physical ' that in his account

f his 'plain, historical method,' Locke rules out, as foreign

^ IV. 21, 5. ^ IV. 21. 2.
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to his purpose, 'the physical consideration of the mind,

which includes the question 'wherein its essence consists^.

|

' Toto ccelo different ' from such enquiries, he tells us, are thos ,

^^x.

which constitute the subject-matter of the 'doctrine of signs,

to which the Essay is a contribution. As hitherto pursued, ^gr

under the name of Logic, this has been chiefly concerne(

with words, those signs of our ideas, without which w<|

cannot communicate our knowledge to others. It demands
| ^

however, a further and more profound treatment. I
je

words are signs of ideas, ideas are themselves, Locbj
){

holds, signs of things, or of the reality with which th<,

mind in its thinking is concerned. 'For, since the thing!
j^e

the mind contemplates are none of them, besides itself!

present to the understanding, it is necessary that some-

thing else, as a sign or representation of the thing it conj ^

siders, should be present to it: and these are ideas^.|

It is by a more penetrating consideration of both 'ideaji

and words as the great instruments of knowledge,' thai.
^

Locke hopes to 'afford us another sort of logic and critic

than what we have been hitherto acquainted with^.

Leaving to others the prosecution of their 'mighty design!

in advancing the sciences,' he declares that 'in an ag<|

that produces such masters as the great Huygenius anc

the incomparable Mr Newton, with some others of thali

strain, it is ambition enough to be employed as an under-|

labourer in clearing ground a little and in removing somcj

of the rubbish that lies in the way to knowledge*.'

Now it is notoriously easier to propose such absolute

divisions than to carry them through; and Locke'sj

account of the 'doctrine of signs' clearly bristles with

metaphysical assumptions, the consideration of which|

^ I. I. 2. 2 jv. 21. 4. * loc, cit.

* The Epistle to the Reader.
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ould properly fall to the 'Toto coelo different' depart-

ent of Physica. We can here only indicate their nature,

aving their fuller consideration for discussion later on. In

levery exclusion of the 'physical consideration of the mind'
^' om the purview of the Essay ^ it is implied that the mind is

Isubstance, with its own essence, 'constitution, properties

W operations.' Moreover, since a substance possesses

1 independent and exclusive existence, the mind and

le remainder of the world of real being, which consists

other substances, stand over against each other in a

'ay which renders impossible any direct relation between

lem in knowledge. It is upon this metaphysical theory

iat Locke bases the necessity of the mediating function

I ideas, as at once belonging to the mind and referring

yond it. How axiomatic this position is for his thought

spears from the fact that, although it is of fundamental

nportance for the whole doctrine of the Essay^ it is only

tpressly formulated, and then incidentally, in its closing

lapter.

§ 7. The prominence given to ' ideas ' in the Essay

t once attracted the notice of its earliest critics. It was

le 'new way of ideas' which Stillingfleet undertook to

verthrow in the interests of the faith which he thought

^as threatened by it; and it was in opposition to 'the

incies of Ideists' that Sargeant expounded the true

lethod of 'SoHd Philosophy.' Nor would it be an

xaggeration to say that the larger part of the enormous

lass of comment and criticism which has continued to

brow up round the Essay, from their day to ours, has

bgely depended, for its cogency or want of it, upon the

ense in which Locke's 'idea' has been understood. It is,

lerefore, of first-rate importance to determine what Locke
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means when he speaks about ideas ; and how he conceiv

them to be related, on the one hand, to the knowing min

and on the other, to the reahty known. In order to pla

the questions raised in their proper setting, it will 1

advisable to consider briefly what Locke's contemporari

understood by ideas, and to notice the nature of the vie\

and controversies which were current concerning them

Considerable divergence existed among philosophic

writers of the seventeenth century as to the significatic

to be attached to the term idea. By many it was employe

in a way which limited its appHcation to a medium «i

cognition involved in sense-perception and imagination

And even in this reference the term was ambiguous. F(

while it was sometimes appHed to the contents of thej

mental functions themselves, it was also used to signil

the physiological conditions upon which they were suppose

to depend ; "whether these were still conceived as ' sensib

species' or physical representations of material things, o

according to the more modern view, as consisting in son:

form of motion in the brain. On the other hand, by write]

who had come under the influence of the revived study (

Plato, the term was generally restricted to those universj

notions, the apprehension of which, they thought, reveale

in the most striking way the spiritual nature of the sou

and the independence of its functions of physical cor

ditions.

In opposition to these limited and contrary applicatior

of the term, Descartes had given currency to its emplo)

ment in connection with all forms of cognition. Thui

according to him, ideas are involved alike in sense-percej

tion and in pure or imageless thought. It is in this con:{

prehensive sense that the term is used by Locke, to signif

'whatever is meant by phantasm, notion, species, c

11
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^i^ i.atever it is which the mind can be employed about in

^in inking^.' As the universal impHcate of cognition, ideas

pis
\ involved alike in the sensible apprehension of a colour

d in the thought of an abstract object or relation,

andch cannot be presented to sense. For the word
ieil disclaims any special partiality, and avows himself

iniidy to 'change the term idea for a better,' as soon as

lie i critics can help him to one which will bear as well the

ti(|uired width of denotation. His objection to the term

)yi Dtion ' is not that it has been employed to signify some-

1 !ng which is not an idea, but that it is 'more pecuHarly

io propriated to a certain sort ' of idea, ' so that it would

Fit sound altogether so well to say, "The notion of red"

led "The notion of a horse" as "The idea of red" and

i ^he idea of a horse^."

'

)S( § 8, But what, we must now ask, is this something

it dch is involved in all cognition ? In particular, is an

0 ia to be identified with the process of cognition or with

!D atent cognised ? Or does it, perchance, include both ?

te le distinction here implied is one which must have been

Mcniliar to Locke. In considering his relation to it,

rs^refore, it will be well to notice the way in which it

las commonly drawn, and in which he found it in the

)ii fitings of the great Frenchman, to whom he was indebted

oiith for his use of the term idea, and for his conception

1 the universal function in knowledge of that which it

)iii;:nifies.

})j
Adopting a distinction which had been current among

ii,e Schoolmen, Descartes maintained that an idea may
regarded from two distinct points of view. It may

II' considered as a mode of the individual's consciousness,

ifj as the representation of something other than itself.

^1 ^ I. I. 8. 2 Second Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. p. 133,
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From the one point of view, it may be said to possess * form

reality'; from the other, 'objective reality.' Thus, l|

'objective reality' of my idea of a dog consists of the logi

content of my idea, or the qualities which I conceive t

dog to possess when I think of him. It must be observ

that the recognition that an idea has 'objective realili
^

does not involve the assertion, or even the suppositici

of an existence corresponding to it in rerum natura. Thi '

when I think of the sea-serpent and affirm it to be a mc '

fiction, this fabulous monster possesses 'objective realit!

in my thought.

§ 9. It will be seen at once that the nature and sco'

of an enquiry concerning ideas will depend largely up( '

its relation to the distinction thus expressed^. Regardij

from the point of view of its factual existence, or 'form'

reality,' an idea is a temporal event in the history of r

individual's consciousness, which we may seek to analy

and describe, and to connect with previous conditio;

determining its occurrence. Such consideration of ideas, -vj

should now say, specially belongs to Psychology, though th

science cannot entirely ignore the presence of the oth'

aspect. But by an examination of ideas we may mes

something quite different from this. We may mean a|

attempt to define their contents more precisely, and 1!

determine the timeless logical relations of certain of thej

contents to one another, in virtue of which one can be see'

necessarily to imply another. We are no longer restricte

to facts of mental history, but are dealing with th'

nature of what we cognise; and our procedure, if :

be thorough enough, may pass into philosophical reflectio

in the form of a criticism of categories.

^ On the bearing of the distinction on Locke's enquiry cf. Adamson: Ti

Development of Modern Philosophy^ vol. i. pp. 113-4.
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But if the distinction was of importance for the purpose

marking off the province of an incipient psychology from

-J It of logical and epistemological investigations, it was

. : free from dangers of a metaphysical kind. The dis-

ction of aspect was liable to be treated as a difference

:|j
being, with the result that the 'objective reahty,' or

irj ical content of our ideas, came to be regarded as a kind

secondary or reflected existence of the real world

2 the mind, distinct alike from that w^orld and from

1
1 subjective state of the individual. Of this danger

scartes himself affords an illustration. The most

iracteristic, though not the most famous, of his argu-

:nts for the existence of God, proceeds upon the

;umption that the 'objective reality' of our idea of

i divine being must be regarded as having an actual

istence of this kind, which justifies us in treating it

an effect for which an adequate cause must be found.

)wever imperfect, he argues, may be this manner of

istence, it cannot be nothing, and cannot have nothing

• its cause^. But since, in accordance with the prevailing

Jtaphysics, which Descartes accepts, nothing exists but

DStances and their modifications, it is difficult to see

lat this manner of existence can be. The objective

ility of an idea is by definition something other than

modification of the individual mind; the mediating

action of the idea depends upon its being something

her than a modification of a foreign substance. We
em, then, to be making straight for the position that

virtue of their objective reality, ideas must themselves

: substances. But in that case, again, their utility as

means of mediating between the mind and other sub-

ances is destroyed.

^ Third Meditation.
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From these difficulties Descartes had held discree* 1152

aloof, by refraining from asking what the * manner r

existence' possessed by the objective reality of an id| lei;

might be. In the subsequent development of the Cartesii -ir;

School, however, the question as to the nature of the beii liv

which belongs to ideas, and their relation to the knowi
1

1

mind, came to be recognised as of fundamental important le

and formed the subject of the most significant controver \i

which was waged within it. On the one side, Malebranc| lat

maintained that ideas were 'real beings,' possessing jut

existence distinct alike from the knowing mind and frcios

the realities they represented. Against this view Arnai]; le

contended that ideas have no being apart from the activii t

by which they are cognised. The terms 'perception' a]

'idea,' he insisted, signify the same thing; the on k

difference being that the former suggests more direct ai:

the relation to the knowing mind, and the latter speciali iiii

brings out the relation to that which is perceived e

cognised^. Others, again, such as Regis, sought to esta! 01

lish the position that while ideas are only modificatio ct

of the thinkmg mind, they have an existence apart fro

the act of thought by which they are apprehended. le

§ 10. Now although the above distinction must ha j
lOi

been thoroughly familiar to Locke, no use of it
I

irc

made in the Essay"^, The nearest indication of f

attitude towards it is to be derived from his remar

upon the distinction drawn by Malebranche between ti lei

'sentiment' as subjective affection, and the 'pure idel

as object of knowledge. Upon this Locke's comment
!

as follows. 'If by "sentiment "...he means the act
j

el;

I

1 Des v.raies et des fausses tdeeSy Ch. 5, Def. 6.
^

2 A reference to it is involved in the Epistle to the Reader, where he spej

of ideas as * objectively in the mind.'
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•5 isation, or the operation of the soul in perceiving, and
•• "pure idea" the immediate object of that perception...

sre is some foundation for it, taking ideas for real

^ings or substances^.' In other words, the distinction

-"Uy seemed to him of importance if interpreted as

"nifying a difference of being, such as we have seen

^2 e distinction between the formal and objective reality

-I an idea tended to become. But for the supposition

•'.cat ideas are 'real beings or substances' he had nothing

r X ridicule, while he was also convinced that they have

::(' existence in the mind except when, and in so far as,

•i^ ey are perceived. For mere distinctions of reason,

."ch as that between the two aspects of an idea would

a ipear to him to be, he had little inclination or respect.

0! ley were apt to appear to him as merely relics of scholastic

:: lir-splitting, which diverted the mind from its proper

:a nction, and against which the judicious thinker must

: \ ever on his guard. And the general suspicion would

i)t be lessened, in the present instance, by the admittedly

iflholastic origin of the distinction.

:c If, however, we turn to Locke's actual treatment of

eas, we shall find that it is implied throughout that ideas

.3 )ssess both aspects, although they are not always equally

-ominent, and confusion is apt to result from the want

% a clear definition of standpoint. The idea for him is at

::^ice the apprehension of a content and the content appre-

tJmded; it is both a psychical existent and a logical

ei.eaning. The aspect of 'objective reality' appears most

:jrikingly in the treatment in Book IV of the non-temporal

f:lations of abstract ideas which constitute the content

*: universal knowledge; but it is prominent in Locke's

jind throughout the discussion of ideas in Book II, since

^ Examination of Malebrancbe, § 38. Works, vol. iv. pp. 232-3.
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it is only as constituting ^ the materials of knowledgt

that he is there concerned with them. It is, indeed,

fundamental misunderstanding of his position to suppoui

that, in his account of the genesis of our ideas, Locli lo

sought to derive the whole content of our knowledge fro:! lai

a series of psychical facts devoid of objective referencty

The function of the idea is repeatedly compared by hiii r

with that of the word. Both were for him essential]

representative ; and he would no more have thought (I isi

forming a theory of ideas which should treat them apa (

from their objective reference, than he would have regarde It!

as satisfactory an account of words which disregards

their possession of meaning. Indeed, a 'psychical facjk

which is not the apprehension of an object is for him |is)

sheer impossibility. To have admitted it would have bee: t:

to run directly counter to the principle which was fund;! ie

mental for his conception of mind, that ' to be in til et

understanding' is 'to be understood^.' jirc

It is the objective reality of the idea which is brougl uii

forward. in its definition, as 'whatsoever is the object (Ur

the understanding when a man thinks^'; and it is wil| ips

ideas as 'objects' of thought that the Essay is primari lo;

concerned. The term 'object,' however, implies for Locli lis

relation to and dependence upon a mind or subject. Thi! V

while, as we have seen, he assumes throughout a realm \ ;oe

real being, independent of the cognitive process, but ! k

which our knowledge ultimately refers, the constitueni r

of this realm are not 'objects' in his sense of the terri lie

even at the moment in which they are thought of. Lill or.

Arnauld, again, he repudiates the supposition that ide;| ij-

possess an existence apart from the act of thought t •

which their content is apprehended. 'Having ideas ari

1 I. 2. 5. 2 I. I. 8. '
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rception,' he declares, are 'the same thing^.' He is

le *who thinks ideas are nothing but perceptions of the

ind^.' Similarly, 'perception,' which is for Locke the

c ost general name for all the operations of the under-

go anding, is used by him to signify an act of thought

7 which we have explicit consciousness of some 'object'

H content.

al § II. It must be admitted that Locke's failure to

I stinguish between the two aspects of the idea introduces

:a certain ambiguity of standpoint into his work. But

\\ though he possessed quite remarkable powers of psycho-

digical analysis, and made important contributions to

;c .e development of psychology, the place occupied by

n lychological questions in the Essay is strictly subordinate,

ei is primarily as furnishing the contents of a new kind of

id ea that the fundamental cognitive faculties, perception,

tl tention and discerning, are dealt with; while even the

•olonged discussion of volition and human freedom is

j^lidertaken for the elucidation of the idea of power. In

M.rtue of his statement that 'to give an account of the

11 Derations of the mind in thinking,' he ' could look into no-

riody's understanding' but his own, 'to see how it wrought^,'

cl is method has been identified by some of his critics with

ii!|ie psychological method of introspection, and it has been

iiiDntended that there is in consequence a fundamental

discrepancy between the problem he propounded and the

ii!iethod which he adopted for its solution. No such anti-

rniesis, however, can be admitted. While both Locke's

ipnception of his problem and his method are affected

dy the ambiguity of standpoint which has been already

b
^ II. I. 9-

^ Examination of Malebrancbe^ § 15. Cf. the still more emphatic passage,

. 10. 2, quoted below on p. 23.

' Second Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. iv. p. 139.
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recognised, his method is far from being that of

spection. When he looked into his mind, * to see how
wrought,' Locke neither looked for nor found a mere flo

of subjective processes, but a variety of logical content

essentially involving a reference beyond the momenta]

state of consciousness in which they are apprehendecliii

and from this reference he never attempted to abstrac

It never even occurred to him to treat our cogniti"^

consciousness exclusively, or even primarily, from tl

point of view of subjective process. The mind was f<

him essentially rational. Its * natural tendency' wi

'towards knowledge^.' The 'natural' connections of idej

were those non-temporal relations of content, the perce]

tion of which constitutes scientific or universal knowledg

It was only in the fourth edition of the Essay that 1;

noticed at all those 'other connections of ideas, wholl

owing to chance or custom,' to which he gives the namlit

association, and which subsequently assumed such aid

important role in the development of psychology in thiiai

country. And to him they are only significant as explainin

the oddity and extravagance which we find in the opiniouly

and actions of some men, a 'sort of madness' in whic

the mind departs from its normal, rational working.

§ 12. We must now draw attention to a further seriei

of implications in Locke's conception of the nature c|

ideas and their relation to the mind. We have seen hir

maintaining that ideas are nothing apart from the percepi

tions by which their content is apprehended, and tha

'to be in the understanding' signifies to be understood

While rejecting the Cartesian conception of the essenc

of mind, Locke derived from Descartes the principl

that all mental functions are functions of explicit self

1 II. 32. 6.

e;

0]
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:: scious thought. And having accepted the position,

I sought to develop it with a consistency which Des-

Ites had never attempted. Indeed, several of the most

Iortant alterations in the later editions of the Essay

entirely inspired by this motive. It is in relation to

ciory that the application of the term 'object' to ideas

aost likely to lead the unwary astray, by the suggestion

,t ideas are somehow retained in the mind, when it

no longer any explicit consciousness of them. In

i first edition of the Essay, Locke had himself written

the customary metaphorical manner of memory as a

Drehouse' and 'repository' of ideas, expressions which

re seized upon by one of his earliest critics, as involving

i presence in the mind of ideas which are not objects

explicit consciousness, and as inconsistent with the

lunds of his rejection of innate ideas^. In the later

tions Locke added a passage in which he repudiated

:h an interpretation, and asserted in the most emphatic

nner the identity of ideas and perceptions. 'Our

^as being nothing but actual perceptions in the mind,

lich cease to be anything when there is no perception

) them, this laying up of our ideas in the repository of

memory signifies no more than this—that the mind

13 a power, in many cases, to revive perceptions which it

13 once had, with this additional perception annexed

J them, that it has had them before. And in this sense

(ias are said to be in our memories when indeed they

It actually nowhere^.'

Again, since ideas are 'objects' which are nothing apart

)m the expHcit thought by which they are apprehended,

^ John Norris, Cursory reflections upon a book called an Essay concerning

•xman Understanding. Published as an appendix to the same writer's Christian

\ssedness. 1690.

^ II. 10. 2.

\
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it is impossible that an idea can be other than it is apfjp

hended as being. To the statement that they exist o %

when they are perceived, we must add that their natj %

is exhausted in the content of this act. Each idea ml i

be at once perceived to be what it is, and at the same til iiii

distinguished from all other ideas. 'It is the first act lar

the mind (without which it would never be capable ip

any knowledge) to know every one of its ideas by its<
|

i

and distinguish it from others^.' Hence, ideas are, prope K

speaking, incapable of confusion with one another.
\

i:

no idea be confused but such as is not sufficiently dist i:

guished from another from which it ought to be differej il\

it will be hard, may anyone say, to find anywhere | se;

confused idea. For, let any idea be what it will, it c ii

be no other but such as the mind perceives it to be, a| b

that very perception sufficiently distinguishes it from I m

other ideas, which cannot be other, i.e. different, withcli

being perceived to be so^.' The solution, he finds, lo;

reference to the name. Confusion arises when two nam |t

which are intended to stand for different ideas, are usi

for the same idea; or when a single name, which is sul

posed to have a determinate meaning, is used for t^

distinguishable ideas. Accordingly, in the fourth editi< ,o

of the Essay ^ Locke largely discontinued the applicatL \

to ideas of the Cartesian epithets 'clear' and 'distinc

substituting for them the expressions 'determined' '

'determinate.' But even with this revised terminolog

there is, he finds, danger of misunderstanding. Fci

looked upon as 'some object in the mind' every idea
|

1 IV. 7. 4. Cf. IV. I. 4.

^ II. 29. 6. Cf. Examination of Malebrancbe, § 29. 'What it 18 to see a

idea, to which I do not give a name, confusedly, is what I do not well understar

What I see, I see, and the idea I see is distinct from all others that are not t

same with it.*
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^; :essarily * determined, i,e. such as it is there seen and

'ceived to be.' It is only, however, to be called a

Da :erminate idea 'when such as it is at any time objectively

the mind, and so determined there, it is annexed and

ei hout variation determined to a name or articulate

a( md, which is to be steadily the sign of that very same

ect of the mind, or determinate idea^.'

Finally, as objects of explicit thought ideas are in

V jmselves incapable of change as well as of confusion.

mutable idea' is, strictly speaking, a contradiction in

ms, since it is not properly 'one idea^.' The term can

ly signify that at different times the same name is

^d to stand for different ideas. Hence, although it

impossible for any of us 'to keep one unvaried single

:a in his mind, without any other, for any considerable

le together^,' there is a sense in which ideas themselves

i their relations may be said to be eternal. It is here,

)re than anywhere else, that Locke might have employed

th advantage the doctrine of the two aspects of the

:a, although his own position is clear enough without

It is only as having a meaning in which abstraction

made from temporal and subjective conditions that

eke considers that an idea can be said to be 'eternal';

d he is careful to dissociate the term from any supposition

a permanency of existence. 'What wonder,' he asks,

it that the same idea should always be the same idea ?

>r if the word triangle be supposed to have the same

:nification always, that is all this amounts to^.' Hence,

die allowing the appropriateness of the expression

'ernae veritates^ to signify the propositions which formulate

^ Epistle to the Reader, fourth edition. ^ Qf^ jj 29. 9. 3 j^,

* Remarks upon Mr Norris's books, § 23, Works^ vol. x. p. 257.
* IV. II. 14,
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the relations between the contents of our abstract ide| \i

he insists that the term carries with it none of the on ap

logical and psychological implications which had constit\i p
its chief importance in the eyes of the Cambridge Ii es:

tonists and others. If Locke failed to realise the ij to:

significance of one of the most difficult problems of ll soi

theory of knowledge, he at least freed it from its connectii m

with the crudities of the current dogmatic metaphysic |v

§ 13. Among the questions which the 'plain historij ai

method' sought to lay on one side was that of the me| coi

physical nature of ideas themselves, concerning whiij w£

as we have seen, the followers of Descartes had fouj i

themselves in such difficulties. The initial assumpti(j ii

underlying the whole procedure of the Essay ^ is that l| su

existence of ideas may be taken for granted, and th;
ec

function in knowledge examined, without entering upj m

the questions which may be raised concerning thj
jj

nature as elements of reality, or their relation to tj i

mind as a substance. But although these questions s
\\

excluded from the Essay
^
they did not fail to occu d

Locke's thought, and form the frequent topic of ij '1

later writings. Thus, Stillingfleet is challenged to deck n

'how the action of thinking is performed,' and to ccj
ii

ceive 'how your own soul or any substance thinksj
e;

In answer to the criticism of Norris, Locke traces ti 1

difficulty of explaining the mind's relation to its idci 0

to what he regards as its source, in the current mel|
ii

physical determination of the soul as a simple substan(|
a

'No man,' he declares, 'can give any account of aii
[|

alteration made in any simple substance whatsoever

1 Cf. below, ch, vii. § 4.

2 Third Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. iv. p. 463.

^ Remarks upon Mr Norris's books, § 2, Works, vol. x. p. 248.
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Sxperience assures us of the difference between having

\ perception and being without it ; but when we seek to

)enetrate below this deHverance of consciousness, and

indeavour to understand the fact in terms of our assumed

:onstruction of reahty, we are brought up by this in-

oluble problem. His Examination of Malehranche was

)rofessedly undertaken in order to discover whether the

lypothesis of the vision of all things in God would furnish

I cure for his 'unaffected ignorance' on this point, and

:ontains his objections to the views which we have seen

vere current among the Cartesians. The supposition,

vhich he thinks Malebranche's expressions imply, that

deas are themselves 'real beings' in the sense of 'spiritual

ubstances,' is set aside as inconceivable and absurd. But

iqually great difficulties are found in regarding ideas as

nodifications of the soul. For, in the first place, the

ipplication of 'the good word modification' makes things

10 whit clearer than they were before, since we cannot

:xplain in what the modification consists. All we can

lo is to reassert the presence of the idea. The term

modification,' again, implies an identity between the

elation of ideas to the mind and the relation of qualities

|;o physical things, which consideration shows does not

:xist. 'To examine their^ doctrine of modification a little

'urther. Different sentiments are different modifications

>f the mind. The mind or soul that perceives is one

mmaterial indivisible substance. Now I see the white

md black on this paper. I hear one singing in the next

00m, I feel the warmth of the fire I sit by, and I taste an

^ This passage is immediately directed against Malebranche's account of

sentiments' as distinguished from ideas (see above, p. i8). But it applies with

reater force to the view of other Cartesians that ideas are 'modifications' of the

>ul. It is perhaps a consciousness of this which leads Locke to use the plural

>rm of the third personal pronoim more than once in his discussion.
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apple I am eating, and all this at the same time. No\j

I ask, take "modification" for what you please, can th

same unextended and indivisible substance have differen

—nay, inconsistent and opposite (as those of white an<

black must be) modifications at the same time ? Or mus

we suppose distinct parts in an indivisible substance, oni

for black, another for white, and another for red ideas^ ?

'

From such passages as these it is apparent that th(

process of reflection upon knowledge from the standpoin

of experience, which Locke had initiated, was already

undermining the current dogmatic metaphysics in one o

its strongholds. But while indicating the depth of Locke's

dissatisfaction with the dogmatism of his age, they als(Jjuji

serve to illustrate the limits of his criticism. Notwith-

standing the difficulties and apparent contradictions tc

which the current determination of the soul as a simple

substance leads us, it is not set aside as intrinsicall)| ^

mistaken or absurd. Locke had himself inherited thei
{i,

current scheme of thought, for which the categories oil
,|

substance and quality expressed in an exhaustive mannei, ^

the ultimate nature of reality, and he never thought oi||i

questioning either its general validity or its appHcabiHty|
{

to the subject of experience. Accordingly, he still continues] ^

to think of the soul as a substance, possessing a nature

of its own independent of experience ; and only concludes

that the manner of its existence, and the way in which
^

it performs the functions revealed in experience, are beyondj
j

the reach of our knowledge. The question of his relation)

to the assumptions of the traditional metaphysics will,u^

however, be discussed in a later chapter.

sir

:eE

^ Examination of Malebranchej § 39.

i
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CHAPTER II

' THE POLEMIC AGAINST INNATE PRINCIPLES
!

! § I. There existed a wide-spread tendency, among
rriters upon philosophical subjects in the seventeenth

entury, to rest the validity of what they regarded as the

mdamental principles of knowledge and conduct upon

vague and often unexplained appeal to Nature. By
!^ature' they generally understood the universe of reality,

laterial and immaterial, in its orderly and universal

lodes of activity ; and from it they commonly distinguished

le arbitrary and occasional exercise of human powers

rhich, depending upon an undetermined faculty of free-

rill, could not be brought within this ordered system,

'hus the objective and universal vaHdity of the principles

f knowledge and morality was identified with their

aturalness. The evidence of reason was the 'light of

fature'; and those who held that moral principles could

e established without appeahng to revelation, maintained

tie existence of a 'law of Nature' binding upon all. From
his identification of objective and universal validity with

aturalness a further step was commonly taken, by which

ur recognition of the truth of propositions possessing these

haracteristics was referred in some way to the operation of

Mature, or of God acting through Nature, upon our minds,

^here thus came to be widely accepted, in various forms, a

heory of natural and innate principles, upon which those

I
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who differed most in other respects often found themselves i i \\

substantial agreement. For the many who still held by th

scholastic method of formal deduction, the theory supplie

the starting point of which their procedure stood so obviousl

in need, now that the authority of Aristotle and the Churc

could no longer be appealed to as final. Innate idea

occupied a prominent position in the philosophy of Des|

cartes ; while in England innate principles were proclaime

by almost all of those who were seeking to find a rations

basis for knowledge and conduct, among whom Lort

Herbert of Cherbury and the writers known as the CaiU)

bridge Platonists were the most important.

When we enquire more particularly as to what Natur

was supposed to have contributed towards our knowledg

of the principles in question, or in what their innatenes

was conceived to consist, it is difficult to obtain an intel

ligible reply. The supposition that innate knowledge ii

explicitly possessed from the earliest dawn of consciousnesi

was expressly repudiated by all writers of repute, althougl

such a view was sometimes attributed to Plato and hit

followers^. Lord Herbert of Cherbury and the Cambridgi

Platonists are as clear upon this point as Descartes himselfj

But these writers differ from one another in the accounj

which they give of the meaning of the latent or implici

presence of ideas and principles in the mind prior to experi|

ence. According to Lord Herbert, the mind is like a closecj

book, which opens upon the presentation of an objec

and reveals the characters already contained within it^j

Descartes explained the innateness of ideas as consisting

in a natural bias or predisposition to their formation

^ Cf. Culverwell, An elegant and learned discourse of the Light of Nature^ p. 89 )

Cumberland, De Legibus Naturae^ Introduction, § 5. i

2 De Veritate. Edition of 1656, p. 68.
|
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hich he compared to an inherited tendency to certain

seases^. More, who connected the theory with the

atonic doctrine of reminiscence, maintained that even

hile implicit, this knowledge is both active and actual,

Ice the skill of a sleeping musician^. Cudworth wrote

iguely of *an innate cognoscitive power,' which the

ul possesses, 'a power of raising intelligible ideas and
D< inceptions of things from within itself^.' Glanville, the

iute critic of all forms of Dogmatism in Philosophy

^ i.d Science, maintains that the principles of religion

J! *e
* those inbred fundamental notices that God hath

iiplanted in our souls; such as arise not from external

'^'ojects, nor particular humours and imaginations, but

je immediately lodged in our minds; independent upon

cher principles or deductions; cornmanding a sudden

iisent, and acknowledged by all sober mankind*.' It is

tue indeed he maintains, that innate principles *do not

V in the minds of all men in the formality of such pro-

>sitions; yet they are implicitly there, and in the force

id power of them every man reasons and acts also,

ley are the seeds of reason^.' If a representative of

T e modern spirit, such as Glanville, could use such expres-

S)ns, we may be sure that the theory assumed still cruder

frms in the pulpit, and in the conversations upon philo-

•phical subjects, in which every educated gentleman was

en expected to be capable of taking a part.

§ 2. Two things are necessary to enable us to appre-

cate the aim and historical significance of the polemic

^ Reply to the ' Programme ' of Regius, Article 1 2.

2 An antidote against Atheism^ bk i. ch. 5, §§2-3.
^ A Treatise concerning eternal and immutable Morality^ bk iv. ch. i.

* Essays upon several important subjects in Philosophy and Religion^ 1676.

I say v. pp. 5-6.

^ op. cit. Essay II. p. 50.
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against this vague and confused theory, which occup

the first book of the Essay. We must abstain from readi

into the controversy points of view which have only be

rendered clear by the discussions which it has direci

or indirectly raised; and we must take into account

relation to the ultimate problem which Locke had j

before himself, viz. the determination of the nature a:

possible extent of certainty or knowledge. The concepti

of a purely logical priority of first principles was as forei

to Locke's opponents as to himself. Although, as i

have seen, they were not agreed as to the nature of t

existence which pertained to innate ideas and princip]

prior to experience, they all held that in some real sen

they were already 'in the mind' of the individual, and th

their presence served as a natural force or bias determini:

the temporal development of consciousness. Nor shall \

read Locke's argument aright if we suppose that t

question at issue is that of the activity or passivity of t.

mind in relation to its experience. The upholders of tl

theory he opposes commonly employed the metaphor

the stamp and its impression in describing the source

innate principles, and even Descartes regarded it .

essential to the objectivity which he claimed for inna

ideas that their apprehension should be freed from depen

ence upon any subjective activity. Innate ideas, he co:

siders, are ideas which the mind simply finds in itself,

distinguished both from those which it receives fro

without and those which it makes for itself. Indee

so far as the question of mental activity is involved ;

the controversy at all, one of Locke's objections to til

theory he opposes is that it represents certain truths

merely given to the mind, apart from the exercise of thjj

active comparison and examination, which he holds
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involved in all human knowledge. The question of

e activity of mind, in any more abstract or speculative

ase, does not enter into his purview throughout the

e( ^cussion, and its consideration would not have been

It guarded by him as relevant to his purpose, or as a necessary

1
pliminary to the constructive part of his work.

\i \ § 3. Again, the first book of the Essay is not simply

signed to prepare the way for an account of the temporal

[e of ideas in and through experience. Locke does,

;
deed, consider that the theory of innate principles stands

!

direct conflict with the manner and order in which

iperience shows that ideas first occur in consciousness.

!s account of the way in which the mind comes by its

jas will, he thinks, render his rejection of innate prin-

)les 'much more easily admitted^.' But he refers us,

• the positive complement of the argument of Book I,

t to his theory of the derivation of ideas from experience

t to his account of the way in which we may attain

certainty or knowledge. *It would be sufficient to

nvince unprejudiced readers of the falseness of this

pposition,' i.e, of innate principles, 'if I should only

ow (as I hope I shall in the following parts of this dis-

urse) how men, barely by the use of their natural faculties,

ay attain to all the knowledge they have, without the

Ip of innate impressions, and may arrive at certainty

thout any such original notions or principles^.' In

rticular, he would have us consider his novel account

the nature of the self-evidence which is possessed by

rtain so-called maxims or axioms, such as the Laws of

entity and Excluded Middle; since, in the absence of

y satisfactory theory upon this point, an innate origin

s been claimed for these truths with exceptional con-
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fidence. While, in fact, the denial of innate princip, i

receives confirmation from our ability to show that

our ideas can be traced back to an origin in experienjj %

since without innate ideas there can be no innate principL u

the prolonged examination of the theory is render

i

necessary by its forming the basis of an erroneous vi<

of the nature of certainty or knowledge, and of the wi

in which it is obtained. * Truth and certainty' were,
t

tells us, 'the things pretended' by the upholders of t

theory^, and it was on account of these pretentions th|

the theory was so emphatically challenged by him.

§ 4. Before proceeding to examine Locke's argumen

or to consider more closely against whom they W€

directed, or how far they constituted a relevant objecti
i

to the theory of innateness as it was set forth by its pri i,t

cipal exponents, it will, I think, be well to endeavour \
gather from Locke's own expressions what he conceivi

to be the rival theory of certainty, of which innate principle

formed the foundation. The theory asserts, in the fii|

place, a special origin for our knowledge of the princip]

which it claims as innate. This knowledge is not to

ascribed to ' the use of our natural faculties, ' exercised upcj

the data of experience, but to the direct action of Natu

or of God, by which these principles have been 'stampej

or 'imprinted' upon the mind 'in its very first being

They form 'a distinct sort of truth ^' from the rest of 0|

knowledge, which is designated as 'adventitious.' Besid

and in consequence of this difference in origin, they posse

a peculiar value for knowledge. They have a certain

and an authority which no knowledge with a differe:

origin can claim. Left solely to the use of 'our naturi

faculties' we should be condemned to an 'uncertai

^ I- 3. 13- * I. 2. I. ^ I. 2. 5.
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"^lioating estate^' from which we are only saved by this

2t [)ounty of Nature^.' But the ' self-evidence ' which is

laimed for these principles seems to be independent of any

itional consideration. They are 'sacred^' and are pro-

bated from critical examination by 'The principle of

rinciples—that principles must not be questioned^.' Not

aly is it claimed that these principles are certain in them-

slves, but that they are 'the foundations of all other

bowledge^.' By this is meant that all other certain know-

^dge is the result of formal deduction from them. For,

:cording to their supporters, reason is ' nothing else but the

iculty of deducing unknown truths from principles or pro-

Dsitions that are already known^.' Or, in the language of

le Schools, all reasoning proceeds ' ex -prceconcessis et 'prce-

)gnitis^^ and innate principles form the starting point,

[dependent of experience, presupposed by such a method,

asides furnishing the 'foundation of knowledge,' innate

rinciples contain 'the rules of living' By which men are

iquired to conduct their lives. For, it is urged, it would

e inconsistent with the goodness of God to suppose that

!e had left men to find these out for themselves®. In

mate principles we must therefore find the philosophical

asis of Religion and Ethics, no less than the source of

le certainty of scientific knowledge.

Seeing that they constitute 'a distinct sort of truths'

: such supreme importance, it might have been expected

lat their adherents would have furnished us with a

implete list or 'catalogue' of them. This, however,

ley have not done®. And when we ask for the grounds

pon which these principles are declared to be innate,

^ I- 3- 13-

* I. 4. 24.

^ IV. 7. 8.

2 I. 2. 10.

^ 1. 1. 21 ; cf. I. 2. 25.

8 I. 4. 12.

3 I. 3. 21; I. 3. 25.

* I. 2. 9.

• I. 3.

4
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or for a means of distinguishing them from propositi©] \\

of a more lowly origin, we are merely referred to the gener %

consent of mankind. Universal agreement is the gre; %

argument for their existence^, and the only 'mark' •

criterion of innateness which is produced^. Universal] [;

admitted, therefore innate; innate, therefore certain ari
0

beyond the reach of criticism—so runs the argument.

§ 5. Such a theory, it is clear, did much more thi %

run counter to Locke's view of the origin of our ideas ar

the temporal order of their formation in consciousnes

By seeking to rest the certainty of its first principles upc

the extraneous support of an incomprehensible matter

fact, and by its acceptance of universal consent as tl

ultimate criterion of truth, it violated his fundament

conviction, that truth must make good its claim by i

appeal to the intellectual faculties of the individual. T(

often, especially in its application to theological ai

practical questions, it only replaced the appeal to tl

authority of Aristotle and the formulated dogmas of tl

Church by an appeal to a general agreement, which was :

practice equivalent to the authority of current opinions ar

ecclesiastical prejudices. It not only gave a false accoui

of the nature and source of certainty, but it served as i

encouragement to the greatest of all hindrances to knoA

ledge, viz. the lazy acquiescence in the opinions
i

others, by which men avoid the trouble and exerti(|

involved in the right use of their intellectual powei;

Throughout the discussion Locke opposes to the theoi

of innateness the view that knowledge is only to be w<j|ii

by the active employment of our faculties, in ' the consider

tion of things.' It is only by this means that we cj

distinguish the evidence of truth from the mere influen

^ 1. 2. 2. 2 1. 3. 27.
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[ irrational custom. Without this labour the character-

tics of genuine knowledge are wanting, even though

lir assent may be given to that which is in itself true.

The floating of other men's opinions in our brains makes
^2 % not one jot the more knowing, though they happen
2 ^ be true. What in them was science is in us but

piniatry....In the sciences anyone has so much as he

^ aows and comprehends ; what he believes only and takes

3 pon trust are but shreds, which, however well in the whole

^« lece, make no considerable addition to his stock who
-fathers them. Such borrowed wealth, though it were

3ld in the hand from which he received it, will be but

aves and dust when it comes to use^.' In this insistence

pon the necessity for an active appropriation of truth

Y the individual, we have, I believe, the deepest motive

[ Locke's polemic.

§ 6. We must now turn to the consideration of the

rguments which Locke urges against the theory of innate

rinciples. If the statement that certain principles are

aplanted in the very nature of the mind is taken in its

i :rict and literal sense, it implies, Locke urges, that all

: len possess from birth a knowledge of the truths in

uestion. This follows at once from the identification of

dstence in the mind with existence as an object of self-

3nscious thought. Hence, while universal consent, if it

dsted, would be no proof of innateness, unless it could

e shown that this agreement could not have arisen in

Qy other way^, it must be the 'necessary concomitant

f all innate truths,' should such exist^. Any exceptions

) the alleged universality of consent amount, therefore, to

strict demonstration of the falsity of the theory^. And
: scperience assures us that such exceptions exist, since

I ^ I. 4. 23. 2 J 2. 3. 3 2. 5. * I. 2. 4,
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young children, idiots and savages have no knowledge '

the principles for which this origin is claimed^.

Locke is aware, however, that the defenders of tl

theory have sought to guard it against so easy a refutatio;

They talk about a knowledge which is at first on]

'implicit'; by which, he insists, they can only mean
capacity for knowledge^. 'The capacity,' they say,

*

innate, the knowledge acquired^.' Now the existence (

an innate 'power' or 'capacity' for knowledge Locke ha

no intention of calling in question. He assumes throug]

out that the mind has 'inherent faculties' which it brin^

into the world with it*. 'I think nobody who reads m
book can doubt that I spoke only of innate ideas and not (

innate powers,' is the comment which he wrote on tl

margin of Burnet's 'Remarks on the Essay^ But 1

apply the term innate to certain ideas or principles mere!

because the mind is capable of forming them, appeared t

him a 'very improper way of speaking, which, while i

pretends to assert the contrary, says nothing differer

from those who deny innate principles^.' From such

misuse of language, he considered, nothing but confusio

and misunderstanding could result.

Moreover, such a line of defence, he points out, is fats

to the claim that innate principles constitute 'a distinc

sort of truths,' differing from others in their origin an

possessing a peculiar certainty and authority. 'If truths

can be imprinted upon the understanding without bein]

perceived, I can see no difference there can be betweei

any truths the mind is capable of knowing in respect o

their original. They must all be innate or all adventitious

in vain shall a man go about to distinguish them^.' Am
1 I. 2. 5.

* I. 2. 2.

2 I. 2. 22.

^ I. 2. 5.

3 I. 2. 5.

« I. 2. 5.
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;e e admission that innate principles are not *a distinct

iTt of truths' is regarded by Locke as equivalent to the

iii>andonment of the theory. For with their distinct

icigin, their claim to be regarded as possessing a peculiar

rrtainty, and as constituting the foundation of all other

Lowledge, falls to the ground. Locke's argument, then,

^sumes the form of a dilemma. Either the theory signi-

f:s that certain ideas and principles are explicitly present

iom the earliest period of consciousness, or it merely

<serts the existence of a general capacity for knowledge.

• the former case, it is admittedly false. In the latter

se, it is totally unable to support the theory of certainty

ivtiich has been reared upon it.

§ 7. Before bringing our account of Locke's polemic to

2 close, it is necessary to consider, more definitely than

rlis yet been done, who were the opponents he had chiefly

ii mind. The answer to this question can only be obtained

;b a process of inference. Lord Herbert of Cherburyis

ite only writer to whom he refers byname, and in doing

fis he informs us that he only consulted the De Veritate

vien his own first book was already far advanced^. The

ciestion is one which has puzzled most recent commen-
iittors upon the Essay^ owing to the supposed necessity

finding in the writings of his contemporaries a defence

X an explicit innateness. For, as we have seen, none

(in be found. Such a doctrine is, indeed, occasionally

iirferred to as having been held. Culverwell and Cumber-

:l|id, as we have seen, attribute it to 'The Platonists,' and

lorris is careful to explain that there is little that he can

oiJcept in any literal sense in 'that grey-haired venerable

!C>ctrine of innate or common principles^'; while Samuel

lirker argued much in the manner of Locke against an

^ I. 3. 15. * Cursory Reflections^ p. 21.
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actual universality of consent. But while the doctrine

an explicit innateness was one against which other write |j

besides Locke thought it worth while to protest, no actu %

representative of such a view is forthcoming. It must nc

however, be supposed from this, as has sometimes be<

done, that Locke has merely set up and overthrown

man of straw. In attacking a position the practic

strength of which depends upon an absence of cle;

definition, it is necessary to place the alternative inte

pretations of which it is susceptible in as searching

light as possible; and the enterprise cannot be held •

have failed of its object, if the result is to show that eve

in the opinion of its defenders no part of the ground

tenable. Locke's argument, as we have seen, assum(

the form of a dilemma, of which the theory of explic

innateness is only one of the horns. That it is the or

he presses first is due to the fact that it seems to him 1

be the interpretation which expresses the proper sign

fication of the terms used, and the only one which ca

even pretend to bear the weight of the theory of knowled^

which is reared upon it.

We shall, I think, succeed better in localising tl.

special direction in which Locke's polemic is aimed,

we start from the theory of certainty, of which he regarde

the theory of innate principles as furnishing the foundatioi

That theory, as we have seen, held that all other knowled^

was derived by syllogistic deduction from certain fin

principles, which it declared must be accepted as then

selves beyond both proof and questioning. It was, i

fact, the contemporary representative of the scholasti

method. It is true, of course, that a theory of innat

ideas had formed no part of the orthodox doctrine of th

Schools, and was at variance with the view of its chi(
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spresentatives. It was not, however, against any leading

%ponents of scholastic thought that Locke wrote, but

•gainst the actual tendencies which he found around

im. And among the men with whom Locke was brought

ito contact the scholastic modes of thought survived,

lough in a weakened form, to an extent which is not

enerally realised. At Oxford a diluted form of Scholas-

cism held almost undisputed sway during the whole time

f Locke's connection with the University, and to one

ho had suffered from the formal aridity of its instruction

I the classroom, it would bulk much more largely than to

lose who now judge of the thought of the age by its written

repression. It was just in these circumstances, when the

isufficiency of the appeal to the verbal authority of

ristotle had come to be recognised, but the purely formal

sductive method which had been wrongly read into

ristotle's logical writings was still maintained, that the

leory of innate principles, partly suggested by the wider

udy of another ancient writer, would naturally find a

;ad)^ welcome.

An examination of Locke's references to his opponents

illy bears out the suggestion that, in attacking the theory

innate principles and the theory of knowledge which

sted upon it, he conceived himself to be engaged in

)nflict with the current procedure of the Schools. He
iticipated that his denial of innate principles would

• eem absurd to the masters of demonstration^
'

; that

would be censured for departing from 'the common
'|»ad2/ and for 'pulHng up the old foundations of know-

^^dge and certainty^.' He took as the chief examples

innate speculative principles 'those magnified principles

^ demonstration*' the Laws of Identity and Contradiction,
lii

^ I. 2. 28. 2 2. I. 3 I. 4. 23. * I. 2. 4.
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which his opponents regarded as the 'first principli

of knowledge and science^.' In view of these facts, it I

clear that the defence of innate principles was in his mirj

closely connected with the abuse of maxims, and the u|

of faulty methods of demonstration, against which ]

protests in the concluding book of the Essay. Indeed, a;

even find him there referring to the maxims upon which tl

rest of knowledge was alleged to depend as 'these inna

principles^.' But if the opponents he has chiefly in vie

in Book I are the upholders of maxims of Book IV, i

designations of the latter leave no room for doubt as

whom he had in mind. It was 'scholastic men' w]

indulged in 'a great deal of talk' about 'sciences and tl

maxims on which they are built^.' It was 'the beat

road of the Schools' to lay down 'principles as the begi

nings from which we must set out, and look no furth

backwards in our enquiries^.' It was ' the rules estabHsh.

in the Schools' which declared 'that all reasonings a

ex prcecognitis et 'prceconcessis^^ Nay, Locke even declai

that it was only where the Peripatetic Philosophy had be

introduced that men regarded the Laws of Identity ai

Contradiction as what the upholders of their innatenej i

declared them to be, ' the foundations on which the sciencp

were built' and 'the great helps to the advancement

knowledge®.'

§ 8. While it is maintained that the first book of t

Essay is primarily directed against what its author cc

ceived to be the final refuge of the old scholastic wai;

1 I. 2. 28.

^ IV. 7. 10. Cf. Third Letter to Stillingfleet :
* It is plain, out of the ss

place, that by maxims I there mean general propositions which are so uni"

sally received under the name of maxims or axioms that they are looked u

as innate.' fVorks, vol. iv. p. 369.

^ IV. 7. 10. * IV. 12. I. ^ IV. 7. 8. • loc. cit.

It
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\ >f thought, it is not of course suggested that the polemic

it lad no further bearing, or that Locke had not this wider

eference in mind. A theory of innate ideas had occupied

'\
. prominent place in the Cartesian philosophy, and an

^ ,ppeal to the innateness of certain ideas or principles is,

,8 we have said, to be found in a large number of contem-

>orary English writers who claimed to have definitely

roken with the older methods and positions. It is not

mprobable that it was the consciousness that he was at

''he same time dealing with this larger circle which led to

he vaguer and less direct indications in the first book of

he opponents he had chiefly in mind. The influence of

he writings of Descartes, in particular, appears in the

hrice repeated use of the term 'adventitious' as opposed

o innate^; but it is certainly not against Descartes that

he argument of Book I was primarily directed^. In so

ar as he and others, who claimed to represent the modern

pirit, feU back upon a theory of innate ideas or principles,

hey seemed to Locke to be only incompletely emancipated

rom the scholastic mode of thought, with its faulty

lethod of demonstration ; in so far as the innateness and

onsequent unquestionableness of certain principles was

apposed to be guaranteed by an appeal to 'universal

onsent,' he thought the gates were opened to a flood of

sactionary tendencies, by allowing to current prejudices

iie stamp of 'sacred' and unchallengeable validity. At

be bar of the understanding itself, and there alone, he

^as convinced, could the claims of truth be justified;

3r the understanding, as he says, ' can own no other guide

ut reason^.' But while, in the view of reason itself, ' the

1 I. 2. 5; I. 3. 20; I. 4. 21.

^ Cf. below, chap. ix. § 19, where the bearing of Locke's argument upon

escartes' position is considered.

^ IV. 16. 4.
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general consent of all men in all ages, so far as it can

known,' must be allowed to contribute to the degree j
probability of matters of fact, such as 'the stated co

stitutions and properties of bodies, and the regular pi

ceedings of causes and effects in the ordinary course

nature^,' it was not by such means that the foundatio

of science, or of what Locke regarded as the still mc
important truths of religion and morality, could be secure

1 IV. i6. 6.



CHAPTER III

THE ORIGIN AND FORMATION OF IDEAS

§ I. The ground having been cleared by the refutation

the Theory of Innate Principles, which Locke regarded

the basis of the only theory of knowledge fundamentally

r'posed to his own, the way would seem to be open for a

:rect attack upon the main problem of the Essay, the

'. termination of the nature and extent of human knowledge

: certainty. Instead of making such an attempt, however,

hcke proceeds, in his Second Book, to discuss at consider-

£)le length certain questions concerning our ideas, the

cnsideration of which he regards as an essential pre-

Ininary to the solution of the problem of knowledge.

That ideas cannot of themselves constitute knowledge,

iDcke is perfectly aware. The unit of knowledge, he

laintains, is the proposition or judgment, which is alone

(ipable of being true or false. When, contrary to strict

j'opriety, ideas are spoken of as true or false, it is always,

\i points out, in virtue of some secret or tacit proposition,

which an affirmation or denial is made^. But if ideas,

ken as such, fall short of the requirements of knowledge,

is also true that apart from ideas there can be no know-

dge. Although certainty cannot be 'placed in any one

ngle idea, simple or complex,' it must be 'grounded on

eas^.' Ideas form, indeed, 'the materials of knowledge,'

^ II. 32. I.

* First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. iv. p. 57.
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and their different varieties and special contents musncf

be taken into consideration, if our account of knowledg s'

is to proceed beyond a formal definition of the act ; whilj li:

the possible extent of human knowledge will be, at leas| t

in part, determined by any limitations which may be foum %^

to exist in this material. Accordingly, what Locke propose! k

in his Second Book is to take a survey of our ideas, i

abstraction from the knowledge into which they enteii

as a preparation for the consideration of 'the use whic tl

the mind makes of them in knowledge.' That the attempi i

to carry out such an abstraction should break down a Id

certain points need not surprise us. I te

We must be prepared to encounter, moreover, th| 101

ambiguity of standpoint and consequent confusion whicli ;«

result from Locke's failure to distinguish between thi le

idea considered as a psychical occurrence, or 'perceptioij le

of the mind,' and the idea regarded as a content of thought 1

or 'object of the Understanding.' Speaking generally, ilea

may be said that, while here as elsewhere the objectivi ii

aspect of the idea is that with which Locke is primarily n

concerned, the subjective point of view obtrudes itsel| it

more frequently in the Second Book than in the remaindeJ a

of the Essay.
\

iti

§ 2. In the forefront of his investigation of idea:
y

Locke places the question of their origin. Now an enquir}sh

into the origin of our ideas may be understood in severa

different senses. It may represent an attempt to ascertair 5^

the primitive form of our cognitive consciousness, and tc' f

trace the history of this consciousness from its earlier XxM

its later stages; or, seeking to pass behind ideas, it ma) '-^

signify an attempt to show the dependence of some 01

all of our ideas upon causes which are not themselves!

ideas. But, while both of these lines of thought find at i
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ce in Locke's theory, we shall not understand his

dtion if we regard it primarily from either of these

nts of view. For him, as for his contemporaries

lerally, the whole historical aspect of experience pos-

sed little significance and no intrinsic interest. On the

ler hand, the attempt to connect ideas with real causes

recognised by him as strictly transcending the limits

:scribed by the 'historical plain method.' The truth

that the whole enquiry into the origin of our ideas,

i the manner of formation of those which are complex,

.n Locke's mind inextricably connected with the logical

:ermination of their content. To understand why this

)uld be so, and to comprehend the significance of the

Dond Book of the Essay^ it will be necessary to con-

er certain presuppositions with which he approached

; subject.

For thinkers of the seventeenth century, to whom all

as of development were entirely foreign, the place

ich is now filled by the conception of evolution was

:upied by the idea of composition, with the implied

tinction between the simple and the complex. A com-

fx whole being regarded as the mere sum of its con-

tuent parts, these latter were not thought to undergo

Y modification as the result of their combination;

[lilarly, the whole was supposed to be directly resolvable

0 its parts without remainder. The whole temporal

)cess containing nothing but different combinations of

1 same simples, out of which nothing genuinely new
Jd emerge, the historical point of view from which we
,ce development in time, and seek to comprehend the

i*v determinations which arise in its course, was without

iJnificance. To comprehend a complex whole, all that

AS required was a process of direct analysis by which

I
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the simples contained in it were distinguished. Th
starting with the simples, thought could retrace w
perfect adequacy the process by which the whole h

originally been constituted.

The widespread influence of this mechanical sche\

appears from the fact that it meets us in different fori

and in different connections, in systems of thought whi

have little else in common. The assumption that ea

natural body is capable of being resolved into a numl

of 'simple natures' forms the primary presuppositi

of Bacon's view of nature, and underlies his whole cc

ception of inductive method. The theory appears

Descartes in a form which more closely resembles its apf

cation by Locke. The objects of our thought are divid

by him into the 'simple natures,' which form the conte

of our innate ideas, and the complexes which result frc

their combination. With reference to the latter alone

error possible; and in order to avoid this we must be^i

with the simple and proceed step by step to objects

increasing complexity, making sure that we admit

element which does not possess the inherent clearnc

and distinctness of the absolutely simple data of kno

ledge. Finally, the theory appears in a still more develop

form in Leibniz. Not only are all other notions and trut

declared to be reducible by analysis to certain simj

or primitive ones, as to the letters of an alphabet ; but t]

distinction between the simple and the complex is explicit

applied to reality, which is resolved into ' simple substance

which have no parts, and compound substances whi

are nothing but collections of these.

It was, then, with this current scheme in his mil

that Locke approached the consideration of our idei

In order to understand their nature, we must, he thougl
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•St ascertain the 'original,' 'primary,' or 'simple' ideas,

^ hich. form the 'material' of which all others are composed,

ntil we have analysed our complex ideas into their

.ementary constituents, with 'pains and assiduity,' we
tall not, he assures us, be able to put off the 'confused

jtions and prejudices,' which we have 'imbibed from

istom, inadvertency and common conversations,' but

.all be doomed to build upon 'floating and uncertain

••inciples^.' Accordingly, the first step in our survey of

•le contents of our ideas must consist in detecting these

timate cognitive data, and showdng how they come to

\ apprehended by the mind. The simple constituents

all our ideas having been thus exhibited, nothing

] mains to be done but to show^ how by their combinations

.e complex ideas of which they are the elements arise,

ut, on the assumption that the elements undergo no

: edification in their combination, the analysis of the

)mplex and an account of its generation from the simples

tiich make it up are strictly complementary to each

'her. It was for this reason that the question of the

'^termination of the logical content of our ideas came to

^ so closely connected in Locke's mind with an investi-

-ition of their origin and manner of formation. To set

: rth the simple ideas of w^hich a complex idea is composed

to perform a process of logical analysis, without which

e cannot determine its value for knowledge. But this

:ocess being also virtually an account of the generation

the complex idea from the simple elements, the question

; to 'what' an idea is becomes inseparable from the

aestion as to 'how the mind comes by it.'

But while Locke began by accepting the current

)mposition theory as a matter of course, and while its

1 II. 13. 28.
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distinction of simple and complex professedly underl

his whole discussion of ideas in the Second Book of tt

Essay, he makes no attempt to carry out a strict applic

tion of its implications, or to force its a priori schei

upon a refractory material. When, as soon happens,

proves inadequate for the comprehension of the conte

of our ideas, it is tacitly abandoned, though never forma

withdrawn. We shall find that alike in the way in whi

he distinguishes 'simple' and * complex' ideas, in his recc

nition of different kinds of 'complex' ideas, and in 1

account of the operations of the mind by which th

are formed, Locke is forced to depart from the p]

suppositions of the theory; while its inability to ada

itself to the specific nature of our different ideas becom

more evident the further he proceeds. Even, howev

when its insufficiency forces itself upon his attention, a;

leads to formal contradiction, it is never expressly rep

diated.
t

§ 3. According to Locke's formal definition, a sim]

idea is one which 'being in itself uncompounded, contai

in it nothing but one uniform appearance or concept!

in the mind, and is not distinguishable into different ideas!

It must be noted that, as an 'appearance in the mini]

the simple idea possesses the objectivity which we ha

seen belongs to every content of thought as such. Li

all other ideas, it may, if we like, be said to be 'subjectiv

in the sense that it has no existence apart from the perce

tion or apprehension of the mind to which it is presen

but its presence to the mind is the presence of a specij

object of thought. It must, therefore, on no account i

identified with the elementary sensation or feeling of sor|

modern psychologists, conceived as a purely subject!

^ II. 2. I.
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)dification, without any objective reference. So far

s Locke from attempting to derive all the contents

our knowledge from data of sensibility so conceived,

It the mere possibility of such an abstraction never

:urred to him.

The simple idea consisting, then, in an objective

itent of thought, its simplicity is declared to lie in the

analysability of this content. It cannot, however, be

d that Locke made any serious attempt to apply this

terion, in order to determine the ideas which are to be

:epted as simple, or even made clear to himself the

icise sense in which this incapacity for analysis is to

understood. This appears most clearly from his treat-

nt of our ideas of extension and duration. These

{med to him to have an indefeasible claim to a place

: ongst the ultimate data of our cognition, or our 'original'

-as. But he finds that while they are 'justly reckoned

1 ongst our simple ideas, yet none of the distinct ideas

/ have of either is without all manner of composition;

. 3 the very nature of both of them to consist of parts^.'

:h an admission could not escape criticism, and the

ibiguity of Locke's standpoint comes out still more

larly in his attempt to explain and defend his position.

/ the one hand he repHes, that if extension essentially

.c.sists in having partes extra 'partes^ this of itself consti-

les the idea a simple one, since 'the idea of having partes

ra partes cannot be resolved into two other ideas^.' On
f other hand he suggests, more tentatively, that the

perceptible portions of extension and moments of

ation might fitly be regarded as the simple ideas from

jch all other spacial and temporal ideas are obtained

composition. It is evident that the appeal is made in

^ II. 15. 9. 2 Iq(.^ jiQte in Coste's French edition.

5
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the one instance to a logical simplicity of conception,

,

virtue of which Locke maintains that like all other simj

ideas the idea of extension is indefinable^ 5 and in t

other to a supposed simplicity of sensible presentatic

But if neither plea will suffice, Locke refuses to be bou:

by his own formal principle of division, to which, as

all devices of classification, he attributes only practicj

importance. 'It is very common,' he remarks, *to obseri

intelligible discourses spoiled by too much subtilty

nice divisions. We ought to arrange things as well as we ca

doctrinae causa ; but after all there will always be plenty

things which cannot be made to fit in exactly with our coi

ceptions and ways of speaking^.' In the same way, we a

told, that our ideas of the powers possessed by substanci

may be regarded as 'simple' constituents of our ideas
j

substances, though the idea of power involves a relation aii

does not conform to his definition of the simple idea^. i

§ 4. It is evident, in fact, that the attempt to det€j

mine our 'original' or 'primary' ideas by the criterion

abstract simplicity is not seriously pressed. Locke prj

ceeds, instead, to draw attention to two other characte

istics of these elementary data of cognition, viz. the)

relation to experience on the one hand, and to our ment

activity on the other, (i) We cannot make any 'simplj

idea for ourselves. The mind's relation to them
|

accordingly declared to be one of passivity. (2) Oi

simple ideas are all apprehended in the first instance i|

contents of actual experience. We shall consider fir|

the latter of these two propositions. Of the experien(|

in which our simple ideas originate, Locke distinguish!

two kinds. Sensation and Reflection. The former yieLl

^ II. 13. 15; cf. III. 4. 7 and II, * n. 15. 9 note in Coste's edition.

' II. 23. 7; II. 21. 3.
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ideas of the various determinations of external things,

these are presented to our senses; while by the latter

: obtain ideas of the operations of our own minds. The

t of the term Sensation, and the fact that the examples

lich Locke first brings forward, of ideas received in this

ly, are ideas of sensible qualities, such as ' yellow, white,

at, cold,' must not mislead us as to the range assigned

\ him to this source of ideas. The above 'ideas of one

ase' are to him no more immediate than our ideas of

bace or extension, figure, rest and motion,' which he

Ids are directly furnished to us both by sight and by

tuch; while Sensation as well as Reflection is conceived

a yielding the ideas of 'existence' and 'unity.' That

Ich different determinations should be regarded as equally

mediate is an indication of the small progress which

i d as yet been made in psychological analysis. But

i also serves to show how far Locke was from professing

t derive all our ideas from data of sensation in the

FDdern sense of the term.

Further, it must be observed that as these original

c.ta of experience are not to be identified with subjective

tDdifications, so neither are they to be regarded as

s prehensions of a merely logical content divorced from

rahty. They are, on the other hand, regarded by Locke

c revelations or appearances to mind of real existences,

ae ideas of Sensation are, from the first, ideas of the quali-

t^s of material things; ideas of Reflection are, similarly,

isas of the operations of our own minds. A fatally easy

fsthod of transition is thus opened up, from a descrip-

t^e account of the primary contents of experience to

i theory of their causal dependence upon real things.

].eas 'of the qualities of external things come to be

teated as ideas received 'from' them, and the experience
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in which the simple idea originates is treated as dependii ^

for its existence upon the operation on the mind of %
^•

extra-mental material cause. We must briefly notice tl

way in which Locke regards the reception of ideas \ ^

Sensation and Reflection as taking place.

§ 5. Turning, then, from the nature of our simp

ideas of Sensation to the conditions of their receptioJ '

-

we find that they are dependent, in the first place, upc'

the affection of our bodily organs by external things. Lil

most of his contemporaries, Locke at times applies tl*

term sensation to this bodily affection. It must no'

however, be supposed, on this account, that there is ar i ^

tendency on his part to confuse or to identify the physic'

process and the state of consciousness, which are as sharp]!

distinguished by him as by Descartes. While Locke

not hampered by the special difficulties of the Cartesial

theory of mind and body as distinct substances, \]

accepts from Descartes the antithetical nature of tl"|l
^"

distinction between consciousness and the phenomena <

the external world. The connection between body an

mind is, he maintains, one of the things which we mur

recognise on the ground of experience, but which

cannot understand. 'Impressions made on the retina

rays of light, I think I understand; and motions froiP

thence continued to the brain may be conceived ; and ths^

these produce ideas in our minds I am persuaded, but i'

a manner to me incomprehensible. This I can resohl

only into the good pleasure of God, whose ways are pas
|

finding out^.'

But while the actual experience of an idea of Sensatio

must be regarded as in some inscrutable way dependen

upon a bodily affection, its existence is not regarded b

^ Examination of Malebranche^ § 10.
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ocke as entirely determined by physical conditions,

msation is a 'mode of thinking^,' and the mere reception

: the simple idea involves an operation of the under-

anding by which its content is 'noticed' or 'perceived.'

or does this mental function of perceiving invariably

Jlow upon the completion of the physical conditions.

: may be withheld, as the result of the concentration of

ttention in some other direction ; and in that case no

ea of sensation can arise, although all the requisite

hysical conditions are present. 'How often may a man
3serve in himself, that whilst his mind is intently employed

I the contemplation of some objects, and curiously

irveying some ideas that are there, it takes no notice

E impressions of sounding bodies made upon the

rgan of hearing with the same alteration that uses to

e for the producing of the idea of sound ?...Want of

insation, in this case, is not through any defect in the organ,

r that the man's ears are less affected than at other times

hen he does hear; but that which uses to produce the

lea, though conveyed in by the usual organ, not being

iken notice of in the understanding, and so imprinting

o idea in the mind, there follows no sensation^.' Locke

ould doubtless have been puzzled to explain what it is

lat is not noticed in such cases, but it is at least clear

*iiat he recognises the need of a co-operative function of

he mind for the experience of these simple ideas of

ensation.

§ 6. We must now turn to the consideration of the

ther form of experience and source of ideas, which Locke

esignates Reflection. This term had been appHed by

lany writers before Locke's time to the pecuHar function

y which the mind becomes aware of itself, and of its own

^ n. 19. I. ^ II. 9. 4.
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actions. This function was conceived metaphorically a I

2c turning back of the mind upon itself, as distinguished

from its direct action in apprehending external things!

By the Schoolmen, who used the term in this sense, thS

reflex action of the mind in cognising itself was regardec'

as an intellectual function, differing from sense-perceptio]!!

in its intrinsic nature as well as in its object. Others!

before Locke, however, had sought to institute a parallel!

ism between Sensation, as yielding cognition of external

things, and an analogous form of inner experience, oi

' Internal Sensation,' by means of which the mind becomej

aware of its own actions. But if it is necessary to b'

on our guard against reading more recent views into hi

use of the term Sensation, it is still more necessary tif|

avoid attributing to him a developed theory of the *innel

sense,' such as we find, for instance, in Kant. For whill

Locke must bear some share of the responsibility for th

origin of that misleading conception, it is far from repre!

senting unambiguously his own doctrine. Although h

holds that Reflection 'is very like Sensation' and 'migh

properly enough be called "internal sense,"' there ar

essential respects in which his view of the nature am
function of Reflection differs even from his own conceptior

of Sensation. t

In relation to external things, as we have seen, h|

holds that ideas are needed to serve as signs, since thesi

things cannot themselves be present to the understanding'

But in his statement of the general position of the repre

sentative theory of knowledge, Locke makes an exceptioi

in favour of the mind itself. This, and this alone,

*the things the mind contemplates,' is 'present to th
(

understanding^,' and does not, consequently need to b

^ IV. 21. 4.
j
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^presented by an idea as sign. Hence, again, it is that

e holds, that of the existence of self, and of no other

xistence, we have an intuitive knowledge. But although

leas are not required to perform a representative function

1 the case of self-knowledge, they are none the less

ivolved in the content of this, as of every other, kind

f knowledge. Now the presence of the mind to itself

ot only renders possible, but essentially involves an

wareness of itself and its own operations. All mental

mctions are for him functions of thought, and 'thinking

onsists in being conscious that one thinks^.' Hence 'the

perations of our minds will not let us be without at least

ome obscure notions of them^.' A special act of 'notice'

r attention is, however, required to enable us to form

efinite ideas of specific operations, and it is this which

onstitutes Reflection. Such 'notice,' we saw, was an

ssential condition of the reception of simple ideas of

ensation; in the case of Reflection it is at once of

reater importance and of greater difficulty. Although

perations are constantly being performed by the minds

f children, 'yet, like floating visions they make not

eep impressions enough to leave in their mind clear,

istinct, lasting ideas, till the understanding turns inward

pon itself, reflects on its operations, and makes them the

bjects of its own contemplation^.' Hence, while the

imple ideas of Sensation which men possess are limited

»y the 'greater or less variety' afforded by 'the objects

hey converse with,' they receive simple ideas 'from the

perations of their minds within, according as they more

T less reflect on them*.'

§ 7. But if, as we have seen, a mental operation of

noticing' is involved in the acquisition of all our simple

^ II. I. 19; cf. II. 27. 9. * n. I. 25. ^ II. I. 8. * II. I. 7.
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ideas, how, it may be asked, are we to understand th(.

repeated statement that in the reception of these idea

the mind is merely passive? In order to understand thii

contention, which is undoubtedly regarded by Locke ai

of fundamental importance, it will be necessary botl

to consider the nature of the distinction which he drawi

between mental activity and passivity, and the precise

respect in which passivity is here attributed to the mindi

Speaking generally, he maintains that a thing can onljl

be properly said to be active in so far as it brings abou'

an effect without being determined by anything beyonc

itself. To be active the * substance or agent' must 'pu

itself into action by its own power Now, of such selfi

determined initiation of change, we have experience, h(

considers, in volition, and nowhere else. From thi;

position two consequences follow. On the one hand

we have, strictly speaking, no idea of activity taking plac(

in the physical world. On the other hand, mental activity

is restricted to voluntary action. Thus, we are told, tha

the mind can only be said to be active in thinking 'whei

it with some degree of voluntary attention consider!

anything^.' Or, to take a particular kind of thought

we find that 'the mind is oftentimes more than barel)

passive' in remembering, since 'the appearances of thos<;

dormant pictures' depends sometimes on the wilP. Th(|

identification of mental activity with volition is, indeed

only a particular application of the view that all menta

processes involve self-consciousness. I cannot he active

without recognising the active process as having its sourc(

in myself, or as voluntarily determined.

The mind's activity being identified with voluntary

action, its passivity in the reception of its simple ideas

^ II. 21. 72. 2 II. 9. I ® II. 10. 7.
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not imply that these ideas are wholly determined

rm without, irrespective of any co-operation from

tdf. It is, on the contrary, quite consistent with the

tognition that in the mere reception of such ideas a

rntal operation of 'noticing' or 'perceiving' is involved,

w operation of one of the powers which are 'intrinsical

III proper' to the mind itself, so long as this operation

Slot conceived as one which we can perform or withhold

will. A mental function such as this, which is only

•iited by the presence of an external stimulus, is for

^:ke only an indication of a 'passive power' in the mind,

cthe exercise of which it would be incorrect to apply

\ term activity. No special importance, again, is to

attached to the use of the traditional metaphor of

1 pression.' While this is the term which Locke most

r juently employs, when he is insisting upon the non-

(untary character of the contents of our simple ideas,

t other times he speaks of these as 'suggested' and

frnished' to the mind. It has been held^, indeed, that

\ use of the term 'suggestion' implies the tacit recog-

lion of a less directly sensible and more intellectual

crce of ideas than Sensation. But it is certain that

such distinction was intended by Locke, who writes of

i: pie ideas without distinction as 'suggested and furnished

c:he mind^.' The most that can be said is that, while the

en 'suggested' brings out more definitely the implica-

ia of an operation of mind in the acquisition of the idea,

term 'impressed' indicates more emphatically its

lependence of our volition.

§ 8. Further, it must be observed that it is only the

csrmination of the nature of these primary contents of our

^ Ci. Webb: The intellectualistn of Locke.

* II. 2. 2; cf. II. 3. I ; II. 12. 2.
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cognition which Locke places entirely beyond the control ii

our will, and it is only in this respect that he pronounces tl

mind to be entirely passive. Thus he recognises that tl

actual process of experiencing ideas of Sensation or Refle

tion may involve the presence of an active factor, even :

his own limited sense of the term activity. While oi

ideas are to be regarded as 'only passions of the mind wht

produced in it, whether we will or no, by external objecti

they must be conceived as * a mixture of action and passi(|

when the mind attends to them, or revives them in tl

memory^.' And upon the importance of this act of attej

tion, Locke strongly insists. 'Sometimes the mind fixi

itself with so much earnestness upon the contemplatic,

of some objects, that it turns their ideas on all side

remarks their relations and circumstances, and vie\

every part so nicely, and with such intention, that

shuts out all other thoughts and takes no notice of t!

ordinary impressions made then on the senses, whi<

at another season would produce very sensible perception

at other times it barely observes the train of ideas th

succeed in the understanding, without directing ai

pursuing any of them ; and at other times it lets them pa

almost quite unregarded, as faint shadows that make i

impression^.' Attention, moreover, is recognised by LoCj

as the chief factor upon which the revivability of Oj

ideas depends. Now this function of attention is regard

by him as normally controlled by the will, and

accordingly a form of mental activity. All, then, th

is signified by the passivity of the mind, in relation

its simple ideas, is that the nature of these prima

contents is independent of our will. We can neitk

make them for ourselves, in the first instance, n

^ Examination of Malebranche, §15. * ii. 19. 3.
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use to receive them, as they are presented to us in

perience.

§ 9. If it be asked, why Locke attached so much
l.portance to this doctrine, the answer is that he conceived

tis passivity as a guarantee, and, indeed, the only possible

arantee, that there is nothing arbitrary in the ultimate

ta of our cognition. The need for such a guarantee

IS, in fact, one of the commonplaces of the thought of

; age. In the same way, and for the same purpose,

L;scartes had insisted upon the passivity of the Under-

mding, or the faculty by which ideas are apprehended,

:i:laring that it is 'a passion of the mind to receive such

ad such an idea, and that only its volitions are actions^.'

Eit while the positive counterpart of this view is for

t:scartes a theory of the innate character of the ultimate

:>nitive data, Locke insists upon their derivation from

:;perience, and thus obtains, as he thinks, a guarantee,

^ich Descartes' theory does not afford, that they in

ne way correspond to real existents.

§ 10. As distinguished from our simple ideas, all other

cas are spoken of as in some sense 'the work of the

md.' That is to say, while the mind is ' wholly passive

r respect of aU its simple ideas^,' it 'uses some kind of

srty in forming those complex ideas^.' It is not to be

:posed, indeed, that the formation of complex ideas is

i all cases voluntary and deliberate, or that it proceeds

T entire disregard of any guidance from experience.

iple ideas, Locke remarks, may be 'observed to exist

' several combinations united together^'; and when

5 is the case the complex idea which comprises them

^ Cousin's edition of Descartes' Works, vol. ix. p. 166.

2 II. 12. I. ^ II. 30. 3.

* II. 12. I \ cf. II. 22. 2.
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is said to be obtained, like the simple ideas themselv(|

*by experience and the observation of things themselves,

What Locke has chiefly in mind is that in the case of no,
d

but simple ideas are we justified in asserting such
\

origin in experience from the nature of the case. Tnl

mind has a power of connecting at will simple ideas whii

have not been experienced together ; hence the mt|
o

existence of a complex idea is no evidence that the saiiiH

combination of elements has ever occurred in actij^

experience. Nor, consequently, would we be justifieitf

apart from special considerations, in assuming that 1
1

5

complex idea has, like the simple idea, an existing count€| \

part in the real world.

§ II. But while, as we have seen, experience m;j

supply us directly with the plurality of contents contain*,
i[

in a complex idea, and thus furnish a clue to its formatio, %

it is important to notice that the mere presentation togeth
\

of a number of elements is not of itself sufficient to con
stitute them a single complex idea. For the complex id'}

involves the recognition of a unity which does not beloi:
i{

to the plurality of simple ideas as such. In order thjfcf:

these may constitute a single complex idea, it is necessai; |

that the mind should exercise its * power to consider severj t

of them united together as one idea^.' That this is i |

merely nominal function appears from the doubt whi(]t;r

Locke throws upon the capacity of brutes for compl(||j

ideas. Brutes, he is confident, 'do not of themselves ev
fc,

compound them and make complex ideas' apart fronij;

the guidance of experience. And even when experienint

presents them with several simple ideas together, as tli|:

'shape, smell and voice of his master' may be present(;i|

together to a dog, Locke considers it probable that theifl;

^ II. 22. 9. * II. 12. I ; cf. II. 22. 4.
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ay rather constitute 'so many distinct marks whereby

\ knows him,' than form a single complex idea. In

•nfirmation of this surmise, he appeals to the apparent

)sence from the lower animals of ideas of numbers,

liich are regarded by him as the most obvious and

adiest products of composition. But if the animal fails

"1 attain to a complex idea, although the pluraHty of

tnstituents necessary to form it is presented by experi-

{ ce, this can only be because it is unable to perform

te unifying function which is needed to enable us

t 'consider' the various data as elements in a single

\iole.

§ 12. The operation of the mind upon its ideas by

viich it 'puts together several of those simple ones it has

:eived from Sensation and Reflection, and combines them

ito complex ones,' is named by Locke 'compounding^';

te more specific term 'enlarging' being applied when the

cmposition is of ideas 'of the same kind,' as in the

gQeration of our ideas of quantity. It is evident that

te composition theory, strictly interpreted, breaks down

een in relation to the complex ideas which are so formed;

Sice it cannot account for recognition of the unity of the

fiole, which they have been found to involve. The

cmplex idea, accordingly, cannot be regarded as resolvable

' thout remainder into the simple ideas which enter into

constitution. The failure of the composition theory

comes, however, much more conspicuous when we
:d that 'compounding' is not the only mental operation

?iich gives rise to complex ideas. For, according to the

"2ory in question, the mind being once supphed with

C2 elementary data of cognition, the only elaborative

fiction which it can perform is that of combining them
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into different complexes, unless we would add a furthj

operation by which it merely undoes the result of its pr|

vious labour. Under the influence of this conception of

quasi-mechanical composition, we find Locke at tim

writing as if all our non-simple ideas were complexes

this kind, and as if what he calls * compounding' togeth

with a complementary process of 'decompounding' we!

the sole operations by which the mind deals with its idesi

'The dominion of man in this little world of his ovj

understanding,' is, he declares, 'much what the same

it is in the great world of visible things, wherein his powe

however managed by art and skill, reaches no further thj

to compound and divide the materials that are made
his hand^.' But when he comes to deal with the actui

nature of our secondary or ' complex ' ideas, the inadequa<

of the composition theory at once shows itself, and i

presuppositions are abandoned still more completely thj

was the requirement of an absolute simplicity in t!

simple idea. For, in addition to its power of compoundin!

the mind is declared to possess powers of comparing ai

abstracting, the products of which cannot be represent

as mere complexes due to a composition of elemenili

As distinguished from compounding, comparing consisB

in 'bringing two ideas, whether simple or compleP

together, and setting them by one another, so as to tat

a view of them at once, without uniting them into one

In this way a distinct kind of ideas is formed, co

sisting of apprehensions of relations between the ten

compared. And although at times Locke may vague

refer to abstraction as a process of ' decompoundinj

he is led to recognise that something more than t

inverse of the process of compounding is involved in tl

^ II. 2. 2. 2 11. 12. I. Italics mine.
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:rmation of the ^general ideas' which he refers to this

^ urce.

But although ideas of relations and general ideas were

:ver treated by Locke as mere results of composition, it

as only in the fourth edition of the Essay that they

\^re definitely distinguished from these ; while no attempt

\as made, even then, to bring his treatment of the subject

c a whole into line with the view there put forward. In

;. addition made to the twelfth chapter of the Third

iDok, the three operations of compounding, comparing

; ,d abstracting are described. To the first of these, all

:.r complex ideas are ascribed, complex ideas being thus

tsated as merely co-ordinate with, and not inclusive of,

c.r ideas of relations and our general ideas. Notwith-

sanding this, the heading ^of complex ideas' is still retained

fr the chapter as a whole, and the term 'complex idea'

rntinues to be used as a designation for all ideas which

not 'original,' 'primary,' or 'simple.' If we continue

t follow Locke's more frequent usage, it must at least

t recognised, that just as we previously saw that a simple

isa may, according to Locke, involve a certain complexity

c content, so it now appears that the complex idea, with

fiich it is contrasted, need not involve a composition of

e:ments, but may be instead a product of comparison

: abstraction.

It appears, in fact, here again, that the distinction which

Lcke has in mind, throughout his discussion of ideas, is

:e between ideas w^hich are 'primary' or 'original' and

Dse which we may caU our secondary or derivative

:as, rather than between the simple and the complex;
'

^ two principles of division being identified under the

uuence of the composition theory. Whether they involve

:'nposition or not, Locke is at all events clear that our
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ideas of relation and the products of abstraction ca

claim no place among our 'primary' or 'original' idea

For comparison presupposes that the mind is alread j

cognisant of the ideas compared; and the process <

abstraction can only be performed if the content to \

abstracted is already before the mind, in a certain conte3l

from which abstraction is made. By whichever of thcij

operations an idea is obtained, it presupposes, therefor!

the possession by the mind of the elementary data (

Sensation and Reflection, and their subjection to a ment

operation which is not entirely independent of our will

§ 13. As Locke's views concerning our ideas of relatioij

and our general ideas are of cardinal importance for h

whole theory, it seems necessary to call attention he]j

to some further features of his treatment of these topicj

In the first place, it should be noticed that an idea «|

relation is, according to Locke, the product of ova

comparison. Hence, as he himself explains, an idea ms

be absolute, or non-relative, although it is the idea of

whole involving relations between its parts. 'Thus
!

triangle, though the parts thereof compared one to anoth

be relative, yet the idea of the whole is a positive absoluj

idea^.' Indeed, it turns out that, 'when attentively coi

sidered,' all ideas whatsoever are found to include in thcj

^some kind of relation^.' Relations in this sense aj

involved, as we have seen, even in simple ideas of Sensaticj

and Reflection. These relations remain 'secret,' howeve,

until an overt act of comparison is performed, by whi<

we acquire for the first time an idea of relation. Furthc

we must notice the bearing upon Locke's account of o

ideas of relations of his general theory of the ultima

dependence of all our ideas upon experience. It is clcj

1 II. 25. 6. 2 II. 21. 3.

I
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t, according to Locke, an idea of relation cannot itself

a content of Sensation or Reflection. Neither can any

ire combination of simple ideas either constitute or give

to such an idea. Its formation depends upon the

Ruliar mental act of comparison, and when formed it

?:or the mind a distinct object of thought, over and

bve the terms from the comparison of which it results.

U while this is true, it is also true that the mind can

form no act of comparison unless it is already suppHed

h the terms to be compared, and these terms can have

(positive content which has not been experienced through

(isation or Reflection. Therefore, although our ideas of

eition cannot be directly resolved into data received

-n these sources, as a strict interpretation of the com-

<ition theory would require, they all 'terminate in,'

rare * ultimately founded upon,' such simple ideas^.

rthis sense, and in this sense alone, does Locke maintain

ht all our ideas are dependent on the simple contents

ien in immediate experience.

§ 14. The part played by general ideas in Locke's

^ory of human knowledge is one of first-rate importance,

: :e the universality which characterises scientific know-

? >e would be impossible without them . Their possession,

areover, he holds, is 'that which puts a perfect difference

• ween man and brutes^,' the vast superiority of the

man to the animal mind being ultimately dependent

)n this 'proper difference.' For the present, we are

17 concerned with the preliminary questions as to the

ure of general ideas and the way in which they come

be formed by the mind. In the first place, then, it

'St be noticed that general ideas, like ideas of relation,

2 never be presented as such in experience, the objects

^ II. 28. 18. Cf. 11! 25. 9. 2 II. II. 10.

6
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of which are always concrete and particular. Thus,

idea of white, as given in sense-perception, is experienc

as the quality of this piece of chalk, or of this mass of snc

In other words, it is presented along with others as

element in a concrete whole. Further, even when t

mind has attained to the possession of general ideas, t

characteristic of universality does not attach to th(|

ideas considered as psychical existences. It is only

its significance, Locke maintains, that an idea is capa

of generality; as an existent it retains its particular^

though that which it represents is universal. This

tinction, between the particular existence and the univeri

signification of our general ideas, is repeatedly emphasis}

by Locke, although it has often been ignored by his criti

from Berkeley onwards. The question of the manner

the formation of our general ideas is, accordingly, for hij

the question as to how ideas, which are and must remsi

particular in their existence, come to be invested wij

this universality of representation. Locke's answer

that their universality is dependent upon a two-fc

mental function. The content to be generalised must,

the first place, be considered apart from its original setti:

in our experience, by a process of abstraction. Furth<j

it must be thought of as standing for, or representing,
i

other particulars of the same kind. 'Thus, the sar

colour being observed to-day in chalk or snow, which t

mind yesterday received from milk, it considers th}

appearance alone, makes it a representative of all

that kind, and, having given it the name "whiteness,"

by that sound signifies the same quality wheresoever to

imagined or met with^.' Locke's account of the proc€:

of abstraction has, however, often been misunderstocj

^ II. II. 9.
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"^liile his recognition of any further activity of mind, in the

Irmation of general ideas, has commonly been ignored.

For the misconception as to what Locke meant by

2>straction, the representation of his view given by

l^rkeley, in his famous polemic against abstract ideas,

Tust be held in the main responsible. Interpreting the

trm 'idea' as signifying a content of sense-perception or

iiagination, Berkeley supposed Locke's account of the

S'Stract general idea to imply that the common features

the members of a class were presented in the form of

2 image, apart from all the particularising circumstances

vth which these are presented in experience. Locke's

it^a, however, cannot be understood in this narrow sense.

I includes in its denotation the 'notions' which Berkeley

e'ls subsequently obliged to introduce, as well as that

p^dch is capable of being presented in sense-perception

id reproduced in imagination. Nor .does Locke claim

be able even to think of as separated, elements which

inseparable in experience. All that his theory of

istraction requires is that we should be able to single

3t, and consider apart from its context, the content

^lich is to be generalised. But such 'partial considera-

n' does not, as he points out, imply that we think of

s content as separated, or as capable of separation, from

\ others. 'A partial consideration is not separating,

'^man may consider light in the sun without its heat,

) mobiHty in body without its extension, without thinking

) their separation. One is only a partial consideration,

minating in one only; and the other is a consideration

> both, as existing separately^.'

But abstraction, however understood, does not of

tdf yield the general idea. Locke does not suppose

^ II. 13. 13.
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that the universal can be discovered by the appHcatiojj

to the contents of experience of any mere process C

analysis. Universality consists in a relation, the appr(

hension of which, like the cognition of all other relation!
|

must have its source in a comparing activity of the mincl

For the formation of a general idea it is not enough tha

the mind should single out a certain content, as the obje(

of its consideration. It must consider this content in
;

determinate manner, viz. as representing all the particuhj

things in which the same quality may be found. The mini

must 'take' or 'set up' the content abstracted as tl:

representative of all other ideas of the same kind, befoj

it can become general. The generality which we ascril

to certain ideas is, in fact, 'nothing but the capacity th(

are put into by the understanding of signifying or repr

senting many particulars^.' Although there is consider

able vagueness as to the psychological processes involveji

Locke appears to recognise the necessity of a relatiij

activity, by which the abstracted content is thought ^

in distinction from, and at the same time in relation t

its particular exemplifications.

1 III. 3. II.



CHAPTER IV

THE CONTENTS OF OUR IDEAS OF MODES

§ I. Having dealt in our last chapter with Locke's

"general theory of the origin of our ideas in the simple

contents of Sensation and Reflection, and the formation

of complex ideas from these elements, we must now proceed

to examine, in more detail, his treatment of some of the

more important ideas which enter into the constitution

of our knowledge. In doing so, it will not be possible

to separate completely the point of view of content from

that of origin and manner of formation, with which, as

we have seen, it is so intimately united in his thought.

Indeed, it is precisely in the attempt to apply to some of

our most fundamental conceptions the principle that the

positive content of all our ideas must be drawn from experi-

ence, that what is primarily a descriptive survey of ideas

tends to pass over into a criticism of the current categories.

The predominantly objective and logical point of view,

from which the investigation of ideas is undertaken,

shows itself in the classification of complex ideas, which

forms the framework of the greater part of the Second

Book of the Essay, Instead of a division based upon the

diverse mental operations involved in their formation,

complex ideas are divided according to the nature of the

content apprehended, into ideas of modes, substances

and relations. Ideas of modes are defined as 'such
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complex ideas which, however compounded, contain not

in them the supposition of subsisting by themselves, but %

are considered as dependencies on, or affections of sub-j
jjc

stances^'; while 'the ideas of substances are such com-

binations of simple ideas as are taken to represent distinct
i\

particular things subsisting by themselves, in which the sup-
lei

posed or confused idea of substance, such as it is, is always %

the first and chiefs.' So far, our classification has only, ^

followed the distinction of the two ultimate forms of being

recognised by the current metaphysics. But now that we,

are dealing with ideas, and not with things as they are inj jjr

themselves, a place co-ordinate with these is assigned by|

Locke to the relations which we apprehend as existing

j

between the other objects of our thought. To ideas of;

modes and substances, he adds as a distinct category, ideas
| ^

of relations.

§ 2. Our ideas of modes are further divided into ideas
|

of simple and mixed modes. Simple modes are formally;

defined as 'variations, or different combinations of the same

simple idea, without the mixture of any other^.' Although
j

they are a species of complex idea, these modes are called

simple, we are told, 'as being contained within the bounds

i

of one simple idea.' What Locke appears to have primarily

in mind is the product of a composition, formed of repeti-

,

tions of the same content, such as he thinks is involved in,

the generation of our ideas of numbers, and in the' enlarging'

of our ideas of spacial and temporal distance. If, however,
i

we ask, what we are to understand by the identity of thci

content which is repeated, we at once raise a question i

which is fatal to the view that all universals are derivative,
j

In the definition of mixed modes a difference in kini

among the simple ideas combined is insisted upon^, and

' II. 12. 4. 2 II. 12. 6. * II. 12. 5. * II. 12. 5. Cf. II. 22. I.
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;uch a wide interpretation is given to what constitutes

lameness of kind that ideas such as that of a tune are

ncluded among simple modes, on the ground that the

deas concerned are all of the same kind. But if 'the

Jame simple idea' means an idea of a certain kind, and if

)eing 'contained within the bounds of one simple idea'

nerely means being of a certain kind, the simple idea is

explicitly recognised as a universal.

The same result emerges, if we ask, with reference to

;he definition of simple modes, what is meant by 'varia-

ions, or different combinations of the same simple idea'?

X is not improbable that, under the influence of the com-

)osition theory, Locke would have replied that different

variations' are nothing but different combinations. As a

natter of fact, however, he includes among simple modes

deas which can only be regarded as 'variations' of the

limple ideas, of which they are said to .be modes, in the

lense that they are different specifications of the same

miversal. We shall, indeed, find throughout Locke's

Tcatment of the subject a constant alternation between

'lis professed view, that the simple idea is a unit from

vhich ideas of simple modes are obtained by composition,

md the tendency to treat the simple idea as a universal,

)f which the modes are so many different species or

ilternative determinations.

§ 3. The ideas which Locke cites as typical illustra-

;ions of his definition of our ideas of simple modes, are

hose of 'a dozen' and 'a score'; and it is with regard

:o our ideas of numbers that the conception of a combina-

ion of identical elements to form a complex idea seems

o work most smoothly. The 'idea of unity or one' being

iccepted as a simple idea, which 'every object our senses

ire employed about, every idea in our understanding, every
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thought of our minds brings along with it^,' these units are

thought to receive no further determination from their sum-

mation than the fact that they are summed. Locke recog-

nises, indeed, that for the formation of an idea of a number

something more is required than the bare repetition of

our idea of unity. As we have seen, it is necessary for

the formation of any complex idea that the elements which

constitute it should be considered as constituting a single

whole. Hence, in the case before us, besides repeating the

idea of a unit, we must add these repetitions together^.

Moreover, Locke finds that for the formation of such ideas,

and their further manipulation, it is peculiarly necessary that

the combination should be fixed for the mind by means oij

a name. ' For the several simple modes of numbers being in

our minds but so many combinations of units, which have

no variety, nor are capable of any other difference but more

or less, names or marks for each distinct com.bination seem

more necessary than in any other sort of ideas. For,!

without such names or marks, we can hardly well make

use of numbers in reckoning, especially where the com-l

bination is made up of any great multitude of units
;
which,

put together without a name or mark to distinguish that

precise collection, will hardly be kept from being a heap'

in confusion^.' But in so far as our ideas of numbers involve!

the act of adding unit to unit, and the fixing of the whole thus'

formed by means of a name, the process of their formation

clearly transcends that of a mechanical composition.

§ 4. We have already noticed the apparent contra-

diction in the inclusion of the idea of space among oui

simple ideas, in view of the fact that every portion of space,

however small, must be thought of as involving a plurality

^ 11. 16. I. 2 II. 16. 2. ^ II. 16. 5.
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mparts and at least what Locke calls 'secret' relations

)tween these parts. It being once admitted, that a

iple idea may contain a complex of relations within

:ielf, the idea of space seems to Locke to possess all the

:)ier characteristics which he seeks in our 'original' ideas.

:lce all simple ideas, it is indefinable^. It is an idea

jich the mind could not make for itself, but which it

^compelled to accept as an ultimate constituent of its

Dcrience; although containing parts, it cannot be

jierated by a composition of parts. While Locke had

I one time accepted the view that extension is merely

.e relation of distance between parts of the same thing,'

rthe Essay he definitely rejects this purely relational

;ory of space. Distance he finds is involved in duration

well as in extension ; but duration and extension clearly

not identical. That the specific nature of spacial

-tations is dependent upon a pecuHar characteristic of

tain objects of experience and is unanalysable, is, then,

. important part of what Locke has in view in his insis-

c ce on the simple nature of our idea of space^. If we
i[uire further concerning the origin of this idea, Locke

. no hesitation in ascribing it to Sensation. The origin

:^the idea in our visual and tactual experiences seems to

1 'so evident, that it would be as needless to go to prove

IX men perceive by their sight a distance between bodies

different colours, or between the parts of the same body,

ethat they see colours themselves ; nor is it less obvious

\t they can do so in the dark by feeling and touch^.*

lieed he finds that every visual experience, and most

f those of touch, furnish us with this idea^.

II. 13. 15.

For the development of Locke's views concerning space see below,

» ^- §§ 6-7.

n. 13. 2. 4 II. 13. 25.
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The idea of space being thus accepted as an origii

datum of experience, or simple idea, 'each idea of a

different distance, or space, is a simple mode of this ides

Thus, experience having once furnished us with the ic

of spacial distance, ideas of an indefinite number of d

tances can be fashioned by the mind, without furtl|

resort to experience. For this it is only necessary tl

we should have settled in our mind a definite idea of so:

stated length, which can be 'repeated' as often as we E
and the repetitions 'added' to one another. Hence

(|

ideas of space, after those of number, furnish Locke w
his readiest examples of what he regards as ideas of sim

modes formed by a process of 'enlarging.'

In describing the process by which a greater length

generated from a less as one of mere 'repetition' ai

'addition,' Locke appears to ignore the difference betw<'

a spacial and a numerical whole, and the consequ(

difference in their manner of construction. Incidental

however, the difference between a numerical sum anc

spacial or temporal whole receives some amount of reo

nition. Our idea of the infinity of space and time is,

tells us, ' nothing but the infinity of number applied to •

terminate parts of which we have in our minds the distil

ideas^.' By this we must understand him to mean, that s

units which we may take of space or time possess a quali'

tive character of their own, by which they are distinguisl

from the featureless units of Arithmetic. 'Every part

duration is duration too, and every part of extension

extension^.' Further, we are told that expansion 2

duration resemble each other in that they involve 't

common idea of continued lengths, capable of greater

less quantities^'; and in being 'continued lengths,' il

1 II. 13. 4. 2 II i^ iQ 3 II i^ ^ 4 II i^ i^
1
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)lied, they differ from number or discrete quantity.

,^:ke does not, however, recognise that corresponding

cthese differences in the contents dealt with, there must

ea difference in their manner of combination. Still less

rs he realise that in all cases of ideational construction

re is involved a special form of combination, at once

. tive to and distinguishable from the materials combined.

Besides our ideas of different distances, or quantities of

rar space, our ideas of the simple modes of space include,

{ are told, ' all the variety of particular figures.' The

I' I of figure itself, like that of space, is regarded as a

I pie idea which we receive from sight and touch^. That

0 say, the objects of these senses are experienced as

messing definite boundaries, as well as the vaguer

iracteristic of extendedness. But this idea of figure,

)ounded space, having been once derived from experi-

the mind is able to fashion for itself different modes

his idea, or figures which have never been presented

. xperience. Indeed, Locke finds that this idea 'affords

) he mind infinite variety. For, besides the vast number
• [fferent figures that do really exist in the coherent masses

[latter, the stock that the mind has in its power, by

idng the idea of space, and thereby making still new

>] positions, by repeating its own ideas, and joining them

• it pleases, is perfectly inexhaustible^.' Under the

fience of the composition theory, Locke proceeds to

ribe this power of free construction as dependent

M our ability to repeat or divide our ideas of linear

gmce, and to join the lengths thus obtained at any

ije, until a portion of space has been enclosed. It is

'ient, however, that the advance, from the generation

greater distance by repetition of a less, to the free

1 II, 5. I. 2 II, 13, 5.
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construction of figures, has placed a further strain upon iin

theory which it is still less able to bear. When lengtlj %

joined to length in the same direction, we merely obtai

greater length in that direction. But when line is 'join

by the mind to Hne, 'with what inclination it thinks fi

until a portion of space has been enclosed, the prodfc

is a figure and not a line. And that a figure cannot

regarded as the result of a mere process of compound! re

lines or lengths is implied in Locke's insistence upon

need of an actual experience of figure, as the indispensc

basis of free figural construction. What is clearly nee

is the recognition, that in 'varying the idea of space'

mind is performing an operation which is essenti

different from that of mechanical composition^.

§5. The idea of distance, or of 'continued lengt

is, as we have seen, common to our spacial and temp
ideas. But whereas in the one case we are dealing v

* lasting distance, all whose parts exist together, and

not capable of succession,' in the other we are concerj

with 'perishing distance, of which no two parts e

together, but follow each other in succession^.' Since

ideas of both are simple, these statements are not to

regarded as definitions, but as indications of a cen!

community of nature in our spacial and temporal id

notwithstanding the uniqueness of each. The idea

duration, or of this pecuHar kind of 'perishing' dista:

is regarded by Locke as the simple or original idea

which our ideas of particular durations and periods

1 II. 13. 6.

^ On the nature of ideal construction as the discovery of possible alternsi

admitted by the nature of some universal cf. Stout, Manual of Psych

3rd edition, bk iv. ch. 2, § 5.

^ II. 15. 12. Cf. II. 14. I.
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tne, of time itself, and of eternity, are so many simple

odes. This idea of duration and the idea of succession,

jart from which he finds duration inconceivable^, are

garded by Locke as simple ideas of Reflection, which arise

i the result of our 'notice' of the passage of a train of ideas

trough our mind ; such a constant succession of ideas being

I invariable feature of our waking life. It must not, how-

'er, be supposed that the experience in which these ideas

iginate is that of a mere flux, without any contrasting

jrmanent. I cannot, Locke holds, have an idea which is

)t apprehended as mine. Throughout the sequence of

eas, I have, consequently, a constant perception of my
:{m existence. The successive ideas are, therefore, from

t.e first apprehended as successive perceptions of a per-

manent self, while the perception of this continued existence

\ myself, in contrast with the changing ideas, is that

:itiich first affords me the idea of duration. 'For whilst

are thinking, or whilst we receive successively several

:ieas in our minds, we know that we do exist; and so

\t call the existence, or the continuation of the existence

I ourselves, or anything else commensurate to the succes-

on of any ideas in our minds, the duration of ourselves,

: any such other thing coexistent with our own thinking^.'

:'ie idea of duration having been originally obtained from

ieflection, or as a determination of our own being, it can

ei.; 'applied' to the objects of the outer world, our appre-

\% msion of the temporal character of which is in this sense

j2 condary or derivative.

i While holding that no idea of duration can be formed

lithout the consciousness of a definite contrast between

•2 11 enduring self and its changing ideas, Locke is led to

^iake what he calls an 'odd conjecture' concerning the

I

^ II. 15. 12; II. 17. 16. * II. 14. 3.

i

I
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experience upon which this consciousness depends. E

surmises that 'there seem to be certain bounds to the quid

ness and slowness of the succession of those ideas one li

another in our minds, beyond which they can neither delaj

nor hasten^.' Accordingly he defines an instant as a part <

duration which takes up ' the time of only one idea in oi|

minds, without the succession of another^.' As lacking anj

' sense of succession ' the experience of such an instant coul

not, indeed, of itself give rise to the idea of duration. Bi

the limit thus imposed upon the rate of flow of our ideal

constitutes, Locke considers, the ultimate condition upo

which all our measurements of duration depend.

In maintaining the subjective origin of our ideas c

duration and succession, Locke directly controverts th

view then generally accepted that our temporal conscious!

ness is essentially dependent upon the apprehension c

movement in space, and is directly determined by it

objective occurrence. Motion, he insists, can only give ris

to an idea of duration if, and in so far as, it occasions

constant succession of ideas; and such a succession ma;

be experienced without the apprehension of movement

He recognises, however, that the perception or 'sense' o

duration, as directly measured by the flow of our ideas

is only the most elementary form of temporal cognition!

which stands in need of correction and further elaboration

For such a consciousness a period of dreamless sleep i;

non-existent^. Further, duration as thus cognised ii

relative to our state of attention; for, 'one who fixes hii

thoughts very intently on one thing, so as to take bu

little notice of the succession of ideas that pass in his mind

whilst he is taken up with that earnest contemplation, let!

slip out of his account a good part of that duration, anc]

1 II. 14. 9. 2 I, 3 II i^ ^
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links that time shorter than it is^.' Moreover, until we
ave obtained a more objective measure of duration, there

an inevitable want of distinctness in our apprehension

m the order in which events occur. Accordingly, 'having

lus got the idea of duration, the next thing natural for the

ind to do, is to get some measure of this common duration,

hereby it might judge of its different lengths, and consider

le distinct order wherein several things exist; without

hich a great part of our knowledge would be confused,

id a great part of history be rendered very useless^.'

This further development of our cognition of duration

spends upon the discovery of certain physical phenomena,

-hich constantly recur at apparently equal periods and

•e observable by all, and the acceptance of them as our

andard of reference and measurement. The required

)nditions are best fulfilled in our actual experience by

lc movements of the heavenly bodies, which furnish us

ith units of duration which are approximately uniform

id universally observable. The consideration of dura-

on as thus measured out into days and years and hours,

onstitutes what Locke understands by ^ime. We
nnnot, however, in this way, escape entirely from the

lativity and subjectivity which attach to our whole

mporal consciousness. For, not only is time, by its de-

lition, relative to the movements of the heavenly bodies,

at there is no way in which we can assure ourselves that

ly two lengths of duration, however measured, are really

j^ual. Since 'no two portions of succession can be brought

)gether, it is impossible ever certainly to know their equality.

11 that we can do, for a measure of time, is to take such

; have continual successive appearances at seemingly equi-

stant periods ; of which seeming equahty we have no
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other measure but such as the train of our own ideas ha"v

lodged in our memories, with the concurrence of oth(

probable reasons to persuade us of their equality^.' 'Dun
tion in itself must, therefore, be distinguished both froi

duration as immediately experienced and from time, c

objectively measured duration, since it is 'to be considere

as going on in one constant, equal, uniform course^.'

§ 6. In Locke's treatment of our spacial and tempon

ideas he is led to recognise that the mind has the powe

of forming ideas which are essentially incapable of bein

presented in our experience. For, while extension an

duration are directly presented as attributes of materij

things and our own thoughts respectively, the ideas one

obtained are capable of being used independently of thei

original setting. Notwithstanding its origin, we ca

'apply' our idea of space where no matter is or is conceive

to be, and our idea of duration to periods in which we exper:

ence no succession of ideas^. While we can only have

'sense' or actual perception of extension or duration a

involving a variety of discrete qualitative differences, th

'pure' space and duration, of which we form ideas, ar

apprehended as uniform and continuous. While the part

of body are capable of separation, and the flow of ideas i

broken by periods of unconsciousness, the parts of pur

space and duration are incapable of separation even i:

thought*. Again, although the extension and duration c

actual perception are finite in magnitude, and posses

sensible minima^ space and duration are regarded as i:

themselves boundless or infinite, and as infinitely divisible

Finally, while extension and duration can only be experi

enced as attributes of particular bodies or of our finit

2 loc, cit. ^ II. 14. 5. * II. 15. 10.
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inds, our thought mounts to the recognition of 'the

Dundless invariable oceans of duration and expansion,

hich comprehend in them all finite beings, and in their

11 extent belong only to the Deity^.' We find, then,

Locke, at least an implicit recognition of the distinction

jtween perceptual and conceptual space and time; the

tter being regarded as resulting from a process of mental

(aboration performed upon the materials afforded by

j^rception. To account for the profound transformation

^[lich he describes, he can, indeed, only appeal to our

)wers of abstracting and enlarging. But the inevitable

adequacy of his account of the processes, by which the

instructions in question are effected, does not destroy

i.e value and originality of his general position. The

ily aspect of the question upon which Locke dwells at

ly length is the nature and manner of formation of our

ea of infinity. His ability to exhibit the origin and consti-

.tion of this idea forms, he considers, the greatest achieve-

:ent of the theory of the empirical derivation of our ideas.

§ 7. Infinity is, for Locke, primarily a quantitative

cnception. 'Finite and infinite,' he writes, 'seem to me
1 be looked upon by the mind as the modes of quantity,

ad to be attributed primarily in their first designation

cily to those things which have parts, and are capable

( increase or diminution by the addition or substraction

f any the least part; and such are the ideas of space,

aration and number^.' He holds, indeed, that it is not

erely in this quantitative sense that infinity can be

edicated of the Divine Being, and his attributes. We
"annot but be assured' that God is 'incomprehensibly

i finite^.' We must recognise that his attributes 'do,

without doubt, contain in them all possible perfection^.'

^ II. 15. 8. 2 3 ^{i^
4

G. 7
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But by thus using the term in a non-quantitative sens

we do no more than indicate that we are in the presen

of that which transcends our powers of comprehensio

We can form no definite idea of that to which o

'assurance' refers. As soon as we endeavour to fix tl

meaning of the term as thus employed, we find that ^\

can assign none but a figurative one. The only idea whi(l

we can form of the infinity which we ascribe to the powc

wisdom and goodness of God, is one which 'carries with

some reflection on, and intimation of, that number '

extent of the acts or objects of God's power, wisdom ar

goodness, which can never be supposed so great, or 1

many, which these attributes will not always surmou;

and exceed, let us multiply them in our thoughts as f

as we can, with all the infinity of endless number^.' it

such means, however, we cannot truly represent 'how the'

attributes are in God.' We have here, for the first tim

an example of the contrast, which Locke institutes, betwe<i

the ideas which we are capable of forming and the nature

the reality which we seek to represent by means of them, h
for the comprehension of which they prove to be inadequat

We must turn, then, to the consideration of infini

in the only sense in which it can be exhibited as the conte:

of a definite idea. Starting with the idea of a numeric!

unit, or with the idea of any finite distance in space,

period of duration, we can, as we have seen, 'repeat' tl

idea, and produce the idea of a larger whole of the kind

question by 'adding' these repetitions together. No^

not only is this process never brought to an end by tl

intrinsic nature of that with which it deals, but, howevi

far it has been carried, one finds, 'he has no more reas(

to stop, nor is one jot nearer the end of such addition, thj

^ loc. cit.
I
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e was at first setting out^.' Further, we are not only

nable to find, but we are unable to conceive such an end^.

/e are thus led to form ideas of the number series, of

Dace, and of duration, as endless or infinite. In the same

-ay, if, instead of 'repeating' and 'adding' our units, we
^gard our initial quantities as divisible into parts, we
re led to recognise that the process of mentally dividing

given extension or duration is also one to which there can

e no limit. We thus form an idea of the infinite divisi-

ility of space and duration.

It is evident that the idea of infinity obtained in this

•ay is both what Locke calls 'negative' and 'comparative.'

t is the idea of an absence of limits, of something greater

r smaller than any assignable quantity of which we can

)rm a definite idea. It is thus involved in all 'the indeter-

linate confusion of a negative idea^.' We find, indeed,

lat the very characteristics of quantity upon which the

)rmation of the idea depends, render it impossible for

s to frame a positive idea of an infinite quantity. The

ttempt to form such an idea involves the absurdity of

Peking 'to adjust a standing measure to a growing bulk^.'

1 the confusion w^hich is involved in the supposed but

npossible idea of an infinite quantity, Locke finds the

Durce of the antinomies which affect our reasonings con-

srning infinite space and duration. 'Let a man frame

1 his mind an idea of any space or number, as great as

e will, it is plain the mind rests and terminates in that idea

;

'hich is contrary to the idea of infinity, which consists

1 a supposed endless progression. And therefore, I think,

: is that we are so easily confounded, when we come to

rgue and reason about infinite space or duration, etc.

iecause the parts of such an idea not being perceived to be,

^ II. 17. 3. 2 2. 3 II. 17. 15. * II. 17. 7.
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as they are, inconsistent, the one or other always perplex<

whatever consequence we draw from the other^.'

But, even although this source of our ' contradictor

reasonings be recognised, a further difficulty awaits u

when we consider the relation of our idea of quantitativ

infinity to reality. We can only lay to rest, in the regie

of ideas, problems which break out afresh when we cor

sider them with reference to the world of real being. Fo:

on the one hand, we seem forced to regard quantitativ

infinity as a characteristic of the real world. Consider?

tion of the nature of space not only leads us to form a

idea of its infinity, but makes us 'apt to think that spac

in itself is actually boundless^'; nay, on further reflectioi

Locke finds that we 'must necessarily conclude it, by th

very nature and idea of each part of it, to be actuall

infinite^.' And the same holds good of duration, sine

' he that considers something now existing must necessaril

come to something eternal*.' But if infinity is a charactei

istic of real being in its quantitative aspect, a seriou

discrepancy is revealed between our idea of this infinit

and that which we seek to cognise by means of it. On
idea is 'negative' and 'comparative'; whereas, accordin

to the current view, the correctness of which Locke assumei

only predicates which are positive and non-relative ca

be ascribed to reality. Here, again, Locke merely draw

attention to the contrast, between the ideas of which w
are capable and a reality for the comprehension of whic

they announce their own insufiiciency. The negativ

nature of our idea of infinity is declared to be a 'defect

which is due to a 'disproportion' between our finite mind

and the reality which we seek to understand. Althougl

then, we must regard a quantitative infinity as a positiv

^ 11. 17. 8. 2 i,^ 4^ 3 4^ 4 ,7,
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:aracteristic of reality, it is as 'incomprehensible' when

5 considered as we have already found a non-quantitative

inity to be. Our minds are 'overlaid by an object too

ge and mighty to be surveyed and managed by them^.'

/id here, as before, this object is for Locke none other

tan the Divine Being, of whom infinite space and duration

rjst somehow be attributes.

§ 8. Passing from our ideas of the simple modes of

c.antity to our ideas of those of quality, we shall find

tat although the treatment of the latter is slight, it con-

tins points of considerable importance as regards Locke's

^neral position and his relation to the composition theory.

begin with, he finds that although our ideas of qualities,

;ch as 'whiteness' and 'sweetness,' can be 'repeated' as

ladily as those of 'a yard' or 'a day,' these repetitions

ct not capable of being 'added' to one another so as to

' alarge ' our ideas of these qualities. Our ideas of qualities,

T't consisting of parts, are incapable of being increased

\: the addition of parts. Thus when we repeat the idea

c whiteness, and seek to 'put together' these repetitions in

c.r mind, we find that 'they embody, as it were, and run

ito one, and the idea of whiteness is not at all increased^.'

' e have already seen, although Locke does not himself

^finitely recognise it, that the nature of the process of

cnstruction, which he calls the 'addition' of ideas to one

c.other, varies with the nature of the content with which we
ct dealing. We now have an explicit statement that the

j'ssibihty of performing the process at all is dependent

Don characteristics of the content.

Ifj as appeared at the outset, our ideas of simple modes

ie confined to those obtained by ' compounding' repetitions

^ II. 17. 21. 2 II. 17. 6.
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of the same content, the above consideration would foi

us to the conclusion that there can be no ideas of simj

modes of qualities. In the short chapter^ upon *otli

simple modes,' which follows the discussion of our ide

of quantity, Locke, however, recognises the existence

simple modes of qualitative ideas. For, although the

ideas do not consist of parts, and consequently cannot
* enlarged' by addition, they are capable of being 'co]

pounded' with other ideas of the same kind; while, as y

have seen, Locke treats * ideas of the same kind,' by whi

he understands ideas belonging to the same sense, as eqi

valent to the 'same ideas,' when considering them i

purposes of compounding. In this way we obtain su

ideas as those of 'compounded tastes and smells,' or

words as auditory complexes. But the most interesti

of these ideas are the ideas of ' different degrees, or as th

are termed, shades, of the same colour.' Their inclusi

among complex ideas implies that they are ideas which tie)

mind is able to make for itself, without resort to speci! ise

experience. We are, however, warned that these ideas

quality 'cannot be augmented to what proportion m i

please, or be stretched beyond what they have receivl sa

by their senses^.' The mind is, therefore, restricted a

supplying intermediate 'shades' or 'degrees' between t

ideas of colours derived from experience. Thus, we canrj ta;

form the idea of a purer white than we have received

Sensation, though we can make for ourselves ideas of i

less degree of whiteness than this, which may never hat if

been experienced^. It was in such ideas that Hume, wi

regarded them as simple because unanalysable, subit

quently found the 'one contradictory phenomenon, whi

may prove that it is not impossible for ideas to

^ II. i8. 2 17^ 5, 8 Iqc^ cit.

10'.:
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31 fore their corresponding impressions^,' or, in Locke's

•minology, for the mind to make for itself a new
laple idea.

When we come to our ideas of the simple modes of

jinking, pleasure and pain, not only is no attempt made
li apply the composition theory, but the sense in which

tfese ideas are termed ideas of 'modes,' and the grounds

ol: their inclusion among complex ideas, are by no means

>4ar. We are indeed told that the idea of * perception

thinking,' in the wide sense in which these terms cover

ql forms of cognition, is a simple idea of reflection, of which

imembrance, discerning, reasoning, judging, knowledge,

th, etc' are modes^. But although thought is a universal

ri which these * modes' are specifications, our ideas of

til modes cannot be formed by 'varying' the idea of

lijought, apart from experience. On the contrary, in the

apter which deals with the ideas of these mental functions,

ey are spoken of as modes of thinking which the mind

cilserves in itself^; while discerning and remembrance are

IS ewhere treated, along with perception, as operations of

me mind by the performance of which we obtain simple

ivias of Reflection^. And similarly, in order to obtain

ibas of the passions, which are regarded as simple modes

t| pleasure and pain, we are told we must observe how
niliasure and pain, 'under various considerations, operate

i |us—what modifications or tempers of mind, what internal

o{||isations (if I may so call them) they produce in us^.' In

b|e face of such statements, we cannot suppose that Locke

wl>arded these as ideas which the mind could make for itself,

ibs|thout resort to specific experience. Still less can it be

hi Id that the various 'modes' of consciousness are formed

' ^ Treatise^ Book i. Part i. Section i. 2 j,^ 2.

* II. 19. 1-2. * II. 10 and II. * II. 20. 3.
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by a mere composition of the simple ideas of thinkin

pleasure and pain. No attempt, in fact, is made to accoui

for them by the composition theory. The simple idea

here most plainly not a unit of composition, but a universs

of which the modes are particular determinations, the natu:

of which can in these cases only be learned from experienc

Little need be said of the treatment of our ideas <

mixed modes, which is slight and perfunctory. Ea(j
|

mixed mode consists of ideas of different kinds, combine

by the mind, and considered as forming a single complc

idea, which is consolidated and fixed by means of a namj je

The only condition of such combination which is mentioneij k

is that the different ideas must be 'consistent.' The idei k

which Locke has chiefly in mind here are ideas of humsj i

actions, for the analysis of which he would apparent!
lo

have been satisfied with the enumeration of the marll \\

which make up the connotation of a name, and tlj i

derivation of these marks from simple ideas of Sensatic b

and Reflection. It is, to say the least of it, unfortuna' ii

that Locke did not examine more closely the natui \

of the construction involved in such ideas, and the h

relation to experience, in view of the connection whic

he subsequently seeks to establish between ethics and tl «

mathematical sciences.
is

'i



CHAPTER V

UR IDEAS OF SUBSTANCE, CAUSALITY AND IDENTITY

§ I. In following Locke through his treatment of our

leas of modes, we have been chiefly concerned in watching

le gradual breakdown in his hands of the composition

leory. The ideas of substance, causaHty and identity^

hich form the subject of the present chapter, raise

•oblems, and involve difficulties, of a different kind,

ausality and identity are for Locke ideas of relation,

id such are admittedly not the result of composition,

nd while adhering to the current view that substance

3 in itself an absolute, unaffected by relations, he reaches

".e paradoxical conclusion that the only idea we can form

1 this absolute is a relative one.

The possibility of ideas of relation being once admitted^

-Dcke is, therefore, no longer under an obligation to make
is account of our ideas of these specific relations square

lith the presuppositions of the composition theory. We
rail find, however, that in dealing with our ideas of sub-

Jances, Locke's thought is constantly hampered by the

rictly analogous assumption of the current metaphysics.

:^r, just as the composition theory, in the form in which

1 was put forward by him, sought to resolve the contents

( our ideas into a number of separate and self-identical

uits of experience, so the metaphysics, which he inherited,

Md that reality consists of a number of separate and
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self-identical substances, or units of being. To Locke

analysis of the fundamental category of this metaphysi

we must now turn.

§ 2. 'The ideas of substances,' we are told, *are su<

combinations of simple ideas as are taken to represe

distinct particular things, subsisting by themselves;

which the supposed or confused idea of substance, su

as it is, is always the first and chiefs.' This 'supposed

confused idea' is that of a 'support' or substratum

which the simple contents in question are referred, ai

in which they are thought to inhere. For the origin

these contents and for their union in certain combinatioi

it is sufficient, Locke thinks, to appeal to experiem

Simple ideas which are constantly experienced togeth

are for this reason united by the mind, and designated I

a single name. The problem of substance centres, theij

fore, round their reference to something which is n

itself a simple idea or content of experience. The idea

such a substratum is not only the central constituent

our ideas of particular substances, but constitutes, wh
abstractly considered, the idea of 'pure substance'

general, which is 'the same everywhere.' What then

this substratum to which we refer the contents of 0|

experience ? How does the idea of it arise ? What is t,

justification of the reference?

§ 3. That substance cannot be experienced as a par

cular content of Sensation or Reflection, Locke is perfecl

clear. As distinguished from such elements of immedial

experience, it is spoken of as something which we ' suppos

The supposition, however, is not one which is mere

suggested by these elements, but is from the first impli

by them. For, all 'simple ideas, all sensible qualitii

^ II. 12. 6.
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iirry with them a supposition of a substratum to exist in^

ad of a substance wherein they inhere^.' In fact, the

jmple idea, being avowedly conceived as the cognition

( a quality, all that is required is to draw attention to

e relation to a substance which it implicitly contains.

J any further justification of the 'supposition' is asked

Ir, Locke declares that it rests upon a necessity of thought.

I is 'because we cannot conceive how' these simple ideas

lould subsist alone, nor one in another,' that 'we suppose

tern existing in and supported by some common subject^/

lie same point is expressed more positively in reply to

rillingfleet. 'All the ideas of all the sensible qualities

a cherry come into my mind by Sensation; the ideas

: perceiving, thinking, reasoning, knowing, etc., come

:o my mind by Reflection. The ideas of these qualities

. d actions, or powers, are perceived by the mind to be

3 themselves inconsistent with existence....Hence the

1 nd perceives their necessary connection with inherence,

} being supported; which being a relative idea super-

aded to the red colour in a cherry, or to thinking in a man,

'.I mind frames the correlative idea of a support. For

lever denied that the mind could frame to itself ideas

) relation, but have showed the quite contrary in my
:apters about relation^.'

§ 4. It seems clear from such passages as these that

lis in a necessity of thought that Locke finds an explicit

tification of the ' supposition ' of a substratum^ which

1 assumes as implicit in the simple ideas of Sensation

id Reflection themselves. A more modest claim, and an

i:ount of the origin of the idea more in keeping with

development which his principles subsequently received

^ First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. iv. p. 7. 2 jj 23. 4.

^ First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. iv. p. 21.
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at the hands of Hume, has been thought to be containe

in the opening section of the chapter of the Essay whic

deals with the subject. Writing there of our ideas

particular substances, he tells us that 'we accustom oui

selves to suppose some substratum^ of the qualities w
experience together. This has been taken to imply ths

the idea of substance itself is merely a product of custon

It is clear, however, that it is not the idea of substanc

which is placed upon this insecure basis, but the assumptioj

that certain qualities are to be regarded as belongin

together, and referred to the same substance. When w|

find that 'a certain number of these simple ideas g

constantly together,' they are presumed to belong to oe

thing, and called by one name^. In the formation of th^

particular combination custom is the determining principle

for, as Locke elsewhere maintains, no necessary connectioif

can be discovered between the elements which enter int

it. But Locke never intended us to understand that or!

recognition of the dependent nature of these elements,

* qualities' or 'modes,' and their consequent reference t

a substance, can be accounted for by constant experience

or referred to custom.

§ 5. It has frequently been objected that Locke*

account of substance as something which we 'suppose

but do not experience, is in any case glaringly inconsisten! "S^:

with his general theory of the origin of our ideas, sine

the supposed substratum is admittedly not a content (|

Sensation or Reflection. The objection, as thus stated, fail'

however, to take account of Locke's general theory of oi}| iitj

ideas of relation. For, as we have seen, no idea of relatio

can be a content of Sensation or Reflection. All that th

empirical theory of the origin of our ideas maintains, i

^ II. 23. I.
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rference to them, is that these ideas must be 'founded in/

[
* terminate in,' ideas derived from one of these 'channels.'

he difficulty which really confronts Locke is not that of

5 mitting an idea which is not itself a datum of immediate

rperience, but that of bringing the idea of substance

ito line with his general account of our ideas of relation.

i)r, an idea of relation, we are told, can only aiise as

te result of an act of comparison between two distinct

trms; whereas, in the case we are now dealing with,

- ly one term of the relation is given. The difficulty is,

wever, hidden from Locke by his initial assumption that

: r simple ideas from the first involve a reference beyond

emselves.

§ 6. While Locke had no misgivings about either the

: gin or the validity of the idea of substance, there is one

iture of this idea which caused him great perplexity.

finds that we can attribute no definite nature to that

^.ich serves as a support of qualities. It remains for

)r thought an indefinite something, 'a supposed I-know-

\t-what,' of which we can form no positive idea. We
.'k, then, like children, when we speak of substance;

• intellectual position in its regard may be likened to

It of the Indian, who held that the earth rested on an

phant, the elephant on a tortoise, and the tortoise on

" Omething, he knew not what. Our idea of substance,

c:act, turns out to be no more than that of an unknown
c which we refer the contents of experience.

In order to appreciate what seemed to Locke the

trtling nature of this result, we must bear in mind the

" ition assigned to substance in the metaphysics which

inherited, and from which he never succeeded in entirely

aking away. For it substance, and substance alone,

sessed an absolute and indefeasible reality. While
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reality was held to consist of substances and their qualiti

the former were thought to possess an ontological supe

ority, since qualities depend upon substances for th

existence, and indeed 'flow' from them in some mysterio

way. A substance must, therefore, be thought of

possessing a being of its own, apart from, and prior to, t

qualities which we refer to it. As Locke remarks, it

* supposed always something besides the extension, figu

solidity, motion, thinking, or other observable ide

though we know not what it is^.' For, as he urg

a support 'cannot be nothing^'; nor, more general

can a relation 'be founded in nothing, or be the relati

of nothing^.'

From the implications of this unhappy concepti

Locke never succeeded in completely freeing himself,

view of the unknowableness of the substrate of qualiti

he could, upon occasion, write satirically of 'the ve

great clearness there is in the doctrine of substance a;

accidents,' and disparage the use of the distinction 'in c

ciding of questions in Philosophy^.' It never occurred

him, however, that the substance, apart from its qualiti

is a mere abstraction, and as such incapable of existenc]

or, that the conception being a relative one, a contradicti

is involved in treating it as an absolute; or, finally, ti

having been set over against all its qualities, it cann

ipso facto^ have a determinate nature of its own, whetl

known or unknown. While, therefore, the effect of Lock

examination of the conception is to show that it is destiti

of all positive value for our knowledge, he is far frc

abandoning it. He maintains, instead, that we are heir:

in the presence of the most signal instance of the necesssi -

1 First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. v. p. 7. ^ loc. cit. p. 29.

* loc. cit. p. 21. * n. 13. 20.

1
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'iperfection of human knowledge. 'We may be convinced,'

\ declares, 'that the ideas we can attain to by our faculties

very disproportionate to things themselves, when a

psitive, clear, distinct one of substance itself, which is

te foundation of all the rest, is concealed from us^.'

§ 7. We must now turn from Locke's treatment of

sbstance in general to his account of our ideas of material

a d spiritual substances. In doing so, we find at once

tat his general analysis of the idea of substance carries

th it an important consequence. Since the only idea

: substance which we can form in either case is that of

supposed I-know-not-what,' which underlies the qualities

rv^ealed to us in experience, it is impossible for us to

termine the innermost nature of either matter or mind.

u a material substance we can only mean the unknown
ihsiralum to those simple ideas we have from without';

d by a mental or spiritual substance the equally un-

vn ^substratum to those operations we experiment in

rselves within^.' The Cartesian dualism of finite sub-

mces is, therefore, seen to be an entirely unfounded

:ice of dogmatism. In its place we have a distinction

fthin experience between two kinds of ideas, and a con-

sion of entire ignorance concerning the nature of the

Dstrate which is implied in each case. Being thus in

: I dark, concerning that which lies beyond or beneath

perience, we cannot even know whether the substance

nich thinks in us is material or immaterial. Indeed,

^ find that the attempt to conceive it as either lands us

insoluble difiiculties. For, 'he who will give himself

ve to consider freely, and look into the dark and intricate

- rt of each hypothesis, will scarce find his reason able to

itermine him fixedly for or against the soul's materiality.

^ IV. 3. 23. * II. 23. 5.
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Since, on which side soever he views it, either as an un«

tended substance, or as a thinking extended matter, 1

difficulty to conceive either will, whilst either alone is in

thoughts, still drive him to the contrary side. An unf

way which some men take with themselves
;
who, beca\

of the inconceivableness of something they find in oi

throw themselves violently into the contrary hypothes

though altogether as unintelligible to an unbiassed und

standing^.' Therefore, along with the Cartesian dualis

we must also abandon all attempts to demonstrate t

immortality of the soul on the ground of its immaterialr

Nor does he consider that this conclusion involves a

sacrifice of moral or religious interests, holding, as he do

that 'all the great ends of morality and religion are w
enough secured without philosophical proofs of the sou

immateriality^.' We shall find, however, that Locke

not prepared to apply the same principle in the case

God, or to admit the possibility of his being other than

purely immaterial thinking substance.

If we abandon the fruitless attempt to determine t

nature of the substratum of body or mind, and consid

what is definite in the ideas which we are capable of formi]

of them, we shall find, Locke maintains, that in each case o

idea is clear and distinct, or more properly ' determinat

in so far as it consists of contents which have been present

to us in experience; but that we meet with insuperal

-difficulties as soon as we endeavour to comprehend he

and why these determinations exist. Before following o

the comparison here suggested, in detail, it will 1

necessary to consider Locke's view of the characterise

which constitute the knowable natures of matter ai

of mind.

^ IV. 3. 6. 2 IV. 3. 6.
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§ 8. To begin with, Locke rejects the Cartesian view,

ccording to which extension constitutes the essence of

aaterial substance^. In addition to its extension, he

fiaintains, every body possesses the fundamental quaHty

j^/hich he calls solidity, in virtue of which it fills a certain

pace, to the absolute exclusion of all other bodies from

. he space thus occupied. It is evident that solidity thus

onceived, as involving a power of resistance 'so great

hat no force how great soever can surmount it^,' is a

ighly intellectual conception. It is, however, regarded

y Locke as a simple idea of the sense of touch. 'The

odies which we daily handle,' he tells us, ' make us perceive

hat, whilst they remain between them, they do by an

isurmountable force hinder the approach of the parts

f our hands that press them^.' But while the exigencies

f his theory seemed to require such a derivation of the

lea from bodies of sensible bulk, solidity is in reality

^garded by Locke as strictly speaking belonging to the

isensible particles which form the ultimate constitution

f matter, rather than to its sensible appearances. 'The

lind, having once got this idea from such grosser sensible

odies, traces it further, and considers it, as well as figure,

1 the minutest particle of matter that can exist ; and finds

: inseparably inherent in body, wherever cr however

lodified^.'

SoHdity, conceived in this absolute sense, and attributed

D the minute insensible particles which form the hidden

ature of body, is distinguished from hardness, which is

eclared to be relative to the constitution of our bodies,

nd to consist in 'a firm cohesion among the parts of matter

laking up masses of a sensible bulk, so that the whole

1 Cf. below, ch. ix. § ii. 2 4. 3 4. j,

* loc. cit.

G. 8
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does not easily change its figure^.' Now to those who

Hke Locke, favoured the revival of the old theory of tht

atomic constitution of matter, this cohesion, which i

exemplified, though in a less degree, by a soft as well a

by a hard body, presented a source of serious perplexity

There being nothing in the nature of an atom to lead t(

its attachment to another, some explanation of thei

union had to be sought outside the atoms themselves

The nature of this principle of cohesion, accordingly

formed a favourite subject of speculation among those wh<!

rejected both the scholastic and the Cartesian conception

of matter. Rejecting as untenable the various contem

porary hypotheses, the cohesion of the parts of matter i

declared by Locke to be one of those indubitable matter^

of fact, revealed in experience, the comprehension of whicl

seems to be beyond our powers^.
I

Upon the solidity of body, again, depends its capacitji

of communicating motion by impulse. But here, too, w
are in the presence of a matter of fact which, thoug]

obvious in experience, is incomprehensible. The diffi

culties which Locke finds here, however, will best b'

considered when we are dealing with his treatment o

causation.

§ 9. The distinction, which we have noticed above

betw*een the solidity,which every portion of matter, howeve

minute, possesses in itself, whatever may be the conditio],

in which it exists, and the hardness, which is relative t

our organs, and only indicates a temporary state of th

insensible particles of which a body of sensible bulk i

composed, is expressed in Locke's terminology by sayin

that, while the former is a primary quality, the latter i

only a secondary quality of body. The famous doctrin

^ II. 4. 4. 2 II. 23. 23-5. Cf. IV. 3. 29.
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lovered by these terms had had a long history before its

ppearance in the Essay. Originating among the Greek

Uomists, the theory had been revived by GaHleo, and

iven an extended currency by Descartes ; while the terms

bed by Locke, to mark the distinction, were first employed

or the purpose by his friend Boyle. What, then, we must

,sk, were the presuppositions and significance of the theory

is it was formulated by Locke? —
Behind the theory, as Locke understood it, lay the

^netaphysical assumption that the qualities which really

)elong to a substance must belong to it ' in itself,' apart

rom any relation in which it stands to anything else,

ncluding our organs of sense and the perceptions which

ire mediated by them. Further, since such intrinsic

leterminations must either constitute, or flow from, the

-ssence of the substance, they must belong to it at all

imes and in all conditions. Thus, the 'real, original and

)rimary qualities' must exist 'in the things themselves,'

md this ' whether we perceive them or not
' ;

moreover,

hey are 'always in them,' and are 'utterly inseparable

rom them in what estate soever they be.' On the other

land, any apparent characteristics of a^ thirig, which it

possesses at one time but not at another, cannot be attri-

buted to the thing^s it is ' in itself,' but are merely indica-

ions of accidental and temporary relations in which it

;tands to other things, or to our minds. As such they are

lot strictly speaking qualities of the thing at all; if, how-

ever, we so far accommodate ourselves to popular usage,

^Ts to speak of them as qualities, we must add the qualifica-

:ion 'secondary.'

As primary qualities of matter Locke enumerates

solidity, extension, figure, motion or rest, and number^.'
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That our ideas of these quaHties are identical in conten

with the determinations of real things is simply taken fo

granted. *A circle or square are the same, whether ij

idea or existence'; this, he thinks, 'everybody is read]

to agree to^.' The whole weight of the discussion is accord

ingly directed to the refutation of the view that our idea

oFthe~sensible or secondary qualities, as well as those o

the primary qualities of body, are ' exactly the images anc

resemblances of something inherent in the subject^.' Th
argument upon which Locke chiefly reHes is the supposec

impossibiHty of distinguishing in this respect our ideai

of secondary qualities from ideas such as that of pain

the content of which, he thinks, must be admitted to b<

incapable of directly qualifying a material thing. Appea

is also made to such facts as the dependence of colou;

upon the presence of light, which Locke thinks can obviousl)

make no real alteration in the body itself^; and to th<

relativity of sensations, such as those of cold and heat!

to the temporary condition of our organs, in consequenc<

of which the same water may appear hot to one hand anc

cold to the other^. That all colours, sounds, etc., 'as the)

are such particular ideas,' only exist in the act of Sensation

apart from which they 'vanish and cease, and are reducec

to their causes, i.e, bulk, figure and motion of parts^,' i{

merely a statement of his position, and not an argument

for it. But while these sensible quaHties cannot belong

to material things as they are in themselves, our ideas o1

them must be attributed to the agency of real things

There must, then, be something in the things themselvei

which, upon occasion, gives rise to these ideas. As powers

in the things to produce ideas in us, the secondary quaHties

1 II. 8. i8. 2 7^ 3

« n. 8. 21. « II. 8. 17.
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an, however, be nothing but the primary quahties of the

isensible parts of matter.

§ 10. Having seen the way in which Locke conceives

he nature of matter, as known in and through experience,

It must return to the comparison which he institutes

etween the ideas we are able to form of mental and material

Libstances. Here we find at once a further divergence

"om the position of Descartes. Not only does Locke reject

hie view that extension is the essence of body, but he

efuses to divest minds themselves of all spacial determina-

ions. 'Where and when,' he declares, *are questions be-

)nging to all finite things^,' to minds as well as to bodies,

md since experience assures us that a mind may operate

1 different places at different times, mobility must also

e attributed to minds. The characteristics which are at

nee primary and peculiar to material substances are (i) the

ohesion of solid extended parts, and (2) the communication

f motion by impulse ; the remaining qualities of body being

ither dependent upon these, or common to body and spirit.

5ut, as we have seen, while experience assures us of the

actual reality of these attributes, we are unable to form

ny conception of the modus operandi of the one or the

ther. The fundamental and distinctive characteristics of

/hat we call mind or spirit are (i) thinking, and (2) the

bility to initiate movement by willing. Now, while the

lanner in which the mind performs these functions is

icomprehensible, they are as solid and obvious facts of

xperience as the equally incomprehensible characteristics

f body. Accordingly, our ideas of material and spiritual

abstances are equally clear, and equally defective. In

oth cases the substratum is unknown, while the distinctive

ualities of body and spirit are equally conceivable and

1 II. 15. 8.
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equally inexplicable. 'To conclude:—Sensation convince

us there are solid extended substances; and Reflectioi

that there are thinking ones : experience assures us of th

existence of such beings, and that the one hath a powe

to move body by impulse, the other by thought; thi

we cannot doubt of. Experience, I say, every momen
furnishes us with the clear ideas both of the one and th<

other. But beyond these ideas, as received from thei

proper sources, our faculties will not reach. If we woulc

enquire further into their nature, causes and manner, w<

perceive not the nature of extension clearer than we d(

of thinking. If we would explain them any further, on(

is as easy as the other; and there is no more difficulty tc

conceive how a substance we know not should, by thought

set body into motion, than how a substance we know nol

should, by impulse, set body irito motion^.'

In view of its importance, and of the place assigned to il

in contemporary theories of innate ideas, the account whicl

Locke gives of the nature and origin of our idea of God is re-

markably slight, its formal treatment only occupying three

short paragraphs. The content of the idea, we are told

consists of those qualities and powers which we experience

in ourselves by Reflection, and which it is 'better to have

than to be without,' each enlarged by our idea of infinity.

The scholastic identification of reality and perfection is

implied, though it is not explicitly enunciated, and ol

course no attempt is made to explain or justify it. Nor is

Locke prepared to draw the same consequence, from the

unknowability of the substratum^ as he drew in the case

of finite minds. Although the Supreme Being is 'incom-i

prehensible' and cannot be known 'in his own essence,'!

we must, he maintains, conceive him as immaterial. The

1 II. 23. 29.
I
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*eason which he gives for this greater definiteness in our

dea of God, than in our idea of finite spirits, is that all

he qualities of the Supreme Being must he 'essentially

iseparable' from him, whereas thinking is not of the essence

f matter. The possibility that matter may think in us is

lerely the possibility that God may have bestowed upon

ertain portions of it a power which forms no part of its

ssential nature.

§ II. As the data of immediate experience, or the

mple ideas which we receive by Sensation and Reflection,

irve to suggest to the mind the idea of substance, which

e find ourselves compelled to recognise as implied by

lem, though not included among them; so, the changes

hich we experience as taking place in these data can only

I understood by means of a further set of ideas, which

onsideration shows to be similarly necessary. These are

"le connected ideas of active efficiency, power and causality.

Dcke's view of the relation of these ideas to one another

1 somewhat obscured by the exigencies of his exposition,

ince our ideas of different substances are found to consist

Irgely of ideas of the powers which they possess of altering

cher substances, the idea of power is treated, for con-

vnience, as a simple constituent of these ideas, although

1 is admitted to involve a relation. The idea of power

tus obtains priority of treatment to that of causality,

\iich is regarded as an idea of relation between substances

c their modes, and as consequently presupposing ideas

substances, in which the relation must be grounded,

jie order of ideas here implied was of course in agreement

vth the fundamental position attributed in the metaphysics

0 the time to the category of substance, and with the

:inected tendency to interpret activity and causation
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as merely the actualisation of pre-existing potentialiti'

Nevertheless, in the account which Locke gives of the t\

ideas, it is implied that the idea of causation is logical

prior to that of power, since we only come by the latt

idea when we consider ' in one thing the possibility of havi

any of its simple ideas changed, and in another the pos

bility of making that change.' For this we only do wh i

we have been led to conclude, as the result of reflect!

on the constancy of our experience, that 'the like chang

will for the future be made in the same things, by li

agents, and in like ways^.'

§ 12. When closely examined, moreover, the ideas

both causality and power are found to involve the idea

active efficiency. For Locke, as for Descartes, the inm

most significance of the idea of causality is that of t

active initiation of change. And while accepting fro

Scholasticism the current distinction between active ai i

passive power, he holds that the former is 'the mo
proper signification' of the word^. Accordingly, neith

causality nor power can be understood until we ha

tracked the idea of activity to its source and exhibit

its content^.

While holding that 'whatever change is observec

whether in outward things or in ourselves, 'the mind mu
collect a power somewhere able to make that change,

well as a possibility in the thing itself to receive it*,' Loci

maintains that a clear idea of the nature of activity C2

only be derived from our experience in willing. For

in the first place, we examine closely the quaHtative chang

^ II. 21. 4.

^ For other implications of Locke's conception of causation, see belo

Ch. VIIT. § II.

* II. 21. 4.
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vliich take place in physical things, we find that they

r :onvey no idea of the nature of any activity by which

1 hey are effected. All that we can observe in such cases

t s the effect produced, and not the action by which it is

i )rought about. 'When a countryman says the cold

; reezes water, though the word freezing seems to import

ome action, yet truly it signifies nothing but the effect

;

iz., that water that was before fluid is become hard and

onsistent ; without containing any idea of the action

i /hereby it is done^.' Locke had come, however, to regard

uch qualitative changes as the result of movement among

! he minute particles of which bodies are composed, and in

lovement Hobbes had already declared all active power

consist^. In order to carry our analysis further, we
lust, therefore, enquire whether the facts of movement
1 bodies, as observable by our senses, contain any element

^hich can be regarded as the source of our idea of activity.

We have already seen that 'the only way we can con-

eive bodies operate in, ' is by impulse or impact^ ; and

[lat although the way in which motion is communicated

y impulse is incomprehensible, the fact is undeniable,

/hen, however, we examine the facts from this new point

f view, for the purpose of discovering an element of experi-

ice answering to our idea of activity, no such element

discoverable. 'For, when the ball obeys the stroke of

billiard-stick, it is not any action of the ball, but bare

assion. Also when by impulse it sets another ball in

lotion that lay in its way, it only communicates the

lotion it had received from another, and loses in itself

) much as the other receives ; which gives us but a very

bscure idea of an active power of moving in body, whilst

'e observe it only to transfer but not produce any motion.

^ II. 22. II. 2 Elements of Philosophy^ Part ii. ch. x. §6. ^ ii. 8. ii.
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For it is but a very obscure idea of power which reache ^

not the production of the action, but the continuation c

the passion^.' I'^

The production of movement by willing is, it is true

as incomprehensible as its communication by impulse

But we have in the former case, what we have not in th

latter, an experience of its active initiation. 'The idea c

the beginning of motion we have ' then ' only from Reflectio:

on what passes in ourselves, where we find by experienc

that barely by willing it, barely by a thought of the mind

we can move the parts of our bodies which were before a

rest^.' This experience of activity we have, again, in th

voluntary control of our own thoughts ; but of thinking

and the activity involved in it, it is obvious that externa

perception can give us no idea at all. In willing, then

and nowhere else, have we an actual experience of th

efficiency which Locke regards as the essential constituen

of our concept of causation.

§ 13. The idea of activity having been traced to

subjective origin, what, it may be asked, is our justificatioi

for applying the conceptions of causality and power, ii

which it is essentially involved, to unwilled changes il

the external world, seeing that these cannot afford us th

experience from which this idea could be derived? Lock

replies that, whatever their origin, the ideas of causality

and power can be seen to be necessary for the compre

hension of these changes. * Whatever change is observed

the mind must collect a power somewhere able to mak
that change^.' Again, ' Everything that has a beginning mus

have a cause is a true principle of reason, or a propositioi

certainly true ; which we come to know by the same way
i.e. by contemplating our ideas, and perceiving that thi

^ 11. 21. 4. 2 Iqc, cit. 3 loc. cit.

il
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pa of beginning to be, is necessarily connected with the

ja of some operation, and the idea of operation with the

i2i of something operating, which we call a cause; and

I

the beginning to be, is perceived to agree with the idea

i

a cause, as is expressed in the proposition^.' The

'anges which we experience but do not initiate must,

Lsrefore, be referred to causes which are thought of as

jLcient in producing them. Our discovery of the sub-

rtive origin of the idea of efficiency is regarded, however,

3 Locke, as capable of throwing some light upon the real

iture of these causes. As exercising activity, must they not

D minds or spirits? It is, at least, he maintains, 'worth

)r consideration, whether active power be not the proper

i ribute of spirits, and passive power of matter.' And
iDwing himself one of his few indulgences in speculation,

1 proceeds to make the suggestion which Leibniz subse-

^sntly found so much to his taste: 'Hence may be

ijectured that created spirits are not wholly separate

im matter, because they are both active and passive.

Pre spirit, viz. God, is only active; pure matter is only

s jsive ; those beings that are both active and passive,

may judge to partake of both^.'

§ 14. It will be observed that, throughout Locke's

latment of the subject, there is no suggestion that the

ca of causality essentially involves that of uniformity,

)3 necessary connection according to law, which is now
2n regarded as its primary implication. The term 'law

•mature' still retained for him the theological implica-

iis to which, indeed, we must ultimately trace the

itempt to unite in a single conception the ideas of active

i:iency
and uniformity of behaviour. The regularities

^ First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. pp. 6i, 62.

2 II. 23. 28. Cf. II. 21. 2.
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which we discover in the outer world are regarded as t

expression of laws imposed upon nature by its Auth
which consequently partake of the immutable constan

of the divine will. Since, however, we cannot penetrs

to the divine decrees themselves, the universality of a^

particular kind of factual connection cannot be deduc

from this general assumption. Nor can we percei

any intrinsic necessity in the connections of natui

phenomena as revealed by experience. When we ps

beyond the particular matter of fact, and frame eii

pirical generalisations, we leave the realm of knowled

in the strict and proper sense. 'The things that, as i

as our observation reaches, we constantly find to proce

regularly, we must conclude to act by a law set ther

but yet by a law that we know not: whereby, thou|

causes work steadily, and effects constantly flow fro

them, yet their connections and dependencies being not dii

coverable in our ideas, we can have but an experiment!

knowledge of them^.' And experimental knowledge, wh(j

the attempt is made to transcend the facts of actu

experience, yields only probability. While, therefore, v

may ' conclude ' from what we have ' so constantly observei

that 'the like changes will for the future be made in tl

same things, by like agents, and in like ways^,' the inferentj

is not of a necessary character, or capable of finding
|

place in the system of demonstrative truths which conslj

tutes science. The problem, however, in this form,
|

not one which greatly occupied Locke's thought. TI

justifiability of assertions of necessary connections amor

matters of fact, which is for Hume the central crux (\

the question of causation, presented itself to Locke, Ji

we have seen, as the question of the possibility of

^ IV. 3. 29. ^ I. 21. I,
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"•owledge of the necessary coexistence of attributes in

i same substance.

§ 15. The last of the special conceptions treated by

^cke, which calls for our notice, is that of real or individual

:ntity. The chapter in which the subject is discussed

considerable length was only added in the second

tion, at the suggestion of Molyneux, who desired an

plification of the ' touches ' upon the principium indivi-

itionis which had occurred in the Essay in its original

m. The ideas of real identity and diversity are regarded

ideas of relations, the terms of which are objects which

experience as existing at different times. Concerning

J' origin of the idea of identity Locke has little to say,

' -end its assignment to an act of comparison which has

srence to 'the very being of things.^ For the rest, the

:ipter is devoted to the consideration of the conditions

ier which it can be afhrmed, especially in the case of

sonal identity, which Locke finds to raise at once the

' St difficult and the most interesting problems.

§ 16. Beginning with that which he regards as the

plest case, he finds that when the existents which we
ipare are indistinguishable in content, individual identity

. signify nothing but a continuity of existence, by which

t which is experienced at one time is thought of as having

upied a given position in space on some former occasion,

lat, therefore, that had one beginning, is the same thing;

li that which had a difierent beginning in time and place

^ n that, is not the same, but diverse^.' It is in this

se, he holds, that we can speak of a sameness or diver-

i ' of substance. Existence is itself here the principium

iduationis^ which has been the subject of so much
1 II. 27. I.
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controversy, inasmuch as every finite being which exii

must exist at a particular place at a particular tin

while in doing so it excludes all other beings of the sai

kind from that particular place at that particular tin

The qualification 'of the same kind' is necessary, sir'

Locke considers that a finite mind and a body may occu

the same place at the same time, while God ie, as we kno

regarded as in some way present in the whole of spa<|

But * though these three sorts of substances, as we tei

them, do not exclude one another out of the same pla<

yet we cannot conceive but that they must necessarii

each of them exclude any of the same kind out of the sar

place ; or else the notions and names of identityand diversi

would be in vain, and there could be no distinctions

substances, or anything else, one from another^.' Henc

when we can show continuity of existence of the sar

kind with that which existed at a particular place at

particular time in the past, we have shown real or ind

vidual identity of substance. Or, following our substan

in thought to its first beginning, we may say that, th;

which 'had one beginning is the same thing, and th

which had a different beginning in time and place fro

that, is not the same, but diverse^.'

The above, Locke considers, would be a sufficieij

account of identity and the conditions in which it is realiscij

if the predication of numerical sameness were restricte

to simple unchangeable substances, such as the atoms ai

supposed to be, or to mere collections or masses of thesj fe

This, however, is far from being the case. We speak (( i

the same tree, or the same horse, but the identity which v| I

thereby recognise is distinct from, and independent of, til t

identity of the particles of matter which compose thenj
;.

^ ]i. 27. 2. 2 27. I.
\

^-
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r of any collection of such particles. An oak, for instance,

mains the same oak, although it has grown from a sapling

) a vast tree, although its branches have been lopped

cm time to time, and although its material substance

1
the subject of constant change. *It is not, therefore,

lity of substance that comprehends all sorts of identity,

' will determine it in every case; but to conceive and

idge of it aright, we must consider what idea the word it

applied to stands for; it being one thing to be the same

ibstance, another the same man, and a third the same

irson, if person^ man and substance are three names

mding for three different ideas; for such as is the

sa belonging to that name, such must be the identity^.'

In the above passage, Locke signalises the special form

identity with which he is most concerned. Before we
poceed to consider his theory of personal identity we
rjst, however, notice the important general principle

lich is here laid down. Identity, Locke insists, cannot

c adequately understood as a mere abstract sameness

1 substance. Its meaning must depend upon, and vary

' th, the nature of the subject of which it is predicated.

i)reover, as the phenomena of hfe imply, identity is not

ly consistent with, but may essentially involve sub-

Jintial difference. The same considerations lead to the

^ elicit recognition of the distinction between composition

organisation. This appears when we consider 'wherein

i oak differs from a mass of matter....The one is only the

lesion of particles of matter anyhow united ; the other,

ill a disposition of them as constitutes the parts of an

' ^, and such an organisation of those parts as is fit to

"teive and distribute nourishment, so as to continue and

II. 27. 7. Sections 3 to 10 of this chapter are incorrectly numbered in

r's edition of the Essay.
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frame the wood, bark and leaves, etc., of an oak, in whi<

consists the vegetable life^.'

Since, then, a plant consists of ' an organisation of par

in one coherent body, partaking of one common life^,' i

identity is to be found in the continuity of this organisatio

The same principle holds good of an animal, though tl

manner of its organisation differs from that of a plan

while Locke holds that the identity of a man is similar

constituted by 'nothing but a participation of the san

continued life by constantly fleeting particles of matte

in succession vitally united to the same organised bod}

When, however, we come to enquire into the nature

personal identity, an entirely new set of conditions h

to be taken into account.

§ 17. Since the nature of identity varies with th

to which it refers, in order to understand what constitut

personal identity we must first consider the significati(

of the term ' person.' As we have seen, thinking is alwa

accompanied, according to Locke, by what he calls co

sciousness, or by a reflex act by which we perceive or a

aware of our thought as our own. 'When we see, he;

smell, taste, feel, meditate, or will anything, we know th

we do so^.' Now it is in virtue of this recognition of 0

thoughts as ours that 'everyone is to himself that whi

he calls selj^,^ But while this consciousness, or referen

to self, is invariably involved in my present perceptio

and actions, it is not limited to these. It attaches

immediately to certain experiences and actions which

recognise as having belonged to myself in the past, as

the thoughts and actions of the present moment. Hen

I own and impute to my 'self past actions, 'just up*

the same ground and for the same reason^' as prese

^ II. 27. 4. 2 loc, cit. ^ II. 27. 9. * loc. cit. ^ II. 27. 26.

fl
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les. It is, then, upon this 'continued consciousness' that

^lentity of self and identity of person depend. 'It is by

le consciousness it has of its present thoughts and actions

lat it is self to itself now, and so will be the same self,

^ far as the same consciousness can extend to actions past

' to come^.' Where this consciousness is lacking, the

.entity of self does not extend, a truth which is embodied

. the common expressions 'not himself and 'beside him-

;lf,' as applied to one in whom there has been a notable

reach in the continuity of consciousness. It will be

^served that while Locke maintains that the identity of

y self is dependent upon my awareness of self, he does

Dt regard my self as limited in its range to my realisation

1: its contents at the present moment, but as extending

far as the immediate judgment of self-consciousness is

(ipable of reaching. A proposition about my self, as well

a proposition about anything else, may be true, although

do not afErm it. If it be urged that, according to Locke's

:count of the matter, a proposition about my self must

xffer from aU others in this respect, since my self is consti-

i.ted by my thinking it, the objection betrays a misunder-

ianding. Like all thought which is true, the judgment of

jlf-consciousness is determined for me and not by me.

is no arbitrary act of mine, by which I am a self to my
df, or by which I recognise certain past actions as mine,

^iienever I think of them. In fact, like other forms of

i.ese relations, identity and diversity of self are 'relations

ad ways of comparing well-founded^,' even though their

iundation consists in nothing but my ability or inability

1 connect a past with a present perception by 'the same

(ntinued consciousness.'

§ 18. The immediacy which Locke attributes to the

^ II. 27. 10. ^ II, 27. 2.

G. 9
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'consciousness' of identity of self is not, then, a me!

immediacy of feeling, although it involves this, but j

immediacy of judgment, based upon an intellectual functii

of comparison. That personal identity can only exist whe

these higher mental functions are present is emphasis^

throughout. Person^ we are told, stands for 'a thinkii

intelligent being, that has reason and reflection, and cj

consider itself as itself, the same thinking thing in differe;

times and places^.' It is a term which 'belongs only

intelligent agents capable of a law^.' Personal identi

is 'the sameness of a rational being^.' This insisten

upon the rational implications of personal identi

suggests a question which Locke does not discuss, vi:!

the possibility of attributing it to the brutes. There ci

be no doubt that Locke holds that personal identity do

not extend to the lower animals. The only identity whic'

he would attribute to them is an identity of organisr

in the sense which has been explained. At the san

time, the brute is capable of perception, or of having idea

and this, as we have seen, involves some kind of coi

sciousness or awareness of self. We must, therefor

suppose that Locke would attribute to the brute an id(

of self as involved in its present perceptions, but r.

ability to recognise an identity between the self of tl

present and the self of the past. This is, indeed, qui"

consistent with his general view that 'beasts compa;

not their ideas further than some sensible circumstano

annexed to the objects themselves,' and are incapable <

the higher form of comparison which presupposes abstra

tion and the capacity for general ideas^.

§ 19. Assuming, then, the presence of this huma

form of consciousness, Locke treats 'self and 'person' j!

1 II. 27. 9. 2 ij 27. 26. ^ II. 27. 9. ^ II. II. 5. I
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aving the same denotation. The only difference which

e finds in their signification is a difference of point of

lew. This we might express by saying that, whereas a

lelf is a 'person' reahsed from within, a 'person' is a

elf regarded from without. Or, in our author's own
ords, 'Wherever a man finds what he calls himself^ there,

think, another may say is the same person^.' The latter,

I remarks, is 'a forensic term, appropriating actions and

leir merit^,' and throughout the discussion he has in

ind its practical application to the question of moral

sponsibility, and the justification of a system of rewards

id punishments. Human justice, he recognises, cannot

:ly without reserve upon the principle that responsibility

ily extends as far as the consciousness of an identical

If, because of its liability to be deceived in any attempt

> apply this purely inward principle. Hence we punish

man for actions committed in a fit of drunkenness, of

"hich he may have no consciousness in his restored state

sobriety. 'For though punishment be annexed to

^rsonality, and personality to consciousness, and the

i-unkard perhaps be not conscious of what he did, yet

-iman judicatures justly punish him; because the fact

; proved against him, but want of consciousness cannot

I proved for him^.' Nevertheless, the principle which

- entifies moral responsibility with the consciousness of

entity of self remains the principle of ideal justice. 'In

e great day, wherein the secrets of all hearts shall be laid

oen, it maybe reasonable to think, no one shall be made
answer for what he knows nothing of ; but shall receive

-s doom, his conscience accusing or excusing him^.' It is

mbodied, too, in human laws, when, in the case of madness,

^ II. 27. 26. 2 loc. cit.

^ II. 27. 22. * loc. cit.
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the breach of continuity in consciousness is capable (

sufficient verification^.

§ 20. On its metaphysical side Locke's theory :

definitely set over against the current dogmatic viev

which regarded the identity of self as consisting in a

identity of spiritual substance. Those who take up th:

position are, he maintains, guilty of confusing two quit

different conceptions—identity of substance and identit

of person—the former of which 'concerns not personj

identity at all^.' For, on the one hand, an identity c

substance, without the presence of the 'same continue

consciousness,' would not suffice for the identity of a se

or person. Thus, if, as the theory of pre-existence maintainji

the immaterial substance or soul which now thinks in E

previously formed the mental substrate of another ma
A, whose life B has no ability to recall, this in no wa
destroys the separate personality of A and B, or constitute

them a single person. On the other hand, if we suppos

that several different substances are successively th

vehicle of ' the same continued consciousness,' there wouL

in that case be only a single person. Whether either o

these suppositions corresponds to fact, or whether identit;

of consciousness is only realised, or is even only capabl

of realisation, in conjunction with identity of substancel

it is, Locke holds, impossible for us to say, in our completi

ignorance of the ultimate nature of substance. Our ver

ignorance on this point, however, is a sufficient groun(

for asserting that the self, of whose existence and identit]

we have an immediate certainty, 'is not determined b]

identity or diversity of substance, which it cannot be sun

of, but only of identity of consciousness^.'

Locke's treatment of the question of the identity o:j

* n. 27. 20. 2 27. 10. ^ II. 27. 23.
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f is, in some respects, one of the most original and revo-

rionary of the positions developed in the Essay. It is

itn more fatal to the traditional realistic dogmatism,

Riich is here attacked in its favourite stronghold, than

- criticism of its use of the general conception of substance.

•re, moreover, in the identity of self-consciousness, Locke

3 found a concrete unifying conception, in place of the

^ pty thing-in-itself into which the idea of substance had

ially resolved itself. That this conception, Hke that of

l iving organism, involves a genuine transcending of the

i:chanical view of nature and of mind, embodied in the

rnposition theory, only adds to its significance. It must

3 observed, however, that even in this, the maturest

Deduct of his criticism, Locke does not succeed in entirely

iieing himself from the old way of looking at things.

I.estions about the identity of an underlying spiritual

Dstance are banished from the realm of our knowledge,

t they are not declared to be intrinsically unintelligible.

Lcke still firmly believes that there is an unknown sub-

51 ate to the mental life of the individual, and that the

(:ntity of consciousness must be realised either through

..I identity of one substance or in a number of such succes-

ij ely. Indeed, he even expresses the view that ' the more

o)bable opinion is, that this consciousness is annexed to,

id the affection of, one individual immaterial substance^.'

hx a mental substance which is not only unknown, but

ks been shown to stand in no essential relation to the

i»f of consciousness, can only be retained so long as it is

^.t challenged. Nothing could show more conclusively

m the mere statement of such a position, the entire

ailessness of the traditional conception of substance for

I interpretation of our self-conscious life.

^ II. 27. 25.
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CHAPTER VI

THE GENERAL NATURE OF KNOWLEDGE

§ I. We have arrived at last at the main problem •

the Essay, to the solution of which the whole content '

the work is regarded by its author as subordinate aij

contributory. Having completed his survey of our idea:

and discussed their representation by words, and tl

misapprehensions to which this often gives rise, he coij

siders himself to be in a position to attack the questic

of the nature and possible extent of the knowledge (

which ideas are but the * materials' or 'instruments.' 1

our exposition of his treatment of the subject, it will 1:

convenient to consider, first, his view of the general chara(

teristics of knowledge, and certain general distinctioi

which he makes in relation to it
;
leaving his account of tfc

different kinds of knowledge, and of the limitations whic

he discovers in its extent, to be dealt with subsequently

Accordingly, in the present chapter, the questions wit|

which we shall be concerned are (i) Locke's identificatioi

of knowledge with objective certainty, and the shar,

line which he consequently draws between knowledge anj

everything of the nature of probable conjecture or opinion]

(2) his account of what constitutes what he calls the 'realityi

of knowledge, in virtue of which its validity transcend)

the ideas of the individual mind, with which it is immej

diately concerned; (3) the synthetic or instructive quality;
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hich distinguishes what is valuable in knowledge from

srbal trifling. We shall also touch upon his view of

pinion, and upon his theory of the error which finds its

cus within it.

§ 2. 'With me, to know and to be certain is the same

ling. What I know, that I am certain of ; and what I am
jrtain of, that I know. What reaches to knowledge I

link may be called certainty; and what comes short of

jrtainty, I think cannot be called knowledge^.' In these

nphatic words Locke expresses his identification of know-

dge with a form of cognition yielding certainty. As we
ave seen, the simplest element of knowledge is for Locke

judgment, or an act of thought by which an afiirmation

: denial is made. Judgments, however, are regarded by

m as of two radically different kinds. The one com-

rises the absolutely certain judgments which constitute

lowledge, in which we not only think that the connection

firmed or denied in the judgment holds good, but perceive

lat it does so ; to the other belong the judgments which,

,iling to afford the complete intellectual satisfaction which

laracterises knowledge, constitute the region of opinion

• probability. By an unfortunate ambiguity in his

>e of the term, 'judgment' is sometimes used by Locke

> signify the special faculty by which the latter kind

: affirmations and denials are made. In this narrower

nse, instead of including knowledge as a species, 'judg-

ent' is distinguished from and contrasted with it; know-

dge and judgment being declared to be 'two faculties

nversant about truth and falsity^.' Having drawn atten-

3n to this ambiguity, we shall continue to employ the

rm in its more usual and wider signification, unless the

•ntrary is expressly indicated.

* Second Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. p. 145. * iv. 14. 4.
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The distinction between the two kinds of judgmei to

or between knowledge and opinion, is regarded by Loc %

as one of kind, and not of degree, as is indeed implied ki

the reference of them to different ' faculties.' Speaking k

judgment in the narrower and more technical sense, 1 k

tells us that *it never amounts to knowledge, no, not %

that which is the lowest degree of it^.' We shall have i

consider, presently, in what sense Locke allows himself
|

i

speak of 'degrees' in a knowledge which he declares
|

2ti

be absolute; for the present we are only concerned i

noticing the sharpness of the distinction which he dra\' '1

between knowledge and opinion. Moreover, the differen t

between the two does not lie in their practical power
}

ii

commanding our assent, or in an absoluteness of subjectr

conviction, which is present in the one case and wantii ii

in the other. For, in the case of conclusions which re

merely on grounds of probability, as distinct from strij \\

demonstration, we are told that 'sometimes the intei a

mediate ideas tie the extremes so firmly together, and tl i

probability is so clear and strong, that assent as necessari

follows it, as knowledge does demonstration^.' Thou^

only probable, the evidence 'naturally determines tl

judgment, and leaves us as little liberty to believe (

disbelieve, as a demonstration does, whether we will knol

or be ignorant^.' The point is more than once reverte

to in the course of the controversy with Stillingfleet, :

connection with Locke's view of the nature of religioi

'faith.' Though there must always be uncertainty whe:

the conditions of knowledge are not fully realised, this doi

not, he points out, necessarily involve the presence <

subjective wavering or doubt. For 'the evidently stroii

probability may as steadily determine the man to asseJ

1 IV. 17. 16. * IV. 17. 16. ^ IV. 16. 9.
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to the truth, or make him take the proposition for true^

'and act accordingly, as knowledge makes him. see or be

certain that it is true^.' The difference between the two,

he declares, is that in bare belief, however strongly it may
be held, our assent 'excludes not the possibility that it

may be otherwise^.' When we know, however, this possi-

bility is excluded ; and along with it not only the possibility

Df doubt, but of error. When knowledge has once been

attained on any subject, we are in possession of something

A^hich no new facts or considerations can modify or annuL

What we once know, we are certain is so ; and we may be

;ecure that there are no latent proofs undiscovered, which

nay overthrow our knowledge, or bring it in doubt^.' No
^.ationalist could place the claims of knowledge higher,

)r insist more strongly upon the absoluteness and infalH-

5ility of our knowing power. When we find Locke dwelling

ipon the narrow range of human knowledge, we must be

:areful to bear in mind the rigorous nature of his require-

nents.

Knowledge, according to Locke's well-known definition,

onsists in * the perception of the connection and agree-

nent, or disagreement and repugnancy of any of our

ieas^.' The ability to perceive such agreements or dis-

greements is regarded by him as a fundamental power

f our intellectual nature which, together with our powers

f perceiving the ideas themselves in our minds, and of

pprehending the signification of signs, constitutes the

power of perception...which we call the Understanding^.'

t is in this special form of perception that he finds the

ertainty which constitutes knowledge. 'Where this per-

sption is, there is knowledge ; and where it is not, there,

1 Third Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. p. 299. ^ loc. ciu

3 IV. 16. 3. * IV. I. 2. * n. 21. 5.
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though we may fancy, guess or believe, yet we always]

come short of knowledge^.' In the various forms of'

* judgment',' as distinguished from knowledge, we are said

to 'think,' 'take,' 'suppose' or 'presume,' our ideas to

agree or disagree, but not to perceive their agreement

or disagreement.

§ 3. This agreement or disagreement of ideas is in

some cases immediately perceived by the mind, upon the

mere consideration of the ideas in question; in others it

is only mediately manifest, by the aid of other ideas. In!

the former we have intuitive knowledge, which is self-l

evident; in the latter, demonstrative knowledge, the

evidence of which depends upon 'proofs' or 'intervening

ideas,' which reveal an agreement or disagreement thai

cannot be directly perceived. The conception of intuitior'

and the knowledge it affords play such an important pari

in Locke's theory that his account of it must be given in full

' If we will reflect on our own ways of thinking, we shall

find that sometimes the mind perceives the agreement 01

disagreement of two ideas immediately by themselves'

without the intervention of any other; and this, I think ^'

we may call intuitive knowledge. For in this the mine

is at no pains of proving or examining, but perceive?

the truth, as the eye doth light, only by being directec

towards it. Thus the mind perceives that white is no'

black, that a circle is not a triangle, that three are mor<|

than two and equal to one and two. Such kinds of truthij ^

the mind perceives at the first sight of the ideas together|

by bare intuition, without the intervention of any othe

idea ; and this kind of knowledge is the clearest am' '\

most certain that human frailty is capable of. This par!
^"

of knowledge is irresistible, and like bright sunshin' ^

^ IV. I. 2.
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forces itself immediately to be perceived, as soon as ever

:he mind turns its view that way; and leaves no room

"or hesitation, doubt or examination, but the mind is

Dresently filled with the clear light of it....He that demands

I greater certainty than this, demands he knows not what,

md shows only that he has a mind to be a sceptic without

Deing able to be so^.'

Upon this fundamental power of intellectual intuition,

noreover, demonstration is at every step dependent. The

atter is in fact conceived as consisting of a connected series

)r chain of intuitions, in which the agreement or disagree-

nent of each idea with the next in order is immediately

)erceived. In this way a connection is mediately estab-

ished between the first and last terms of the series of

ieas, which it would have been beyond our power to

•erceive directly. While possessing the same objective

ertainty as intuition, demonstration is subjectively more

ifficult and less clear. For since we are unable to survey

II the intuitive connections involved at the same time,

^e are obliged to depend upon a remembrance of the

arlier intuitions^. This dependence upon memory, how-

ver, opens the door to possibilities of mistake, which are

ot present in the simple intuitions themselves. It is in

lis subjective relation that Locke must be understood

^hen he speaks of demonstration as an inferior Megree'

i knowledge to intuition, while at the same time main-

lining that the certainty of knowledge as such is absolute,

ji so far as we can overcome the subjective hindrances

an adequate intellectual grasp of the more complicated

ibject-matter involved in a demonstration, we attain

the perfect clarity of insight possessed by intuition

Keif.

17. 15.
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§ 4. The definition of knowledge as consisting in j

perception of agreement or disagreement among our ideai

seems, at first sight, to commit us to an extreme subjectiv

ism, which is certainly foreign to Locke's intention. Ii

order to appreciate his position, we must remember, ii

the first place, that ideas are for him 'objects' present t(

the understanding, and that consequently the agreement:

and disagreements between ideas are agreements anc

disagreements between such 'objects.' Moreover, as lon^

as we are dealing with ideas, and not with supposed inde

pendent substances, there is no suggestion that the relal

tions in question must be foreign to the terms related, o;!

are in any way arbitrarily imposed upon them. On th(i

contrary, the most important relations of agreement anc F

disagreement, the perception of which constitutes th< F

most characteristic form of knowledge, are found to b<

involved in the very nature of the ideas themselves, ai

contents of thought. 'In some of our ideas there ar<

certain relations, habitudes and connections, so visibljl ^

included in the nature of the ideas themselves, that w<'

cannot conceive them separate from them by any powej!

whatsoever....Thus, the idea of a right-lined triangL ^

necessarily carries with it an equality of its angles to tw(f

right ones. Nor can we conceive this relation, this con'

nection of these two ideas, to be possibly mutable, or t( "!

depend on any arbitrary power, which of choice made it ^\

thus, or could make it otherwise^.' ^'

These connections being involved in the intrinsic naturd

of the ideas in question, the perceptions which constitute ^

knowledge of them are wholly determined by, and at th('

same time express the nature of, these objects of oui' ^.

thought. Not, of course, that the mind is to be conceived

1 IV. 3. 29. \^
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J determined to knowledge apart from any activity of

S own. Just as we can decide for ourselves in what

section we will turn our eyes, and with what degree of

ire we will examine each object presented to our sight;

both the objects of our consideration and the extent

) which they occupy our thoughts are under the influence

\
our will. But given the ideas and the application of

LC mind to them, the matter passes from our control,

ere, again, the analogy of vision holds good. Both the

)jects of vision and the agreements and disagreements

alhich we discover among our ideas are in the last resort

Titermined for us, and not by us^. Or, as Locke puts it

jewhere, 'Does not the agreement or disagreement depend

pon the ideas themselves ? Nay, so entirely depend

jon the ideas themselves, that it is impossible for the

ind, or reason, or argument, or anything else to alter it ?

J
1 that reason or the mind does, in reasoning or arguing,

Jto find out and observe that agreement or disagreement

:

3l,
d all that argument does is by an intervening idea to

^
pw it, where an immediate putting the ideas together

11 not do it^.'

So far, then, from being merely subjective or arbitrary,

z perception which constitutes such knowledge must be

d to possess an objective intellectual necessity. Not

ly is the judgment one which we cannot help making,

g i
2 given ideas being before our mind, but since the agree-

;nt or disagreement in question is apprehended as in-

Ived in the intrinsic nature of the objects of our thought,

I connection is itself perceived as necessary. The

^j,

:essity of such knowledge is not that of blind determina-

„^
n, but of rational connection. We shall find, indeed,

It there are judgments, based on actual experience,

• Cf. IV. 13. 1-3. 2 First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. p. 62.
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concerning the existence of particular things and the c

existence of their qualities, to which Locke is relucta:

to deny the name of knowledge, although they fall sho

of this requirement, since they are not apprehended

involving a rational necessity. But, for this very reaso

the position of these judgments remains ambiguous

his theory, and it is not in any case to them that we mu
look for our typical instances of what he understands 1:

knowledge. His view of their nature, and the difficulti

which they raise, will have to be considered later.

§ 5. Having seen what Locke understands by tl

certainty of knowledge, we must next consider what 1

calls its 'reality.' It might be objected that the certain!

and objectivity, which we have so far claimed for kno\
^^

ledge, might apparently be possessed by 'the visions <

|^

an enthusiast, ' as well as by ' the reasonings of a sob(|
^

man.' Given the ideas of the former, certain agreemen

and disagreements may be seen to be necessarily involve
^

in them. We have only to form the ideas of a harpy an

a centaur to perceive intuitively that the one is not tl:

other, or, again, that a centaur is an animal. Such propos

tions, however, do not afford us what Locke calls 'rea

knowledge, since they are only concerned with fictioi

of our imagination. For real knowledge it is not onl

necessary that we should perceive an agreement or disagree

ment among our ideas, but that we should have a guarante

that the ideas in question ' agree with the reaHty of things

We must, therefore, enquire in what sense this furthc

agreement is to be understood, and the nature of th

guarantees by which it can be assured.

It may be objected at once that if ideas are taken ci

objects, and the exclusive objects of the individual mind

and if things are regarded as transcendent entities whic

i
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rom the nature of the case cannot be present to it ; it is

pso facto impossible for us to have an apprehension of a

elation between them. But while Locke undoubtedly at

imes implies both these positions, the sharpness of their

pposition is modified for his thought from both sides,

or, on the one hand, ideas are regarded by him as essen-

ially signs, which are from the first understood or intended

y the mind to represent a world of reality. A tacit

sference to such a world is involved even in purely

naginary ideas, such as that of a centaur ; and it is only

1 virtue of this claim to represent something other than

lemselves that such ideas can be condemned as wanting

1 reality. And, on the other hand, it is always assumed

lat the world of real things, while distinct from our

eas, is yet presented in experience, however imperfect

ad superficial this presentation may be. Instead, there-

)re, of attempting to bridge the gulf, between a purely

dividual object of thought and a purely transcendent

itity, Locke conceives that all that he has to do is to

LOW that, in the case of certain kinds of ideas, the claim

lich they make, to represent some element or character-

tic of the real world, can be seen to be valid from the

ature of the idea and from the nature of its claim.

The justification of this claim, and the vindication of the

eality' of our knowledge, must on no account be confused

ith establishment of a proposition affirming the real

dstence of something corresponding to an idea. Know-
dge of real existence is of course real knowledge, but

lowledge may be real without involving an affirmation

real existence. With the possible exception of our

eas of substances, concerning which Locke tends to

aver^, the reality of our knowledge is sufficiently

1 See below, § 8.
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guaranteed if the ideas which it contains can be know
to be ideas of possible existents. Our propositions ' contai

real truth' when their terms 'are joined as our ides

agree, and when oUr ideas are such as we know are capab]

of having an existence in nature^.' For, when thes

-conditions are fulfilled, with the possible exception jus'

indicated, though nothing may really exist corresponding

to them, our ideas are real in the sense of having a ' founds'

tion in nature,' or of possessing that 'conformity' witi

the 'reality of things' which is 'intended' or 'supposed' bi

the mind, when it employs them in its endeavour aftel

truth. We must, however, follow Locke in his detaile

account of the claim to reality, as made by differer

kinds of ideas, and the conditions of its validity.

§ 6. The reality of all simple ideas is, according t

Locke, guaranteed by their very simplicity. The imposs:

bility of making such ideas for ourselves being taken t

imply that they 'are not fictions of our fancies, but thj

natural and regular productions of things without us, reallj

operating on us,' these ideas are held to 'carry with thei'

all the conformity which is intended, or which our statf

requires^.' We can, that is to say, be sure that each C

these ideas corresponds to some element or characteristil

of the real world. It should be observed that it is by

means essential to their reality that they should be copie:

or resemblances of an extra-mental entity, althoug

some of them are held to stand in this relation, ij

may, however, be pointed out that the supposed reseir

blance between our ideas of primary qualities and ai

external reality constitutes the final point of connectiol

between our ideas and the world of things. In respect c

these ideas, the 'appearance' which is presented to oui

^ IV. 5. 8. * IV. 4. 4.
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mind is identical in content with the reality which

appears.

§ 7. To establish the reality of our simple ideas, and of

:
our knowledge in so far as it relates to them, carries us,

however, but a little way. For, while we are thus furnished

. with a security that the elementary materials of our know-

ledge are something more than fictions of our imagination,

we must look elsewhere for a guarantee of the reality of

the complex ideas, of which they are merely the 'materials'

or 'foundation.' Such a guarantee, Locke thinks, there is

ao difficulty in finding, in the case of all complex ideas

except those of substances. Since our ideas of modes and

-elations are formed by the free activity of the mind,

A^ithout reference to any external archetypes to which

:hey are required to correspond, their reality cannot be

iependent upon the fact of such correspondence. It is

lot, for instance, necessary to show that murder has

iver been committed, in order to estabhsh the reahty of

ny idea of murder, or of the proposition that murder

)ught to be punished; nor is the geometer bound to

:onvince us that the perfect circle, of which he treats, has

iver had an actual existence, on pain of being condemned

IS dealing with mere fantasies. But what, in this case, it

nay be asked, does the claim to reality signify ? Here, at

east, Locke tells us, it is sufficient that our ideas are 'so

ramed that there be a possibility of existing conformable

0 them^.' Thus, in the cases supposed, we must know

hat murder is an action capable of being performed, and

hat the circle, as the geometer describes it, is at least

:apable of existing. And such an assurance Locke finds

n the case of these ideas in their mere consistency. Our

deas of modes and relations, he declares, cannot be

1 II. 30. 4.
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chimerical, 'unless one will jumble together in them incon-' \

sistent ideas^.' For the reality of these ideas we may, 2

Locke thinks, safely appeal to the rationalistic principle n

that the non-contradictory is possible or capable of reali i

existence. For our recognition of the origin in experience, i

and consequent reality, of the simple ideas, which form c:

their necessary basis, gives to these ideas indirectly a point i
t

of connection with experience and the real, the want of,

which is one of the principal defects of rationalism itself, i

§ 8. When, however, Locke turns from our ideas oi; i

modes and relations to those of substances, and from the i:

objects of the mathematical and moral to those of thej i

natural sciences, he finds that the claim to reality cannot i

be made good by such an easy and a priori method. We i

are only justified, he maintains, in regarding our know-i it

ledge of substances as real, if our ideas of these substances ic

have been derived from actual experience. We must be ii

able to show that the combination of qualities, which
}

constitutes the specific content of our idea, has been actually ii

presented in experience. But while Locke invariably! a

insists upon this fundamental distinction between the i

conditions of the reality of these two kinds of ideas, the tl

grounds upon which he rests it are not always the same,

nor are his explanations entirely consistent with each other, tl

In Books II and III, in which he is dealing with the t!

reality of our ideas, as distinguished from that of the •.;

knowledge into which they enter, he seems to base thej i

distinction upon an intrinsic difference between our ideas \

of substances and our other complex ideas. In accordance ii

with the ontological view which finds in substances the ii

ultimate constituents of reality, our ideas of substances i

are supposed to put forward a claim which no other idea i

^ loc. cit.
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m is capable of making. They claim to represent not merely

\] a possible determination of reality but an integral con-

)1( stituent of it. Hence, every proposition about substances

involves as such an affirmation of real existence. Sub-

stances being themselves self-subsistent beings, our ideas

of substances, it is argued, must be intended to represent

archetypes which have a real existence in nature. These

ideas, therefore, ' carry with them the supposition of some

real being, from which they are taken, and to which they

are conformable^.' Accordingly, they lack the reality

It intended, or are chimerical, if no such real being exists

1 or has existed. Claiming to represent an actual constituent

: of reality, the reality of an idea of substance could not be

: made good by merely showing the possibility of an exis-

• tence conformable to the idea. Hence, writing of such

: ideas as that of a centaur, Locke tells us that 'whether

such substances as these can possibly exist or no, it is

probable we do not know : but he that as it will, these

ideas of substances, being made conformable to no pattern

: existing that we know, and consisting of such collections

: of ideas as no substance ever showed us united together,

they ought to pass with us for barely imaginary^.'

At other times, however, when dealing directly with

: the question of the reality of knowledge, rather than of

the ideas upon which it depends, a different position is

taken up. Locke no longer insists upon applying a different

standard of reality in the case of substances from that

which has been accepted as adequate for other complex

ideas. Could we only be assured of the possible coexistence

in the same being of the various qualities which are involved

in an idea of substance, our knowledge, it is now held, would

meet all the requirements needed to ensure its reality. The

^ III. 5. 3. 2 ^o. 5 (italics mine).
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difficulty which he now finds lies in the impossibility of

determining this possibility a priori in the case of sub-

stances. Thus, in a passage a portion of which has already

been quoted, we are told that propositions contain 'real'

as distinguished from 'verbal' truth, when the terms are

'joined as our ideas agree, and when our ideas are such as we
know are capable of having an existence in nature ; which,

in substances we cannot know but by knowing that they

have existed^.' And since it is only in experience that the

existence of substances is revealed, our ideas of these must

be derived from this source, and cannot be obtained by an

a priori construction, as in the case of other complex ideas.

If it be asked, why an application of the principle of

consistency or non-contradiction fails to guarantee the

possibility of real existence corresponding to our ideas of

substances, while it is held competent to secure this for

our ideas of modes and relations, the final ground of

difference must be found in the inadequacy of the former

ideas as compared with the latter. For since an idea of

a mode or a relation only professes to be concerned with

an abstract feature of the real world, it is in its own limited

way perfect and complete ; whereas our ideas of substances

always involve the recognition of an unknown remainder.

In particular, every material substance possesses a 'real

constitution,' which consists of the primary qualities of

the minute particles of which it is composed, and upon

this its secondary or sensible qualities depend. Now, we

can neither know what this real constitution's, nor, were

we to know it, or to suppose it, could we comprehend the

dependence of the secondary qualities upon it. Hence
* IV. 5. 8. It seems here to be implied that the reality of our knowledge of

substances would be sufficiently guaranteed could we be assured that our ideas

represent possible existents. In this case, however, it is only real existence which

can prove a possibility of existence.
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)f is impossible for us to tell, apart from experience, whether

> ivo such qualities are capable of coexisting in the same

y iibstance or not. The absence of overt contradiction is

I' l this case no guarantee of real compatibility, since a

e nowledge of the unknown conditions upon which the

e pnsible quahties depend might reveal a contradiction,

1, Ithough no inconsistency is apparent between these quah-

y ies considered in themselves. Accordingly, it is in this in-

e vitable inadequacy of our ideas, when dealing with concrete

it eing, that Locke finds the final hindrance to an a -priori

n reatment of substances, similar to that which the mathema-

tician applies to his subject-matter. 'Had we such ideas

)f |f substances as to know what real constitutions produce

e ifiose sensible qualities we find in them, and how those

)f ualities flow from thence, we could, by the specific ideas

ir |f their real essences in our own minds, more certainly

)t ind out their properties, and discover what qualities they

r ad or had not, than we can now by our senses : and to

f now the properties of gold, it would be no more necessary

li liat gold should exist, and that we should make experi-

d lents upon it, than it is necessary for the knowing the

s roperties of a triangle that a triangle should exist in any

latter; the idea in our minds would serve for the one

' s well as the other^.'

§ 9. We have now seen wherein, according to Locke,

n be certainty and reality of our knowledge consists. But

e Ithough the discovery 'wherein it is that certainty,

? sal certainty, consists,' was signalised by him as one of

e he most important results of his enquiry, there is a further

e haracteristic upon which he insists as essential, if our

[ nowledge is to escape the charge of triviality. I refer,

' f course, to the distinction which he draws between

A ^ IV. 6. II,
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'instructive' and 'trifling' propositions, in which he antici %

pates the Kantian classification of judgments as analytica la

and synthetical.
ti

Under the head of trifling propositions Locke include

both the purely identical propositions, in which a term ii \\

predicated of itself, and those analytical propositions, th« tji

predicates of which signify some part, but not the whole, o lii

the complex idea of which the subject is a name. Althougl f

such propositions are 'certainly true, yet they add n( \\

light to our understandings, bring no increase to ou: ta

knowledge^'; the certainty, which they possess, is 'only j

verbal certainty, but not instructive^.' It is true tha

identical propositions are expressions of an intellectua

function which Locke regards as of fundamental import

ance for knowledge. ' The foundation of all our knowledge,

he holds, ' lies in the faculty we have of perceiving the sam(

idea to be the same, and of discerning it from those thai

are different^.' But this is so far from justifying the use

of identical propositions for the purpose of instruction, oi

of extending knowledge, that it is its explicit condemnation

For, such propositions teach nothing but what everyone

who is capable of discourse, knows without being told, viz

that the same term is the same term, and the same ides

the same idea^. Analytical propositions, again, may serve

a useful purpose in helping to explain the meaning of 2

name to one who is ignorant of it. But their function is

confined to this verbal elucidation, and they effect nothing

in the way of extending our real knowledge, or knowledge

of things. For this purpose it is necessary that the

predicate of our proposition should carry us beyond the

idea for which its subject stands. While positive know-

ledge is found in the perception of an agreement betweer

^ IV. 8. I 8 IV. 8. 8. 3 ,v, 8. 3. * loc, ciu
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deas, the agreement perceived, in order to be instructive,

nust be something other than a relation between a whole

)f content and its part.

The synthetical character of all instructive propositions

g asserted by Locke in the most emphatic manner. 'We
Jan know,' he says, 'the truth of two sorts of propositions

vith perfect certainty. The one is of those trifling pro-

)ositions which have a certainty in them, but it is only

I verbal certainty, but not instructive. And secondly, we
:an know the truth, and so may be certain in propositions

^hich affirm something of another, which is a necessary
' onsequence of its precise complex idea, but not contained

n it : as that the external angle of all triangles is bigger

han either of the opposite internal angles ; which relation

)f the outward angle to either of the opposite internal

- ingles making no part of the complex idea signified by
' he name triangle, this is a real truth, and conveys with

t instructive real knowledge^.' Or, descending from the

egion of strict knowledge to propositions which, according

o Locke, can only claim to be probable, the statements

hat all men have a notion of God, and that all men are sent

: 0 sleep by opium., are, he tells us, instructive propositions

;

or, 'neither having the notion of God, nor being cast into

, sleep by opium, being contained in the idea signified by
he word man, we are by such propositions taught some-

hing more than barely what the word man stands for^.'

§ 10. We have now before us Locke's general concep-

ion of the nature of knowledge, though we have still to

xamine his attempt to work it out in detail, in relation

0 the different forms which knowledge assumes. Before

ntering upon this further task, however, something must
'C said of Locke's view of the nature and value of those

1 IV. 8. 8. 2 IV. 8. 6.
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judgments of opinion, which we have seen him-contrastin '

with the judgments of knowledge; and since these jud^l tl

ments, unlike the judgments of knowledge, are capabl| }

of being erroneous, the treatment of this question wi

lead us to the consideration of his theory of error. k

In the absence of the perfectly clear and distinct thoughi i

which for him constitutes knowledge, the mind is, accordin \

to Descartes, in a state of indifference. It still retain! i

indeed, its ability to affirm or deny, but such affirmatio if

or denial is only effected by a purely arbitrary act of will, an If

can in no sense be regarded as even an imperfect substitutl k

for knowledge So to judge is, in fact, necessarily to er: i

even though the judgment happen to be in accordance wit

fact; would we use our freedom aright, we must in a

cases suspend our judgment until it can be determine

by the full light of knowledge. ' It is a dictate of th

natural light, that the knowledge of the understandin

ought always to precede the determination of the will^

whether that determination take the form of theoretic;

judgment or of practical choice. With the theory of h:

predecessor, thus briefly indicated, Locke is at every poir

in disagreement.

In the first place, he denies the purely arbitrary cha;

acter attributed to the judgments of opinion by Descarte

'As knowledge is no more arbitrary than perception, s<

I think, assent is no more in our power than knowledge^

The judgment of opinion is always grounded on certai

features in the objects of our cognition, which serve %

* inducements' to the mind to accept the proposition J

true, although they do not suffice to enable us to see thf

it is, and must be so. Locke does not, indeed, entire)

overlook the presence of purely subjective factors i

^ Meditation iv. * iv. 20. 16.
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determining our beliefs, but the role which he assigns to

them is subordinate and indirect. Here, as in sense-

perception and in knowledge, our will, interests and desires

determine the employment or non-employment of our

cognitive powers, and help to select the objects with which

they are concerned; but our assent in a judgment of

opinion, equally with the perceptions of agreement and

disagreement which constitute knowledge, is in the last

resort determined by the nature of the objects that are

before the mind. The inferiority of behef or opinion to

knowledge does not lie in the absence of objective deter-

mination, but in the fact that the connection asserted is

not in this case seen, either immediately or mediately, to

be involved in the intrinsic nature of the contents between

ivhich it is supposed to subsist. In the absence of intuitive

evidence, upon which the possibility of demonstration

iepends, the mind makes use of 'proofs,' or intervening

deas, 'whose connection is not constant and immutable,

Dr at least is not seen to be so^' These serve as 'induce-

nents' to the mind to assent; but, failing to reveal a

lecessary connection, they yield opinion and not know-

edge. 'Herein lies the difference between probability and

:ertainty, faith and knowledge, that in all parts of know-

i edge there is intuition ; each intermediate idea, each step

las its visible and certain connection: in belief, not so.

That which makes me beHeve is something extraneous to

he thing I believe
; something not evidently joined on both

ides to, and so not manifestly shov/ing the agreement or

iisagreement of, those ideas that are under consideration^.'

^hus Locke would say, that I do not strictly know, but

nly believe, that Julius Caesar invaded Britain, or that all

rows are black. For in neither case do I apprehend the

1 IV. 15. I. 2 13. 3.
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connection asserted as necessarily involved in the very

nature of the objects of my thought. I cannot see that

the act of invading Britain is necessarily involved in myl

idea of Julius Caesar, or that blackness is necessarilyl

connected with the other characteristics by which I

recognise a crow. The one statement I accept on the

ground of historical testimony ; the other I believe on the

analogy of my own past experience. But these grounds

are merely external supports, 'extraneous to the thing

I believe,' which may determine and rightly determine my
judgment, but cannot make good the want of innei

connection.

In the account which Locke gives of these extraneous

grounds of probability, he assumes in general a natura.

correspondence between their logical cogency and theii

psychological influence upon the mind. As the 'natura

tendency' of the mind is 'towards knowledge,' so, ir

the dimmer region of conjecture, it is 'the nature of th<

understanding constantly to close with the more probabL

side^.' It was, as has been pointed out, only in the fourtl

edition of the Essay that Locke was led to recognise the

influence of 'chance or custom' in producing association! t

of ideas, and the irrational influence which might thui 1

be exerted upon the judgment; and his account of th(

grounds of probability and degrees of assent was nevei,

revised in view of this new position.

§ II. A general correspondence being thus supposed t(

exist between the psychological influence of the objectiv

conditions of belief and their logical value, as indications 0

a 'likeliness to be true,' the problem of error is formulate(

by Locke in the form of the question, as to how it is possibl:

for us to form a judgment which is contrary to probability

^ IV. 20. 12.
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If assent be grounded on likelihood, if the proper object and

lotive of our assent be probabiHty...it will be demanded,

ow men come to give their assents contrary to proba-

ility^. ' In so far as the conditions of such wrong assent

r error are merely negative, they present no particular

ifficulty from Locke's point of view. Thus, where there is

porance of ' proofs ' or relevant considerations, or want of

dll, or want of will, to use them, the understanding may fall

ito error, although its assent is strictly in accordance with

le logical value of the data upon which it works. He
forced, however, to recognise the existence of more

ositive causes of error, among which he enumerates the

ifluence exerted upon the mind by preconceived opinions

nd hypotheses, deference to authority, and 'predominant

assions.' These forms of bias lead the mind to check

s enquiries and to refuse consideration to unwelcome

/idence, in consequence of which the data present to

le understanding in judging are artificially limited. That

iculty, however, is not itself impaired in the performance

: its function. Even in the case of ' predominant passions,'

here the presence of a purely subjective factor is most

mspicuous, our assent is in the last resort determined,

3t by us but for us, in accordance with the nature of the

ejects before the mind and their evidential value.

^ IV, 20. I.



CHAPTER VII

THE KINDS AND LIMITS OF KNOWLEDGE

§ I. Locke's definition of knowledge as 'nothing bur

the perception of the connection and agreement, or dis-

agreement and repugnancy of any of our ideas,' is at once

followed by a classification of knowledge, based upon th<

different forms which may be assumed by the agreemeni

or disagreement in question. 'To understand a little

more distinctly wherein this agreement or disagreemem

consists, I think we may reduce it all to these four sorts;

(i) Identity or diversity. (2) Relation. (3) Coexistence,

or necessary connection. (4) Real existence^.' That 2

formal objection may be taken to this division, on the

ground that the species enumerated are not mutually

exclusive, since identity and 'coexistence or necessar)*

connection' are themselves relations, Locke is himseli

fully aware. These are, however, he maintains, 'sc

peculiar ways of agreement or disagreement,' and involve

'so different grounds of affirmation and denial' that they

' deserve well to be considered as distinct heads, and not

under relation in general^.' We shall find, indeed, that

the above classification is little more than a preliminary

survey of the ground, serving to set in relief the various

topics to which Locke thinks it necessary to call special

attention, but which does not adequately represent his

final view of the different types of knowledge.

^ IV. I. 3. 2 IV. I. 7.
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§ 2. When 'identity or diversity' is spoken of by

.eke as one of the four kinds of agreement or disagree-

r nt, it must be borne in mind that it is not the identity

a concrete individual, or even of an idea as a psychical

• :urrence, which is in question, but the identity of the

extent of an idea and its distinction from that of every

rier idea. Now a recognition of identity in this sense

jhe holds, involved in the very meaning of an idea. 'It

$;he first act of the mind, when it has any sentiments

I ideas at all, to perceive its ideas
;

and, so far as

•Derceives them, to know each what it is, and thereby

.3 to perceive their difference, and that one is not another,

is is so absolutely necessary that without it there could

mo knowledge, no reasoning, no imagination, no distinct

Oughts at alP.' But although this ability to identify and

;i:riminate the contents of our ideas is 'the foundation

:iall our knowledge^,' it does not of itself afford us any

fsitive knowledge' at alP. For the identical proposi-

*is which result from this identification of an idea with

2 If are, as we have seen, only examples of those 'trifling'

'I positions which are incapable of conveying or expressing

r- real knowledge. Hence, as Locke himself describes

,this first form of agreement or disagreement of ideas

stitutes a necessary presupposition, rather than a kind,

knowledge. It may, in fact, be regarded as the point

f ransition, from the operation of the understanding which

sists in the mere 'perception of ideas in our minds^,' to

further form of perception which constitutes knowledge.

§ 3. Having insisted upon the abstract identity of

1 content of each idea, Locke is confronted with the

e^ssity of explaining the possibility of predication in

:3rdance with this view. For, if every idea is identical

^ IV, I. 4. 2 2. 3 jv. I. 5. * II. 21. 5.
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with itself, and distinct from every other, how can oi

idea be affirmed of another? And yet, as we have see

to affirm each of itself, and to deny its identity with ai

other, yields no positive knowledge at all. Locke's solutic

of the difficulty consists in pointing out that significa:

predication involves the assertion, not of bare identi

or diversity, but of other and more determinate relatio

between the contents of our ideas. In confirmation

this, he points out that we cannot predicate one abstra

noun of another which signifies a different abstract ide

*A11 our affirmations, then, are only in concrete, which

the affirming, not one abstract idea to be another, b

one abstract idea to be joined to another^.' Had Log

developed further the significance of the reference

concrete being, which is here stated to be involved

all predication, he would greatly have strengthened J

general position. Apart from this new and valual

suggestion, what is here stated is only an explicit recc

nition of the relational nature of knowledge which v«

already involved in Locke's definition of it. And sir

there are many ways in which ideas may be thus 'joine

or related to each other, the inevitable tendency of I

logic is towards the recognition of a plurality of relatioi

forms of propositions. So far from the subject-predici

relation being regarded by Locke as the fundamental ty]

to which all others must be reduced, it is itself regard 5^

by him as secondary and derivative. Propositions \

which a quality is predicated of a substance are, rt

holds, in so far as they express definite knowledi t;

assertions of relations of concomitance between conted i

Thus, he tells us, that the proposition man k

white signifies that the thing that has the essence t

1 III. 8. I.
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man has also in it the essence of whiteness....^ man
r rational signifies that the same thing that hath the

jsence of a man hath also in it the essence of rationality^.'

§ 4. We are thus driven on, from the consideration

E the identity and diversity of our ideas to that of the

jecific relations which are apprehended between their

mtents, the perception of which constitutes Locke's

;cond kind of agreement or disagreement of our ideas,

r, to put the matter in his own words :
' Since all distinct

leas must eternally be known not to be the same, and so

I universally and constantly denied one of another, there

)uld be no room for any positive knowledge at all, if we
mid not perceive any relation between our ideas, and

id out the agreement or disagreement they have one

ith another in several ways the mind takes of comparing

Lem^.' The knowledge which Locke includes under

LC second of his four divisions is that which consists of

perception of relations between our abstract ideas, or

jtween the content of one idea and that of another, when
)Straction has been made of the spacial, temporal and

her circumstances of sensible existence. It is assumed,

id the assumption is fundamental for Locke's theory of

ientific knowledge, that when abstraction has thus been

ade from the conditions of concrete existence, the con-

nts thus conceived are not merely self-identical and

olated units, but are found to be definitely connected

th each other by relations, which can be apprehended

^ our thought when it considers them. These relations

e expressly distinguished from the relation of a whole

content to its parts, the statement of which would only

eld analytical and consequently trifling propositions,

lese relations, moreover, being involved in the very

I

1 loc. ciu 2 IV. I. 5.
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nature of our abstract ideas, are perceived to be necessai

Thus this kind of knowledge compHes in every resp(

with the requirements of Locke's general conception

knowledge, and constitutes its typical exemplificatic

Such knowledge, moreover, is universal, its universal]

being involved in the abstract character of its grour

For a relation which is seen to be involved in the ve

nature of certain abstract ideas must hold good in

cases in which these abstract contents receive embodime

in concrete being. Finally, the propositions which j

forth these relations between abstract ideas may
designated as ' eternal verities.' Since the ideas in questi

have been expressly abstracted from all temporal con

tions, their relations cannot be subject to temporal chanj

* Names being supposed to stand perpetually for the sa]

^

ideas, and the same ideas having immutably the sai

j

habitudes one to another, propositions concerning a

I

abstract ideas that are once true must needs be eten

I
verities^.' At the same time he insists that this tin

j

transcending characteristic of abstract truth must

freed from the mystery and from the metaphysical impli(

I

tions which had been connected with it by the Cambrid

Platonists and others. Aeternae veritates do not constiti

a peculiar kind of universal propositions, distinguished fn

others by the special dignity and worth of their subje

matter; on the contrary, Locke declares 'all gene

truths are eternal verities^.' Nor, again, does their eten

nature imply their innateness in the mind of man, or a

special value as representative of a reality beyond the mil

*Such propositions are, therefore, called eternal truths^ i

1 IV. II. 14.

2 Letter to Molyneux of August 23rd, 1693, Works^ vol. ix. p. 327. It shi

be noticed that Locke does not maintain that truth as such is independent of ti

but only that universal truths are so.
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•»ecause they are eternal propositions actually formed, and

ntecedent to the understanding that at any time makes

hem ; nor because they are imprinted on the mind from

ny patterns that are anywhere out of the mind, and

xisted before ; but because, being once made about abstract

ieas so as to be true, they will, whenever they can be

apposed to be made again at any time, past or to come,

y a mind having those ideas, always actually be true^.'

§ 5. Turning now from the general characteristics of

his kind of knowledge to the truths by which in Locke's

pinion it is exemplified, we find that his illustrations are

Imost invariably drawn from the propositions of arith-

letic and geometry. It must not be supposed, indeed,

[lat he considers such knowledge to be confined to the

phere of quantity. Thus, it is a perception of a relation

f this kind between our abstract ideas which, in his view,

Dnstitutes the justification of the universal principles by

hich every mode is referred to a substance and every

ccurrence to a cause. For, although Locke thinks that

e has shown that our ideas of substance and cause originate

1 experience, he holds that experience cannot constitute

le logical justification of these or any other strictly

niversal principles. His view of the subject is most

jcphcitly stated in the course of his controversy with

tillingfleet, but in a manner quite in accordance with the

octrine of the Essay. He there explains that 'Everything

'at has a beginning must have a cause, is a true principle

[ reason, or a proposition certainly true ; which we come

) know by the same way, i.e. by contemplating our ideas,

id perceiving that the idea of beginning to be is neces-

irily connected with the idea of some operation, and the

ea of operation with the idea of something operating,

1 IV. II. 14.
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which we call a cause ; and so, the beginning to be is peji

ceived to agree with the idea of a cause, as is expresse

in the proposition^.' It is a similar necessity which coir

pels us to refer the data of experience to a substratun

since we find ourselves unable to conceive them as seli

subsisting, or as merely dependent upon one another.

§ 6. But single principles of this kind, howevej

important they may be, do not of themselves constituti

a body of scientific knowledge; whereas, the peculiai

characteristics of relational knowledge show themselves i:

the most striking way in the systems of rationally connecte<

truths which constitute demonstrative science. Demon
stration itself, it is clear, is dependent upon our abilit;

to perceive intuitively relations of necessary connectioi

between the contents of our ideas, since we can onl]

mediately perceive an agreement or disagreement betweeii

two ideas if each of these is seen to stand in some necessar

relation to a third. Accordingly, in connection with th

question of the extent of our relational knowledge. Lock

discusses the possibility of applying the demonstrativi

method to different subject-matters.

In the mathematical sciences, and in these alone, wai

Locke able to find such a rationally systematised bod] |

of knowledge, already worked out. Accordingly, for himi jr^

as for most of his contemporaries, these sciences constitutec
i;

the ideal, by reference to which other departments 0

knowledge were criticised and their short-comings revealedi

But notwithstanding the predominant influence of mathe-

matical conceptions and of the mathematical ideal, Locke

does not follow Descartes in proclaiming a priori th(j
^

universal applicability of the mathematical method. Th^

possible extent of demonstrative science should, he holds]
j,

^ First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. pp. 61-2.
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•e made the subject of a careful enquiry, which must

sek to discover the reasons for the present unique position

f mathematics, and to ascertain what other subject-

iatters, if any, are intrinsically capable of similar rational

reatment.

It is fundamental for Locke's view of the mathematical

ciences that they are not concerned directly with sensible

r concrete existences but with ideal constructions. It is

ssential, indeed, as we have seen, for the 'reality' of these

ciences, that we should know that these ideas are capable

f embodiment in the real world; and this assurance

iOcke thinks we possess. But that the truth of a mathema-

ical proposition is in any way dependent on the existence

f objects conforming to its ideas, he emphatically denies,

ts reference to real existence is purely hypothetical. The

reposition implies that the relation which it expresses

iCtween our ideas will hold good of real things, if and

1 so far as real things exist corresponding to these ideas.

' The mathematician considers the truth and properties

elonging to a rectangle or circle only as they are in idea

1 his own mind. For it is possible he never found either

f them existing mathematically, i,e, precisely true, in his

ie. But yet the knowledge he has of any truths or

Toperties belonging to a circle, or any other mathema-

ical figure, are nevertheless true and certain, even of real

hings existing; because real things are no further con-

erned, nor intended to be meant by any such propositions,

han as things really agree to those archetypes in his mind^.'

^ut this abstraction from the conditions of concrete

xistence, upon which the possibility of demonstrative

cience depends, seems at first sight capable of being made
a reference to other modes and relations besides those of

1 IV. 4. 6.
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,

quantity. We must, therefore, enquire whether 01

spacial and numerical ideas possess any distinctive chj

racteristics which render them alone, or in a pre-eminer

degree, capable of demonstrative treatment. The questio

is one to which Locke recurs again and again.

§ 7. *The reason why it {i.e. demonstration) has bee

generally sought for and supposed to be only in thdJ

{i.e. the mathematical sciences), I imagine has been, m
only the general usefulness of those sciences, but becaus

in comparing their equality or excess, the modes of numbe l

have every the least difference very clear and perceivabl<

and though in extension every the least excess is not j

perceptible, yet the mind has found out ways to examin

and discover demonstratively, the just equahty of t"w

angles, or extensions, or figures ; and both these, i.

numbers and figures, can be set down by visible and lastir

marks, wherein the ideas under consideration are perfect

determined; which for the most part they are not, whe

they are marked only by names and words^.' In th

passage Locke summarises his view of the characteristi fit

which render our mathematical ideas more readi i

capable of demonstrative treatment than others. Since fe

distinction is made between arithmetic and geometry k

this respect, we must consider the two cases separatel ic

The demonstrative character of the science of numb ii^

is made to rest primarily upon the perfect determinati< f

or precision of the ideas with which it is concerned, whi< if:

in turn is dependent upon the discreteness of its subjec

matter. As we are told elsewhere, the simple modes f:

number are * of all other the most distinct
;
every the les %

variation, which is an unit, making each combination
|

lis

clearly different from that which approacheth nearest

1 IV. 2. 10.
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, as the most remote; two being as distinct from one as

vo hundred, and the idea of two as distinct from the idea

\ three as the magnitude of the whole earth is from that

\ a mite. This is not so in other simple modes, in which

is not so easy, nor perhaps possible, for us to distinguish

ptwixt two approaching ideas, which yet are really diffe-

int^.' As a result of this perfect precision and definiteness

c our ideas of numbers, the relations which subsist between

lem are at once laid bare to the mind's intuitive power,

tmple arithmetical propositions, such as 3 = 24-1, are

sclared to be apprehended by the irresistible light of

Ltuition and are regarded as furnishing the foundation of

le whole structure of the science. That such propositions

:e 'instructive' or synthetic is nowhere expressly stated,

j ut to suppose that the science of arithmetic is built up

ii Y means of 'trifling' propositions would be to run counter

:t
) Locke's whole teaching on the subject,

le
Turning, now, to the case of geometry, we are told

lat it suffers under a disadvantage as compared with

ti
rithmetic, since ' in extension every the least excess is

|Dt so perceptible' as in numbers. The continuous nature

;e
\ extension renders it impossible for us to distinguish with

le same ease and certainty every difference in this kind

el E quantity. Since, however, geometry is not in Locke's

lb
lew concerned with the sensible extensions of particular

tii^ures, except in so far as these may be employed to

i\
ipresent the universal ideas with which the science properly

eceals, the difference here insisted upon would appear to

5I2 one in the application of geometrical propositions to

ea<:nsible existences rather than in their intrinsic nature.

] ^:
is at all events not regarded by Locke as creating any

t|:al difficulty in the intuitive apprehension of relations

I
^ II. 16. 3.
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between these ideas, as the result of what he calls the

'juxtaposition' or 'immediate application' to each othe

The point upon which he insists, as the peculiar glory (

geometry, is the success with which the mind has ' foun

out ways to examine and discover demonstratively tl

just equality of two angles or extensions or figures,' b

the use of intermediate ideas or 'proofs.' We mus
I think, understand Locke to refer here primarily to tl:

method of ideal superposition as employed in the geometi

of Euclid, the only geometry in which he was really at horn

though the recent application of algebra to the solutic

of geometrical problems was also in his mind, and appeare

to him full of promise for other branches of knowled^

as well^.

The further advantage, which he assigns to arithmet

and geometry in common, is the use of 'visible and lastir

marks, wherein the ideas under consideration are perfect]

determined.' In the case of geometry, it is, of course, tl

employment of a sensible diagram which is referred t

Its value, in Locke's opinion, lies in its checking the tei

dency to variation in our ideas, by which one idea

unintentionally substituted for another, which constituti

so great and subtle a danger in our thinking. 'Diagran

drawn on paper are copies of the ideas in the mind, an

not liable to the uncertainty that words carry in the

signification. An angle, circle or square, drawn in line

lies open to the view, and cannot be mistaken : it remaii

unchangeable, and may at leisure be considered and e:

amined, and the demonstration be revised, and all the par

^ 'Who knows what methods to enlarge our knowledge in other branches

science may hereafter be invented, answering that of algebra in mathemati

which so readily finds out ideas of quantities to measure others by, whose equal!

or proportion we could otherwise very hardly or perhaps never come to know
(iv. 12. 15).
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f it may be gone over more than once, without any danger

f the least change in the ideas^.' It will be observed that

iie diagram itself is not the subject of the demonstration,

iut the 'ideas in the mind' of which it is a copy, its use

) the geometer being, as he says elsewhere, 'steadily to

iggest to his mind those several ideas he would make

se of in that demonstration^.' Moreover, as a common
Dject of perception, it serves not only to guard against

actuations in our own ideas, but to secure a common
aderstanding with others.

A somewhat similar purpose is, Locke thinks, performed

•r arithmetic by the use of numerical symbols, although

cannot be claimed that these are 'copies' of our ideas

numbers themselves. That they do not fully perform

le same functions as the geometrical diagram is implied

. the remark that these symbols 'help not the mind at

I to perceive the agreements of any two or more numbers,

at the mind has only by intuition of its own ideas of the

ambers themselves^.' Their usefulness, accordingly, he

^clares, is limited to their aid to the memory in fixing

an unambiguous and lasting manner the results of our

•evious intuitions.

While the above characteristics account, in Locke's

oinion, for the greater progress which has been made in

le mathematical sciences, and explain the commonly
ceived view that in these alone is demonstration possible,

Ley do not, he considers, constitute an intrinsic superiority

; the subject-matter of these sciences over all others
|

\ this respect, or justify the assumption that demonstra- i

Dn is necessarily confined to them. In so far as the '

[vantages of arithmetic and geometry are conceived by

m to consist in the use of artificial aids, by which the

^ IV. 3. 19. 2 Workt^ vol. IV. p. 59. 3 IV. 3. 19.
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requisite ideas are 'steadily suggested to the mind,' thei

seems no reason why similar aids should not be made us

of with equal success in the investigation of other ideas

and Locke, as we have seen, is not without hope of whs

may be effected elsewhere by the aid of * algebra or sora

thing of that kind.' For the rest, it is not anything in th

intrinsic nature of our ideas of numbers or space upon whic

the demonstrative character of the sciences which dej

with them depends ; but in the one case the superior prec

sion with which their content is determined, and in tt

other the fact that we have 'found ways' of indirect!

establishing relations of equality. In one startling passa^

we are even told that, although our ideas of colours suff<

from the disadvantage that we can neither 'perceive' nc

'find ways to measure' their 'degrees' with accuracy, ye

'where the difference is so great as to produce in the mini

clearly distinct ideas, whose differences can be perfect)

retained, these ideas of colours, as we see in different kind

as blue and red, are as capable of demonstration as ideas <

number and extension. What I have here said of whitenei

and colours, I think, holds true in all secondary qualiti<

and their modes^.' Although we must not take this 1

imply that these ideas of secondary qualities are as ric

in intuitive connections, or as capable of systemat

elaboration, the passage shows how strong was tl

tendency in Locke to assimilate our other ideas to thoi

of quantity.

§ 8. It is perhaps not surprising that this incHnatic

to minimise the peculiarities of the mathematical scieno

should find its counterpart in a tendency to extend math

matical conceptions to the whole range of knowledg

Thus, we find Locke speaking of intuition in general, t

^ IV. 2. 13.
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:*'vhich relations are apprehended between ideas, whatever

: :he nature of these may be, as consisting in the 'juxta-

position' of ideas or in their 'immediate appHcation' to

me another. In a similar strain the employment of an

ntermediate idea or 'proof in demonstration is compared

:: o the use of a yard measure, for the purpose of comparing

I nagnitudes which cannot be 'immediately applied' to one

: nother or 'juxtaposed.' In fact, not only do the mathe-

aatical sciences furnish him with his most frequent illus-

rations of those necessary synthetic connections, the

: perception of which constitutes universal and instructive

nowledge, but they colour his whole conception of know-

^dge. And while algebra may be spoken of, in a vague

/ay, as a useful device for the advancement of knowledge,

: is geometry, with its method of ideal superposition,

: /hich really furnishes the operative content of Locke's

I bought on the whole matter.

§ 9. It is in respect of ethics that Locke proclaims

J lost definitely and with the greatest insistence the possi-

f ility of extending the application of the demonstrative

lethod beyond the region of quantity, and we must now
roceed to consider his conception of this science. In

: rder to make clear his view of the subject it will be neces-

rary to notice briefly his general view of ethics, which

'ill be found to combine positions which have not often

; een held in conjunction. In the first place, while denying

lat the mind is always determined by the prospect of

leasure, or aversion to pain, he maintains that good and

/il are 'nothing but pleasure or pain, or that which

:casions or procures pleasure or pain to us^.' Moral
• lifers from natural good or evil simply by the fact that

le pleasure or pain, to which it is relative, is such as is

1 II. 28. 5.
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attached by the maker of some law to its observance oi

non-observance, as distinguished from that which is 'th(

natural product and consequence of the action itself^.

Without such 'sanctions,' to use the term of a later schoo

of moralists, a moral law would, in Locke's opinion, be

without force or obligation. Of laws he distinguishei

three kinds. First, the civil law, with its definite reward

and punishments. Secondly, the law of opinion or reputa

tion, with its less definite but not less real sanctions, o

praise or blame, for actions which conform to or depar

from the standards of conduct current in a particula:

society. Although this law of opinion is found to conforn

to the general rule that ' those actions are esteemed virtuoui

which are thought absolutely necessary to the preservatioi

of society, and those that disturb or dissolve the bonds o

community are everywhere esteemed ill and vicious^'

and although, consequently, 'as to the main,' virtue anc

vice are ' for the most part kept the same everywhere^'

such a standard is relative to some particular society

and could not be made the subject of a demonstrativ<

science. A good deal of prejudice was created amonj

Locke's contemporaries by his declaration that the la\/

of opinion is 'the measure of virtue and vice,' which ar

consequently relative to conventional estimates of conduct

It is not, however, with these variable judgments of valul

that ethics, according to him, is properly concerned, bu

with the content of the divine law, which constitutel

*the unchangeable rule of right and wrong^.' To thi

third and final kind of law the law of opinion ought t

correspond, although it does not always do so. Finall)!

while he believed that the law imposed upon men by th|

^ 11. 28. 6. 2 Paper *0f Ethics in General,' Lord King, p. 309. I

® II. 28. II. * loc, ciu
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iivine will had been made the subject of revelation, he

also maintained that its content could be ascertained by

the light of nature.' It is the 'law of nature,' which

expresses the divine will for man as such, and is capable

)f being learned by the proper use of our rational faculties,

hat Locke declares to be capable of demonstration.

Thus in Locke's conception of ethics we find a denial of

psychological hedonism combined with a strictly hedonistic

heory of the nature of the good ; while the insistence

)n the need of a theological basis, and of an appeal to

anctions, is united with a rational a 'priori method of

ietermining what actions are right or wrong. It is, of

ourse, with the nature of this method and the resulting

udgments that we are here specially concerned.

§ 10. Locke's theory of demonstrative ethics is built

ipon the conception that ethics is, hke mathematics,

n abstract science, concerned with relations between

he contents of certain abstract ideas, uncomplicated by
he necessity of reference to the actual conditions of

oncrete existence. As in geometry we treat of the

ature of the circle as such, without needing to consider

:hether this figure as defined has ever actually existed

1 the real w^orld, so in ethics we deal with the abstract

ature of certain actions, irrespective of their actual per-

Drmance by men. Assuming, further, that the relations

etween the latter kind of ideas are as capable of intuitive

pprehension and rational systematisation as those which

elong to quantity, Locke held that universal propositions

Dncerning certain kinds of actions could be demonstrated

1 the same manner, and with the same certainty, as mathe-

latical conclusions. To constitute such knowledge 'real'

le propositions in question must, indeed, be assumed to

ifer to actions which are known to be possible; and Hke
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the theorems of mathematics they involve a hypothetic

reference to concrete real actions. But their combinatic

of universaHty and certainty depends on the abstractic

which has been made in their formulation from the circun

stances of real existence. An important difference betweci

ethics and mathematics would appear to result from tl

fact that, in Locke's view, the content of our abstraJ

apprehension of moral relations possesses no genuii

ethical significance until it has been shown to be an expre

sion of the divine will. Thus, after all, ethics has i

basis in an existential proposition asserting the realexisten<

of God. This proposition, however, is one which is regardc

by Locke as differing in kind from the propositions whic

merely assert existence on the ground of some particuli

experience. For, while these latter are always wantir

in the apprehension of the intellectual necessity, which

essential to knowledge in the strict sense of the term, tl

existence of the Divine Being is held to be a matter of di

monstration, and to possess a certainty which is only share

among existential propositions by the affirmation of m
own existence. Hence, the necessity of a reference to

did not appear to Locke to detract from the demonstrati\

character of the science. *The idea of a Supreme Beinj

infinite in power, goodness and wisdom, whose workmanshi

we are, and on whom we depend, and the idea of ourselvc

as understanding, rational creatures, being such as are cle2

in us, would, I suppose, if duly considered and pursues

afford such foundation of our duty and rules of action %

might place morality amongst the sciences capable (

demonstration
;
wherein, I doubt not, but from self-evider

propositions, by necessary consequences, as incontes'

able as those in mathematics, the measures of right an

wrong might be made out, to any one that will applj
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imself with the same indifferency and attention to the

ne as he does to the other of these sciences^.'

Beyond the assertion of this general point of view,

Lowever, the Essay does not go. At the beginning of their

orrespondence, Molyneux expressed a wish that he would

^think of obliging the world with a treatise of morals,

rawn up according to the hints you frequently give in

Ke Essay ^ of being demonstrable, according to the mathe-

latical method^.' To this request, Locke replied that it

> one thing to see that morality is capable of demonstra-

ive treatment, and another thing to work out the demon-

tration ; but promised, nevertheless, to turn his thoughts

- D the matter. Molyneux returned to the point again,

nd was not the only one who incited him to the attempt,

n the end, though Locke was able to assure his corre-

pondent that he had laid by some materials for the

urpose, the intention was never carried out. The task,

e was inclined to think, was too great for ' one in my age

nd health.' Besides, the gospel containing 'so perfect

'- body of ethics,' it seemed to him that 'reason may be

xcused from that enquiry, since she may find man's duty

learer and easier in revelation than in herself; and that

is own time and strength might be better spent 'in other

^searches,' in which he found himself 'more in the dark^.'

t is probable that Locke realised more fully the difficulties

f the undertaking the more he thought about it. There

sems, indeed, some indication of this in the changes of

. xpression introduced in the fourth edition of the Essay,

1 which, while the demonstrability of ethics is still

laintained, the position is put forward with some-

'hat greater reserve than in the earlier editions. If, in

^ IV. 3. 18. ^ Works, vol. IX. p. 291.

^ Works, vol. IX. p. 377.
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conclusion, we consider the examples which Locke gives, i

the Essay ^ of intuitive and demonstrative knowledge coi

cerning moral ideas, we shall not find the outlook for tl

new science very promising. 'Property' being defined 2

*a right to anything' and 'injustice' as 'the invasion c

violation of that right,' it certainly follows that 'whei

there is no property, there is no injustice.' Or, to tai

his other illustration, 'the idea of government being tl

establishment of society upon certain rules or laws, whic

require conformity to them, and the idea of absolul

liberty being for anyone to do whatever he pleases,' we ma^

indeed declare with confidence that ' no government allo'w

absolute liberty^.' But it is not easy to see how eithe

proposition could be defended against the charge of trifling

The fact that he compares the first of these examples t

the demonstration that the internal angles of a triangle ar

equal to two right angles, only serves to show that, notwitl:

standing his insistence upon the necessity for synthesis fc

'instructive' propositions, Locke here fails to maintain th

distinction between the old view, that the sciences can b|

extracted by a process of analysis from definitions, and th \

more adequate theory which he seeks to put in its place.

§11. From the knowledge which consists in perceivin m

relations between our abstract ideas, Locke distinguishes i

in his classification, a knowledge of ' coexistence or necessari m

connection.' What Locke has in mind is really a distinctio] lii

between the relations which our thought discovers betweei fc

the contents of our ideas, when abstraction is made froi] k

the conditions of actual existence, and the special relation k

which are involved in the fact of concrete existence itselJ ic

The conception of substance being regarded as the funda t

mental category for the interpretation of the real, thes« %

1 IV. 3. 18.
I

J;
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Nations are conceived as primarily relations ol coexistence

r incompatibility of existence between determinations of

le same substantial being.

It will be observed that in accordance with the require-

lents of Locke's general conception of knowledge, our

Qowledge of coexistence is spoken of as a knowledge of

uessary connections. Where this necessity is wanting,

ot only are we 'utterly incapable of universal and certain

nowledge^,' but the general requirements of our ideal

t knowledge are not themselves fully met. Thus, when

ocke declares that our knowledge of this kind is 'very

lort, though in this consists the greatest and most

laterial part of our knowledge concerning substances^,'

hat he means is not that we can only make a small

amber of statements concerning coexistence, but that

ich propositions are mostly wanting in intellectual

scessity. In some few cases, indeed, he thinks this is

resent. That 'figure necessarily supposes extension^,'

lat 'receiving or communicating motion by impulse

ipposes soHdity^,' that ' two bodies cannot be in the same

lace^,' and that the same subject cannot have more

lan one determination of the same primary quality or

.ore than one sensible idea pecuHar to each sense at the

ime time^, are given as examples of propositions con-

irning coexistence w^hich possess the same necessity and

liversality as our knowledge of relations between our

Dstract ideas. The difficulty is to defend them against

le charge of ' trifling,' and to justify their separate classi-

':ation. Apart, however, from a few propositions of this

nd, Locke maintains that we can make no statements

•ncerning coexistence which are at once certain and

liversal. We must notice the grounds of this contention.

^v. 3. 28. 2 2. 9. 3 jy^ 2. 14. * loc. cit. * IV. 7. 5. * IV. 3. 15.
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§ 12. We have already seen that our thought is unabl(

to determine, apart from a reference to experience, ever

the possibiHty of the coexistence of the sensible qualities

and of the powers of modifying the qualities of othe:

bodies, which make up the chief part of our ideas o

material substances. It is clearly still less capable o

determining a -priori a necessity of coexistence. Failin|

to discover intuitive connections between the abstrac

ideas of these qualities and powers, we must, perforce

resort to experience for our knowledge of coexis

tence. That our senses 'inform us' of the coexistence o

various qualities in the same subject appears to Lock(

obvious. Such knowledge, however, he maintains, i

confined to particular instances, which are incapable o

furnishing the basis of a knowledge which is universal

For experience cannot yield the intellectual necessity b;i

which we see that a connection cannot be otherwise, am
without this there can be no strictly universal knowledge

The connection as given in experience is merely one o

fact, and however frequent and uniform its occurreno

may be, any extension to cases which have not beei

actually experienced is a matter of probability and no

of knowledge. Thus, 'we cannot with certainty affirn

that all men sleep at intervals, that no man can be nourishec

by wood or stones, that all men will be poisoned by hem

lock, however highly probable these propositions ma;

be^.' In fine, 'coexistence can be no further knowi

than it is perceived,' and where it cannot be perceive(

'in general, by the necessary connection of the ideas them b

selves,' it can only be known 'in particular subjects by thj i

observation of our senses^.' Since science consists o

certain and universal truths, this particularity of ou|

^ IV. 6. 15. 2 IV. 3. 14.
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fiowledge of coexistence has for Locke the important

imsequence of placing a science of physical nature beyond

!ir reach. He is 'apt to doubt that, how far soever human
idustry may advance useful and experimental philosophy

i physical things, scientifical will still be out of our reach^,'

iid even declares that it would be 'lost labour' to seek

Iter 'a perfect science of natural bodies^.' It must be

oserved, however, that Locke regards this result as mainly

(le to the particular limitations of the human mind,

jther than to any ultimate want of rational connection

j the kind of reality in question. Though we can only

ifer the factual connections which experience reveals to

re good pleasure of God, it does not follow that they are

i themselves arbitrary. In the very passage in which

i; tells us that we cannot know that man is incapable of

l;ing nourished by wood or stones, he goes on to speak of

te 'real constitution' of man, 'which is the root wherein

A his inseparable qualities are united and from whence

tey flow^.' Even when he seems to sound in anticipation

te very note'of the scepticism of Hume, he reaffirms the

teory of real essences. It remains, in his view, 'past

c>ubt there must be some real constitution, on which any

cllection of simple ideas coexisting must depend*.'

This real constitution or essence being held to consist

c the primary qualities of the insensible parts of body,

I)cke is led to speculate as to the possibility of a science

c natural phenomena, upon the assumption of an improve-

rmt in our ideas of this minute structure. Could we
tain adequate ideas of the real essences of bodies, we

v)uld be able, he thinks, to determine a priori, in a demon-

8"ative manner, the various modifications which take

pee as the result of their interactions. 'Did we know
* IV. 3. 26. 2 2^ 29. 3 IV. 6. 15. * III. 3. 15.
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the mechanical affections of the particles of rhubar

hemlock, opium, and a man, as a watchmaker does tho!

of a watch, whereby it performs its operations ; and of

file, which, by rubbing on them, will alter the figure <

any of the wheels; we should be able to tell beforehar

that rhubarb will purge, hemlock kill, and opium mal

a man sleep : as well as a watchmaker can, that a Htt

piece of paper laid on the balance will keep the whee

from going till it be removed ; or that, some small part (

it being rubbed by a file, the machine would quite lo!

its motion, and the watch go no more^.'

Such a science as this presents itself to Locke as

possible extension of our present knowledge, since we a:

at least able to conceive necessary relations of interdepem

ence among the mathematical and mechanical properti

of matter, although those which experience reveals, sue

as the communication of motion by impulse, are not alwa]

thoroughly comprehensible. The chief bar to such kno\

ledge lies, he thinks, in the inability of our senses to afloi

us ideas of the minute constitution of matter. But eve

if the possibility of such a science could be realised, tl

world of physical fact, as revealed in experience, wou
not be rendered completely intelligible. There would sti

remain * another and more incurable part of ignorance'

For the objects of experience possess secondary or sensibi

qualities, and for their complete comprehension it wou.

not only be necessary to discover the mathematical ar

mechanical determinations upon which these appearanc

depend, but to apprehend the manner in which they flo

from them. But this we can never hope to do, since v

are unable even to conceive in thought a necessai,

connection between factors so heterogeneous. *We a]

* IV. 3. 25. * IV. 3. 12.
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0 far from knowing what figure, size, or motion of parts

roduce a yellow colour, a sweet taste, or a sharp sound,

hat we can by no means conceive how any size, figure, or

Qotion of any particles can possibly produce in us the

iea of any colour, taste, or sound whatsoever; there is

lo conceivable connection between the one and the other^.'

ience, even if we could discover the features of the real

ssence upon which these elements of sensible experience

epend, our knowledge of this dependence would be barely

actual or experiential, and as such wanting in perfect

itelligibility.

It is in the immediacy of sensible experience, therefore,

hat Locke finds the final and insurmountable obstacle

D a rational or scientific treatment of the physical world,

ind parallel to the impossibility of understanding the

lanner of production of the sensible appearances of things

1 the similar impossibility of conceiving how our minds

an operate upon our bodies. From both sides the con-

ection, which experience assures us exists, between our

ibjective consciousness and the spacial world, is found

) be unintelligible. But even in this extreme case of

iscontinuity Locke does not doubt the reality of the

;lation of interdependence. Although, like the Occasion-

ists, he makes his final appeal to the will of God, this is

Dt represented as producing an appearance of interaction

here there is none in reality, but as endowing body and

ind with powers of operating upon each other which are

) us incomprehensible. The connection, he declares, is one

hich we can attribute 'to nothing else but the arbitrary

^termination of that all-wise Agent, who has made them
• be, and to operate as they do, in a way wholly above

ar weak understandings to conceive^.'

^ IV. 3. 13.
2

-J.
28.
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The great majority, then, of our propositions concerning

coexistence, are propositions which merely assert th

coexistence of certain qualities in a particular subjeci

or substance, on the ground of experience, and generalisa

tions of such particular statements, which cannot clain

to possess more than probability. But such proposition

are in reality existential propositions, affirming the exis

tence at some particular time of a substance possessin|!

at once these particular qualities. As Locke puts it, *a]

particular affirmations or negations that would not b^

certain if they were made general are only concerning existl

ence
;
they declaring only the accidental union or separatioi i

of ideas in things existing, which in their abstract nature i

have no known necessary union or repugnancy^.' lii

i

§ 13. No severer test can be applied to a general theor

of knowledge than to ask how it works when it is appliec i

to existential judgments ; and it must be admitted that th

question is one which causes Locke considerable embarrass i

ment. His whole treatment of the subject is unfortunatel] i(

very scanty, considering its importance, and is almos a

entirely concerned with the peculiarities of judgments con i

cerning the existence of different kinds of objects, the ques k

tions of principle raised by existential judgments as suclj ii

receiving only slight and incidental recognition. But it is jusi t

here that his theory has to meet a most formidable objection i

For the recognition of a knowledge of real existence stands ii k

formal contradiction to his general definition of knowledge t

as consisting in * nothing but the perception of the con

nection and agreement or disagreement and repugnancy m

of any of our ideas.' However much we may insist upoij ji

the objective character of Locke's ideas, the existentia
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'judgment which declares that the content of my idea

characterises something actually existing, cannot be repre-

• ;ented as merely setting forth a connection of ideas.

i^hile the difficulty first meets us here in an acute form,

t is one which has been waiting in the background all the

:ime. For throughout his treatment of knowledge there

las been involved an implicit reference to a real world

listinct from our ideas. Indeed, the distinction between

;he four kinds of knowledge may be regarded, from one

: )oint of view, as a progressive correction of the abstraction

)f ideas from reality. It is only in our knowledge of the

elf-identity and abstract difference of our ideas that no

eference at all is involved to a world of reality distinct

rom them ; and such knowledge, we have seen, is unworthy

»f the name, being neither 'positive' nor 'instructive.'

)ur knowledge of relations between abstract ideas, although

adependent of the existence of anything corresponding

0 them, involves, in its claim to be 'real,' the recognition

1 a world of being in which these contents are capable

i reahsation. Our knowledge of coexistence, even in the

ases in which it is intuitive and a priori^ is a knowledge

f the necessary existence together of certain determina-

ions 'in the same subject,' by which Locke implies that

he connection is one which actually holds good in the

eal world, as distinguished from mere relations between

bstract ideas, which may or may not find realisation

bere. And in all but these few cases our knowledge of

existences has been found to be nothing but a knowledge

f the existence of particular concrete substances, in which

xperience has shown that the contents of the ideas in

uestion are realised together. In proceeding to treat

f our knowledge of real existence Locke is deaHng, then,

'ith something which has gradually asserted itself as an
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essential factor in all genuine knowledge, however in i

consistent it may appear with his general definition o ii

knowledge. While, therefore, on the one hand, it canno i;

be said that the claim to a knowledge of real existence i

suddenly introduced as an addendum to an exposition o| ie

knowledge, which has hitherto moved solely among ideas t

on the other hand, it must be admitted, that the difficultie
\

which Locke's theory has to meet, in its attempt to deaj i

with existential judgments, are difficulties which are als( \

involved, although in a less striking manner, in his account
li

of the other kinds of knowledge.

§ 14. The abstract opposition between the idea am
real existence is stated by Locke in its most acute form

if

Not only are the two in general entirely distinct, but ther<

is, he declares, no means by which a direct transition cai

be effected from the one to the other. For, 'the having

the idea of anything in our mind no more proves the exis

tence of that thing, than the picture of a man evidence!

his being in the world, or the visions of a dream mak(

thereby a true history^.' To the truth of this genera

contention a single exception had been alleged in th(

ontological argument for the existence of God, which hac

been recently revived and given an extended currency b)

Descartes. This argument maintained that the con-

ception of God being that of the ens realissimum^ or 0:

a being possessing every positive quality or perfection

and existence being a perfection ; the proposition, ' Goc

exists,' could not be denied without contradiction. Th(

existence of God was thus held to be established as a neces-

sity of thought, without an appeal to anything but th(

idea of God itself. The validity of this proof was lefl

undiscussed in the Essay^ where Locke contented himselii
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• with entering a protest against the tendency, which he

thought existed among the Cartesians, to belittle all other

arguments in the interest of this favourite one^. It is, how-

ever, expressly rejected in his First Letter to Stillingfleet^,

md forms the subject of a paper, dated 1696, in the

:ollection published by Lord King^. The objection which

s there taken to the celebrated argument is based upon

:he principle already laid down in the Essay, 'By ideas

n the mind we discover the agreement or disagreement

)f ideas that have a like ideal existence in our minds;

)ut that reaches no further, proves no real existence;

or the truth we so know is only of our ideas, and is

.pplicable to things only as they are supposed to exist

nswering such ideas. But any idea, simple or complex,

>arely by being in our minds, is no evidence of the real

xistence of anything out of our minds answering that

iea*.' If it is said that we include the idea of necessary

xistence in our idea of God, he replies that this only

mounts to 'supposing' his existence but does not prove

:. 'Real existence,' he declares, 'can be proved only by

sal existence
;

and, therefore, the real existence of a God
an only be proved by the real existence of other things^.'

§ 15. It is clear that, if 'real existence can be proved

nly by real existence,' the possibility of such a proof must

ist upon a direct apprehension of real existence, v/hich

oes not itself stand in need of mediation. Such an

nmediate certainty of existence Locke, like Descartes,

nds, and unlike him, finds only, in the existence of the

mscious subject. As the point is one of such crucial

iportance, it will be necessary to quote the relevant

assage at length. 'As for our own existence, we perceive

^ Cf. IV. 10. 7. 2 Works^ vol. IV. pp. 53-6. ^ Lord King, pp. 313-6.
* loc. cit. 6 Iqc, ctt.
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it so plainly and so certainly that it neither needs no,

is capable of any proof. For nothing can be more eviden

to us than our own existence. I think, I reason, I fee

pleasure and pain ; can any of these be more evident to mi

than my own existence? If I doubt of all other things

that very doubt makes me perceive my own existence, anc

will not suffer me to doubt of that. For, if I know I fee

pain, it is evident I have as certain perception of my owi

existence, as of the existence of the pain I feel: or, if
'.

know I doubt, I have as certain perception of the existenc*

of the thing doubting, as of that thought which I cal

doubt." Experience then convinces us that we have ai

intuitive knowledge of our own existence, and an interna

infallible perception that we are. In every act of sensatioc

reasoning or thinking, we are conscious to ourselves c

our own being; and in this matter come not short of thl

highest degree of certainty^.'

In designating the judgment by which the existence o

self is affirmed as 'intuitive' knowledge, Locke claim

for it a no less immediate and absolute certainty, thai

that which is possessed by our judgments concerning th

relations which are immediately seen to be involved in th

nature of our abstract ideas. The resemblance extends

however, no further; and the use of the single ten
* intuition' must not be allowed to hide from us the uniqu

character of the former judgment. For, as a judgmen

asserting existence, it possesses features which are quit

unlike those of the abstract judgments of science. I

their case the immediacy of the perception signifies tha

it is independent of the * intervention of any other ideas'

in the special case we are concerned with, we have a

apprehension of real existence which is immediate in th

* IV. 9. 3.
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jense that the real existent is itself directly known, and
c ioes not stand in need of any idea, as a tertium quid, to

•t :onnect it with the knowing mind. As the only judgment
D vhich thus asserts existence with immediate certainty, it

J: s, indeed, sui generis. For all other existential judgments,

a except that asserting the existence of God, which depends
it ipon it, are found to fall short of the perfect intellectual

^r;ransparency of knowledge.

J
The unique nature of this judgment is due to the fact

hat, besides its ideas, the mind, and the mind alone, is

4 present to the understanding.' Hence, in this one case,

' 10 idea is needed to serve as a sign or representation of

I he real being which is known^. Moreover, this 'presence'

f the mind to itself can only signify that in some sense

t is an object to itself. As it is impossible for ideas to

e 'in the understanding' without being 'understood';

0, Locke holds, the mind cannot be present to itself

without self-consciousness. In so far, at least, as it per-

:. Drms its 'proper action' of thinking, it is necessarily

:< onscious of itself as doing so. Concerning the idea of

as distinguished from that of personal identity, which

nplies it, Locke is completely silent. It is clear, however,

lat upon his view it is involved in every mental function.

. b think, as he says, is to be conscious that I think. The

:. lea of self is, therefore, present in the total content of

' 11 our thoughts or mental functions, each of which affords

s an immediate knowledge of our own existence. In

lis case, and in this case alone, reality and idea are so

itirely at one, that any passage or transition from the one

) the other is not only impossible but unnecessary. On
le one hand, every activity of self carries with it self-

lowledge; on the other hand, in our consciousness of

1 Cf. IV. 21. 4.
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self we are directly aware of real existence. That Locke li

does not enquire more fully into the nature and function i

of the idea of self, and the peculiar relation in which he

supposes it to stand to reality, is one of the most serious k

omissions of the Essay
;

while, had he done so, he mighl 9

have been led to revise his view of the general function t

of ideas in knowledge, and their relation to reality.
f

It is' upon this one immediate certainty of existence i

that Locke bases his demonstration of the existence oj 1

God. Since, however, the chief interest of his argument i

lies in the light which it throws upon the influence whicll i

the current rationalistic dogmatism, based upon the 4

principles and conceptions of Scholasticism, still exercised s

over his mind, notwithstanding the critical tendency oi

his thought, and his desire to keep in close contact witl »

experienced fact, it hardly calls for consideration here i

Attention will be called later on to some of its implications^

§ 16. We pass, therefore, to Locke's treatment oi

our knowledge of the existence of material things. As

we have seen, he had never really placed himself at the

point of view of subjective idealism, but had assumed froir

the start that ideas are essentially signs, which poini

beyond themselves to a realm of real being distinct fron

them. He had, moreover, taken it for granted, that th( 15

contents of our ideas of the primary qualities of matte]

are qualifications of a reality which exists beyond anc

independently of the mind. Even in his formal treatment

of the subject no serious attempt is made to get behinc

these presuppositions, or to offer a formal justification fo:| ?a

them. He was aware, indeed, that there were those whcj s;

*will question the existence of all things, or our knowledg<| r

^ Cf. ch. vin. §§ 12, 13.
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)f anythi on the ground that our waking life may be

io better than a dream. But to so extreme a scepticism

le does not particularly address himself. ' If all be a dream^

:hen he doth but dream that he makes the question ; and

;o it does not much matter that a waking man should

mswer him^.' The result is that he tends to confuse the

general problem of our knowledge of the existence of the

naterial universe and its relation to the mind, with the

nore limited problem of determining the manner in

v^hich, and the extent to which, we can be assured

)f the existence of particular things within this universe,

he reality and general nature of which are tacitly

issumed.

Since such existence cannot be guaranteed by the

ontent of our ideas of material things, or deduced from

he existence of the thinking self, the justification of its

ssertion must be sought in the manner in which certain

f these ideas, on certain occasions, are experienced by the

[lind which apprehends them. Such an assurance of real

-Existence Locke considers is to be found in the peculiar

haracteristics of sense-perception. ' I ask anyone,' he

/rites, 'whether he is not invincibly conscious to himself

f a different perception, when he looks on the sun by day,

nd thinks on it by night ; when he actually tastes worm-
wood, or smells a rose, or only thinks on that savour or

dour^.' This difference, which he does not attempt to

nalyse, is, he maintains, as plain as that 'between any

;vo distinct ideas.' Under the influence of the presupposi-

ons to which attention has been called, the peculiar tang of

iaUty,which is involved in the contents of sense-perception,

; at once identified with a 'perception and consciousness'

f 'the actual entrance of ideas' from 'particular external

* IV. II. 8. * IV. 2. 14.
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objects^'; of the existence of which we are thus assurec

But while this constitutes the primary ground of 01:

justifiable confidence in the existence of material thing!

it does not stand alone, but receives confirmation fror

* other concurrent reasons.' These ideas of actual sensatio

are found to possess a coerciveness of their own, whic

distinguishes them from the ideas of memoryor imagination

and points to an external cause. 'If I turn my eyes a

noon towards the sun, I cannot avoid the ideas which th

light or sun then produces in me^.' And even when thei

original production is due to an act of will, as in th

formation of written letters, they exhibit a subsequen

independence of this subjective initiation, which does no

belong to the creatures of our imagination. The secondar

position which is assigned to the coerciveness of senS'

impressions, as compared with what has been called thei

' sensational intensity,' would appear to be due to the view

that while it suffices to assure us that there must be ' som<t

exterior cause,' it does not yield of itself any unambiguoui

evidence of the nature of this cause. Finally, appeal ii

made to the dependence of ideas of a given kind upon th(

possession of the corresponding sense-organ, and to th(i

mutual support of different senses.

Nevertheless, when all is said, Locke does not clain

that the conviction of external existence which is thu!

obtained satisfies, to the full, the theoretical requirement

of knowledge. Although it goes * beyond bare probability^,'

and ' puts us past doubting*,' it ' is not altogether so certaii

as our intuitive knowledge, or the deductions of our reasor!

employed about the clear abstract ideas of our own minds^

For while we intuitively perceive that there can be n('

I

^ IV. 2. 14; Cf. IV. II. 1-2. ^ IV. II. 5. 3 IV. 2. I4«

* loc. ciu • IV. II. 3.
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xperience without an experiencing subject, the same neces-

ty of thought does not attach to the connection between

le content of sense-experience and the external thing,

eyond and independent of experience, though similarly

etermined as regards the primary qualities, to which it

referred. From a theoretical point of view there is,

lerefore, a formal defect in our * sensitive' knowledge of

le existence of external things. Nevertheless, as carrying

s beyond any real possibility of doubt, it is declared to

e 'an assurance that deserves the name of knowledge^.'

Lnd whatever its theoretical imperfections may be, Locke

xpresses himself as perfectly satisfied of its practical

efficiency. For, our pleasures and pains being bound

p with our ideas of actual sensation, in a way in

'hich they are not with any other ideas, the distinctive

tiaracteristics of these ideas give us all the certainty

lat we need as a guide to action. 'This certainty,'

e declares, 'is as great as our happiness or misery,

eyond which we have no concernment to know or

) be2.'

The assurance of real existence which Locke calls

sensitive knowledge,' whatever its precise value, is regarded

y him as from the nature of the case confined to the

xistence of particular things while they are actually objects

\ sense-perception, and to their existence in the past in

D far as we remember having had such a perception. If

e affirm the continued existence of an object which is

o longer present to our sense-perception, we have definitely

assed from the region of knowledge to that of probabiHty.

or we no longer have the indubitable assurance of ' sensi-

ve' knowledge, while there is no necessary connection

etween the existence of a particular material thing at

1 loc. ciu * IV. 2. 14; cf. IV. II. 8.
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one moment and its continued existence at the next

Whether this want of certainty extends to the existence (

the very matter itself, in so far as it is unperceived, Loci

does not definitely consider. It is probable that had th

question been raised, he would have said its existence, to(

is one of those things concerning which we cannot hav

that certainty which we strictly 'call knowledge'; such

view being in harmony with the contingent existence whicl

on other grounds, he ascribes to matter. Finally, he hold}

that we cannot have knowledge, but only faith, as to th

existence of other finite spirits^. This statement, it shoul

be noticed, is intended to refer primarily, if not exclusivel}!

to non-human beings. Like other philosophers of his ag<

Locke failed to give any special consideration to the questio

of our recognition of the presence of mind in our fellow mar

I

§ 17. Having completed our survey of Locke's treat

ment of our knowledge of real existence, we must brief!;

consider the relation in which it stands to his genera

theory of knowledge, and the final statement of his posil

tion in which it occupies a conspicuous place. That hi

theory of knowledge was primarily formed with referenc

to the universal truths which constitute the content 0

* science,' in which, as he holds, abstraction is made fron

the conditions of actual existence, there can be no doubt

It is equally clear that he never fully realised the difficulty

of bringing a knowledge of real existence into line witl

his general conception of knowledge. Even the forma

contradiction, between the admission of a knowledge whicl

transcends ideas and a definition which restricts knowledge

to a perception of agreements or disagreements amonj :

ideas, receives no recognition ;
nor, as we have said, doej \i
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le devote any separate consideration to the nature of the

existential judgment as such. In the course, however, of

lis treatment of the various judgments in which existence

s explicitly affirmed, the distinctive features of such

I
udgments and the peculiar position which they occupy

;end to become apparent.

With the exception of the judgment which affirms the

:xistence of self, and that affirming the existence of God
)n the basis of the existence of self, all such judgments are

ound to be wanting in the intellectual transparency and

lecessity which his ideal of knowledge involves. Accord-

ngly, over against the perfect certainty which completely

atisfies our intellectual nature, he is compelled to place

m assurance which falls short of this ideal, but to which,

1 levertheless, he cannot refuse the name of knowledge,

^gain, our knowledge of existence is found to stand in a

[ifferent relation to experience from the knowledge which

onsists in the apprehension of intuitive connections

•etween ideas. For while the latter kind of knowledge

raws upon experience for the simple elements, out of

/hich the ideas it employs are built up, the justification

f the connections themselves is in no way dependent upon

xperience. But when we affirm existence, not only the

materials' of our idea of that which we say exists, but the

istification of the affirmation, must be derived from

xperience. This statement, too, however, is subject to

Dme qualification. For even if we extend the conception

f experience, as Locke would have us do, to cover the

nique form of cognisance which arises from the mind's

resence to itself, we are still left with the single exception

f our knowledge of the existence of God. Connected,

^ain, with the empirical nature of our knowledge of

cistence, is its limitation. Propositions which assert
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existence are all 'particular' or individual; and, with th

single exception just mentioned, they are further restricts

by a reference to the particular time at which we hai

experience of the thing in question. As soon as w
seek to extend these empirically grounded judgment

to other things, or to other moments of time, we havl

definitely left the region of knowledge for that of prob

abihty.

Distinguished from and opposed to this knowledge 0

real existence, which is obtained by actual contact witl

reality at particular points, and which can only give u

an acquaintance with these, we have the universal know
ledge of science. This is the knowledge which is due t<

the contemplation of our own abstract ideas, and is b]

its very nature debarred from asserting existence. Locke':|

theory, therefore, ends in the recognition of two ultimateh

distinct and exclusive types of knowledge, although th«

simplicity and consistency of his view are still impairecj

by the exceptional nature of the intuition which we hav<

of our own existence, and the still more exceptiona

position which is assigned to the demonstration of the

existence of God. The distinction between these twe

radically different kinds of knowledge is not only th(

final outcome of the enquiry instituted in the Essay ^ bu'

is frequently made use of throughout its progress. W<

find, even in the earlier books, an implied contrast betweei

a knowledge which is merely 'experimental' or 'historical,

concerned with 'matters of fact,' and a knowledge whicl

is 'scientific,' concerned with matters of 'speculation,

and based upon a perception of necessary connection!

among ideas.

To this duality of type the fourfold classification 0

knowledge made at the beginning of the Fourth Book mus
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e regarded as subordinate. It constitutes an initial plan

Dr the survey of the field, rather than a final delimita-

!on of its parts. The judgments which merely affirm the

ientity of an idea with itself, or its difference from another

lea, are we have seen set aside as furnishing no 'positive'

r 'instructional' knowledge. The vast majority of our

idgments concerning coexistence, possessing validity as

nowledge only so far as they are guaranteed by expe-

ence in particular instances, are reduced by Locke to

dstential
j
udgments .There remain only the small number

: judgments which Locke regarded as certain and universal,

.though concerned with coexistence. These, in his final

assification, must find their place under the head of

liversal abstract knowledge, unless they are set aside as

ninstructive.

§ 18. Such, then is the conclusion to which Locke is

d, as the result of his survey of human knowledge. That

either of the two irreducible types, to which our know-

dge is found to conform, is beyond the reach of criticism,

I is himself aware. But their defects, he thinks, are

herent in our present capacity for knowledge, while they

ay be held to point to the existence of a higher. On the

le hand, the particular propositions concerning existence

."e wanting in the primary requisite of intellectual clarity.

'h.roughout his account of our knowledge of coexistence

.ere is implied the conception of a possible knowledge

substances which is not merely empirical, but penetrates

their 'real essences,' from which their various determina-

nns would then be seen to follow with rational necessity,

id although such knowledge cannot be attained by us,

I may suppose it to be possessed by rational beings of

^eater perfection than ourselves. It is not to be doubted,

1 tells us, that ' spirits of a higher rank than those immersed
G. 13
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in flesh may have as clear ideas of the radical constitutio:

of substances as we have of a triangle, and so percei\/

how all their properties and operations flow froi

thence^.' And such knowledge the Divine Being, at leas

must possess^.

In our rational knowledge, too, he discovers defect

While intuitive knowledge is *the highest of all huma
certainty,' it is narrow in extent, and requires to be suj

plemented by a discursive process of thought, making us

of intermediate ideas. But although the discovery (

these 'proofs' may be 'the hardest task' of our reasoi

it is not therefore 'its highest perfection^.' Lock

accordingly, hazards the surmise that 'angels have nov

and the spirits of just men made perfect shall ha\

in a future state,' an enormous increase in the rang

of the knowledge in which there is 'no use of th

discursive faculty, no need of reasoning*.' A still moi

radical imperfection of the knowledge which constitute

our science is elsewhere indicated. Such knowledge, w

have seen, is concerning the relations between the contem

of our abstract general ideas. But there is 'reason t

suspect' that general ideas are themselves 'marks of oi

imperfection^.' Although an essential instrument of oi

knowledge, the general idea is 'something imperfec

which cannot exist^.' And this imperfection is inherei

in its abstract nature, in virtue of which it only gives il

a partial and mutilated representation of concrete realit].

These different lines of reflection, upon the imperfectioi

of our present intellectual state, converge upon the concej

tion of a form of knowledge in which justice is at one

done to the fullness of concrete reality and to the deman

^ III. II. 23. 2 III. 6. 3. ® IV. 17. 6. I

* IV. 17. 14; cf. IV. 3. 6, ^ IV. 7. 9. • loc. ciu
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;hat the object of knowledge shall be perfectly transparent

:o intelligence ; and in which, consequently, the distinction

jetween the two types of our present knowledge is tran-

icended. While pointing us to this conception of what

perfect knowledge would require to be, Locke holds

'-.hat not only is it unattainable by us, but that we
= :annot even definitely conceive the conditions of its

^ possibility.
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CHAPTER VIII

LOCKE AND SCHOLASTICISM

§ I. The question of the historical setting of th

Essay is admittedly in an unsatisfactory position, and fo

this more than one circumstance must be held responsible

The fact that it constitutes the starting-point of th<

classical development of philosophy in England has lec

to a concentration of attention upon its influence, to th

comparative neglect of the sources from which it is derived

Nor, it must be admitted, does Locke himself, in the cours(

of that work, give much assistance to the enquirer into th

historical antecedents and relations of its doctrine. S<

little store does he set upon a knowledge of other men'

opinions, on matters concerning which reason should b<

the judge, that it is only on the rarest occasions that h(

refers to the views of other writers in a manner sufficientl}

definite to enable them to be identified. When he woulc

cite a supposed matter of fact, such as the virtues whicl

were cultivated by the people of Peru, the capacity of

parrot for rational conversation, or the non-existence of th(

idea of God among the Carribee Islanders, he is ready witl:

his references, including chapter and page. But in matters

of speculation, where the appeal is made to the reader's

own intelligence, he prefers to set forth his view of whal

he conceives to be the truth, contrasting it when necessary

with opposing principles, but without encumbering it with

references and quotations. Hence, as we have found

even the bearing of the directly controversial parts of the

iii
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Issay is not always immediately apparent. A further

[ifficulty, which has stood in the way of the attempt to

econstruct the intellectual environment of his work, lies

n the fact that many of the influences which affected it

7ere by no means of the first order, and consequently can

iaim no permanent place for their own sake in the history

f thought.

Along with Locke's contempt for the cumbrous learning

/hich so often took the place of individual thought, there

/ent a keen appreciation of the value of the stimulus to

e derived from intellectual intercourse with others. He
ad a habit of organising small circles of congenial spirits

3r the discussion of questions which interested him.

ndeed, as we know, it was in a gathering of this kind that

he problem of the Essay first suggested itself. Hence,

hough he was a constant reader, it is not improbable that

1 the formation of his own views he owed as much, or even

lore to personal intercourse than to his study of books,

lefore proceeding to consider the internal evidence of the

',ssay itself as to its sources, it may, therefore, be well

D indicate briefly the light which the known facts of his

fe throw upon the nature of the intellectual forces with

^hich he was brought into the closest contact.

§ 2. At Oxford he had found a weakened form of

cholasticism still holding undisputed sway in philosophy.

Q later life he complained that he had 'lost a great deal

f time at the commencement of his studies, because the

nly philosophy then known at Oxford was the Peripatetic,

erplexed with obscure terms and useless questions^.'

little as such studies might be to his taste, he nevertheless

^ Le Clerc, ^lloge de M. Locke. Quoted in Fox Bourne's Life of Locke, vol. i.

48.
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went through the regular course in the AristoteHan Logi(

Metaphysics, Physics and Ethics; and even for a tim

gave instruction in the last-named subject, upon his appoini

ment in 1664 to the position of Censor of Moral Philosophy

The awakening in himself of a genuine philosophici

interest he always attributed to his introduction to th

writings of Descartes, which seems to have taken plac

before the close of his residence at Oxford. During th

prolonged periods of his travels and sojourns on th'

continent, he was brought into contact with members c

the Cartesian School, both in France and in Hollanc

Among others, he appears to have met Malebranche, fc

whom, he wrote to Molyneux, he entertained a persons

kindness^. In all his wanderings, however, he remaine

a typical representative, not only of his age, but of hi'

country, in close touch with the liberal and progressiv

movement in England, whether in politics, philosoph)

theology or science. In our attempt to indicate th'

influences which helped to mould his thought, we shal

then, have to consider his relation (i) to the traditions

scholastic doctrine which he unwillingly imbibed

Oxford, (2) to Cartesianism, (3) to contemporary though ^

in England. To each of these we shall find the doc

trine of the Essay is intimately related, though thei'

influences are shown in markedly different ways. T
Cartesianism he owed his original philosophical awakening

and it was in close relation to Cartesianism that he develop©

his most characteristic positions. Although his attitud

towards Scholasticism is one of marked and avowe(

hostility, we shall find that it was from this despised sourc

that he and Descartes alike derived the metaphysica ^

scheme by which they envisaged reality. While thesj

^ fForkSf vol. IX. p. 357.

Hi
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pnstitute the two most important, because the most

rofound and far reaching influences which helped to

.etermine his thought, his work stands in intimate relation

D the many-sided progressive movement in England. In

ts general outlook on life, as well as in its bearing on

thics, politics and religion, the Essay is by far the most

haracteristic product of the English liberalism of his age.

Mid when we pass from such general agreement to the

pnsideration of particulars, we shall find that on many
joints of detail the doctrine of the Essay is closely con-

.ected with that of his English contemporaries, to whose

bought there are occasionally direct though not always

bvious references.

§ 3. Although Locke's conscious attitude to the doc-

rine of the Schools was in general one of contemptuous

ntagonism, he always speaks in terms of respect of

Lristotle himself. He regarded him, he tells us, as 'one

f the greatest men among the ancients, whose large views,

cuteness and penetration of thought, and strength of

Lidgment few have equalled^.' In particular, he expresses

is sense of the great service rendered by him in his account

f the forms of argument^, and even expresses the opinion

hat, had the Stagirite carried his analysis a step further,

.e would have been in complete agreement with Locke's

wn position, which places certainty in the mind's percep-

ion of agreement or disagreement between its ideas^.

'he mistake made by his followers, which has had such

isastrous consequences, consisted not in recognising his

reatness, but in raising him to the position of a 'dictator

1 the commonwealth of letters.' In doing this, however,

is admirers have been unfaithful to his spirit and example,

^ IV. 27. 4. 2 Iqc, cit.

3 Third Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. iv. p. 383.
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since his admitted pre-eminence was the result of his 'no liti

keeping precisely to the beaten tracks.' Of the doctrine] litf

which had been elaborated on the basis of. his thought lia

and for which his authority was claimed, there are twcj =

in respect of which Locke develops at length his opposilua;

tion. These are (i) the theory of the nature and methoc|ae

of knowledge, and (2) the doctrine of substantial forms iijii

its bearing upon the process of classification. With th(; it

former of these we shall begin our account of Locke's rela
j
k

tion to Scholasticism. |apo

\i

% 4. The theory of knowledge which Locke attributecl las

to 'scholastic men' has already been briefly indicated.] to;

in the course of our discussion of his polemic against innate: ai

principles. According to it the method of science consists! lot

of syllogistic deductions from certain 'maxims,' ' axioms '|i

or ' principles,' which, as the indispensable starting-points oJ| la

the deductive processes, must themselves be accepted upont toi

authority or declared innate. These principles were eitheil i

special to a particular science, or such as are presupposed! la

in all rational knowledge whatsoever. Thus, we are toldjj i

'the masters of mathematics' were accustomed to place 10

' at the entrance to their systems ' such maxims as that I

'the whole is equal to all its parts,' or 'the whole is biggerii

than a part^,' and to regard all other mathematical pro-i k

positions as deductions from this first principle of the a

science. And the Laws of Identity and Contradiction h:

being the principles upon which the validity of the syllo-i ;:

gistic process itself was held to depend, they were regardedi s;

as ' the foundations ' upon which, not one particular science,! j;

but knowledge in general was ' built.' Without going again| ic

into the question of innateness, we must consider Locke's
,

^ IV. 7. 11; cf. I. 4. 6, and iv. la. 3. !
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:riticism of the position assigned to such principles, and

if the view which regarded the syllogism as the sole method

)f demonstration.

§ 5. 'The rules established in the Schools, that all

easonings are ex prcecognitis et prceconeessis ^ seem to lay

he foundation of all knowledge in these maxims^, and to

uppose them to be prceeognita. Whereby, I think, are meant

h hese two things : first, that these axioms are those truths

; hat are first known to the mind
;

and, secondly, that

pon them the other parts of our knowledge depend^.'

'aking 'first known' to imply a temporal priority, Locke

as no difficulty in reducing the former of these positions

; D absurdity. 'Who perceives not that a child certainly

nows that a stranger is not its mother, that its sucking-

ottle is not the rod, long before he knows that it is

npossible for the same thing to be and not to be ? And how
lany truths there are about numbers, which it is obvious

D observe that the mind is perfectly acquainted with, and

: illy convinced of, before it ever thought on these general

: laxims to which mathematicians in their arguings do

; Dmetimes refer them^ ?
' Moreover, these more particular

ropositions are themselves every whit as certain and

df-evident, as the principles upon which they are said

) depend. Nor are they any better or more certainly

nown, when we do come to recognise the so-called

ixioms^.' To state this, indeed, is equivalent to a

mtology, since knowledge and certainty do not admit

I degrees. In answer to the claim of the Laws of Identity

id Contradiction to constitute the foundation of all

nowledge, Locke points out that these famous principles

*e 'only about identical predications, and influence, if

^ Laws of Identity and Contradiction.

* IV. 7. 8. ' IV. 7. 9. * IV. 7. 10.
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any at all, none but such^.' And if we turn to the 'other

less general maxims,' we find again that ' many of them are

no more than bare verbal propositions, and teach us nothing

but the respect and import of names one to another.

^'The whole is equal to all its parts"; what real truth,

I beseech you, does it teach us ? What more is contained

in that maxim than what the signification of the word

totum, or " the whole" does of itself import ?
' The synthetic

and necessary propositions, which alone constitute ' instruc-

tive real knowledge,' cannot therefore even be regarded

as particular examples of the general relations expressed

in such axioms as these, but require an entirely different

justification.

§ 6. Turning from the maxims themselves to the

method by which the edifice of knowledge was supposed

to be reared upon them, we find Locke denying that the

syllogism is 'the proper instrument of reason,' or *the

only proper instrument and means of knowledge,' as is

* generally thought^.' So far is this from being the casej

that the syllogism is of no help in the performance of the|

initial step in the process of reasoning, viz. the discovery

of * proofs' or intermediate ideas. 'When we find out an

idea, by whose intervention we discover the connection of

two others, this is a revelation from God to us by the voice

of reason. For we then come to know a truth that we did

not know before^.' But to this revelation the syllogism

contributes nothing. 'This way of reasoning discovers no

new proofs, but is the art of marshalling and ranging the

old ones we have already^.' Hence it is but 'the art of

fencing with the little knowledge we have, without making

any addition to it^.' As regards its fitness for the per-

formance of the subordinate functions here ascribed to it,|

* IV. 7. II. 2 17. 4. 3 7. II. « IV. 17. 6. ^ loc, cit.
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Locke is willing to admit that 'all right reasoning may be

reduced to' syllogistic form^. Accordingly we find him,

on more than one occasion- in the course of his controversy

with Stillingfleet, challenging his opponent to put his argu-

ment, if he has one, in the form of a syllogism^. He
denies, however, that the syllogism furnishes the only

valid way of exhibiting the process of reasoning, or that it

constitutes the best method that can be adopted for the

assistance of the candid seeker after truth. Indeed, its

use 'very often confounds the connection^' of ideas, which
T would be more readily grasped by an order of exposition

which reproduced more closely the order of thought. 'To

show it in a very plain and easy example : let animal be

the intermediate idea, or medius terminus^ that the mind

makes use of to show the connection of homo and vivms;

I ask, whether the mind does not more readily and plainly

see that connection in the simple and proper position of

the connecting idea in the middle, thus

:

Homo—Jnimal—Vivens,

than in this perplexed one,

Animal—Vivens—Homo—Animal^

which is the position these ideas have in a syllogism^?'

Even for the purpose of exposing fallacies and detecting

incoherences of thought, for which Locke tells us he at

one time regarded the syllogistic form as necessary, he

now claims a superiority for what he considers the more

natural order^.

I § 7. Having seen how Locke developed his antagonism

to Scholasticism upon the question of the nature and

method of knowledge, it might be expected that we
should now turn to the other point on which we find him

^ IV. 17. 4. ^ Works^ vol. IV. pp. 268 and 362. ^ iv. 17. 4.

* loc, cit. ^ loc. cit.
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maintaining a prolonged polemic against the doctrine of thcj

Schools. But since this controversy turns primarily upon

the meaning to be ascribed to 'essences of sorts of things,'

it must be postponed until we have dealt with the concep-

tion of essence itself and the general system of thought to

which it belonged.

It has been remarked more than once that while insisting

that an enquiry into knowledge must precede the attempt

to determine the nature of reality, Locke never succeeded

in freeing himself from certain presuppositions as to the
I

general nature of that which possesses real being. At the

outset, in the very endeavour to abstract from considera-

tions of a metaphysical character, he takes for granted

the validity of the categories which were fundamental!

for the thought of his age, and their adequacy for the

interpretation of reality. And these categories were, in

truth, a direct inheritance from Scholasticism. In the

course of his enquiry, difficulties and perplexities arose ini

the endeavour to reconcile these metaphysical conceptions

with the new point of view of the experiential theory of

knowledge. But even when he finds himself compelled to

recognise their uselessness for the purposes of our know-

ledge, he does not question their ultimate vahdity. They

are still regarded as representing the genuine nature of

reality, though this is now declared to be beyond our com-

prehension. They are thus preserved from the destructive

force of his criticism by being relegated to the region of

the unknown, and to us unknowable. To the consideration!

of the traditional ontological scheme, and of the reaction

of Locke's thought upon it, we must now turn.

§ 8. In this scheme the paramount position was occu-

pied by the conception of substance. Everything that is

real, it was held, is either a substance or a modification,
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quality or attribute, of a substance. These latter are

iependent aspects of reality, incapable of existing on

. iheir own account, which consequently imply a more

altimate form of being, viz., the substance to which they

Delong. This substance is at once self-existent and the

lecessary basis or support of qualities. Further, the exis-

tence of a plurality of real beings having been accepted

IS a dictate of common sense, reality was conceived as

:onsisting of a number of such entities, each complete in

tself and independent of the rest.

Locke accordingly begins by assuming as axiomatic that

reality can consist of nothing but substances and their modi-

ications. For him, as for the Schoolmen, the idea of sub-

stance is 'the foundation of all the rest^.' It is, he declares,

the idea which, of all others, we should expect to be innate^.

The accusation of Stillingfleet, that he had * almost dis-

:arded substance out of the reasonable part of the world,'

appeared to him an inexcusable misunderstanding. 'As

long as there is any such thing as body or spirit in the

;vorld, I have done nothing towards discarding substance

3ut of the reasonable part of the world. Nay, as long as

there is any simple idea or sensible quahty left, according

to my way of arguing, substance cannot be discarded;

because all simple ideas, all sensible qualities, carry with

them a supposition of a substratum to exist in, and of a

substance wherein they inhere^.' The existence of sub-

stance is as certain to him, he declares, as his own being.

'Having everywhere affirmed and built upon it that man
is a substance, I cannot be supposed to question or doubt

Df the being of substance, till I can question or doubt of

my own being^.' ^
^ IV. 3. 23. ^ I. 4. 18.

^ First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works, vol. iv. p. 7.

* Ibid. Works
J
vol. iv. p. 18.
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But, although he could not doubt the being of substance.

Locke found, as we know, that we can form no satisfactor);'

idea of what substance is in itself. The only idea we canj
^

form of this supposed absolute turns out to be merely! ^

relative ; that which is above all positive and concrete is]
^'

for our thought destitute of all definite content. In vie-wj

of this startling discrepancy between his presuppositions' ^'

and the result of his reflection, Locke is led at times tell

question 'the very great clearness there is in the doctrine

of substance and accidents,' and asks to be shown * oil
^

what use they are in deciding of questions of philosophy^.'' ^

In particular, he refuses to abandon the view to whicl! ^

he has been led concerning the reality of space, when mel[

with the customary challenge to declare 'whether thisl

space void of body be substance or accident^
' ;

althougl]'| ^

he does not go so far as to say, as Gassendi had already' ^

done, that it is a third kind of being, which is neither the!

"

one nor the other. Again, as we have seen, he traces thcj F

difficulty of understanding how the mind thinks, andl "1

explaining its relation to its ideas, to the current determina- F

tion of the soul as a simple substance; while the comple-i

mentary supposition that our ideas are modifications oj ^'

this substance is declared to be irreconcilable with the ^1

obvious fact of experience that we perceive different and|

inconsistent ideas at the same time^. ^

But, although in these different ways the truth is forced

home upon him that the traditional conceptions of 'sub-i

stance and accident are of little use in philosophy,' he neveil

pronounced these conceptions either invalid or inadequate! ^

for the determination of reality. The emptiness which he!
'"^

finds in our idea of substance is in the end to him only ar'

indication that * the ideas we can attain to by our facultie^ ^\

^ II. 13. 20, 2 II. 13. 17. ' Cf. above, ch. i. § 13, pp. 27-8.
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'are very disproportionate to things themselves^.' But

superior intelligences may be supposed to possess a ' positive,

clear, distinct ' idea of substance, although this is * concealed

from us.' So, notwithstanding the difficulties and apparent

contradictions to which the conception is seen to lead,

he continues to think of reality as composed of a number

of independent substances, and of the mind itself as one

among these.

I
§ 9. An important consequence of Locke's acceptance

• of the traditional ontological scheme must now be noticed.

Reality being conceived as exhaustively comprehended

under the categories of substance and quahty, no place

can be found in it for relations, which are 'prima facie

Qeither the one nor the other. Moreover, the admission

that relations to one another entered into the being of

substances would have been fatal to the self-contained

and independent existence which these were thought to

possess. Accordingly, when relations forced themselves

upon the notice of philosophers, they were conceived as

purely accidental and 'external,' having no basis in the

Qature of their terms
;
while, in the last resort, the attempt

was made to preserve the purity of the doctrine of substance

by declaring them to be merely ideal, and to have no place

at all in the reality of things. While Locke's denial of

the reality of relations is too prominent to be overlooked,

the grounds on which he maintained this position have been

./generally misunderstood. It is not, as Green supposed,

because they cannot be given as units of merely sensible

experience, that Locke declares that relations do not

belong to the reality of things ; but because their admission

would be inconsistent with his strictly ontological pre-

suppositions. They are unreal, because they do not

I ^ IV. 3. 23.
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belong to * things as they are in themselves^.' They are

Vnot contained in the real existence of things' but are

'something extraneous and superinduced^.' And by this

latter expression Locke does not mean that they are an

addition made by the mind to the simple data of Sensation

and Reflection, but that they are 'superinduced to the

substance^.' In explaining this position, he tells us that

whereas a positive name, such as 'man' or 'white' signifies

something which really exists in the things of which the

name can be predicated, a name which connotes a relation

does not do so. It is merely, in the scholastic phraseology

which he adopts, an 'external denomination.'

Moreover, in support of the traditional position, Locke

argues in the traditional manner. 'The nature, therefore,

of relation consists in the referring or comparing two

things one to another; from which comparison one or

both come to be denominated. And if either of those

things be removed, or cease to be, the relation ceases,

and the denomination consequent to it, though the other

receive in itself no alteration at all; e,g, Caius, whom I

consider to-day as a father, ceases to be so to-morrow,

only by the death of his son, without any alteration made

in himself. Nay, barely by the mind's changing the object

to which it compares anything, the same thing is capable

of having contrary denominations at the same time:]

e,g,^ Caius, compared to several persons, may truly be \

said to be older and younger, stronger and weaker, etc.*'

Eut that which can come and go 'without any alteration
k

made in himself,' cannot belong to the being which Caius |'

possesses as a substance; nor can contrary predicates

belong together to his real being. Under the influence of
^

the traditional metaphysics even the relation of father and
;

1 II. 25. I. 2 25. 8. 3 II. 25. 4. * II. 25. 5.
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Dn is regarded as an extrinsical one, which makes no

sal difference to its terms.

But here again, as in the case of substance itself, the

ving force of Locke's own thought runs counter to his

- iherited metaphysics. While he is content to adopt the

Id positions, and repeat the old arguments, concerning

reality which he does not profess to investigate ; as soon

s he approaches the question from the point of view of

nowledge and the ideas which enter into it, the importance

f relations forces itself upon him. Although no place

an be found for relations in the real world as conceived

y the current dogmatism, our ideas of relation are held

• D constitute a distinct class of ideas, co-ordinate with

i liose of substances and modes. Not only so, but it turns

ut that all our ideas, 'when attentively considered,'

: iclude some kind of relation ; while knowledge itself is

othing but a perception of relations among our ideas.

: delations, then, are recognised as everywhere intimately

ivolved in the ideas and knowledge with which the

• '^ssay is directly concerned, notwithstanding the alleged

' loofness from relations of the substances, whose existence

1 the realm of transcendent reality is simply taken for

' ranted. But since knowledge itself is for Locke a repre-

•• entation of reality, it was inevitable that the relations

/hich are essential to knowledge should at times be

transferred to real things themselves. 'Things,' we are

' old, 'agree or disagree as they really are; but we observe
'

t only by our ideas.' And all our ideas of relation have

'foundation' in the things compared, in reference to

" /hich they cannot, therefore, be entirely unreal. There

' 5 thus more than a discrepancy between reality, as

' t is attempted to be conceived in the metaphysics

irhich Locke accepts, and the reality to which our
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ideas refer, and with which our knowledge is found t(

be concerned.

§ 10. The influence upon Locke of the traditiona

scheme of thought extends beyond his general acceptano

of the current view concerning the nature and value 0

the conception of substance, and the doctrine of th<

unreality of relations, which this entails. As soon as h
passes from the consideration of the idea of substance ii

general, and begins to treat of our ideas of particular sub

stances and their kinds, it becomes clear that he is stil

largely under the influence of the scholastic doctrine o

essence. Although he has come to hold that we can knov

nothing of the nature of substance in itself, he accept

without hesitation a theory as to the internal organisatioi

of its qualities which is based upon the presupposition

of scholastic rationalism. Every substance, he thinks|| ^

must have a real essence, from which, could we only knov

it, we could deduce its other and more superficial charac

teristics. This essence signifies 'the very being of anything

whereby it is what it is' and consists of 'the real internal.,

constitution of things, whereon their discoverable qualitie

depend^.' In accordance with the isolating implication!

of the conception of substance, this constitution is declarec

to be something 'which everything has within itself

without any relation to anything without it^.' Had W(

only ideas of these real essences, which substances possesi

in themselves, the 'properties' and even the 'operations

of substances would be seen to flow from them, as th< ^"

properties of a triangle follow from its definition. In tha'

case, indeed, the gulf which according to the Essay separate

the natural from the mathematical sciences would b(

crossed, since the former would be enabled to assume

iiii. 3. 15. 2 III. 6. 6.
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the deductive form of geometry. 'Had we such ideas

Df substances as to know what real constitutions pro-

duce those sensible qualities we find in them, and how
those qualities flowed from thence, we could, by the

specific ideas of their real ess.ences in our own minds, more

:ertainly find out their properties, and discover what

qualities they had or had not, than we can now by our

senses : and to know the properties of gold it would be no

more necessary that gold should exist, and that we should

make experiments upon it, than it is necessary for the

knowing the properties of a triangle, that a triangle

should exist in any matter^.' And among the substances

possessing essences, it must be remembered Locke included

minds, which have 'their proper natures, constitutions

and operations, as well as bodies^.' In controverting the

Cartesian view that thought constitutes this essence, we

even find him appealing for confirmation to the scholastic

principle that essences do not admit of degree^.

Nor is such knowledge for Locke merely an ideal, with

which we may contrast the poverty of our intellectual

possessions. Although it is beyond our reach, it may, as

we have seen, be attained by other finite minds, and must

be ascribed to the Supreme Being. Thus, 'had we such

a knowledge of that constitution of man, from which his

faculties of moving, sensation and reasoning, and other

powers flow, and on which his so regular shape depends,

as it is possible angels have, and it is certain his Maker has,

we should have a quite other idea of his essence than what

Qow is contained in our definition of that species, be it

what it will: and our idea of any individual man would

be as far different from what it is now, as is his who knows

all the springs and wheels and other contrivances within

IV. 6. II. 2 21. 2. ' II. 19. 4.
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of the famous clock at Strasburg, from that which a

gazing countryman has of it, who barely sees the motion

of the hand, and hears the clock strike, and observes only i

some of the outward appearances^.' Jfl

This conception of essence, like that of substance, and^ 2D

like the denial of the reality of relations, is clearly a pre-| I'

supposition which Locke has never thought of calling in J'

question. He knew ' nobody that ever denied the certainty] 2^

of such real essences^,' and he did not think of doing so t

himself. But here, again, the new knowledge could noti

be contained within the old bottles. In a lengthy section] fi^

he develops and illustrates the modern conception of| i

the interdependence of all physical things, which is the

negation of the supposition that the properties of eachj

thing flow from an internal constitution which it 'has' c(

in itself without any relation to anything without it.'' \

With the actual facts in mind, he declares that 'we arei t(

then quite out of the way, when we think that things: i

contain within themselves the qualities that appear to? :

us in them ; and we in vain search for that constitution i

within the body of a fly or an elephant, upon which depend i

those qualities and powers we observe in them....This is' 0

certain : things, however absolute and entire they seem in

themselves, are but retainers to other parts of nature, for

that which they are most taken notice of by us. Their

observable qualities, actions and powers are owing to;

something without them ; and there is not so complete

and perfect a part that we know of nature, which does not

owe the being it has, and the excellencies of it, to its neigh-

bours; and we must not confine our thoughts within the

surface of any body, but look a great deal further, toi

1 III. 6. 3.

2 First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. p. 82.
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comprehend perfectly those qualities that are in it^.' Such

reflections clearly require the rejection of the conception

of material things as self-contained substances, each with

an essence from which all its properties and operations flow,

and from a knowledge of which they could be deduced.

'But Locke refrains from drawing so revolutionary a con-

clusion. As has been pointed out^, he only uses the

above considerations to reinforce his view of the hopeless-

ness of our getting to know the real essences, which sub-

stances are still supposed to possess. The conception of

essence, like that of substance, finds a shelter in the

unknown.

§ II. Having seen Locke's acceptance of the general

conception of essence, we are now in a position to consider

his criticism of the form and application of the doctrine

to which he takes exception. Running through the

greater part of the Third Book of the Essay^ we find a

polemic directed against the theory of substantial forms,

' and its supposed bearing upon the processes of classification

and naming. Holding, for himself, that in the 'proper

original signification of the word,' essences are to be

attributed to individual substances^, Locke recognises that

'essence, in the ordinary use of the word, relates to sorts^.'

Nor has he any quarrel with this conception of essences

of sorts of things. He holds, at least, that 'it is past doubt

there must be some real constitution on which any collec-

tion of simple ideas coexisting must depend^'; and such

a collection of ideas, considered in reference to the parti-

cular instances in which it may exist, is what we mean
by a sort. The question at issue is, therefore, that of

^ IV. 6. II.

2 Norman Smith, Studies in the Cartesian Philosophy^ p. 204, note.

^ in. 3. 15. * III. 6. 4. 5 jij^ 2. 15.
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the nature of these essences of sorts of substances and'

their relation to the process of classification.

The doctrine which Locke opposes assumed that sub-| i

stances, and more particularly those possessing life, have

been fashioned in accordance with a limited number ol ti

objective types or patterns. These constituted the so-called i

substantial forms. Fixed lines of division were, therefore,! I

conceived as running throughout nature, by which thej \-

individual substances which possessed the same form con-j
f

stituted a species or sort. Moreover, to these fixed lines k

of division language was supposed to furnish a clue, a \

general name being primarily the name of one of these tc

'general natures,' in accordance with which particular! is

things have been formed. i

The Schoolmen's 'substantial forms,' Locke regards as|

'wholly unintelligible,' since 'we have scarce so much as t(

any obscure or confused conception in general' as to the!
\

meaning of the term. Real essences, whether of individual! tl

substances or of 'sorts,' can only be understood as con-| l(

sisting in the primary qualities of the insensible particlest o

of which bodies are composed. In this sense we have at d

least a clear ' conception in general' of their nature, although 1{

their constitution in detail is hidden from us. Against| it

the assumption that Nature always works according td I

fixed types, corresponding to the classes represented in i

our familiar terminology, Locke cites the occurrence ol l

monsters and changelings^. Whether there are or not inj \

nature 'prefixed bounds' of species, he is not prepared it

to say. But if there be, he is confident that ' our boundaries
fi

of species are not exactly conformable to those in Nature^.' i

If 'precise and immovable boundaries' of species are 'made tc

by Nature,' they have not at all events been ' establishedj i

1 III. 3. 17. ^ in. 6. 30.
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iby her amongst men^.' It is, then, against the assumption

that our classification of substances can be made with

reference to this purely objective standard that the brunt

of his criticism is directed. For the purpose of 'ranking'

jthings into 'sorts,' real essences cannot be employed by

us, for the simple reason that we do not know them.
* Patterns' of some sort classification does indeed involve;

but these can be nothing but our own abstract ideas. The
f question as to whether a certain substance belongs to a

certain species, only becomes intelligible and capable of

being answered when it is understood as an enquiry as

to whether it corresponds to one of our general ideas, and

is consequently entitled to be called by a certain general

name.

Classification, therefore, must be carried out by reference

to 'nominal essences' or the abstract ideas for which our

general or 'sortal' names stand; and these are 'made by

the mind and not by Nature^.' Instead of being once

for all fixed and rigid, our classes are relative to the degree

of insight which we have obtained into the phenomena of

nature, and must adapt themselves to our growing know-

ledge. While a perfect system of classification of substances

would be made according to 'those qualities which would

best show us their most material differences and agree-

ments,' our immediate needs necessitate a more super-

ficial and provisional division, according to their 'obvious

appearances^.' The subjective and arbitrary element

which classification involves is, however, limited by the

proviso, that in forming ideas of substances we may only

unite qualities which have been actually experienced

together, since only so can we be assured of the reality

of these ideas.

1 III. 6. 27. 2 iij^ 6^ 26. ^ III. 6. 30.
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While Locke's criticism is directed against what he

regarded as an impHcation of scholastic Realism, it must

be observed that his own position cannot be identified with

that of extreme Nominalism. So far from maintaining

that universality attaches exclusively to names, he holds

that 'words become general by being made the signs of

general ideas^.' These general ideas, it is true, are all

declared to be ' particular in their existence,' their generality

consisting in their capacity for representing an indefinite

number of possible existents. And this is a 'capacity

they are put into by the understanding^.' Accordingly,

'general and universal belong not to the real existence

of things, but are inventions and creatures of the under-

standing, made by it for its own use^.' Generality, how-

ever, though it is 'something imperfect, which cannot

exist,' has its foundation in experience and in reaUty. For,

we find, that ' many particular substances are so made by

Nature, that they have agreement and likeness one with

another, and so afford a foundation of being ranked into

sorts^.' Hence, the general idea, that product of the

mind's own workmanship, does not falsify the reality pre-

sented to us in experience, but furnishes an indispensable

instrument for our comprehension of it. This is so,

although, like all instruments, it suffers from defect, and

would have no place in that ideal form of knowledge, at

once concrete and rational, which we cannot possess and

can only dimly divine.

§ 12. As long as the ideal of 'physical' knowledge,

in Locke's wide use of that term, consists in the deduction

of the ' properties and operations ' of a thing from an essence

which belongs to it in itself, it is clear that only a very

1 III. 3. 6. ^ III. 3. II. ^ loc. cit. ^ III. 6. 30.
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mbordinate place can be assigned to the conception

)i causation. Nor could this conception itself remain

anaffected by the dominant mode of thought. In accord-

ance with the presuppositions of conceptional rationalism,

t had been regarded as axiomatic among the Schoolmen,

:hat a cause can give rise to no positive qualifications in

ts effect which it does not itself possess. The whole

-eality of the effect must, it was held, somehow be contained

: n its cause. The relation of God to the material world

;eemed, indeed, to present a serious difficulty on this

,
assumption. For God was conceived as at once immaterial

I md the first cause of the universe. In order to reconcile

• i:he axiom of causation with their theological views, the

• Schoolmen were consequently forced to make a distinction.

; The perfection or reality which characterises the material

A^orld does not, they said, exist in God formaliter, or in

:he same way as it exists in the effect; it is, however,

present eminenter, or in a superior manner, in the purely

spiritual being who is the world's cause.

I Now, both this general doctrine, and the distinction

to which it gave rise, meet us in the Essay, There is,

e Locke considers, a sense in which a thing may be said

, to be 'in its cause^.' It is upon this ground that he argues

J that the Being which we must conceive as existing from

: eternity must possess the characteristic of thinking, and

:onsequently cannot be matter. And in the development

Df the argument, the scholastic position is presented in

its fully developed form. 'Since, therefore, whatsoever

is the first eternal being must necessarily be cogitative;

and whatsoever is first of all things must necessarily contain

^ in it, and actually have, at least, all the perfections that

:an ever after exist ; nor can it ever give to another any

1 II. 23. 9.
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perfection that it hath not, either actually in itself

ii.e, formaliter)^ 'or at least in a higher degree' {i,e, emi-

nenter)^ *it necessarily follows, that the first eternal being!

cannot be matter^.'

§ 13. Finally, if we turn to the idea of God itself,

the same scholastic influence is again easily discernible.

The divine attributes, he tells us, 'do without doubt

contain in them all possible perfection^,' although we can

only conceive their infinity in a negative and quantitative!

manner. Once more he falls back upon the disproportion

between the ideas which we are capable of forming, and

the strictly incomprehensible reality, which we seek toj

determine by means of them. From the same point oJ| i

view, he rejects the scholastic conception of eternity as i

a punctum stans^, and the attempt to distinguish different;
ji

kinds of 'ubiety^,' in order to explain the way in which
I

the soul is present in the body, as 'unintelligible ways! i

of speaking,' by which we merely conceal from ourselves i

our want of ideas concerning a reality which transcendsj
tl

our powers of knowledge. 1 i

!(

^ IV. 10. 10. ^ II. 17. I. ^ II. 17. 16. * II. 23. 21.
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CHAPTER IX

LOCKE AND DESCARTES

§ I. We may take as the starting point of our discus-

sion of the relation of the Essay to the work of Descartes,

Locke's own account of what he owed to the great French-

man. This is contained in his First Letter to StilHngfleet,

who had insinuated a want of originality in the Essay,

and an undue dependence upon Descartes. 'Though

I must always acknowledge to that justly admired gentle-

man, the great obligation of my first deliverance from the

unintelligible way of talking of the philosophy in use in

the Schools in his time, yet I am so far from entitling his

writings to any of the errors or imperfections which are

to be found in my Essay ^ as deriving their original from

him, that I must own to your lordship they were spun

barely out of my own thoughts, reflecting as well as I

could on my own mind, and the ideas I had there ; and were

not, that I know, derived from any other original^.' In

complete agreement with this is the account which Lady

Masham gives, as the result of their conversations. 'The

first books, as Mr Locke himself has told me, which gave

^him a relish of philosophical things, were those of Descartes.

He was rejoiced in reading these, because, though he very

often differed in opinion from this writer, he yet found that

what he said was very intelligible; from whence he was

I ^ Works, vol. IV. pp. 48-9.
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encouraged to think that his not having understoo(

others had possibly not proceeded from a defect in hi

understanding^.' It is thus clear that Locke himsel

definitely attributed his own philosophical awakening t(

the influence of Descartes. But while freely recognisin|

his indebtedness for his emancipation from 'the unintel

ligible way of talking of the philosophy in use in th<

Schools,' and the general value of the stimulus which h
had received from the Cartesian writings, he did not regarc

himself as sharing any considerable body of doctrine ii

common with his intellectual deliverer. On the contrary

he was much more frequently conscious of differences thai

of agreements, between the results of his own thought anc

the system of his predecessor. What he conceived himsel

to owe to Descartes was not a set of principles, but th<

inspiration and example of an 'intelligible' way of dealing

with philosophical questions, standing in sharp contras

with the traditional scholastic methods, which had alreadjj

aroused his disgust.

§ 2. A writer's estimate of his own relation to anothe;

can, of course, never be accepted as final. It often happen

that where the connection is most close and intimate, i"

most easily escapes his notice, just because the though a

of the other has become so completely a living part of th( tc

structure of his own mind. In the present instance, i i

cannot, I think, be doubted that Locke has indicated quit(

correctly at least the primary aspect of his indebtednesi i

to Descartes. He learned from him, in the first place

that it was possible to deal with philosophical question;

in a manner which made throughout a direct appeal t(

the individual's intelligence; and he acquired from hin

^ Lady Masham to Le Clerc, 12th Jan., 1705-6. Quoted in Fox Bourne*

Lije oj John Locke^ vol. i. pp. 61-2. ^
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the conception of a form of knowledge which was com-

pletely satisfying, by virtue of its perfect clarity and intel-

.ectual necessity, while at the same time capable of

advancing to new truths with the force of demonstration.

The passage we have quoted from the controversy with

Stillingfleet indicates, however, a further relation, even

in its very repudiation of a more specific dependence.

•For though Descartes could not be held responsible for

anything that Locke might ' spin out of his own thoughts,'

as the result of his * reflection upon his own mind and the

ideas he found there,' it can hardly be doubted that the

whole conception of 'ideas' as the proper objects of know-

ledge is Cartesian in origin. In fact, the general point of

v^iew from which the enquiry of the Essay is carried on,

and many of its special doctrines, must be regarded as

having their historical basis in the Cartesian treatment

Df self-consciousness. Without the influence of the Car-

tesian view of knowledge and the Cartesian conception

f self-consciousness, it is not too much to say that the

Essay y as we know it, would never have been written. At

: the same time, we shall find that the way in which Locke

develops the view of knowledge which he found in Des-

cartes, and the very different use to which he puts the

conception of self-consciousness, sufl^ice to negative at

once the suggestion of any want of originality in his

• fundamental positions. So freely, indeed, does he trans-

form the Cartesian principles, that the existence of any

positive relation of dependence upon them has frequently

been ignored by the historian of philosophy, and the

positions of Descartes and Locke have been set in anti-

thetical opposition to each other.

§ 3. Whatever similarity we may find in certain

respects between Locke's conception of knowledge and that
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of Descartes, there was at all events a profound difference

in the point of view and purpose with which they approached

its consideration; a difference, moreover, which affected

their whole treatment of the subject. Descartes was

above all a system-builder, to whose temper the critical

attitude of Locke was entirely foreign. Important as isi

the place which is occupied by the theory of knowledge

in his philosophy, its treatment is only preUminary and

subordinate to the actual construction of the system.

While insisting that the foundation of well-grounded

certainty is only to be reached by the attempt to rendei

doubt universal, he held that doubt had served its purpose!

when it had laid bare the fundamental truth of the existence

of self. The process of doubting, as he says, is one which

we have to go through ' once in our Hfe^.' Having obtained!

his indubitable starting-point, what he sought above alli

in his consideration of knowledge was to discover the true

method by means of which a connected system of know-

ledge might be reared upon it. Assuming that the unity

of the knowing mind must be reflected in the structure

of knowledge, there must, he thought, be some one method

by the use of which knowledge may be extended in newj

directions, whatever its subject-matter may be. And this

method, by following which the path of discovery will

become easy and smooth, he was convinced he had foundJ i

Henceforth the enquirer may proceed in perfect confidence, ^

and without further reflections on the instrument, to
\

construct the system of knowledge. Nothing could have
p

been further from his thought than the necessity or even ti

the possibility of a criticism of categories. No difficulties! i

or obscurities lurked for him in such conceptions as sub- oi

stance or causality, which were accepted as deliverances!

^ Principles of Philosophy^ Part i. § i. Of. beginning of Meditation i.
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3f the ^natural light,' the vaHdity and adequacy of which

"or the determination of the real no doubt could assail,

j

Very different, we know, was Locke's conception of

hds problem. The attempt to furnish a new method of

'knowledge he expressly repudiates. His aim, he declares,

was 'not to teach the world a new way of certainty...but

to endeavour to show wherein the old and only way of

certainty consists^.' And hence the relation of his under-

taking to the actual extension of scientific knowledge is

much more modestly conceived. He has no thought of

instructing 'a Boyle or a Sydenham,' 'the great Huygenius,'

or 'the incomparable Mr Newton,' as to the method they

should employ in their investigations, but holds that 'it

is ambition enough to be employed as an under-labourer

in clearing the ground a little, and removing some of the

rubbish that lies in the way to knowledge^.' Leaving to

others the attempt to extend the actual bounds of know-

ledge, he would seek by a process of systematic reflection

to ascertain its nature and possible extent. Instead of

seeking a method which, once discovered, will enable

us to proceed dogmatically, he proclaims the need of

criticism.

There is, indeed, one passage in the Regulae in which

Descartes seems almost verbally to anticipate Locke's

formulation of his problem. Though attention has been

called to it by Kuno Fischer and others, it will be well to

quote it at length. 'Now there does not arise here any

problem the solution of which is of greater importance

than that of determining the nature of human knowledge

and how far it extends ; two points which we combine into

one and the same enquiry, which it is necessary first of

^ Third Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. p. 459.
^ Essay, The Epistle to the Reader.
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all to consider in accordance with the rules given above.

This is a question which one must face once in one's life,

if one has ever so slight a love of truth, since it embraces

the whole of method, and as it were the true instruments

of knowledge. Nothing seems to me to be more absurd

than to discuss with boldness the mysteries of nature,

the influence of the stars, and the secrets of the future,

without having once asked whether the human mind is

competent to such enquiries^.' But even in this passage

which so closely adumbrates Locke's statement of his

problem, there is a striking difference of spirit from that

in which the Essay was composed. The question which

is here recommended to each man for consideration 'once

in his life' became for Locke the subject of a lifelong study,

a satisfactory comprehension of which could only be hoped

for as the result of a laborious and detailed investigation.

The diiference cannot be better illustrated than by com-

paring the extract just given from Descartes with the

following passage written by Locke in 1677, some six

years after the inception of the Essay, 'It would be of

great service to us to know how far our faculties can

reach, that so we might not go about to fathom

where our line is too short; to know what things are the

proper objects of our enquiries and understanding, and

where it is we ought to stop and launch out no further,

for fear of losing ourselves or our labour. This, perhaps,

is an enquiry of as much difficulty as any we shall find in

our way of knowledge, and fit to be resolved by a man
when he is come to the end of his study, and not to be

proposed to one at his setting out; it being properly the

result to be expected after a long and diligent research,

to determine what is knowable and what not; and

^ Regulae ad directionem ingenii, viii.
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''aot a question to be resolved by the guesses of one

who has scarce yet acquainted himself with obvious

truths. I shall, therefore, at present suspend the thoughts

I have had upon this subject, which ought maturely to

- be considered of^.'

§ 4. But, opposed in spirit and intention as is Locke's

• investigation of knowledge to that of Descartes, his account

^ of what constitutes knowledge takes as its starting point

the Cartesian view of its nature. It was, indeed, inevitable

^ that a thinker at all in touch with the contemporary

^ progress in science should find his ideal of knowledge in

^ the rational systems of truth of which the mathematical

^ sciences were the most perfect, if not the only examples

;

:) but Descartes was at all events the first to attempt to

^ develop a general theory of knowledge from this point

of view. And not only so, but the accounts which they

• give of this intellectually satisfying rational knowledge are

i in many respects similar. The difficulty of determining

^ how far Locke's views on this subject were formed under

i the direct influence of Descartes is increased by the fact

3 that the closest resemblances between the two appear

^ when we compare Locke's position with the exposition of

v Descartes' views contained in the Regulae ad directionem

i ingenii, an unfinished fragment, which was only published

in 1 701, fifty-one years after the death of Descartes, and

), eleven years after the first appearance of the Essay concern-

^ ing Human Understanding. The exposition which is there

n given of the Cartesian conception of knowledge, and of the

e proper method of pursuing it, is indeed on the whole only a

e more detailed and complete account of the view which finds

/expression in the better known and earlier published works

i of its author. It is, however, not impossible that during

^ From a paper entitled 'Study during a Journey,' Lord King, p. 106.

t
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Locke's prolonged residence on the continent, with its %

opportunities for intercourse with members of the Cartesian! :

School, he may have been indirectly influenced by the I

more elaborate but unpublished account of the views oi t

its founder. \\

However this may be, we find Descartes, in the work t:

in question, applying the term ' intuition ' to the mental
1

2;

function by which we apprehend the perfectly clear and f

distinct conceptions and self-evident principles of reason, w

which constitute for him the simple constituents of our 01

knowledge ; a use of the term which he notices as novel, tl

Again, the 'deduction' of the Regulae is indistinguishable
j c(

from the ' demonstration ' of the Essay ^ each being conceived ai

as consisting of a connected chain of intuitions. Not only K

is the way the same in which the relation of the two ji

forms of knowledge to each other is described by the two \

writers, but we find in Descartes the same inconsistency as i

regards the absolute certainty of deduction which we have w

already noticed in Locke. At one time he writes of both
oi

intuition and deduction as incapable of error; while
0!

elsewhere an inferior degree of certitude is assigned toj
oi

the latter, in view of its complex character and its
cf

dependence upon memory.
|

D

§ 5. But if, as we seem forced to recognise, Locke's i

view of the general nature of scientific knowledge,!
si

including his conception of intuition as the sole source y

of certainty and of its relation to demonstration, is duei
fc

directly or indirectly to the influence of Descartes ; it
tc

must be added that he did not merely receive, but rendered (}i

more definite, and modified and developed in new direc-l \

tions, the Cartesian doctrine. In the first place, there is anj
^\

almost studied carelessness in the terms used by Descartesj
op

to designate the general nature of the contents of intuition,
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which are spoken of indifferently as 'simple natures,'

'conceptions' or 'notions,' 'propositions' or 'principles.'

This vagueness in their designation^may perhaps be regarded

as connected with the peculiar Cartesian view which attri-

buted the affirmation or denial which constitutes judgment

ito the will, the understanding being restricted to the

apprehension of the ideal contents involved in the judgment.

For, while the understanding is defined as the faculty by
which we apprehend ideas, without making any affirmation

or denial, its function is regarded as extending beyond

that of the contemplation of single ideas. It 'proposes'

connections to the will, and 'inclines' that faculty to the

affirmation or denial which it is itself unable to make.

Nay, 'the minds of all have been so impressed by nature

as spontaneously to assent to whatever is clearly perceived

by the understanding^.' Thus, the full function of the

understanding exceeds the formation of isolated concepts,

while falling short of judgment. With Locke, on the

other hand, the role assigned to intuition is definitely that

of grasping necessary connections between the contents

of different ideas, while the act of judgment is itself con-

ceived as a function of understanding. The fact that

Descartes at times speaks of ideas as 'true,' though recog-

nising that in themselves they are incapable of falsity,

signifies that he had not definitely abandoned the theory

which finds the primary form of knowledge in the concept

for the view advanced by Locke, according to which it is only

to be found in the judgment. It is not, therefore, surprising

that Locke should have regarded his own definition of

knowledge as something novel, which even the writer to

whom his general conception of knowledge admittedly

owed most had failed to anticipate. 'Nobody that I ever

% ^ Principles of Philosophy^ Part i. § 43.
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met with,' he tells us, 'had in their writings particularly

set down wherein the act of knowing precisely consisted^.' ^'

And of Descartes he specifically declares that he did not

* place certainty in the perception of the agreement or

disagreement of ideas^.'
j

F'

§ 6. The hesitation in Descartes between the view'

which accepts concepts as the primary data of knowledge, ^\

and that which maintains that the very simplest item of '

knowledge involves a judgment, has a distinctly prejudicial* ^

effect upon the actual working of his method. Its results i

^

are seen in the tendency to accept mere conceivability as

the criterion of truth, in place of the apprehension of

necessary connection, to which Descartes inclined in his ' ^

better moments, and upon which Locke insisted. Thus,
;

according to Descartes, it is 'sufficient to assure us that two :

^

substances are really mutually distinct, if only we are able ^

clearly and distinctly to conceive the one of them without! ^

the other^.' Since he can ' in thought exclude from himself ^

every other substance, whether thinking or extended,' i

^'

it is to him ' certain that each of us thus considered is really ^

distinct from every other thinking and corporeal sub-

stance^.' Equally loose and unsatisfactory, in Locke's ;

^'

view, was the complementary tendency to regard an "

inability to conceive the nature and manner of existence ^

of anything as a sufficient ground for denying its actuality ^

or possibility. To all such easy roads to truth, Locke's ^

attitude is expressed in the words applied by him to a
|

'

particular instance of this procedure. 'This, I am afraid, ^

is to be sure without proofs, and to know without per- '

ceiving^.' I

^

1 Second Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. p. 143. I

2 Third Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. p. 362.
]

3 Principles of Philosophy, Part i. § 60. * loc. cit.
'

.

6 II. I. 18.
'
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I

§ 7. The advance made in Locke's general conception

of knowledge becomes more marked when we notice his

insistence on the distinction between the synthetic con-

nections, which constitute the content of 'instructive'

propositions, and the merely analytic relations, which are

set forth in those which are 'trifling.' For, although

Descartes, in contrasting his own conception of deduction

with the syllogism, objects to the latter that its function is

limited to the exposition of what we know already, and

that it is consequently incapable of yielding any new truth,

he never really grasped the distinction between an analytic

and a synthetic procedure of thought. That 'a triangle

is bounded by three sides' was to him as valuable a

revelation of intuition as any in mathematics, and he

was always best pleased when he thought he had exhibited

a fundamental axiom in a form the denial of which would

involve a contradiction in terms. Thus Descartes, and to

a still greater extent his followers, constantly gave expres-

sion to the view that knowledge is to be obtained by an

analytical manipulation of concepts.

§ 8. We have seen, so far, that Locke's account of

scientific knowledge differed from that of Descartes in

its clearer recognition of the judgment as the unit of

knowledge, and in its rejection of merely analytic judgments

as 'trifling.' We reach a still more profound difference

in Locke's view of the limitation of rational or scientific

knowledge. Regarding it as axiomatic that all knowledge

must conform to a single type, Descartes had identified

knowledge with the content of clear and distinct thought,

and had sought to eliminate from its final form all

reference to the dim and obscure region of sense-experience.

Against this theory of the purely rational constitution of

knowledge, Locke sets his theory of a duality of type
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in our knowledge, which we cannot transcend. So far

from laying bare to our gaze the innermost nature of being,

rational or scientific knowledge is, he maintains, restricted

to the contemplation of the relations of our abstract ideas,

and is incapable of giving us a knowledge of real existence.

For that we must appeal to the experience which Descartes

had despised, even though in doing so we may be obliged

to sacrifice the form of intellectually transparent cognition,

and in the end find ourselves only in superficial contact

with reahty at particular points.

§ 9. Having noticed the general relation of Locke's

conception of what constitutes knowledge to that of

Descartes, we may illustrate the difference of view by an

examination of the passages in Locke's writings which

are expressly directed against some of the leading positions

in the Cartesian system. We shall find that his criticism

is primarily based upon his view of the inadequacy and

vicious nature of the Cartesian logic. However 'intel-

ligible' he might find the writings of Descartes, the Car-

tesian method seemed to him to show only a partial escape

from the toils of Scholasticism. It implied that the

nature of real being could be determined by a purely

abstract process of thought. Seeking to decide questions

of matter of fact without reference to experience, its

demonstrations' are found to consist of analyses of pre-

supposed conceptions or definitions, in which the question

at issue is simply begged.

These objections of method are clearly implied in

Locke's criticism of Descartes' use of the ontological

argument, to which attention has already been called^.

Existence, he urges, is only * supposed' and not * proved'

1 Cf. above, ch. vii. § 14.
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in that argument. Nor, he proceeds, can it be proved by

any amount of consideration of our ideas. 'Real existence

scan be proved only by real existence' ; and our knowledge

of existence, upon which alone a proof of existence can

• be based, must be derived from experience of some kind.

The same objections will be found to underlie Locke's

criticism of the two fundamental Cartesian positions to

which exception is taken in the Essay ; viz. (i) that thought

is the essence of mind
; (2) that extension is the essence of

body or material substance.

§ 10. Having secured the starting-point of his Meta-

physics by means of the Cogito ergo sum, Descartes at

once applied to the thinker, whose existence he found

to be indubitable, the current conceptions of substance

and essence. What the act of thought revealed to us was,

he declared, the existence of a substance of which thought

was the essence or fundamental quality. And since a

substance could not exist without its essence, this carried

with it the conclusion that the mind is always thinking.

'Thought,' too, it must be remembered, meant for Des-

! cartes, thought which was conscious of itself. The diffi-

culties in which Descartes and his followers inevitably

became entangled, when they attempted to explain the

familiar experience of sleep, or the hypothetical soul-life

' of the unborn infant, in accordance with this a priori

position, offered an easy target for Locke's criticism

and ridicule. With this, however, we are not here

concerned, but with the way in which Locke brings his

conception of the nature and conditions of knowledge

to bear upon the question. To him, the contention that

the mind always thinks, was not only unfounded, but was

of the very kind which his theory had shown to be intrinsi-

I

cally incapable of justification, viz., a universal statement
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concerning matter of fact. As such it could obtain a sui

warrant neither from experience nor from the considera-' k

tion of our abstract ideas. Let us take first the evidence it

of experience. 'We know certainly, by experience, that we ^

sometimes think ; and thence draw this infallible conse-
|

f

quence, that there is something in us that has a power ffi

to think. But whether that substance perpetually thinks ffl

or no, we can be no further assured than experience l«

informs us^.' The deliverance of experience being thus tl

limited, let us see what can be effected when the appeal \
ex

is made to abstract thought. The statement that the :
lii

soul always thinks is not, Locke declares, a self-evident ;

Tl

proposition^. And when he examines the Cartesian attempt ; \

to exhibit it as a content of clear and distinct thought, he
j

to

finds that this consists in the question-begging derivation
\
i

of the proposition from a presupposed conception, or defini-
j

si|

tion of the soul's nature. 'To say that actual thinking is ! fe(

essential to the soul and inseparable from it, is to beg
i

what is in question, and not to prove it by reason^.' Or, \
tl

as he elsewhere contemptuously exclaims, with reference oi

to the Cartesian position, ' it is but defining the soul to ti

be "a substance that always thinks" and the business is ol

done*.' We may indeed, he allows, frame hypotheses i i

concerning matters of fact which lie beyond the range of
\

I)

actual experience, although such hypotheses are from the
j

c

nature of the case incapable of demonstration and can at i

best only possess a certain degree of probability. But such
|

ol

hypotheses, he maintains, must be based on the results of
|

w

observation, and framed on the analogy of our experience. \

The Cartesians, he complains, instead of doing this, seek I is

to determine matters of fact by their abstract conceptions,
|

it

though these are in truth but ungrounded hypotheses or
I

tl

^ II. I. 10. * loc. cit. ' loc. cit. * II. I. 19.
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suppositions. *It is doubted whether I thought all last

night or no. The question being about a matter of fact,

it is begging it to bring, as a proof for it, an hypothesis

which is the very thing in dispute
;
by which way one may

prove anything; and it is but supposing that all watches,
* whilst the balance beats, think, and it is sufficiently proved

and past doubt that my watch thought all last night. But

he that would not deceive himself ought to build his hypo-

thesis on matter of fact, and make it out by sensible

experience, and not presume on matter of fact, because of

his hypothesis, that is, because he supposes it to be so^.'

The same objection to the Cartesian procedure is expressed

again when he declares that *he that will suffer himself

to be informed by observation and experience, and not

make his own hypothesis the rule of nature, will find few

signs of a soul accustomed to much thinking in a new-

born child 2.'

§ II. Similar objections of method are urged against

the Cartesian contention that extension is the essence

of body or material substance, and that consequently a

vacuum is impossible. Here again he finds the Cartesians

offering a mere analysis of conceptions or definitions, as a

means of determining a question of fact. 'He that, with

Descartes, shall frame in his mind an idea of what he

calls '*body" to be nothing but extension, may easily

demonstrate that there is no vacuum, x.^., no space void

of body, by this maxim, "What is, is." For, the idea to

which he annexes the name "body" being bare extension,

his knowledge that space cannot be without body is cer-

tain^.' But, as he goes on to point out, the futility of

such procedure becomes apparent when we consider that

the contradictory proposition can just as easily and as well

II. I. 10. 2 I, 21. ^ IV. 7. 12.
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be 'demonstrated' by this method. 'If another should

come and make to himself another idea, different from

Descartes', of the thing, which yet with Descartes he calls

by the same name, "body," and make his idea, which he

expresses by the name "body," to be of a thing that hath

both extension and solidity together; he will as easily

demonstrate that there may be a vacuum, or space without

body, as Descartes demonstrated the contrary^.' In the

denial of the possibility of a vacuum, as in the assertion

that the soul always thinks, Locke finds an attempt to

determine matters of fact in an altogether illegitimate

way, by means of abstract thought; the Cartesian con-

tention, in the last resort, resolving itself into the mere
;

assumption that space is always filled space, 'a supposed

matter of fact, which experiment can never make out^.'

Locke is not satisfied, however, with pointing out the

fallacious nature of the Cartesian procedure, but proceeds

to adduce arguments in favour of a different view of the

relation of extension to body. In addition to extension,

body, he maintains, involves solidity, by which it fills or

occupies space, and absolutely resists the entrance of any

other body into the portion of space which it occupies.

Moreover, he urges, the parts of 'pure space' are insepar-

able, even in thought, and incapable of movement; by

which characteristics our idea of space is further dis-

tinguished from that of body.

Having thus brought out the difference between the

two ideas, Locke proceeds to argue against the Cartesian

contention, that since extension is merely an attribute of

material substance, empty space is an impossibility. He
appeals, in the first place, to the assumed finiteness of the

material universe, beyond which space must be conceived

^ IV. 7. 13. 2 II. 13. 22.
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as stretching to infinity. The Cartesians are accordingly

presented with the dilemma, that they 'must either own

that they think body infinite, though they are loth to

speak it out, or else affirm that space is not body^.' But

the former alternative is one which 'no one will affirm^,'

the supposition of an 'abyss of infinite matter' being,

indeed, 'the most absurd and most incomprehensible of

all others^.' Another argument is drawn from the abstract

possibility of the annihilation of a portion of matter, while

surrounding bodies remain at rest. The argument, how-

ever, to which Locke attaches most importance is that

which infers the existence of empty space as a necessary

condition of the possibility of movement.

In so far as Locke assumes that the Cartesian position

involves a complete identification of our ideas of body

and space, it must be confessed that he does his opponents

less than justice, for, while denying any real difference

between body and space, Descartes and the more careful

of his followers had allowed that there is a difference in

our manner of conceiving them. For, as they observed,

we regard the same portion of space as successively occu-

pied by different bodies^. This difference, indeed, they

could only conceive, in accordance with their rationalistic

bias, as that between a class and its members. The unity

of space was, therefore, declared to be generic.

Nor does any particular importance or originality

,
attach to Locke's arguments in favour of the reality of

empty space. Two at least of them were commonplaces

jin the discussion of the subject; while Locke's favourite

^argument, that without empty space movement would

be impossible, involves a petitio principit, when urged

i ^ II. 13. 21. ^ loc. cit. ^ II. 23. 27.

* Cf. Descartes, Principles of Philosophy, Part ii. §§ 10-12.
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against the Cartesian view. For it derives its whole force

from the tacit assumption that matter ultimately consists

of discrete and absolutely solid parts ; whereas Descartes

had regarded matter as possessing the continuity which

characterises its essential attribute, extension.

§ 12. We must now turn from the consideration and

illustration of the relation of Locke's general conception

of knowledge to that of Descartes, to an examination of the

influence exerted upon his position by the Cartesian con-

ception of self-consciousness. We have already seen that

he follows Descartes in declaring that the certainty of

the existence of self is involved in every act of thought,

and that the knowledge of existence thus obtained is

intuitive. Indeed the uniqueness of this implication of

being in thought is of even greater importance for Locke

than for Descartes. For to the latter the ontological

argument afforded a second direct point of connection

between thought and being, which we have seen Locke

expressly rejected.

Again, we are certainly justified in seeing the influence

of Descartes in the presupposition which Locke accepts as

axiomatic, needing neither discussion nor defence, that

apart from the unique presence of the mind to itself, and

the cognisance of self which results therefrom, the only

immediate objects of the understanding are 'ideas';

while these ideas are apprehended by the mind to which

they are present as signs or representations of a world of

things beyond it. For while the dualism of mind and

external reality underlying this conception, and the theory

of representative perception which it involves, are both

older than Descartes, the form in which they appear in

Locke bears the unmistakeable stamp of that master.
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§13. But while in the ways j ust indicated the Cartesian

conception of self-consciousness helped to determine two

of the fundamental positions of Locke's theory of know-

ledge, a still more important influence remains to be indi-

cated. It was by a transformation of the Cartesian con-

ception of self-consciousness that Locke reached what is

most peculiar and distinctive in his own method. In the

Cogito ergo sum a priority had been assigned to our know-

ledge of the conscious subject as compared with that of

the objective universe. To Descartes, however, this priority

had been little more than an incidental device of method.

With the interpretation of thought as the essence of a

mental substance the point of view shifts to that of dogmatic

realism, for which self-consciousness is merely the leading

characteristic of a particular kind of real being. That

Locke's own theory of consciousness is not free from

elements of a similar realism we have already recognised.

While refusing to follow Descartes in regarding thought

as the essence of mind, he admits the necessity of referring

it as an activity to a substance beyond experience. It

remains true, nevertheless, that in the Essay the attempt

was made for the first time to work out a theory of know-

ledge from the standpoint of conscious experience. Instead

of adopting the point of view of the conscious subject as a

temporary expedient, destined to be superseded as soon

as the foundations of his system had been laid, Locke

sought to make it the permanent centre from which his

survey of the whole contents of knowledge should be

taken. And profound as is the difference between Des-

cartes' dogmatic interpretation of self-consciousness and

Locke's employment of it as the vantage-ground for a

critical examination of knowledge, its treatment by Locke

has its roots in the work of his predecessor. The very
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conception of the 'historical' plain method, which seeks

to investigate the functions of mind in knowledge, without

troubling itself to examine 'wherein its essence consists,'

or to consider the relation of mental to physical facts,

would have been impossible had not Descartes once for

all shown that consciousness possesses positive features of
j

its own, which enable it to be conceived without confusion

with the characteristics of physical reality, and which,

indeed, absolutely preclude the ascription to it of those

spacial determinations which necessarily pertain to physical

existence.

§ 14. Taking then his stand upon the ground of 1

conscious experience, which Descartes had indicated but

had not sought permanently to occupy, Locke finds him-

self in a position from which the dogmatic pretensions of
j

the system of his predecessor are still further discredited. :

Not only are we unable to determine the essence of

material and mental substances by a process of abstract
j

thought, but a knowledge of the real essences of sub-

stances is found to be an ideal which is for ever

beyond our grasp. Our ideas of matter and mind turn

out from this new point of view to be alike 'super-
[

ficial'; our idea of body being only that of 'an extended I

solid substance, capable of communicating motion by

impulse,' while that of spirit is the idea of 'a substance

that thinks and has a power of exciting motion in body

by will or thought^.' These 'primary qualities or pro-

perties' of body and of spirit experience reveals to us,

but of the inner nature and manner of operation of each

we are entirely in the dark. In place of two substances

from whose clearly defined essences the whole of their
|

further determinations are conceived as deducible, body^

1 II. 23. 22.
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j2sx^ mind are qrd^^knowable as objects of a partial and

therefore imperfect experience. Further, as we have

also seen, since the idea of substance is in both cases

alike merely that of 'a supposed I-know-not-what ' to

which the attributes revealed in experience are referred,

we cannot set aside the possibility that one and the same

substratum or substantial basis may be involved, both in that

which we experience as solid and extended and in our own
conscious life. There is, he maintains, ' no contradiction in

it that the first eternal thinking Being should, if he pleased,

give to certain systems of created senseless matter, put

together as he thinks fit, some degrees of sense, perception

and thought-^.' Whether he has done so or not is a matter

which we cannot settle 'by the contemplation of our own
ideas,' and concerning which we may never be able to

attain to knowledge.

That in opposing the dogmatic determination of the

soul as an immaterial substance, on the ground that 'it

becomes the modesty of philosophy not to pronounce

magisterially, where we want that evidence that can

produce knowledge^,' Locke had the procedure of Des-

cartes specially in view, is evident from a passage in his

Third Letter to Stillingfleet. He there declares that he

knows 'nobody before Descartes that ever pretended to

show that there was any contradiction^' in the sup-

position that the power of thinking may be bestowed

upon a material substance. To the Cartesian hypothesis,

according to which a mental and a material substance have

been in some unexplained manner united in the individual

human being, an incidental reference is also made. It is,

he remarks, 'in respect of our notions, not much more

remote from our comprehension to conceive that God
^ IV. 3. 6. 2 jQf-^ (.{i^ 3 ff^orks^ vol. IV. p. 469.
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can, if he pleases, superadd to matter a faculty of thinking,

than that he should superadd to it another substance with

the faculty of thinking^.' _
If then Locke failed to find in his new point of view

a positive solution of the difficulties concerning the relation

of the mental and the material, it at least sufficed to destroy

the pretensions of opposing dogmatisms. So, too, although

Locke, like Descartes, begins by taking for granted the

current categories for the interpretation of the real, they

have not for him the same fixity and rigidity as for his

predecessor, but inevitably, as we have seen, tend to be

disintegrated or transformed when regarded from the

point of view of conscious experience.

§ 15. The difference between Locke's and Descartes'

use of the principle of self-consciousness shows itself, in

another way, when we compare the accounts which they

give of the nature of conscious process. Here, as else-

where, there is an initial community of doctrine of a kind

which shows the dependence of Locke upon his predecessor.

For him, as for Descartes, consciousness necessarily involves

self-consciousness, though neither thinker is able to main-

tain this position with perfect consistency. Descartes is

obliged to forget it, in the interest of his metaphysical

positions; at times Locke tends to ignore it, in the

pursuit of some piece of psychological analysis. Again,

for both thinkers this principle carries with it the

identification of mental activity with volition, and as a

consequence of this, the passivity of the understanding in

relation to ideas which it does not consciously fashion for

itself. Locke, too, follows Descartes in his ultimate classi-

fication of mental functions under the two heads of

1 IV. 3. 6.
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'perception' and 'willing,' the operations respectively of

'understanding' and 'will^.'

I
When, however, we come to the treatment in detail

of the contents of the mind, the differences between the

two interpretations of self-consciousness show themselves

in a marked way. Having attributed self-consciousness

ras its essence to an immaterial substance, Descartes is led,

f in the first instance, to limit the operations of the mind to

^ the function of pure thought, as distinguished from sense-

perception and imagination. For the latter depend upon

physical conditions and cannot, therefore, belong to the

essence of an immaterial being. Pure thought, on the

other hand, must be conceived as exercised apart from the

influence of anything in our bodily state. As the result

of this abstract limitation of the sphere of self-conscious-

ness, the fullness of the content of concrete experience is

excluded from the Cartesian conception of mind. The very

existence of sense-perceptions, appetites and emotions,

. becomes an inexplicable anomaly; belonging, as they do,

neither to the mind nor to extended substance, but arising

from a union of the two which, upon Cartesian principles,

is theoretically impossible. It is not, however, to the

contradictions involved in the Cartesian position that we
would here draw attention, but to the obstacles which

it placed in the way of the rise of an empirical psychology,

which should take the processes of conscious experience

I

as such for its field of investigation. The function of

'pure' thought did not easily lend itself to psychological

description or analysis
;
while, with reference to the obscure

i phenomena which arose from the union of mind and body,

attention was naturally concentrated mainly upon the

psycho-physical problem. Accordingly, the explanations

^ II. 6. 2; cf. Descartes' Principles of Philosophyy Part i. §32.
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which Descartes has to offer of the facts of sense-perception,

imagination and memory, consist of elaborate hypotheses

concerning the physical processes involved in them, sup-

plemented by a reference to the mysterious operation by

which the mind ' turned itself towards ' the final member of

the physical series. By this act the contents of sense-

perception and imagination are supposed to be taken up

into self-consciousness, though they inevitably remain a

foreign element, which it cannot completely assimilate.

While, then, the Cogito ergo sum placed in a strong light

the reaHty of the mental life, the metaphysical interpreta-

tion of self-consciousness prevented this from being made
the subject of serious study. Though designed for another

purpose, the prosecution of the 'historical plain method'

at once made it possible to do justice to the concrete

fullness of experience and laid the foundations of modern

psychology.

§ 1 6. The difference between Descartes' view of mind

and that of Locke finds its final and most famous expression

in the opposition between the Cartesian theory of innate

ideas and Locke's theory of the origin of ideas in experience.

This conflict of opinion, however, is not, as is often supposed,

a primary and ultimate divergence of view, but is itself

a further consequence of their different ways of regarding

and treating the self-consciousness which is for both the

starting-point of philosophy. Not only so, but the theory

of innate ideas occurs in Descartes in two distinct forms,

one of which is the outcome of his abstract theory of

self-consciousness as identical with pure thought, while

the other results from the more concrete view of its nature,

towards which he was driven by the facts of sense-experi-

ence. The theory in both its forms rests upon the view

that thought is the essence of mind. In its first and more
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familiar form the theory of innate ideas meets us in the

Meditations, where ideas are divided into three classes

with reference to their origin. These are (i) 'innate'

ideas, which have their origin in the very constitution of

the mind itself, or of our faculty of thought: (2) 'adventi-

tious ' ideas, which are produced in the mind by the opera-

tion of external things; and (3) 'factitious' ideas, due to

the mind's own voluntary activity. The important point,

of course, is the ground of distinction between (i) and (2).

To the class of innate ideas are referred all those clear and

distinct ideas which are the objects of pure thought. For,

the faculty of pure thought constituting the essence of

the mind, its ideas cannot be received from without.

More particularly Descartes argues, and upon this argument

he lays great stress, that these ideas being universal cannot

be due to corporeal motions, since these are always par-

ticular. Experience, indeed, may be needed to serve as

the occasion on which the mind brings forth from itself

these riches, which it previously contained only virtually,

but they can be in no sense produced by experience.

But, as we have seen, Descartes found it impossible

to adhere consistently to his wholly abstract view of self-

consciousness. Room had to be found within the mind

somewhere, and at whatever sacrifice, for the data of

sense-experience; and with their inclusion in the mind

the theory of innate ideas had also to extend its bounds.

In however equivocal a form, the mental nature of the data

of sensation had in the last resort to be admitted, and as

mental they could not really be produced by anything

that took place in a second and inferior substance, the

body. Accordingly, Descartes is in the end somewhat

reluctantly brought to the view, that even the ideas of

sense must be 'natural' to the mind, or 'innate'; the
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bodily condition only serving to determine the time at

which ideas shall be formed, while their intrinsic nature

depends entirely on our faculty of thought, in which they

must have been virtually present all along. Upon this

second view, therefore, instead of innate ideas forming a

special class of ideas, innateness is a characteristic which

belongs to all ideas as such.

§ 17. In an earHer chapter the view has been put for-

ward that the argument of the First Book of the Essay was

primarily directed against the adherents of the scholastic

method, who found in a theory of innate principles the

basis they needed for their employment of the syllogism.

At the same time, it was suggested that the Cartesian

doctrine was also regarded by Locke as within the range

of his criticism. We must now consider in more detail

the justification for this view, in so far as it refers to

Descartes.

That the polemic had not the Cartesian position

primarily in view appears from the fact that it is with

'innate principles/ and not innate 4deas,' that the argument

as a whole is concerned. Locke even tells us that if the

upholders of the theory had realised that without innate

ideas there can be no innate principles, 'they would not,

perhaps, have been so forward to believe' in the existence

of the latter^. This remark, by itself, is sufficient to

refute the supposition that the polemic is primarily

directed against the Cartesians. Again, the theory

as it appears in Descartes is not bound up with the

crude appeal to 'universal consent,' with which it is

directly connected by Locke. On the other hand, the

distinction between 'ideas' and 'principles' was not,

as we have seen, clearly drawn by Descartes, and

1 1. 4. I.
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the denial of innate ideas is itself an essential part of

Locke's argument. Moreover, as has already been pointed

out, the contrast which we find in the Essay between

innate and 'adventitious' ideas seems to be directly drawn

from the first form of the Cartesian theory. It is, of course,

in this form that the theory is directly exposed to Locke's

attack, and there is no evidence that he was av/are that

when pushed Descartes had been obHged to admit that

for him all ideas must be innate. On the contrary, when

Locke argues that ' if the capacity of knowing be the natural

impression contended for, all the truths a man ever comes

to know will by this account be everyone of them innate^,'

this conclusion is put forward as an inference of his own

from the alleged premises, and not as a position which he

regarded as having been actually held. Against both

forms of the theory, as held by Descartes, the principle that

*to be in the understanding is to be understood' applied

with overwhelming effect, since it cannot be evaded by

one who accepts the Cartesian view that the essence of

mind consists in self-conscious thought. Others might

have difficulty in explaining what they meant by the

existence in the mind of ideas of which there was no con-

sciousness. By Descartes and his followers, such a sup-

position should have been rejected as a contradiction in

terms.

§ 18. Moreover, as we have seen, though it was from

Descartes that Locke had first learned the possibility of

a better method of knowledge than the scholastic, by an

appeal to the mind's own faculty of intuition, he was of

opinion that his predecessor had made only an imperfect

use of this principle. In the attempt to determine funda-

mental questions of fact in an a priori manner, apart from

1 1. 2. 5.
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any reference to experience, and in the tendency to offer

an exposition of conceptions in place of a synthetic demon-

stration, there was evidence that after all Descartes had

not completely emancipated himself from the toils of the

scholastic logic. And since these features were precisely

those which a theory of innateness was designed to support,

the defects of method and the presence of the offending

theory could hardly fail to be connected in Locke's mind.

And if there were good grounds for suspecting the theory

of innate ideas as it occurred in the master, the use which

was made of it by many of his followers was still more

open to objection. On this point it will be sufficient to

quote the testimony of Leibniz who, while strenuously

opposing Locke's position, admits that he was justified

on methodological grounds in opposing the use to which

innate principles and ideas were put both by the Vulgar

philosophers,' or representatives of the current scholastic

tradition, and by the Cartesians. 'He has doubtless had

good reasons for opposing himself on this point to ordinary

prejudices, for the name of ideas and principles is greatly

abused. The vulgar philosophers manufacture for them-

selves principles according to their fancy; and the Car-

tesians, who profess greater accuracy, do not cease to

entrench themselves behind pretended "ideas" of extension,

of matter, and of the soul, desiring to avoid thereby the

necessity of proving what they advance, on the pretext

that those who meditate on these ideas will discover in

them the same thing as they; that is to say, that those

who will accustom themselves to their manner of thought

will have the same prepossessions, which is very true^.'

^ Leibniz, Reflexions sur Vessai de Ventendement bumain de M. Locke.



CHAPTER X

LOCKE AND CONTEMPORARY ENGLISH PHILOSOPHY

§ I. In an enquiry into the influence upon Locke's

philosophy of the thought of his own countrymen, the

names of the two greatest of his EngHsh predecessors

naturally occur to us first. Of the work of Bacon there

is not the slightest trace in the Essay, The undoubted

references to Hobbes are invariably hostile, and are not

of such a character as to imply a close study of his writings.

In one passage, the answer which 'an Hobbist' would

give to the question as to why men should keep their con-

tracts is contrasted with those of a Christian and of the

*old heathen philosophers^.' Nor can it be doubted that

Locke's insistence upon the demonstrability of morality

is mainly directed against the theory of the dependence of

the moral law upon the civil power, which was thought

to be implied in the doctrine of the Leviathan. Again, in

his defence of the idea of spiritual substance, and in his

elaborate argumentation^ for the immateriality and mental

nature of the Eternal Being, Locke has clearly in view the

positions of Hobbes; while his reference, in the course of

this argument, to 'people whose thoughts are immersed in

matter^,' or to ' men devoted to matter^,' indicates his view

as to the relation between the moral and intellectual aspects

of Hobbism. His relative ethics and his materialism were,

however, the two points in Hobbes' teaching which had

been universally seized upon, and against which refutation

after refutation teemed from the press.

^ I. J. 5. 2 IV. 10. 9-19. ^ II. 23. 22. * IV. 10. 13.
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Nor can I find any justification for the view of Fox
Bourne, that before commencing the Essay Locke had been

^a diligent and wise student of Hobbes^,' and had learnt

quite as much from his Treatise of human nature and his

Leviathan, as from the Discours de la methode and the

Meditationes of Descartes; but subsequently 'repudiated

with some unconscious injustice his debt to the first

English teacher of the philosophy of experience^.' This

judgment is apparently based upon a supposed similarity

between the first rough draft of Locke's thoughts on

the subject of the Essay , contained in his commonplace

book, and the positions of Hobbes. A careful reading of

this interesting document fails, however, to discover any

traces of the alleged dependence. The entry in Locke's

commonplace book is as follows :
' Sic cogitavit de intellectu

humano Johannes Locke, anno 1671. Intellectus humanus

cum cognitionis certitudine et assensus firmitate. I imagine

that all knowledge is founded on, and ultimately derives

itself from, sense or something analogous to it, and may
be called sensation ; which is done by our senses conversant

about particular objects, which give us the simple ideas or

images of things, and thus we come to have ideas of heat

and light, hard and soft, v/hich are nothing but the reviving

again in our minds these imaginations which those objects,

when they affected our senses, caused in us, whether by

motion or otherwise it matters not here to consider; and

thus we do when we conceive heat or light, yellow or blue,

sweet or bitter. And therefore I think that those things

which we call sensible qualities are the simplest ideas we

have, and the first object of our understanding^.' Now
there is no need to assume an influence by Hobbes to

^ Life of John Locke^ vol. ii. p. 89. ^ loc cit. p. 94.

3 Lord King, Life and Letters of John Locke, p. 6.
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account for the general theory of the dependence of all

our ideas, and hence of all our knowledge, upon the con-

tents of sense-experience, a doctrine which was indeed

regarded at the time as a part of orthodox AristoteHanism.

And when we consider the peculiar form in which the

doctrine is here expressed, we find that, although more

crudely stated, it contains already the main characteristics

which distinguish the theory of the Essay from the position

of Hobbes. The 'physical' enquiry as to whether our

ideas are produced 'by motion or otherwise' is already

I
set aside, as irrelevant to the investigation of knowledge,

, whereas Hobbes' constant endeavour is to show that mind

I and its knowledge can be understood, and can only be
* understood, by being included in the material system.

The whole conception of Locke's criticism is, in fact,

radically opposed to the metaphysics of Hobbes. We
have, again, in the statement that 'sense or something

analogous to it' is the ultimate source of our knowledge,

an anticipation of the recognition of Reflection as a distinct

source of ideas, upon which Locke's vindication of our

idea of mental substance depends. Finally, 'a diligent

and wise student of Hobbes' would hardly have used the

term 'imaginations' to cover the sense-experiences from

which Hobbes had formally distinguished them; while

to speak of ideal reproductions as 'revivings' of previous

experiences is to ignore the peculiar features of his doctrine

of imagination as 'decaying sense.' If any further con-

firmation of our view is required, it may be found in Locke's

treatment of Association, to which a position of such

fundamental importance had been assigned in Hobbes'

psychology. As has already been pointed out^, the chapter

on the subject was only added as an afterthought, in the

1 Ch. I. § II,
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fourth edition of the Essay. The use which is then made
of Association, as merely a principle by which we can

explain some part of the oddness and extravagance of

men's opinions and actions, certainly does not suggest a

close study of the contents of the Leviathan,

§ 2. If Locke owed little or nothing, in the way of

positive inspiration, to the greatest of his English predeces-

sors, his work stands in the closest relation to the contem-

porary movements of thought in his own country, whether

in religion, ethics, politics, or science. It was an age,

moreover, in which those whose interests lay primarily

in these special fields generally regarded it as incumbent

upon them to connect their views with more general

philosophical positions. The speculations of Hobbes had

led to a widespread and vigorous attempt to find a rational

basis for the moral and religious consciousness, while the

natural sciences had not yet cut themselves adrift from

enquiries of a more fundamental character. For an

influence of the deepest kind we cannot, indeed, look to

this source, since those who were most fully conscious

of the philosophical significance of the questions at issue

were not independent thinkers of the first order. We
shall find, however, that if Locke owed to Descartes his

original philosophical impulse, and many of his most

characteristic positions ; and if the scheme in which he

envisaged reality was an unwitting inheritance from

Scholasticism
;

yet both in the general spirit of his work,

and in the detailed working out and application of his

thought, he is most constantly in touch with the English

writers of his day.

Foremost amongst these stands the group of thinkers

who have come to be known as the Cambridge Platonists.
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With their outlook in theology and ecclesiastical politics

Locke was in complete sympathy. Like them, he dreaded

equally the arrogant claims of authority and the warm
fancies of 'enthusiasm' ; like them, he sought in reason the

basis of a simplified theology, the acceptance of which would

lead to toleration in non-essentials. With at least some

of the minor members of the school, he was intimately

[acquainted. The enquiry is inevitably suggested as

to how far the agreement extends to more definitely

philosophical positions, and whether any direct influ-

ence of the school can be traced in the doctrine of the

Essay,

That clear indications of such an influence exist can

hardly, I think, be doubted. Its importance, however,

seems to me to be exaggerated in the elaborate work of

Dr von Hertling^. Distinguishing sharply between an

empirical and a rationalistic tendency in Locke's thought,

he attributes the latter exclusively to the influence

of the Cambridge school. Such a view ignores entirely

Locke's relation to Descartes, about the reality of which

there can be no doubt whatever. It must be remembered,

too, that in the sense in which Locke accepted the Cartesian

theory of ideas, which certainly formed the starting point

of his own original reflections, the rational and empirical

tendencies were united from the first
;
although it is clear

that the rationalistic aspect of his theory came to be

more definitely conceived, and more sharply emphasised,

as his reflection proceeded. There is, then, no justification

for the supposition that he first approached philosophy from

a purely empirical point of view, and that a different and

opposite direction was subsequently given to his thought

from an external source.

^ John Locke und die Schule von Cambridge.
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It must be observed, too, that on at least two points

of fundamental importance there was a profound divergence

between Locke and the members of the Cambridge school.

In the first place, nothing could have been further from

the minds of the Cambridge thinkers than the conception

of an examination of the nature and extent of knowledge,

apart from any assumptions or inferences concerning the

nature of reality. For, while the question of knowledge

receives frequent treatment at their hands, its consideration

is entirely subordinated to ontological, theological and

ethical interests. Thus, the elaborate discussion of our

faculty of knowledge which is contained in Cudworth's

Intellectual System, occurs in the course of a polemic

directed against Materialism and Atheism. More's reflections

upon knowledge, again, form an ingredient of his Antidote

against Atheism, or occur as links in an argument for the

immortality of the soul. And what is true of Cudworth and

More is true of the less celebrated members of the school.

Further, an essential part of the support, which the

consideration of the nature of knowledge was thought by

these writers to yield, for the refutation of the metaphysics

of Hobbes, lay in the establishment of the theory of

innate ideas, with its variously interpreted spiritualistic

impHcations. Indeed, nothing, Cudworth declared, could

more directly promote atheism than the Aristotelian

maxim, 'Nihil est in intellectu quod non fit prius

in sensu.'

§ 3. If, however, we turn to the account which the

Cambridge men give of the nature of science, or rational

knowledge, as distinguished from its metaphysical implica-

tions, we shall find a striking similarity to the position of

Locke, both in their views and in the terms in which they

are expressed. The objects of knowledge, they insist, are
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not the particular mutable things of sense, but universal,

intelligible ideas or essences, which are insusceptible of

change. Although these ideas 'exist nowhere but in

minds^'; and although it depends upon our will whether

we shall contemplate them or not; when contemplated

they are found to possess * certain determinate and immu-

table natures of their own, which are independent upon

the mind^.' Their nature is 'such that the mind of man
cannot possibly deny but that they are such and such

distinct ideas, and that such and such affections belong

to them^.' Descartes, indeed, had similarly dwelt upon

the objectivity and necessity which belong to the content

of our innate ideas. He had not, however, explicitly

insisted on the relational character of knowledge, as an

apprehension of a connection between ideas. The Cam-
bridge writers, on the other hand, are ever caUing attention

to the 'natural dependencies and correspondencies^' of

our innate ideas; to their 'necessary' relations^; to their

'mutual respects one to another, congruities and incon-

gruities, dependencies and independencies^'; to 'the neces-

sary mutual respects and relations of things to one another^.'

These relations, they point out, are dependent solely on

the nature of the ideas themselves, and are consequently

as immutable and as independent of our subjective activity

as their contents. Thus, by the apprehension of these

relations the mind is supplied with a cognition of eternal

truths, which they maintain, in opposition to Descartes,

are independent even of the divine will.

^ Cudworth, A Treatise concerning eternal and immutable morality^ bk iv.

ch. 5, § 3. 2 op. cit. p. 245.

3 More, An Antidote against Atheism, Appendix, ch. ii. § 2.

* More, op. cit. bk i. ch. 8, § 7.

5 Cudworth, Intellectual System, edition of 1845, vol. iii. p. 401.

* More, Conjectura cabbalistica, Preface, § 3.

' Rust, A Discourse of Truth, § i.
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Their agreement with Locke's position is not confined

to their general conception of the nature of rational know-

ledge, but extends to their view of the subjects in respect

of which such knowledge can be obtained. Their favourite

illustrations of these intelligible ideas, and of the knowledge

which results from the apprehension of their relations, are

drawn from the mathematical sciences, more especially

from geometry. The members of the school delight to

point out that the objects with which this science deals are

incapable of existing in the material universe or of being

perceived by sense^. On the other hand, they are capable

of a 'priori determination, and the truths which are obtained

from their consideration are universal and necessary.

While mathematics thus furnished the readiest example

of a system of 'eternal' truths, independent of the existence

of anything in the sensible world, one of the chief aims

of the school was to exhibit a similar objectivity, immuta-

bility and certainty, in the principles of conduct. The

supposed parallel between mathematics and ethics con-

stituted, in fact, the basis of their defence of an 'eternal

and immutable morality,' against the relativism which

they attributed to Hobbes.

In their insistence upon the apprehension of necessary

relations between ideas, in their conception of mathematics

as an ideal science dealing with these relations without the

assumption of any corresponding sensible existence, and

in the analogy which they seek to establish between mathe-

matics and ethics, these writers clearly anticipated the

positions of the Essay, But, as has already been pointed

out, their theory of knowledge is itself part and parcel

of a metaphysical doctrine. From the nature of these

1 John Smith, A discourse demonstrating the immortality of the soul, ch. 6j

Cudworth, Treatise, bk. iv. ch. 3, § 175 More, Antidote, bk. i. ch. 6, § i.
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intelligible ideas they considered that important ontological

consequences could be directly drawn. Their * eternal'

validity is at once identified with a permanence of existence.

From the eternal nature of the ideas, and the fact that they

are not always present to our finite minds, Cudworth

infers the existence of an eternal mind, in which their

constant and eternal being is realised. The soul's capacity

for an intuition of eternal truth is to Smith a demonstrative

argument for the permanent existence of its essence. The

inability of matter to furnish exact instances of the notions

of geometry is similarly valued chiefly for the ontological

consequences which it is thought can be drawn from it.

Thus, to Smith our apprehension of such perfect notions is

an argument for the immaterial nature of the soul; while

to More it is only explicable on the assumption of prenatal

knowledge in the soul, derived from a previous and purer

state of existence. Against the point of view implied in

these inferences, Locke's whole procedure is a protest. In

particular, as we have seen, he is careful to guard himself

against the ontological consequences which were drawn from

the doctrine of * eternal' truths^.

§ 4. Both in his general philosophical position, and

in the working out of his account of our mathematical

and ethical knowledge, Cumberland stands nearer to Locke

than do the Cambridge Platonists. His views on these

questions receive, indeed, no systematic development, but

are incidentally expressed in his exposition of 'the laws

of Nature.' Refusing to build upon the hypothesis of

innate ideas, he puts forward a theory of the derivation

of our ideas from experience, which bears a close resem-

blance to the much more fully developed doctrine of the

^ Cf. above, ch. vii. § 4.
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Essay, The ' simple apprehensions ' which constitute the

primary data of our cognition are referred by him to two

sources, which are spoken of as internal and external

sensation. They are obtained, * first, by the immediate

presence and operation of the object upon the mind; in

which manner the mind is conscious of its own actions,

and also of the motions of the imagination, or of the

phantasms which appear to it; secondly, by means of

our external senses, nerves, and membranes^.' Among the

higher faculties by which the mind operates upon the data

thus obtained, he includes a power of forming universal

notions by omitting the distinguishing accidents of things.

Like Locke he holds that upon this faculty of abstracting
|.

and generalising depends the possibility of scientific

knowledge, and of the formulation of moral laws

which are unchangeable, and therefore 'in a sense'

eternal.

It is in his treatment of our mathematical and ethical .

knowledge that Cumberland approaches most nearly the

position of Locke. The notions which form the subject

matter of these sciences have, he tells us, the peculiarity

that they arise from the free constructional activity of
|,

the mind. In mathematics we are thus concerned with

ideal or mental objects, to which no existing thing may
actually correspond in the real world. At the same time

these objects are by no means arbitrary or fictitious, since

when once the constructions in question are made they

are found to possess a logical necessity. 'We freely add,

subtract, etc., and yet whoever performs these operations,

according to the rules prescribed, necessarily finds out

the sum, which is equal to all the parts added..,.And in

general, in every question whose solution is possible from

^ De Legibus Naturae^ ch. i, § 5.
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what is given, the answer is necessarily found from the

operations duly performed^.' We are thus supplied with

a sphere of universal judgments, the truth of which is

guaranteed by the coherence of their notions, without

reference to the actual existence of anything corresponding

to. them. At this point, however, a difficulty confronts

both Cumberland and Locke, which had no existence for

the Cambridge Platonists. According to the latter writers,

the intelligible ideas which form the objects of knowledge

possess in themselves a reality superior to that of the

world of sensible things. For Cumberland and Locke,

on the other hand, the notions and ideas with which the

mathematician and the moraHst are concerned are the

creations of our own minds, w^hile some kind of conformity

to a reality beyond our ideas is admittedly involved in the

conception of truth. To this difficulty Cumberland gives

the answer which was subsequently adopted and developed

by Locke. Mathematics and ethics afford us what Locke

calls 'real' and Cumberland 'useful' knowledge, because,

though primarily concerned with ideal creations, and only

carrying a hypothetical reference to external things corre-

sponding to them, we know that the existence in rerum

natura of something at least closely approximating to them

is possible.

'There are mathematical propositions, and others of

Hke kind might be found by reflection, which may be called

true, though there exists nothing to which they are con-

formable. For such conditional propositions, because they

pronounce nothing concerning things without the mind,

are not to be compared with them ; for their truth consists

only in an agreement among the terms of which they are

composed. But propositions of this kind are of no use in

^ op. ext. ch. ij § 7.
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human life unless we find something effected, or unless!

something is effected by us, which differs in nothing con-

siderable from our notions. If their subject, or some-

thing extremely like it, cannot exist, the propositions

are trifling {nugatoriae) and are only equivocally called

true. For the truth of propositions which consists only!

in the agreement of terms, if the terms themselves

cannot exist, is not of the same nature as that which!

affirms the agreement of terms possible at least, if not

existing in the present or future. The former kind of

truth is perfectly useless^.' How we can determine the

possibility a priori Cumberland does not explain, though

he assumes that in mathematics and ethics this can be

done.

Not only have we in Cumberland a striking though

less developed statement of Locke's theory of mathematical

and ethical knowledge, but there is internal evidence that

Locke wrote with his predecessor's work in view. For, after

all, Cumberland holds, there is one respect in which ethics

is inevitably inferior to mathematics. ' I confess, however,'

he writes, 'that those things which in morality are taken

for granted, or assumed as known, viz., God and man, their

actions and mutual relations, are not so exactly known as

those things which in a determinate measure or quantity

are regarded as data in mathematics ; and that, therefore,

the conclusions thence drawn must labour under some want

of exactness^.' There seems no doubt that Locke had

this passage in mind, when he noticed and gave his answer

to the objection it contains. 'Nor let any one object, that

the names of substances are often to be made use of in

morality, as well as those of modes, from which will arise

obscurity. For as to substances, when concerned in moral

^ op. cit. ch. 2, § 6. * o/>. cit. ch. 4, § 4.
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•"^ iiscourses, their divers natures are not so much enquired

into as supposed; e.g,^ when we say that man is subject

- to law, we mean nothing by man but a corporeal, rational

creature; what the real essence or other qualities of that

creature are, in this case, is no way considered^.' In fact,

this * moral man' is all that we are concerned with in ethics,

and of him we have 'a clear settled idea.'

§ 5. Before proceeding to compare Locke's theory of

our knowledge of nature with the views which were current

among his contemporaries in England, it is necessary to

consider some of the presuppositions of the physical sciences,

as regards which Locke's thought developed in the closest

relation to that of his countrymen. The Cartesian theory

that extension is the essence of material substance was

universally rejected by English thinkers : who were conse-

quently bound to explain, on the one hand, the kind of

reality which belongs to space as distinguished from body

;

and on the other hand, what in addition to extension is

required to constitute body. To the different ways in

which they dealt with the first of these problems we now
turn.

As against Descartes and his followers, Hobbes main-

tained the necessity of distinguishing space from the

extension of bodies. Space is not that which is filled by

body, but that which is capable of being so filled; more-

over, the same space is successively occupied by different

bodies. While, therefore, the extension or magnitude of

a body is an accident of it, the space which it occupies and

in which it moves cannot be so conceived. But if, as

Hobbes assumes, bodies and their accidents are the only

real beings, what account can we give of the nature of

^ III. II. 16.
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this space, which is neither the one nor the other? It|

can only be, he replies, a 'phantasm' or object of our

imagination; as such, it is, in fact, an accident of our! 1^^

minds. This conclusion Hobbes supports by the considera-|

tion that if we feign the world to be annihilated, with the

exception of one man, this man would still retain his ^

consciousness of space, which would appear to him as i

something external and as 'not at all depending upon any

power of the mind^.' How to reconcile the positions, that

body presupposes space, and that space is an accident of

the mind, while yet body is the only substance, Hobbes

,

does not of course explain.

The necessity of distinguishing space from the extension so

of matter formed one of the few points of agreement between

the Cambridge Platonists and their arch adversary, although oi

their way of conceiving its nature was very different from

his. The point was raised by More in his first letter to ^

Descartes, and is one which he never tired of pressing and i

^

elaborating throughout his later works ; while it passed
|

a<

from him to other members of the school. Instead of

!

extension being, as Descartes held, the essence of one kind
|

C

of substance, it is for More a characteristic of all substances ^

whatsoever. Not only bodies, but minds, even including e

the Divine Being himself, are extended ; unextendedness c

being equivalent to nonentity. Moreover, beyond the
\

limits of the material universe space must be regarded as
i

t

stretching out to infinity, forming the eternal and im- t

movable background of movable matter. Now the space i

\

which is thus not only logically distinguishable but really I

j

distinct from body, can be no merely imaginary being, as I

1

Hobbes had supposed. In what, then, can its reality 1
i

consist ? In accordance with the accepted metaphysical I

'

^ De corpore^ ch. 7, § i.
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categories it must either be a substance or a qualification

of a substance. Since it is neither a substance not a

qualification of a material substance, it must have as its

subject an immaterial substance or spirit. Moreover, from

the unity, eternity, infinity, etc., of space, it follows that

this spirit can be none other than God. Space and its

attributes thus furnish us with a confused and abstract

conception of the Divine Being. To the Cartesian challenge

to declare what could keep apart the sides of a vase from

which all matter had been removed. More replied boldly

that the divine extension would continue to separate them.

It is not to be supposed that Cudworth would neglect

so easy and triumphant a method of turning against 'the

Democratic and Epicurean Atheists' their own hypothesis

of a real empty space. We accordingly find the proof of

an incorporeal deity from the nature of space among the

many arguments of the Intellectual System^ \ while the

view that spirits as well as bodies are extended was generally

adopted by members of the school. More's view appears,

moreover, to have carried weight with the greatest of his

Cambridge contemporaries. The reality of ' absolute space

'

which, 'in its own nature, without regard to anything

external, remains always similar and immovable,' forms

one of the fundamental presuppositions of the Newtonian

physics^. Nor did Newton hesitate to follow More into

the theological side of his doctrine. His agreement with

this is implied in the well-known reference in the Optics

to space as the 'boundless, uniform sensorium' of God.

As the soul of man is immediately present to the 'species'

of things which find an entry into its limited 'place of

sensation'; so God, who is 'in all places,' is 'everywhere

present to the things themselves, and perceives them by

1 Edition of 1845, vol. iii. p. 232. ^ Principia, Def. 8, Scholium 2.
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his immediate presence without the need of organs.' It is,

however, most clearly stated in the concluding pages,

added in the second edition, of the Principia, The omni-

presence of God, he there maintains, must not be under-

stood, as Aquinas had taught, with reference only to his

power. God is, on the contrary, substantially present in

every portion of space. * He endures for ever, and is every-

where present; and by existing always and everywhere

he constitutes duration and space^.'

§ 6. The metaphysics of space had occupied Locke's

thought in the years 1676-8, and forms the subject of

three short papers written in those years. In the first

and shortest of these he definitely takes up the position

that space is an affection of body, and can have no real

existence where there is no matter. 'Imaginary space,'

i,e,^ the space which we think of as extending beyond the

bounds of the material universe, * seems to me to be no

more anything than an imaginary world ; for if a man and

his soul remained, and the whole world were annihilated,

there is left him the power of imagining either the world,

or the extension it had, which is all one with the space it

filled ; but it proves not that the imaginary space is any-

thing real or positive. For space or extension, separated

in our thoughts from matter or body, seems to have

no more real existence than number has {sine enumera-

tion) without anything to be numbered; and one may as

well say the number of the sea-sand does really exist, and

is something, the world being annihilated, as that the

space or extension of the sea does exist, or is anything,

after such annihilation. These are only affections of real

existences ; the one, of any being whatsoever ; the other,

only of material beings^.'

1 Principia, Bk. iii. Prop. 42, General Scholium. ^ Lord King, p. 66.
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It is probable that in writing this passage Locke had

Hobbes directly in view. For Hobbes, as we have seen,

in his exposition of the subject, had adopted the device

of 'feigning the world to be annihilated,' with the exception

of one man, and asking what would remain for him to

think about. By sweeping on one side the ambiguous

position of space in Hobbes' theory, as on the one hand

an accident of the mind, and as on the other the presupposi-

tion of material existence, in favour of the view that it

is merely an affection of matter, Locke shows that he as

yet fails to realise the ideal priority of space to body,

which Hobbes, however imperfectly, had sought to account

for. A different position is taken up by him in the papers

written in the two following years. In them Locke is

seen more and more definitely to incline to a purely rela-

tional theory of space, based upon the view that space is

at bottom nothing but distance. 'When we speak of space

(as we ordinarily do) as the abstract of distance, it seems

to me to be a pure relation'; and the 'extension' which

we regard as 'a positive inherent property' of body is, he

declares, 'nothing but the relation of the distance of the

extremities^.' Now an actual relation presupposes real

existents as its terms. It is true, indeed, Locke now
argues, that we can and must conceive space without body.

But when so conceived, it is not to be regarded as 'any

real thing,' but merely as 'a bare possibility of body to

exist^.' Hence, 'space, as antecedent to body, or some

determinate being, is in effect nothing^,' and its supposed

infinity, though something we are 'apt to conceive,' is

not a property of any real being.

While this is the doctrine which Locke at this time

accepted as most satisfactory, he seems to have felt that

^ op. cit. pp. 338-40. * loc. ciu ^ loc. cit.
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it was not free from difficulties, and suggested as a possible

alternative the theory of More. 'If it be possible,' he

wrote in the paper of 1677, 'to suppose nothing, or in our

thoughts to remove all manner of being from any place,

then this imaginary space is just nothing, and signifies

no more but a bare possibility that body may exist where

now there is none. If it be impossible to suppose pure

nothing, or to extend our thoughts where there is, or we
can suppose, no being, this space void of body must be

something belonging to the being of the Deity.... If it be

a necessity to suppose a being there, it must be God,

whose being we thus make, i.e, suppose extended, but not

impenetrable^.'

§ 7. Between 1678 and the publication of the Essay

in 1690, Locke's views on the whole subject underwent a

further change. Instead of regarding 'space in itself

as the abstraction of a relation from the real terms between

which it subsists, he now conceives it as something 'uni-

form and boundless,' within which, by means of sensible

marks, we determine the position of finite beings in relation

to each other^. And having abandoned the relational

theory of space, Locke now gives his adherence to the

view of More and Newton, concerning the connection of

the real space in which he had come to believe with the

Deity. The two theories are, indeed, mentioned in one

passage as alternatives, between which it is not necessary

to choose, in order to make good the distinction between

space and body^. But his own preference is now clear

and unambiguous, although his expressions are less dog-

matic than those of either of the other writers. 'Nor let

any one say, that beyond the bounds of body there is

nothing at all, unless he will confine God within the limits

1 op. cit. pp. 337-8. 2 15. 5. 3 II, 13. 27.
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of matter....God every one easily allows fills eternity; and

it is hard to find a reason why any one should doubt that

he likewise fills immensity. His infinite being is certainly

as boundless one way as another ; and methinks it ascribes

a little too much to matter to say, ''Where there is no

body there is nothing^.'"

Since the distinction between 'space in itself,' as some-

thing 'uniform and boundless,' and the extension of body

which is presented to us in sense-perception, can hardly

be regarded as the direct product of Locke's own principles,

it is natural to look for some external influence to account

for the doctrine of the Essay. Now we know that Locke

was a diligent student of the less mathematical portions

of Newton's Principia^^ which was published in 1686, four

years before the Essay. We can hardly, it would seem, be

wrong in connecting Locke's recently acquired views about

'space in itself with Newton's exposition of 'absolute

space,' which, 'in its own nature, without reference to

anything external, remains always similar and immovable^.'

Still more clearly does Locke's distinction between

'duration itself,' which goes on 'in one constant, equal,

uniform, course,' and 'time,' as duration set out and

measured by sensible occurrences, depend upon the con-

trast which Newton draws between 'absolute, true and

1 II. 15. 2-3.

2 *The celebrated Locke, who was incapable of understanding the Prmcipia,

from his want of geometrical knowledge, inquired of Huygens if all the mathematical

propositions in that work were true. When he was assured that he might depend

upon their certainty, he took them for granted, and carefully examined the reason-

ings and corollaries deduced from them. In this manner he acquired a knowledge

of the physical truths in the Princtpia, and became a firm believer in the discoveries

it contained. In the same manner he studied the treatise on "Optics," and made

himself master of every part of it which was not mathematical.' Brewster

{Memoirs of Sir Isaac Newton, vol. i. p. 339) quotes this from Desagulier, who says

he was told the story several times by Sir Isaac himself.

^ Principia, Def. 8, Scholium 2.
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mathematical time,' which, 'by another name is called'

duration,' and 'relative, apparent or common time.' Not

only is the doctrine the same, but there is a notable

similarity in the terms used to express it; while Locke

follows Newton in pointing out the impossibility of ensuring

the perfect accuracy of our measures of time, and in the

further remark that such imperfections in no way detract

from the even course of duration itself^.

The new light which had come to Locke from his study

of the Principia clearly involved the abandonment of the

view that space is nothing but a relation. Instead of

considering the relation of distance as the one fundamental

constituent of all our spacial ideas, Locke in the Essay

includes space among our simple ideas. That is to say,

while admitting that like all other ideas, our ideas of

space, 'when attentively considered,' are seen to include

'some kind of relation,' he now recognises in them a posi-

tive constituent which cannot be resolved into relations.

Distance itself is the space presented to sight or touch,

'considered barely in length between any two beings,' and

'each different distance' is declared to be, not a different

relation, but 'a different modification of space^.' The

'uniform, infinite ocean' of space is now held to have

^ Principia^ Def. 8, Scholium i. Essay, 11. 14. 21. It may be pointed out that

the obligation was not all on one side. When, for instance, in the Scholium of

1713, Newton writes that 'every particle of space is always, and every indivisible

moment of duration is everywhere,' we can hardly fail to find the origin of the

remark in that 'combination of two distinct ideas' to which Locke had drawn

special attention, whereby 'expansion and duration do mutually embrace and

comprehend each other
;
every part of space being in every part of duration, and

every part of duration in every part of expansion' (11. 15. 12). Compare, too,

Newton's remarks in the same scholium about our inability to know 'what the real

substance of anything is'; this 'inward substance' of bodies, as distinguished

from their sensible appearances, being declared incapable of being known, 'either

of our senses, or by any reflex act of our minds.'

2 II. 13. 3.
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\ positive characteristics and a reality of its own, distinct

from and prior to the bodies which exist and move within

it. As to the kind of reality which it possessed, Locke

not unnaturally fell back upon the theory of More, which

he had previously mentioned as a possible alternative to

the theory he had then held. The * boundless invari-

able oceans of duration and expansion, which compre-

hend in them all finite beings,' he now declares, can, 'in

their full extent belong only to the Deity

From his theory of the reahty of absolute space,

Newton himself, as we have seen, drew the same theological

consequences. But as these were only hinted at in the

Optics and were not fully developed until the second

edition of the Principia^ pubHshed more than twenty years

after the Essay ^ we cannot attribute to him a direct influence

upon Locke as regards this point. While, therefore, the

teaching of Newton seems to have been of decisive

importance for Locke's final conception of space, we must

look to More for the common source of Newton's and

Locke's views of its theological impHcations.

That More's writings exerted an influence upon Locke

on this and other points hardly admits of doubt. When
Locke remarks that the Cartesians 'must either own that

they think body infinite, though they are loth to speak

it out, or else aflirm that space is not body^,' he is only

repeating More's insinuation that Descartes' view that

the world is 'indefinite' in extent is merely a device to

evade the legitimate conclusion of his theory^. With More's

doctrine that all substances, including spirits, are extended,

we may compare Locke's view that 'it is near as hard to

conceive any existence, or to have an idea of any real being,

with a perfect negation of all manner of expansion, as it is to

^ II. 15. 8. 2 ji_ 13. 21. ^ First Letter to Descartes.
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have the idea of any real existence with a perfect negation

of all manner of duration^.' If Locke held that after all

'extension' is most properly limited to bodies, though

'expansion' has a wider signification, More had been

obliged to distinguish between the extension of body,

as implying a juxtaposition of parts, and the sense in

which a spirit, being without parts, can be said to be

extended. While More had taught that spirits are essenti-

ally penetrable, Locke remarks that whereas one moment
of time is common to many things, it is beyond his com-

prehension whether angels and spirits 'have any analogy

to this in respect of expansion^.' Finally, in what he calls

his 'extravagant conjecture,' that spirits may possess the

advantage over ourselves of being able 'to frame and

shape to themselves organs of sensation or perception, as

to suit them to their present design and the circumstances

of the object they would consider^,' we seem to have an

echo of the remarkable powers of self-dilation and self-

contraction which More attributed to them.

§ 8. Having endeavoured to trace the historical ante-

cedents of Locke's theory of space, we must now turn to

the consideration of the views which were prevalent in

England at the time concerning the nature of matter.

To Hobbes, who held that space by itself is a subjective

'phantasm,' it seemed that body could be sufficiently

distinguished from it by reference to its independent

objective reality. Body was accordingly defined by him

as 'that which having no dependence upon our thought,

is coincident or coextended with some part of space*.'

Those who, differing from Hobbes, held that space in itself

^11. 15. II. 2 loc, cit, ^ II. 23. 13.

* De Corpore, ch. 8, § i.
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is objectively real, were, however, bound to point to some

further characteristic of body which would distinguish it

from space. This characteristic they found, with one

accord, in its impenetrability. Thus, More defines body

as 'a substance impenetrable and discerptible,' whereas

spirit is 'a substance penetrable and indiscerptible^'

;

Boyle defines matter as 'a substance extended, divisible

and impenetrable^'; and Newton regards impenetrability

as ' an universal property of all bodies whatsoever^.' While

Locke prefers to designate the characteristic indicated as

* solidity,' on the ground that 'impenetrability' is a negative

term, and denotes 'perhaps more a consequence of solidity

than solidity itself,' he agrees that this characteristic is

^the idea most intimately connected with and essential

to body, so as nowhere else to be found or imagined, but

only in matter.' The mind, moreover, finds it 'inseparably

inherent in b-^dy, wherever or however modified*.' It is

this conception of solidity, as at least involved in the essence

of body, which leads him, while professing to find the

origin of the idea in sensation, to attribute to it an absolute-

ness which is obviously foreign to sensible experience.

Solidity, as distinguished from hardness, which he regards

as relative to the organism, is declared to consist in 'reple-

tion, and so an utter exclusion of other bodies out of the

space it occupies^,' the body offering a resistance 'so great

that no force, however great, can surmount it^.'

To proceed to a further point. Whereas the Cartesian

theory of extension as the essence of body implied that

matter is continuous and indefinitely divisible, the English

writers of whom we are speaking, including Locke, agreed

in holding that matter consists of a number of discrete

^ Immortality^ bk. i. ch. 3, § i. ^ Origin of Form^ and Qualities, p. 2.

3 Principia. * 11. 4. i. ^ 11. 4. 4. « 11. 4. 3.
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parts, which, although extended, are not capable of actual

division. That such a theory, if regarded as ultimate,

involves difficulties and apparent contradictions, they were

well aware. These, however, they unanimously regarded

not as indications of weakness in their theory, but as

imperfections from which it is impossible to free our con-

ceptions of matter. They point to them, again and again,

in support of the contention that our ideas of spiritual

substance are as clear and as intelligible as those of matter,

and as illustrations of the danger of denying on a 'priori

grounds the reality of that which we cannot adequately

conceive. Of the puzzles and apparent contradictions

which they most frequently used for this purpose, one

sprang directly from the atomic theory, while the other

seemed to them common to all theories of matter. In

the first place, the assumption that matter consists of a

number of discrete atoms rendered acute the problem as

to how these separate and independent beings come to

unite or cohere, so as to form the complex and more or

less 'hard' bodies of experience. And secondly, however

successfully the atom might resist actual division, as

extended it must be admitted to contain distinguishable

parts. We have, therefore, on our hands all the well-

worn puzzles concerning the infinite divisibility of a real

finite extended being.

The difficulty of understanding the union of the parts

of matter on purely mechanical principles is one to which

More frequently reverts. Rejecting all the current hypo-

theses, he urges that this union is as * unimaginable ' as

that of soul and body, but is yet an undeniable fact of

experience^. Concerning 'the entanglements which exten-

sion brings with it,' he declares that 'extended matter

^ Antidote^ Appendix, ch. iii. §7; cf. Immortality^ bk. i. ch. 7, §5.
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lal
consists either of indivisible points or of particles divisible

\^ ad infinitum. Take which of these you will (and you can

re
find no third), you will be wound into the most notorious

i absurdities that may be.' From this consideration he

35 draws the conclusion that ' if the difficulties of framing a

5. conception of a thing must take away the existence of the

]j
thing itself, there will be no such thing as body left in the

world ; and then all will be spirit or nothing^.' In much
• the same way, Boyle instances the difficulties de com-

i positione continui, in support of his contention that our

ir physical conceptions and principles do not possess all the

s i

clearness and certainty that are often claimed for them,

and in respect of which the physical sciences are commonly
considered superior to theology^. Finally, Glanville brings

into juxtaposition the questions of the union of the parts

of the matter and its infinite divisibility, and cites them as

insoluble problems which undermine the certainty of our

boasted science^.

Now these are precisely the difficulties which Locke

finds in our ideas of body, and which he brings forward in

support of the thesis that there is no greater obscurity in

our idea of the soul as an immaterial substance than in

that of matter. We can, he maintains, no more under-

stand 'how the solid parts of body are united or cohere

!
to make extension' than how an immaterial spirit per-

I

forms the function of thinking, or initiates movement. In

each case, indeed, 'the matter of fact is clear'; but 'when

we would a little nearer look into it, and consider how it

is done, there, I think, we are at a loss, both in the one and

, the other; and can as little understand how the parts of

^ Antidote^ bk. i. ch. 4, § 2.

2 The excellency of Theology^ § 3, Works, vol. m. pp. 432-3.

3 Scepsis Scientifica, ch. 7, §§ 3-4.
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body cohere, as how we ourselves perceive or move^.'

Having contended that the manner of the communications

of motion by impulse is no more intelligible than its initia-

tion by thought, he finally calls attention to the difficulties

which cluster round the problem of the infinite divisibility

of matter. 'I would fain have instanced anything in our

notion of spirit more perplexed, or nearer a contradiction,

than the very notion of body includes in it ; the divisibility

ad infinitum of any finite extension involving us, whether we
grant or deny it, in consequences impossible to be explicated

or made in our apprehension consistent; consequences *

that carry greater difficulty, and more apparent absurdity, to

than anything that can follow from the notion of an ce

immaterial knowing substance^.' tli

§ 9. In passing from the consideration of our idea of

matter to the question of the nature and extent of our

knowledge concerning physical phenomena, we must part tl

company with the Cambridge men. Having vindicated the
p

conception of spiritual substance against the materialism t

of Hobbes, their further interest in physical science lies e

entirely in their opposition to the purely mechanical theory t

of Nature, which was held in common by Hobbes and
\

Descartes, and their insistence on the need of teleological s

conceptions for the comprehension of natural phenomena, c

Their views on this subject have clearly little relation to c

the doctrine of the Essay, There are, however, two con- s

temporary English writers who in certain respects antici-
\

pated the positions of Locke, concerning the inevitable i

imperfections and limitations of our physical knowledge. ,{

The first of these, Joseph Glanville, was connected, on 1

the one hand, with the Cambridge men, by his support of c

their theological position; and on the other, with the I

1 II. 23. 25. ^ II. 23. 31.
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upholders of experimental methods in natural science,

.sjwith whom he was associated in the newly formed Royal

Society. There is, however, no evidence of any personal

intercourse between him and Locke; and whether Locke

y read any of his books is a matter of conjecture, which

cannot be determined with anything approaching certainty.

Nor can we look to Glanville for any systematic treatment

of the subject. In his various works, which largely cover

the same ground, he confines himself to a desultory and

purely negative criticism of the various dogmatic systems,

which were then in vogue, without always being careful

to preserve his own consistency. There are, nevertheless,

certain points of resemblance between him and Locke on

the question before us which deserve notice.

In one respect his conception of the problem of the

physical sciences may be regarded as an advance upon

t
j

that of Locke, since he states it in terms of causation in

\

I

place of substance. We have, he argues, no intuitive

1 knowledge of the connections between causes and their

; effects, which must consequently be learned from experi-

ence. But causality is itself insensible. All that sense

perception can yield is a * continual accompanying' of one

sensible phenomenon by another. Nor can v/e safely infer

causality from such concomitancy^. Indeed, the true

causes are not sensible phenomena at all, but have to be

sought in the minute particles of which matter is com-

posed, and the changes which take place among them. One
might, therefore, as well expect to be able to make a watch

from a view of its exterior, without any knowledge of its

wheels and their movements, as hope to trace the v/orking

of natural operations from their sensible appearances^.

Moreover, like Locke, he finds in the interdependence

^ Vanity of Dogmatising^ pp. 189-90. ^ (-it. p. 180; cf. Essay^ iii. 6. 9.

G 18
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of all natural phenomena a still further bar to th(

possibility of a science of nature. For, 'to the knowledg<

of the most contemptible effect in nature it is necessary

to know the whole syntax of causes, and their particula]

circumstances and modes of action^.' Thus *we cannoi

know anything' in such matters * without knowing all^.

In our attempts to understand the processes of nature, we

must, therefore, be content with an inductive investigatior

of sensible particulars, without claiming to attain to cer-j

tainty of principles. We must, in fact, remember, that ' thi

best principles, excepting divine and mathematical, are but

hypotheses^,' and can only yield a hypothetical certainty.

As to what it is that constitutes the superior certainty

which is here claimed for theology and mathematics,

Glanville has little to tell us. In explanation of the|

peculiar position of mathematics, he is sometimes content

to say after Bacon, that progress in this subject has been

due to the absence of undue reverence for authority in

relation to it*
;

or, after Hobbes, that it is to be accounted

for by the circumstance that in mathematics alone have

names a fixed signification^. He approaches more nearly

to the position of Locke when he remarks, that ' the know-

ledge we have of the mathematics hath no reason to elate

us; since by them we know but numbers and figures,

creatures of our own, and are yet ignorant of our Maker's^.'

The remark remains, however, a mere obiter dictum^ which

no attempt is made to develop or explain.

§ lo. While it must remain a matter of uncertainty

whether the scepticism of Glanville exerted any influence

at all upon Locke, no such doubt can be felt in the

1 op. cit. p. 217. ^ op. cit. p. 213; cf. Essay, iv. 6. 11.

3 op. cit. p. 195. * op. cit, p. 208.

op. cit. p. 160. ^ op. cit. pp. 209-10.
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l'"

case of Boyle, who was no light free-lance, but one of

those * master-builders' of the sciences, to serve whom
as an * under-labourer, in clearing the ground a little, and

removing some of the rubbish that lies in the way to

knowledge^,' was the declared ambition of the author of

"I
the Essay, Between these two there had, moreover, been

'^^llong and intimate personal relations. Their intercourse,

^^ beginning in Locke's Oxford days, continued until the

death of the great chemist in 1691, when Locke became
^' responsible for his literary and scientific remains^. Their

correspondence shows us Locke carrying out experiments

under the direction of his friend, and communicating to him

his observations of remarkable phenomena, lists of foreign

books and accounts of scientific instruments seen by him

abroad. In view of the relations of the two men, and

of the position of authority occupied by Boyle in questions

relating to the natural sciences, it would have been strange

if Locke's views on the subject had not been influenced

by him, as we have seen his theory of space was by Newton.

The results of our demonstrations in physical science

can never, Boyle maintains, possess the full or 'meta-

physical' certainty of absolutely necessary truth. The

most that we can attain to in respect of them is 'physical

certainty,' or certainty based on the assumption of certain

physical principles, which are not themselves certainly

I

known to be true. Thus, the maxim, ex nihilo nihil fity

I

is one which is rightly accepted as a hypothesis in physics

;

j

but it cannot be seen to be necessarily true, and is, Boyle

thinks, if taken as an ultimate principle, actually false^.

j In support of his theory of the imperfection inherent in

^ Epistle to the Reader. * Fox Bourne, vol. ii. 223.
® The excellency of Theology compared with natural philosophy^ Works, vol. ill.

P- 433-
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our physical knowledge, he urges the difficulties in the

way of arriving at a non-contradictory and satisfactory

conception of matter. Attention has already been called

to his reference to the problem of infinite divisibility in

this connection. In opposition to Descartes' theory of

matter, he uses the argument, which we find subsequently

in Locke, that if extension constituted the essence of body,

it would be impossible for God to annihilate a portion of

matter, without at the same time creating a new matter

to take its place^. He finds a further set of obstacles, to

the construction of a completely satisfactory physical

science, in the impossibility of understanding the nature of

sensation, or of the sensible qualities of which it affords

us cognisance. The difficulty to which he particularly

draws attention is that of explaining our * particular

distinct sensations,' as distinguished from the more general

and generally recognised difficulty of understanding how
a material and an immaterial substance can be united at

all, or how the former can act upon the latter. He holds,

of course, the general view that sensible qualities depend

upon the 'primary and catholic' affections of the minute

portions of matter, and it seems to have been from him

that Locke derived the names for this distinction, to which

the Essay gave such an extended currency. But even if we

knew upon what primary determinations a sensible quality

depended, we could not, he insists, see how the former give

rise to the latter. One kind of motion, we find, occasions

a visual, and another an auditory perception ; but all that

we can say, in each case, is that it is ' the good pleasure of

God to have it so^.' Boyle here indicates what Locke

subsequently signalised as the most irremovable of all

the bars to a demonstrative science of nature^.

^ op» cit. p. 432, 2 cit^ p. 424. 4 IV. 3. 12.
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Another point on which Boyle anticipates the position

of Locke is in his insistence upon the presence of a subjec-

tive and conventional element in all our classifications of

natural objects; although, it must be remarked, he does

not bring his view on this subject into such direct relation

with the imperfection of physical science as we find in the

Essay, His treatment of the subject, like that of Locke,

is developed in opposition to the scholastic theory of

classification by reference to substantial forms. 'Whatever

men talk in theory of substantial forms,' he declares,

'yet that, upon whose account they really distinguish one

body from others, and refer it to this or that species of

bodies, is nothing but an aggregate or convention^ of such

accidents as most men do by a kind of agreement (for the

thing is more arbitrary than we are aware of) think neces-

sary or sufficient to make a portion of the universal matter

belong to this or that determinate species of natural

bodies^.' He goes on to suggest that a new meaning may
be given to the term 'form,' consonant both with the

principles of the corpuscular philosophy and with sound

views about classification. 'Since an aggregate or con-

vention of qualities is enough to make the portion of

matter it is found in what it is, and denominate it of this

or that determinate sort of bodies ; and since those qualities,

as we have seen already, do themselves proceed from those

more primary and catholic affections of matter—bulk,

shape, motion or rest, and the texture thence resulting

—

why may we not say that the form of a body, being made
up of those qualities united in one subject, doth likewise

consist in such a convention of those newly named mechani-

cal affections of matter as is necessary to constitute a

^ i.e, collection.

^ The origin offorms and qualities according to the corpuscular philosophy
j p. 41.
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body of that determinate kind^ ?
' If translated into the

language of ideas, and with a still greater emphasis on the

difference between sensible qualities and the unknown
primary determinations on which they depend, we have

here the main features of Locke's theory of essences,

nominal and real.

It may be noted in conclusion that it is not only on

topics connected with the natural sciences, on which Locke

might be expected to follow the lead of his distinguished

friend, that Boyle anticipates in his published writings

characteristic positions of the Essay. He holds that 'we

men mistake and flatter human nature too much, when

we think our faculties of understanding so unlimited, both

in point of capacity and extent, and so free and unpre-

possessed, as many philosophers seem to suppose^.' Our
capacity for knowledge, he declares, is proportional to

God's design in making us, and consequently does not

extend to many truths which it is * unnecessary for us to

know here.' He holds, on the other hand, that *the

fundamental and necessary articles of religion' are *both

evident and capable of a moral demonstration.' In order

that we may apprehend divine truths, however, our active

co-operation is necessary. Some men fail, in this respect,

through their incapacity for 'lasting and attentive specula-

tion ' ; others are so absorbed in ' their secular affairs and

their sensual pleasures' that they have neither disposition

nor leisure for such thoughts; while others, again, are

so biassed by their interests and blinded by their passions,

that they are incapable of a 'clear discernment and right

judgment of divine things^.' Although the metaphysical

1 op. cit. pp. 43-4.

2 A Discourse of things above reason^ Works^ vol. iv. p. 42.

3 Preface to The Christian Virtuoso, Works, vol. v. p. 38.
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and religious positions here indicated were such as found

an extensive acceptance in contemporary English thought,

the similarity of these passages to the views put forward

in the Essay is sufHcient to lead us to suspect something

more than a casual coincidence. It is at least suggestive

to remember in this connection that in Locke's Oxford

days both he and Boyle had been members of one of those

circles for discussion, of which he was so fond. It was,

we know, in a later meeting of a group of this kind that

the problem of the Essay first occurred to him, as the

result of a discussion about 'the principles of morality

and revealed religion.' It may thus well be that any

dependence which may exist is of a different and less one-

sided character from that which would be suggested by

the priority of publication.

§ II. In the present chapter an attempt has been

made to indicate the principal points on which Locke's

work comes into contact with that of his contemporaries

in England, in respect of several of which it appears that

he was directly influenced by them. Even more important

than such particular points of resemblance is the com-

munity of spirit and outlook, which unites Locke both with

the Cambridge Platonists and with his scientific friends,

Newton and Boyle. For, although the Essay was the first

systematic attempt to delimit the boundaries of the

knowledge possible to man, the limited capacity of the

human mind is a common theme to all these writers.

Regarding Descartes as the inaugurator of a new period

in the intellectual world, they are at one in refusing to

accept the more dogmatic side of his system and his purely

rationalistic method. Our ability to conceive, they all

insist, cannot be taken as a measure of reality. They
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all reject the Cartesian theories of the nature of matter

and of the possibility of explaining all physical processes

in mechanical terms, which they regard as merely preparing

the way for the materialism of Hobbes. In all of them

we find the conviction that reason can vindicate the basis

of the moral and religious life, although it is unable to

reveal to us the whole secret of Nature.

It is not, however, to be inferred that either such

agreement as we have found on points of detail, or this

identity of outlook, detracts from the importance and

genuine originality of Locke's work. Originality does

not lie in detachment from the intellectual life of one's

age, but in a transformation of it which implies its com-

plete absorption. In particular, a theory of knowledge

must stand in the closest relation to the stage which has

been reached in the development of the sciences. Alike in

the central position which he assigned to this enquiry, the

completeness with which he sought to deal with it, his

attempt to disentangle it from metaphysical assumptions,

his criticism of fundamental conceptions, and his method,

Locke is far removed from the writers in question. Nor

are the permanent value and significance of the Essay

diminished if, in its general attitude to life and the things

of the mind, it is at once the most complete and the most

reasoned expression of the spirit of the age and country

to which it belongs.



CHAPTER XI

LOCKE AND LEIBNIZ

§ I. In this and the following chapter I propose to

consider the light which is thrown upon the historical

significance of the Essay concerning Human Understandings

I

by the elaborate commentary and criticism contained in

I
the Nouveaux Essais sur VEntendement Humain of Leibniz,

and to make some comparison between the theories of

knowledge of the two writers. We must not, indeed,

i expect to find in the work of Leibniz an attempt to lay

bare the fundamental principles of the philosophy he

criticises, or to show in what respects these need correction,

or wherein there is a failure in their consistent development

;

for criticism of such a kind would have been an anachronism

in the eighteenth century. The aim of Leibniz is rather

to develop and set forth his own views on the questions

which arise, under the stimulus afforded by the thought of

another. We must, too, at the outset, disabuse our minds

of the prepossession which would see nothing but an

irreconcilable opposition between the positions of the two.

Even if we are not prepared to maintain with Hartenstein^

that the differences between them concerning the founda-

tions of human knowledge are of less importance than

the agreement, we shall at least find a large area of common
doctrine, within which Leibniz is prepared simply to

accept the views put forward in the Essay, And although,

^ Locke's Lebre von der menschlicben Erkenntniss in Vergleicbung mit Leibniz^

s

Kritik derselben.
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tisi

inly

from the nature of the case, it is the points of difference et

which he emphasises and seeks to develop, he does nol jcre

fail upon occasion to give expression to his agreemeni

and to his appreciation of the work of the older writer

Even when he considers that his own thought works a1 iriffi

a deeper and more philosophical level, he is prepared tc|)fG

recognise the worth and relative validity of what he regards ire

as the more superficial doctrine. tliat

§ 2. Had his attitude been a different one, some excuse! iolic

for it might have been found in the contemptuous reception' pre

given by Locke to the short paper of reflections on thelncl

Essay ^ written by Leibniz at the time of his first reading sou)

of it. This paper was sent by Leibniz some time later con

to Thomas Burnet, with permission to show it to others,! lie

and with the evident desire that it should ultimately! tla

reach the author of the Essay, After some delay it wasttiffi

communicated to Locke, who never made any direct iifi

acknowledgment, but expressed his poor opinion of its! ion

value in a letter to Molyneux, which was published shortlyj Ian

after his death. 'I must confess to you,' he wrote, 'thatjol

Mr L.'s great name had raised in me an expectation which

the sight of his paper did not answer, nor that discourse of

his in the Acta Eruditorum^ which he quotes, and I have since

read, and had just the same thoughts of it when I read it as

I find you have. From whence I only draw this inference,

that even great parts will not master any subject without

great thinking, and even the largest minds have but narrow

swallows^.' At this hostile judgment Leibniz professed

himself as not surprised, on the ground that they differed

too much in principles, and that consequently the views

advanced by him appeared paradoxical to Locke^. And
indeed many of these ' reflections,' given as they are without

^ Works, vol. IX. p. 407. 2 Letter to Remond, March 14th, 17 14.
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3C eference to their grounds in his philosophical system,

00 irere well calculated to produce such an impression. While

t is maintained that in addition to the Law of Contradiction

er inly experiences should be accepted as primitive principles,

ahrimitive ideas are straightway identified with attributes

tctf God. We are told that we have perceptions which we
iire not conscious of having, and that it is demonstrable

hat the soul thinks always. Not only is there something

ise oHd in what Plato called reminiscentia, but we have a

01 presentiment ' of all our future thoughts. All our ideas,

including our sensations, have their origin in our own
igiouls. Our ideas of sensible qualities are on the one hand

er:ondemned as inadequate, on the other hand declared to

s,5e capable of real definition. While the view of Locke,

ly:hat we can have no positive ideas of an infinite space,

is:ime or number, is accepted, reference is made to a 'true

rnfinite,' which is not a whole composed of parts and is

tsiound in the Absolute. Less paradoxical, because more

y
iamiliar, but at least equally perverse, in view of the contents

tDf the Essay ^ would appear to Locke the assertion of the

li/alue of identical propositions, of axioms and the forms

ifpf the traditional logic. It is clear that we cannot ourselves

e profitably consider Leibniz's criticism of Locke, or examine

s the relations between their theories of knowledge, without

,

dealing, however briefly, with the way in which Leibniz's

\ views on the question had come to be formed, and without

f considering the relation of these views to the rest of his

I
philosophy.

§ 3. One of the reasons which Leibniz subsequently

gave for having written the paper, which had such an

unfortunate reception, was that he had himself already

'meditated deeply upon the subject of the foundations
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of knowledge,' before reading the Essay. Now thes(
^

meditations had proceeded along two distinct lines; h<
^

had approached the question of knowledge on the on(
^

hand from a formal and logical, and on the other hanc
^,

from a real and metaphysical point of view. From the

former standpoint he had early sought to determine th<
i,^

true method of scientific knowledge, and to exhibit th<l
|j,

ideal of perfect intelligibility which it implied. The firsi

outcome of his reflection, working along this line, had beer
^

to render still more fixed and rigid the abstract methoc
^[

of the Cartesian rationalism, and still more pronouncec

the acceptance of the formal Law of Contradiction as th<

supreme principle of rational knowledge. Starting witl
^

a division of notions into 'primitive' and 'composite,' h(

k

maintains that, by means of what he calls the Ars Combina-

toria^ 'all the composite notions in the whole world are
(,(

reduced to a few simple ones as their alphabet; and b)

the combination of such an alphabet a way is made o:

finding, in time, by an ordered method, all things with

their theorems and whatever is possible to investigate
jj

concerning them^.' By taking suitable characters to repre-

sent these elementary constituents of thought, and by
^

determining the operations which can be performed upon
^

them, a universal method can be formulated, which wil

accomplish for all the sciences what Descartes and others
^

have done for arithmetic and geometry by means oi
j^,

algebra. Descartes and Spinoza had both found the

analogue of their philosophical method in the procedure

of geometry; Leibniz insists on looking to the still more <•

abstract science of number for his type and ideal of rational
^

knowledge. For while the geometer is no doubt justified,!

from the point of view of his science, in taking for granted;
p,

* Gerhardt's edition of Leibniz, vol. i. p. 57. Quoted in Russell's Leibniz^ p. 283.
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the axioms which form its starting point, Leibniz considers

that these axioms are not themselves perfectly simple

truths, but stand in need of further analysis, or, in other

words, themselves require proof. If the ideal of rational

inteUigibility is to be attained, the process of analysis must

be carried back until we have left on our hands nothing

\but perfectly simple notions, from which every trace of

composition or synthesis has been eliminated, as in the

merely self-identical units of arithmetic. Our apprehension

of these 'irreducible notions,' which constitute the ultimate

data of our rational knowledge, will, in fact, find expression

in a series of identical propositions, the distinction between

the notion and the proposition here reaching its vanish-

ing point. Such then was, and such always remained,

Leibniz's ideal of rational knowledge; although it might

be a matter of doubt to him whether the perfect analysis

of notions which it involved could be successfully carried

out by us.

§ 4. Now, while Descartes had proclaimed clearness and

•| distinctness of thought as the criterion, bymeans of which we
might distinguish absolutely certain knowledge from every-

thing that was doubtful or erroneous, he had never, as

we have seen, defined with precision these characteristics

of the contents of the 'natural light.' In consequence of

this omission, the self-evidence of certain propositions

had, Leibniz complains, too often been assumed without

warrant by Descartes himself, and to a still greater extent

by his followers, culminating in the loose appeal to innate

I
'ideas' and 'principles' which constituted, in his opinion,

I a partial justification for their rejection by Locke. To

\ correct this defect in the Cartesian theory was the chief

\

purpose of the T^houghis on knowledge^ truth and ideas,

to which Leibniz referred in his first rough notes on the
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Essay^ and in which Locke found so Uttle to admire.

Regarding a notion as clear (as opposed to obscure) when
it is sufficient to enable us to recognise the thing it repre-

sents; and a composite notion as distinct (as opposed to

confused) when we are able to enumerate a sufficient

number of distinctive characters to distinguish the thing

thought of from all others, he declares that such a notion

is only adequate when this process of analysis has been

completed, by the resolution of the complex notion into

its primitive constituents. He introduces the further

distinction between intuitive thought^ in which all these

constituents are themselves together present to our mind,

and symbolical thought^ which employs signs to represent

some of them ; and maintains that we should only be said

to conceive an idea when we make use of the former.

Again, while the enumeration of characters which renders

a notion distinct is sufficient to constitute a nominal

definition^ a definition is only real when it carries with it

the possibility of the thing defined. Now such possibility

is known a priori in the case of adequate notions. Being

analysed into elements which are themselves simple

identities, no violation of the Law of Contradiction can

be involved; and what is not contradictory is possible.

Where, however, analysis has been less thorough, contradic-

tion may lurk; though its absence, and the consequent

possibiHty of the notion, may be known a posterioriy if

experience shows us that the thing actually exists; since

the actual must obviously be pronounced possible. As

a matter of fact, we are told, our usual starting point is

the acceptance of certain notions from experience, which

are then employed for the composition of others, although

they may possess only a relative and not an absolute simpli-

city, such as is required in the data of rational knowledge.
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§ 5. Descartes, too, had been compelled to admit

the legitimacy of such a resort to experience. For him,

however, this was only a temporary expedient in the

process of scientific construction, which, Hke a scaffolding,

'will be no longer needed when the building is complete.

: But Leibniz, insisting on a stricter interpretation of the

principles of the Cartesian rationahsm, finds that a definite

limit must be set to their applicabihty
;

since, as a matter

of fact, all our knowledge is not reducible to the form

• described above. While maintaining that the Law of

: Contradiction is the supreme principle upon which depends

the justification of all 'truths of reason,' he recognises a

;
second kind of truth, viz., 'truths of fact,' for the com-

prehension of which it does not suffice. The distinction

between the two kinds of truths meets us first in an appen-

; dix to the dissertation on the Ars Combinatorial published

when Leibniz was only twenty years of age, and soon

• becomes a central feature of his philosophy. Truths of

reason are necessary propositions, i.e. their opposites

involve contradiction, and are therefore impossible; truths

of fact are contingent, i.e. their opposites are free from

contradiction, and are therefore as conceivable and as

possible as these truths themselves. Their contingency,

however, must not be understood to imply an absence of

determination. For such truths are all governed by the

Law of Sufficient Reason, which asserts that 'no fact can

be found real or existing, no statement true, unless there

is a sufficient reason why it should be so and not otherwise,

although these reasons very often cannot be known by

us.' By a perfect intelligence any given empirical matter

of fact would be seen to be determined by real conditions,

from a knowledge of which its occurrence could have been

predicted. Thus, to take the illustration to which Arnauld
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took such strong exception, we are told that 'all human
events follow with hypothetical necessity from the single

supposition that God created Adam^.' It would, however,

be equally erroneous to suppose that the distinction

between tfc two kinds of truths is in the last resort a

merely relative one, due to the incapacity of our finite

minds for the infinite process of analysis, which would

be required for the full comprehension of the way in which

any particular fact of experience is grounded in the system

of reality. For, however securely the particular fact may
be connected with other elements of reality, so that an

alteration of any one element would involve an alteration

in all the rest, neither these connections nor the existence

of the actual system of reality is necessary, in the sense

required by Rationalism. As to the connections, they

are only hypothetically necessary, i,e, they are only neces-

sary on the supposition of the existing system of reality.

But other orders of nature are conceivable and possible.

A reason there must be, indeed, why just this system of

things is realised and not another; but this reason is

teleological in character, consisting in the superior value

of the present system, in virtue of which it has been chosen

by God. Except in the case of the affirmation of the exis-

tence of God, which Leibniz regards as a necessary proposi-

tion, all predications of existence are contingent; and all

contingent propositions directly or indirectly imply an

assertion of existence. If, therefore, the analysis of a

truth of fact into its simple constituents could be completely

carried out, we should have on our hands, not merely a

number of identical propositions, in which each simple

content is affirmed of itself, but a further proposition

affirming the existence of the complex, which could never be

^ Gerhardt's edition of Leibniz, vol. ii. p. 37.

i
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ustified by an appeal to the Law of Contradiction. The

;phere of contingency being thus defined, all propositions

Arhich do not predicate existence, are regarded by Leibniz

as both necessary and analytical. It appeared to him as

axiomatic, that a proposition which predicates any content

Df a subject cannot be true unless this content forms

part of the notion of the subject.

§ 6. It is clear that even these logical and formal

^y'reflections concerning knowledge are not unconnected with

Leibniz's theory of reality. Thus, the point of view from
!i which the distinction between the two kinds of truths is

e drawn is metaphysical rather than epistemological. It is

e taken for granted that the difference of modality on which it

7 rests is a difference in rerum natura. Again, the distinction

5" between the simple and the composite is applied by Leibniz

'. with equal confidence to notions or truths on the one hand

and to substances on the other. The theory of the analyti-

cal nature of all propositions which characterise a subject

s by a predicate has its counterpart in his metaphysics, in

e
I the theory of substance as containing in itself the ground

of all its changes of state^. These reflections, nevertheless,

form the nearest approach in Leibniz to the unfettered

consideration of knowledge which Locke demanded. The

attempt to investigate the nature of knowledge as a pre-

liminary to the construction of a theory of reality was

entirely foreign to the conceptions of the continental

thinker. Long before he read the Essay ^ he had worked out

a theory of reality from which certain consequences con-

cerning the mind and its knowledge, including the principal

points on which he dwells in his criticism of Locke, were a

^ I cannot, indeed, accept Russell's view that the fundamental positions of

Leibniz's metaphysics are nothing but a development of his logical doctrine.

G. 19
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deduction. This fundamental contrast in presuppositions' E

and point of view must be constantly kept in mind in any:
\{

comparison that is made between the two thinkers, for itui

is the key both to the strength and to the weakness of each.
In

§ 7. Turning, then, to the consideration of the directi
tin

influence of Leibniz's theory of reality upon his theory oi
to

knowledge, it would, at first sight, seem difficult to conceive,
sel

a less promising basis for the treatment of knowledgejm;

than the main principles of his metaphysics. The resolu-
co

tion of reality into a system of monads, each of which ne

develops its own states and determines its own changes! pe

entirely from within, effectually cuts off the mind fromjre

all commerce with a reality beyond itself. It is not onlyJi;

confined to its own ideas, as the immediate objects of its;
pa

thought, as Locke had taught, but these ideas arise simply
jos

as steps in its self-evolution, undetermined by anything; i

without it. The unity of the system of monads having; \

been saved by the tour de force of the Pre-estabHshed
i.

Harmony, nothing remained but to interpret knowledge:

as a mode of expression, by which what takes place in the

individual monad corresponds to the content of the restj |

of the system. And since this correspondence is not |l

limited to particular points, but is universal, not only:

must the soul contain in itself the ground of all its own
tii

future states, but the whole content of the universe must

be somehow actually mirrored in its cognitive faculty.
;

BE

§ 8. The general conception of knowledge outlined
cr

above, to which Leibniz was committed by his theory oil ^

reality, is one which it is impossible to rid of the appearance!
j!;

of arbitrariness and artificiaHty. But it clearly cannot be ^

so much as entertained, if the only mental functions which j.

are recognised are those which involve self-consciousness.
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:3

'hus, by the necessities of his metaphysical position,

Leibniz was driven to that extension of the conception

)f mental activity, which constituted his one great contri-

bution to the development of Psychology, and furnished

:he basis of his principal criticisms of Locke. In opposition

' :o the Cartesian identification of mental function with

elf-conscious thought, which Locke had accepted as axio-

natic, and had merely endeavoured to apply with greater

'^ :onsistency, Leibniz was led to distinguish betw^een mere
i perception and apperception, or the consciousness that we
'3 perceive ; and further, to recognise the existence of 'minute

'"perceptions,' the contents of which cannot be separately

discriminated, but which nevertheless play an important

D part in our mental life. Thus, while the course of Leibniz's

logical reflections led to a still further sharpening of the

!abstract rationalism of Descartes, in his attempt to formu-

late the ideal of rational knowledge, his new conception of

^mental function involved an emphatic insistence upon the

part played by the dim and obscure in the actual Hfe of mind.

§ 9. From the point of view of psychology, the above

"Idistinctions undoubtedly mark an important advance.

The hampering effect of their absence in Locke is very

: apparent on this side of his work. For, with all his resolu-

- tion, he had not been able to carry through the view that

• nothing is present to, or contained in the mind, which is

not, at once, an explicit object of discriminative conscious-

ness, and accompanied by the recognition that we are

- conscious of it. At times he is found tacitly to abandon
• this principle, without seeming to be aware of his incon-

^ sistency, as when he admits that it may not be 'so easy,

• nor perhaps possible for us to distinguish betwixt two
^ approaching ideas, which yet are really different^.'

' II. t6. 3.
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ict?When dealing with psychological problems he sometime

approaches to the verge of admitting the existenci ^

'

of what are now usually called sub-conscious menta

processes; though still formally denying them, anc

seeking some other explanation of the facts in question

Thus, when discussing the degrees of attention, he tells

us that when this function is at its lowest the mind letsf

its ideas ' pass almost quite unregarded, as faint shadows

that make no impression^.' Again, his analysis of oui

acquired perceptions leads him to remark that 'the ideas

we receive by Sensation are often in grown people alteredf
^'

by the judgment without our taking notice of it.' Thus

when Sensation presents us with the idea of a surface

variously coloured, we frame for ourselves the quite different

idea of a convex figure uniform in colour. In such cases

the immediate idea of Sensation * serves only to excite

the other and is scarce taken notice of itself; as a man
who reads or hears with attention and understanding

takes little notice of the characters or sounds, but of the

ideas that are excited in him by them^.' A considerable

strain is evidently here laid upon the principle, which

Locke so strenuously maintains, that * thinking consists

in being conscious that one thinks
' ;

though it is clear that

it is not intended to be abandoned. However faint and

transient our ideas may be, they still, it is assumed, receive

some amount of 'notice' and 'attention,' of which we must

be at the moment conscious. Our acquired perceptions are

explained as due to the rapid substitution by the mind of

one idea for another, of which, however, we must have had

an equally definite, though merely momentary awareness.

§ 10. But while Leibniz is ready enough to take advan-

tage of his new principle for the explanation of empirical

acti

tlie

19- 3-
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acts, which had proved baffling to Locke, it is not so much

::; 1 these, as in the more speculative uses which can be

::j aade of the principle, that he is really interested. Starting

idth the realistic conception of the mind as a substance,

.:• Laving its own definite nature and constitution, Locke

^ad found himself compelled to relegate this substance

!elo the region of the unknow^able, and to treat the mdnd as

T )nly empirically cognisable, through and in relation to its

T lefinite thoughts or experiences. As Leibniz considers

;j
ictivity, of which 'representation' or perception is the fun-

^ iamental form, to constitute the very essence of substance,

; ;he character which the mind possesses, apart from the

3 :ontent of its explicit consciousness at the moment, and

; even in the entire absence of such content, consists for him

3 of the mass of sub-conscious perceptions, by which, in its

own way, and from its own point of view, it represents,

however dimly, the universe. Agreeing with Locke that

moral personality depends upon the possession of self-

consciousness, he finds in the continuity of the sub-con-

scious Hfe of the soul a 'real' as distinguishable from this

p moral' identity, for which there w^as no place in Locke's

:( theory. The doctrine that the mind is always active,

;iw^hich Leibniz accepts on a -priori grounds, can no longer

}be assailed on the ground that it is not always exercising

! self-conscious thought. The new conception is also used

I

to explain the latency which seems to be involved in

I
memory, and in the permanent possession of knowledge,

i which is not perpetually present to our mind as such.

' And if the experiences of our past life are still present in

the form of sub-conscious activities, although they are

no longer definitely cognised, we may also suppose that

this obscure region of our being contains similar functions

which have not yet been raised to the level of conscious
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thoughts. A new interpretation can thus be given to the

doctrine of innate principles and ideas, which avoids

Locke's dilemma, that unless they are explicitly present to

self-consciousness from the start, they amount to nothing

more than a bare faculty or capacity. Finally, so far

from confusion in an idea being a contradiction in terms, as

Locke had maintained, it is present in all complex idea§

of which the simple constituents are sub-conscious. Some

degree of confusion, indeed, is for Leibniz inseparable from

the nature of a mind which, though finite, contains in

itself a representation of the whole system of reality.

§ II. His restatement and defence of the theory of

innate ideas and principles is placed by Leibniz in the

forefront of his reply to Locke, and since it bears directly

upon the question of knowledge, it must receive more

than passing notice. It may be said at once that Leibniz's

position is by no means free from ambiguity and inconsis-

tency, whether we enquire as to the meaning of innate

ness, or as to the ideas and principles for which innateness

is claimed. Innateness is generally conceived by him as

an original active disposition or tendency to form the idea

of a certain object. At times, however, he is found to

urge that it is just because ideas are themselves objects

of thought that they are capable of existing both before

and after the thoughts which refer to them^. Leibniz,

in fact, seems to carry over into the region of sub-conscious

ness Locke's view of the idea as at once an activity of the

thinking mind and the object of its thought. The peculiar

difficulties of this position, when applied to the sub-con-

scious, were doubtless hidden from him by his assumption

^ Nouveaux Essais, u. i. i. This work is for brevity referred to below as N. E
In quoting from it I have made some use of Langley's translation.

that

ffk
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-\ :hat mental functions were essentially representative, and

ii yy his easy identification of the relation of knowledge to

tj
ts object with that of a bare correspondence,

b § 12. To the question as to what ideas are innate,

\i
Leibniz gives a two-fold answer. His metaphysical posi-

3 tion required him to regard the whole of the individual's

;aj
knowledge and experience as from one point of view nothing

J but the self-evolution of his own nature ; evolution being

I conceived as a process of unfolding or laying bare that

iji
ivhich was actually present in a less recognisable form

from the beginning. Hence, all the ideas which the mind

will ever form, and all the propositions to which it will

ojever assent, must be innate. It was in this, its only con-

,e
sistent form, that Leibniz had presented his position in

}y
his first reflections on the Essay. While the same position

>e
is occasionally re-asserted in the Nouveaux Essais, it is

\ not in this form that the theory of innateness is there

defended against Locke's attack. A distinction of origin

K is now drawn between intellectual ideas, and the necessary

s
truths which depend upon them, on the one hand, and

s
sensible ideas, and the truths of fact into which they enter,

3 on the other ; and it is contended that while the latter

3 can be explained as the result of experience, the former

5,must be regarded as purely innate.

. § 13. It becomes necessary, therefore, to enquire as

^

to the grounds on which it is maintained that innateness

, is a characteristic of a special class of ideas and truths.

What reasons does Leibniz consider there are for holding

that the Law of Contradiction, or the idea of substance,

must be regarded as having its origin in the mind, which

do not apply to the idea of red, or to the statement that

sugar is sweet ? To this question it is impossible to obtain

any single and consistent reply from Leibniz. Ideas of
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sense, we are often told, are characterised by obscurityjj on'

whereas the intellectual ideas are clear and distinct ; but

clearness and distinctness cannot for Leibniz, as for Des- car

cartes, be actual marks which point backwards to an| tie

origin in the mind itself. For, according to him, thej

obscure and the confused belong to the mind no less than,

the clear and distinct, and indeed the actual existence!

which is claimed for the innate, before it is consciously! acl

apprehended, consists in its presence in the obscure region ^

of sub-consciousness. This use of the conception of sub-

consciousness implies that the same idea can be at one time

obscure or confused and at another time clear and distinct.^ of

But such a view is fatal to the employment of clearness P

and distinctness as a criterion of origin. I

ca

At other times Leibniz writes as if the ideas and prin-' wi

ciples for which a peculiar innateness may be claimed were, ffi

those involved in the knowledge of the mind itself, as^ C2

distinguished from other things. We are, he is fond of \i

saying, innate to ourselves. To the old saying, Nihil est in e)

intellectu quod non fuerit in sensu, he makes the well-known a<

addition nisi ipse intellectus. Since the mind is itself a|
\

substance, possessing unity and identity, enduring and! o;

acting; the ideas of substance, unity, identity, duration,! o

action, and many others of a similar nature, can be appre- n

hended by the mind without considering anything but i

itself. From this point of view, Leibniz remarks, Locke's t

doctrine is not so unlike his own after all; for, according c

to the Essay ^ Reflection is a distinct source of ideas from i

Sensation. The conception of Reflection requires, indeed, 2

he maintains, to be extended, so as to include ideas of

the mind's essential nature, as well as the ideas of its i

operations, to which it is confined by Locke. There still
;

remains, however, the claim that these ideas involved in
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our knowledge of self had an existence in the mind before

they were consciously apprehended by it. For this he

can find no better ground than the immediacy with which

the mind is present, and always present, to itself. Thus,

while rejecting the consequence which Descartes and

Locke had drawn from this conception, viz., that explicit

self-consciousness necessarily accompanies all states and

activities of the mind, he assumes that the mind must

always at least have some dim awareness of its own meta-

physical nature.

Elsewhere we find Leibniz urging that the necessity

of certain truths is a proof of their innateness. The argu-

ment upon which he frequently relies is that these truths

cannot be proved by experience, which only furnishes us

with particular examples, from the consideration of which

we can form inductive generalisations, but from which we
cannot derive strictly universal or necessary truths. So

far, of course, there is nothing in the argument to which

exception would have been taken by Locke, who had

asserted, even more emphatically than Leibniz, the inade-

quacy of an appeal to particular experiences, for the purpose

of justifying the universal propositions which constitute

our scientific knowledge. Hence Leibniz is again led to

remark that the view of the Essay is not, after all, so different

from his own. What Leibniz has to do, in order to main-

tain his position, is to show that the intuitive apprehension

of such propositions, which Locke admits, implies their

innateness, which he denies. This, however, the argument,

as stated by Leibniz, merely takes for granted.

There is yet another way of seeking to make out a case

for the innateness of a certain kind of knowledge, which we
find in Leibniz. Instead of merely insisting that the know-

ledge of certain truths is innate, because they cannot be
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proved by experience, he now argues for the innateness of the

principles upon which the proof of all other truths depends.

Instead of maintaining the innateness of the ideas and

propositions concerned in the knowledge of self, the innate-

ness of certain ideas and principles is now grounded

on their being involved in all our knowledge, whatever

its object may be. 'The ideas of beings of 'possibility^

of identity^ we are told, 'are so thoroughly innate,

that they enter into all our thoughts and reasonings^.'

It is true that they are not always explicitly appre-

hended by us, and do not constitute in order of time the

first objects of our conscious thought. The 'order of nature,'

however, is different from the order of our experience,

since the proof of the particular depends upon the universal.

Hence, when we would consider what is in us virtually

before all apperception, we are right in insisting on the

latter. ' For the general principles enter into our thoughts,

of which they form the soul and bond of connection. They

are as necessary to them as muscles and sinews are for

walking, even though we do not think of them at all. The

mind relies upon these principles at every moment, but it

does not manage so easily to distinguish them, and to repre-

sent them distinctly and separately^.' Or, as he elsewhere

puts it, innate principles play the part of the suppressed

major premise of an enthymeme, without which the con-

clusion could not be obtained.

This final form of the theory of the special innateness

of a certain kind of proposition has sometimes been held

to involve a suggestion, if not an anticipation, of the

Kantian doctrine of the a priori. The resemblance between

the two, however, is in reality very slight. For, according

to the view of Leibniz, the mind furnishes us with a definite

1 iV. E. I. 3. 3. 2 2V. E. I. I. 20.
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kind of knowledge apart from experience, and not merely

with forms and categories, which require a filling from
i a different source. Hence, although sense-experience is

• required to enable us to think of the truths of reason,

i these do not carry with them any necessary reference

I" to sensible phenomena. Nor are the truths for which

1 linnateness is claimed regarded by Leibniz as the formu-

) lation of synthetic functions constitutive of our world,
' but as first principles from which deductions of an ana-

• lytical character can be made.

2 The argument that the ultimate truths, upon which
' the proof of all other propositions depends, must be innate,

,
clearly depends for its validity upon an identification of

. the psychological and the logical orders in thought. While

\ recognising and insisting that the 'natural' or logical

2 order differs from the temporal order of our expHcit or

,
apperceptive consciousness, Leibniz assumes that when

/ the sub-conscious life is taken into account this can no

r longer be the case. The logically prior universal must

\ have been actually present in the mind before the particular

t| which falls under it, and on the apprehension of which it

exerts a real though hidden influence. The presupposition

; of an identity between the logical and the psychological

l[ orders was, indeed, common to Locke and Leibniz
;
though

• it was understood and applied so differently by each.

Interpreting it exclusively with reference to the only kind

s of mental functions which he recognised, viz., those of

1 our explicit consciousness, Locke was led to disparage

:| the logical value of such * maxims' as the Laws of Identity

If and Contradiction, on the ground that they are 'not the

J I truths first known to the mind^.' Leibniz, maintaining

i\ their logical implication in all truths as such, and indeed

^ IV. 7. 9.
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holding that all other truths of reason can be demonstrated

from them, regards them as a pre-eminent example of the
|

knowledge which is innate. I

^

1

11

§ 14. We must now turn from Leibniz's theory of
^

innateness, to consider his account of the ideas which, in
d

a relative and popular sense, he regards as derived from
c(

experience. What experience itself is, from the more
| c(

ultimate point of view, he never seems to have enquired ; i

51

nor would it be easy to find a meaning for it consistent
tl

with his system. Putting aside this difficulty, which does
u

not concern us here, we find him maintaining that Locke's
{

simple ideas of Sensation are only simple in appearance,
j

For, as we have seen, all sensible ideas are for him confused, 1

^

and their confusion consists in the presence in them of
L

a sub-conscious or undiscriminated plurality. Leibniz in
|

fact maintains on general grounds that, although these
^

ideas are simple and unanalysable to our apperceptive
^

consciousness, they must in reaHty be complex and capable
0

of analysis. As to what these grounds were, we must
\

now enquire.
^

In his early thoughts on knowledge, truth and ideasA
\

Leibniz had contented himself with the remark, that
jj

our notions of sensible qualities are certainly composite,
\

since they have their causes. There is implied in this
jj

dictum an implication of the composition theory, which
\

always underlay his treatment of the subject, viz., the
(j

assumption that causation is composition, and that conse-

quently every effect contains in itself the plurality of con-
j

ditions upon which it depends. It follows that a distinct
\

idea of an effect would enable us to detect in it this plurality.

Hence, when, as in the case of the so-called simple ideas

of Sensation, we cannot do this, our idea must be confused,
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•"''and must contain an undetected plurality. Now our

-ignorance of the causes of these ideas appears in different

ways, according to the level of reflection which we occupy.

If we seek to place ourselves at the point of view of ultimate

truth, we must recognise that our sensations arise entirely

from conditions in the mind itself. But since we are not

conscious of any causal activity in reference to them, these

conditions must be found among the felites perceptions of

^1 sub-consciousness. The theory of the self-evolution of

the individual mind and the conception of sub-conscious

mental functions having once been accepted, this appHca-

tion follows easily enough. If, however, we would treat

the question from the more popular level, which Leibniz

occupies throughout the greater part of his criticism of

Locke, and from which we regard our sensations as caused

- by external conditions, we find ourselves immersed in

serious difficulties. For, while we can only regard these

^ conditions as imperceptible mathematical determinations

• of body, we are not only ignorant as to what they are,

but we cannot even conceive how such conditions could

give rise to our perceptions. Thus, the very reasons which

vied Locke to declare that matter, as exhibiting secondary
't| quahties, is incapable of scientific treatment, are regarded

') by Leibniz as proofs of complexity in the apparently

^ simple ideas of these qualities, which come to be enshrouded
II in a mystery almost as inscrutable as that which envelopes

c| the Lockian idea of substance. 'It is,' he declares, in

' reference to these ideas, 'an I know not what of which we
1 are conscious, but for which we cannot account^.' Even
t| in the few cases in which we have definite grounds for

j
^ Letter to Queen Charlotte of Prussia. Gerhardt's edition of Leibniz, vol. vi.

p. 498. This letter will be found to contain the fullest expression of his views on

' the whole subject.
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supposing the presence of certain factors, we are in reaHt]

no better off. Since green arises from a mixture of blul

and yellow, we may, he thinks, regard the idea of greei

as composed of the ideas of these colours ; but we canno

detect the latter in the former, or generate the idea o

green by an intellectual combination of the ideas of blu

and yellow. Although the real complexity of the causl'^^

may in this case be experimentally verified, the apparen

simphcity of the effect is as evident and as baffling as ever^

§ 15. In his explanation of the meaning of innateness

and of the complexity which he maintains is involved i]!'

Locke's simple ideas of sensible qualities, we have seeil'^o

Leibniz applying his new conception of mental functio

to the reinterpretation and defence of two of the funda

mental positions of rationalism.

Apart, however, from his insistence upon the noEffo^

empirical origin of certain ideas, and upon the complexit

and confusion of our ideas of secondary qualities, Leibni

has little to offer in the way of criticism of Locke's genera

theory of the formation and constitution of our ideas, a'li^l

developed in Book II of the Essay, He was himself fa

too deeply committed to the composition theory for a

effective handling of this part of the subject. Locke'

procedure presented itself to him as a legitimate an

useful manner of expounding the content of our idea{

lacking indeed in philosophical depth, since no attempt ipwt

made to push the analysis up to the simple intellectus

notions, which constituted for him the primary data c

knowledge. But while we may pass over the bulk c^ci

Leibniz's comments on Book II of the Essay, as unim^ouj

portant in themselves and irrelevant to our purposj^ve

some attention must be paid to his treatment of oiifc

1 Cf. N, E, II. 2. I.

m
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ij
ieas of space and substance, both on their own account

nd as illustrating the relation of his position to that of

.ocke.

ioi § 16. To Leibniz our spacial ideas prove distinctly

mbarrassing. His general intention is to assign to them

position intermediate between the distinct and innate

is(leas by which the mind cognises its own nature, and the

njonfused ideas which it derives from sensible experience,

rutins meeting the requirements of the Principle of Con-

5sj[nuity. But to carry this conception out in detail, in

in way which shall be consistent with his other positions,

eijroves to be no easy matter; whether we consider the

oijegree of distinctness possessed by these ideas, or the

lajDurce to which they are to be assigned. As constituting

jbe basis of the demonstrative science of geometry, they

ni^ould seem to be pre-eminently distinct. From a meta-

nj'hysical point of view, however, they must be pronounced

ii;0 involve confusion; since reflection shows that what

a/e cognise as an external world is in reality non-spacial,

a^nd that the appearance of extendedness would disappear

ajould our thought attain to a sufficient degree of distinct-

aij.ess. Thus, the ideas which Locke regarded as possessing

A perfect intellectual transparency are for Leibniz less

rjj.istinct than the ideas of substance and identity, in the

js|xposition of which Locke had found his most puzzling

i^troblems.

la
Still greater difficulties arise when Leibniz seeks to

ojefer these ideas to their source. To regard them, as

Q jocke had done, as ideas derived from more than one sense,

ji^ould have been, in his opinion, to degrade them to the

jel^vel of our ideas of secondary quaHties, and to plunge

hem in the still greater confusion which these involve.

)n the other hand, they cannot be innate in the same
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sense as the metaphysical conceptions by which the

mind apprehends its own nature, since extendedness is 3'

emphatically not a characteristic of the self. From this \

dilemma, Leibniz seeks to escape by assigning these

ideas to 'the common sense^.' But since the commonjiii

sense is admittedly not a sense at all, this is, he

recognises, equivalent to their derivation ' from thd ?^

mind itself.' They are, then, he declares, * ideas oiM

the pure understanding,' but ' related to the external.''

A position such as is here suggested can, however, find id

no place in his system without disastrous results, either^

to his view of what constitutes pure understanding, or

to his theory of the real nature of that which we appre- ^

hend as external. For pure understanding must appre-|

hend reality as it is, and reality is a non-spacial system;

of monads. ,

b

These difficulties in classifying and referring to their «

source the ideas which lie at the basis of geometrical, fi

science are independent of the distinction which Leibniz

draws between extension as a property of bodies and our ii*

conception of space itself, important as this is from the! ^

metaphysical point of view. While endeavouring tc It

represent the extension of body as due to our imperfect ire

apprehension of a plurality or repetition of unextended ob

monads, space is declared to be merely an abstract system

of relations, or an order of possible existences. Leibniz on

thus adopts and develops the purely relational theory of| J

space, which we have seen that Locke at one time enter- fc

tained, but which he abandoned in favour of the theory of see

More, also adopted by Newton, that space must be conceived

as real apart from body, and as pertaining to the Divine Ji

Being. In his criticism of the Essay Leibniz merely i\

1 iV. E. II. 5. I.
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ill indicates this difference of view. The full statement

is and defence of his position are contained in his corre-

lisspondence with Clarke.

§ 17. While substance constituted the fundamental

01 metaphysical category both for Locke and for Leibniz,

Ij pach had been brought, in his own way and from his own
lilpoint of view, to a critical examination of its significance,

ol Locke, directing his criticism from the point of view of

L' conscious experience was, as we have seen, unable to find

K in the conception anything but a necessary point of

ei reference for the contents of experience. The realistic

01 presuppositions of his unconscious metaphysic had, how-

e ever, prevented his thorough-going adoption of this con-

e elusion, and hopeless perplexities had arisen from the

u assumption to which they led, that substance must still

have a content of its own, which from the nature of the

iicase we cannot grasp. The chimerical nature of these

difficulties Leibniz had no difficulty in exposing. They

i arise, he points out, from our first abstracting the bare

11
idea of substance from all determinations, and then re-

quiring that it shall nevertheless possess determinations.

Thus the complaint of our ignorance of its nature * arises

from our demanding a kind of knowledge of which the

object does not admit^.' Not indeed that he would himself

reduce substance to a bare point of reference. Proceeding

on more metaphysical lines, his own criticism had reached

a very different result. Taking its point of departure

•from his dissatisfaction with the consequences which

seemed to him to have been correctly drawn by Spinoza

from the Cartesian conception of substance, it had led to

a transformation of that category. Instead of conceiving

substance statically, as an independent existent, we must

^ iV. E. II. 23. II.

20
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view it dynamically, as an independent principle of activity,

Now the nature of this activity is revealed to us in our own
inner experience. Thus, while Locke, endeavouring to find

I

j(

a meaning for substance from the point of view of experi-
j,

ence, ended by treating it as purely transcendent, Leibniz,!
jj

as the result of his metaphysical analysis, presents us with]

the conception of substance as an immanent principle of|

experience, involving a teleological unity. Unfortunately,
gj

the fruitfulness of this new idea was largely nullified by
ji

his continuing to identify the conception of substance

with that of a logical subject in the notion of which all
jj

its predicates are contained. For this identification led

directly to the conversion of the principle of activity into

the principle of the isolation of substances, and to the denial
j,

of any real communion between them. Of the real point,
^

of vantage with which the new conception provided him in

his criticism of Locke, Leibniz, at all events, shows him-
j,

self almost unaware. Instead of developing his own con-'
^

ception, and setting it over against that which he found
j ^

in the Essay ^ he contents himself with the bare assertion

that the conception of substance is not so empty and

sterile as Locke had supposed, and that numerous a priori

metaphysical truths can be derived from it.

§ 18. While Locke and Leibniz differ thus funda-

mentally in their views concerning the meaning of sub-

stance, they are at one in accepting the view that relations

can have no place in rerum natura, but are entia mentalia

dependent upon the activity of a comparing mind. Having

expressed his concurrence with Locke's division of the

objects of our thought into substances, modes and relations,

Leibniz proceeds at once to affirm the metaphysical

inferiority of the last-named category. *I believe that

qualities are only modifications of substances, and that the
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understanding adds to them the relations^.' He is, indeed,

^ careful to add that they must not be regarded as on that

account entirely groundless or unreal. They are not mere

fictions of our understandings, but are ultimately grounded
*^ in the divine understanding, the 'supreme intelligence

which determines them all for all time^.' A dogmatic

l solution of this kind was, of course, opposed to the spirit

of Locke's enquiry. Nor does it remove, but rather inten-

sifies, the difficulty of comprehending how relations can

arise in the apprehension of a reality to whose nature they

are foreign.

We have now endeavoured to indicate the different

" motives which underlie Leibniz's treatment of knowledge,

* and to trace their working in his criticism of some of the

main positions of the earlier books of the Essay, It still

^ remains to make a comparison between the views of Locke
^' and Leibniz concerning the general nature, kinds and

extent of our knowledge. To this we shall proceed in

the following chapter.
D

1 N. E, II. 12. 5. * N. E. II. 30. 4.



CHAPTER XII

LOCKE AND LEIBNIZ {continued)

§ I. Between the views of Locke and Leibniz con-

cerning the questions which are discussed in the concluding

book of the Essay^ there is at first sight a considerable

amount of agreement. With many of the presuppositions

and general views of his predecessor Leibniz has, at all

events, no quarrel. That knowledge is primarily concerned

with ideas which, while mind-dependent, represent a reality

beyond the individual mind ; that in its most perfect form

it is reducible to self-evident propositions, which are appre-

hended by intuition; that demonstration consists in a

concatenation of such intuitions, by which connections of

ideas which are not self-evident are mediately brought to

light; that while the typical examples of this procedure

are to be found in mathematics, it is not limited to quantity

;

that by means of such perceptions of connections of

content among our ideas, immediate and mediate, we are

furnished with propositions which are universal and neces-

sary; that such knowledge could not be obtained by any

process of empirical generalisation, and does riot assert

or imply real existence; that the only existence which

is immediately known is that of the mind itself, but that

the existence of God can also be known with absolute

certainty, by demonstration; that our knowledge of the

existence of external things, though theoretically falling
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short of the requirements of a perfect apprehension of

truth, must yet be accepted as practically indubitable : in

all these positions Leibniz follows Locke. A difference of

first rate importance manifests itself, however, when we
enquire as to the contents of the fundamental truths of

rational knowledge, which intuition apprehends. With

this difference we shall begin our comparison of the theories

of the two thinkers. Having followed out this divergence

as to the nature of rational knowledge, we shall consider

their treatment of the relation of rational knowledge to

the truths made known by experience,

§ 2. Notwithstanding Locke's insistence upon the syn-

thetic character of all instructive propositions, Leibniz

continued to hold the view, at which we have seen he had

early arrived, that the ideal of rational knowledge can only

be attained by the reduction of all propositions to state-

ments of identity. 'The primitive truths of reason,' he

still declares, 'are those which I call by the general name
of identicals^ because it seems that they do nothing but

repeat the same thing, without teaching us anything^'; an

appearance which is certainly not belied by such examples

as ''A is 'B is 5,' 'the equilateral rectangle is a rect-

angle.' To definitions and identical propositions, he still

thinks, all other necessary truths can be reduced. The

significance of Locke's exposure of the futility of such a

procedure he entirely failed to grasp. Even if it be

frivolous to repeat, 'Oyster is oyster,' the value of identical

propositions will appear, he assures us, as soon as we
consider how other truths can be reduced to them^. Instead,

however, of endeavouring to give examples of such reduc-

tions or demonstrations, he confines himself to pointing

1 N. E. IV. 2. I. 2 N. E. IV. 8. 3.
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out that the proof by reductio ad impossibile, as employed

by geometers, involves the use of the Law of Contradiction

;

and to attempting to show that this principle by itself

suffices to justify the logical process of conversion, and

the reduction of the indirect moods of the syllogism to

the first figure. It is unnecessary to dwell upon the

inadequacy of this defence; since it is evident that con-

version would be meaningless, and the syllogism impossible,

if we started with merely identical propositions. Holding,

then, to the positions at which, as he says, he had arrived

in his youth, Locke's contention that identical proposi-

tions are 'trifling' seemed to him to indicate *a want of

having thought sufficiently on these matters^.' Regarding

Locke as working at a comparatively popular and superficial

level, he considered his admission of the immediate cer-

tainty of propositions expressing synthetical connections

of ideas as an indication of his failure to attain to the

conception of a 'perfect analysis.' 'You see, then, sir,'

his own representative in the dialogue is made to say,

'that what you and your friends have said concerning the

connection of ideas, as the genuine source of truths, needs

explication. If you are willing to content yourself with

a confused view of this connection, you weaken the

exactness of demonstration....Yet, if you wish this con-

nection of ideas to be distinctly seen and expressed, you

will be obliged to recur to definitions and identical

axioms^.'

§ 3. An interesting illustration of Leibniz's point of

view is afforded by his treatment of the four kinds of

agreement or disagreement of ideas into which our know-

ledge is divided by Locke. After remarking that relation

'taken generally' covers all forms of agreement, he proceeds

1 iV. E. IV. 2. I. ^ N. E, IV. 12. 6.
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:i to distinguish two kinds of relation, viz., relations of

comparison and relations of concurrence. The former,

:j he tells us, comprise 'identity and diversity, either in

.1 whole or in part, by which are constituted the same or the

10 diverse^ the like or the unlike.'' Relations of concurrence

le include Locke's coexistence, and may be extended, we
1- are told, to cover our knowledge of the existence of objects,

e, since the existence of an object may be regarded as its

?, concurrence with the ego. 'Thus I beheve it may be said

d that there is only comparison and concurrence; but that

i- the comparison which marks identity or diversity, and

it the concurrence of the thing with the ego, are the relations

» which deserve to be distinguished among others^.' It will

11 be seen that while three of Locke's varieties of agreement

or disagreement are here accounted for, the one which he

s had denominated 'relation,' in the strictest sense of the

I term, disappears altogether. Those special connections of

' content which Locke had regarded as synthetic, must,

,
according to Leibniz, be brought under the head of total

; or partial identity, or degraded to the level of mere factual

) concurrence.

[ § 4. Locke's favourite examples of such synthetic,

: yet self-evident and necessary truths, had been drawn

from the mathematical sciences, and these Leibniz re-

,
peatedly and expressly declares are capable of reduction

to definitions and identical propositions. This reduction,

he thinks, has been most successfully effected in the case

of arithmetic. 3 = 2+1 is not, as Locke supposed, an

example of intuitive knowledge; for it is not a truth,

but a definition. On the other hand, while 2+2=4 is

a truth, it is not self-evident, but requires to be demon-

strated by means of the .definitions which lie at the basis

1 N. E. IV. I. 7.
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of the science^. Against the reduction of arithmetic to \

a merely verbal system, Leibniz thinks to guard himself
j

sti

by the contention that these definitions are not nominal; eti

but real, i,e, they imply the possibility of the thing defined.
\

\\

For, according to the rationalistic principle of possibility,
\

ca;

which Locke had employed and Leibniz expressly formu-| is

lates, ideas which are through and through distinct, or which! an

are adequate, can thereby be known a 'priori to be ideas
in

of possible existents; for their transparency can harbour tl

no contradiction, and the non-contradictory is possible, tli

Hence the definitions of arithmetic, being adequate, \\

contain the ' concealed statement' that the ideas in question %

are possible, which is a matter of intuitive knowledge. et

In the case of geometry it is admitted that the reduc-
tx

tion to distinct definitions and identical propositions,!

which the 'perfect analysis' requires, has not yet been

carried out. The science, as we have it, rests upon \

secondary and provisional axioms which can be, but have
p

not been, resolved into mere identities. Nor should the
il

definitions it employs be accepted as final. For we are
ti

here immersed in the perplexities of the continuous, with
o]

its confused infinity. As he says elsewhere, geometers
c(

have not even a sufficiently clear idea of the straight line, ,1

for they cannot analytically derive all its properties from;
|

its definition. In other words, Leibniz recognises his own i

inability to eliminate synthetical propositions from geo-' {

metry, though he continues to proclaim the possibility i

of such elimination, as involved in the conception of the!
tl

science as consisting of necessary truths.
t]

§ 5. Holding that the mathematical sciences consisted
0

of truths which were really analytical, even where theiii

reduction to this form had not been actually effected, Leibniz

^ N. E. IV. 7. 10.
j
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is in hearty agreement with Locke's view that demon-

stration is not hmited to the sciences of quantity. Logic,

ethics and metaphysics are all included within its sphere.

Ethics, which Locke had alone singled out, is not merely as

capable of demonstration as geometry, but more so. For

in it we are dealing with purely intelligible ideas, and

are no longer troubled by the infinity w^hich is involved

in continuous quantity^. Without apparently perceiving

the inconsistency with his general position, he attributes

the superior success which has actually been achieved

by geometry to the fact that in it 'experience is able to

guarantee the reasoning at every moment,' whereas in

ethics and in metaphysics 'this paralleHsm of reason and

experience is no longer found^.' His view of the part

played by the diagram in geometrical reasoning is, in

fact, the same as that of Locke. While demonstration

is independent of diagrams for its validity, and could

proceed without their aid, they are useful 'to faciHtate

the comprehension of what we wish to say, and to fix

the attention^.' He had, too, for long been of Locke's

opinion that artificial means may be found which will

compensate for their absence in other sciences. The

characteristica universalis^ upon the possibilities of which

he so often dwells, involves as one of its features the

representation of all our notions by visible characters,

thus securing as far as possible for other subjects the

service which the diagram performs in geometry; while

the ars combinatoria has to reduce all human thoughts to

their simple constituents, as to an alphabet, and work

out the formal rules of their combination, after the manner

of a universal algebra. Could this ideal be attained,

disputation would be as unnecessary in philosophy as

1 iV. E. IV. 3, 19. 2 A^. E. IV. 2. 13. 3 £^ iy_ ^
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in the adding up of an account. Philosophers who found

themselves in disagreement would only need 'to take their

pencils in their hands, to sit down to their slates, and to

say to each other (with a friend to witness, if they liked)

:

Let us calculate^.'

§ 6. While Leibniz's conception of the perfect form of

knowledge is rationalistic, in the narrowest sense of the term,'

another motive makes its appearance in his treatment of the

nature of knowledge in general, and of the relations between

its different varieties. If he regards Locke's account of

intuitive and demonstrative knowledge as too lax, since

it accepts as ultimate the apprehension of synthetical

connections of ideas, he complains, on the other hand,

that his view of knowledge in general is too stringent.

So far from allowing too little to the rational factor in

knowledge, he complains that Locke, in his definition of

knowledge, insists upon it over much, thus unduly limiting

the sphere of knowledge. He rejects, in the first place,

Locke's identification of knowledge with certainty, and

its consequent distinction from even the highest degree

of probability. Opinion based on probability may also,

he thinks, be called knowledge^. To Locke's three ' degrees

'

of knowledge—intuitive, demonstrative and sensitive—he

would therefore add a fourth, viz. the knowledge of the

probable^. And certainty itself, he would interpret, not

as theoretically excluding the very possibility of doubt,

but as that which is incapable of being doubted for prac-

tical purposes, as long as we retain our sanity*. Or, as

he elsewhere puts it, we must recognise the moral oi

1 Gerhardt's edition of Leibniz, vol. vii. p. 200. Quoted in Russell's Pbilosop,

of Leibniz^ p. 170.

* N. E. IV. 2. 14. 3 loc. cit. * N. E. iv. 11. lo.
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physical certainty, which has its source in unvarying

experience, as well as the metaphysical certainty, which

Is found in our apprehension of necessary truths^. He
Dbjects to Locke's definition of knowledge, as the percep-'

tion of the agreement or disagreement of our ideas, that

we may have knowledge though we do not perceive such

an agreement or disagreement, but only 4eel it confusedly

without apperceiving it^.' Finally, he will not even accept

the limitation of knowledge to judgments. Though the

apprehension of truth is impossible apart from judgment,

'^knowledge, he holds, has a wider signification than this,

• according to which it is to be found in ideas and terms,

prior to the formation of propositions^.

^ § 7. The motive which underhes this widening of the

^conception of knowledge finds still further expression in

^'Leibniz's treatment of the relations between the different

kinds of knowledge. What he in principle desired to do

^ was to exhibit these as continuous stages in the evolution

of our cognitive consciousness ; an evolution which,

beginning at the level of merely subconscious apprehension,

would find its completion in the most perfect form of

intuitive knowledge. Now 'evolution,' it must be remem-
^ bered, whether biological or psychological, meant for him

'"'preformation.' It was not conceived as a process of

^^ development in and through which genuinely new forms

of being, or contents of consciousness arise, but as the

rendering patent or obvious of something which was really

present, though in a less obvious form, from the start.

Such a conception of evolution is indeed but the counter-

-• part of the composition theory. As the latter maintains

that the conditions which constitute a cause exist unmodi-

fied in the effect, which is merely their sum
;

so, the form.er

1 -V. E. IV. 6. 13. 2 I. I. 3 Y. E. IV. I. 2.
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considers that nothing can emerge in the course of evolutior

which was not present in some hidden way from the firsi:;

:

in the evolving being. AppHed to the mind, it impHej \

that no addition is ever made to its initial content, anc: tl

that the various stages of our cognitive consciousness an l

but the different degrees of clearness and distinctness c

with which the same content is apprehended. If Leibni2int

was guided by a true instinct in his desire to mediate

between the different forms of knowledge, the inherent \

unworkability of this conception of evolution prevented! I

him from doing more, in most cases, than to blur the li

outlines of the distinctions he criticised. i tc

§ 8. The most fundamental distinction which Locke

recognises among the propositions which constitute oui| it

*real instructive knowledge,' is that between propositions'

concerning the existence of particular things and universali

propositions concerning the relations of our abstract: k

ideas. To one or other of these the various kinds oi; |f

knowledge are found, in the end, to reduce themselves.! JE

This classification of instructive propositions has obvious! Jo

points of contact with the Leibnizian distinction between f

truths of fact and truths of reason, with which Leibnizi

himself compares it^. Both Locke and Leibniz recognisej us

the exceptional position of the predication of existence,; its

and the hypothetical character of the universal propositions If

For both the final distinction within knowledge is that of

between an apprehension of particular facts as revealedl itii

by experience, and a knowledge which is universal and b

necessary, but formal and abstract. Apart, however, lei

from their opposed views as to the nature of this latter

type of knowledge, their fundamental difference of stand-j fiic

point shows itself in the way in which the distinction isj iiei

1 iV. E. IV. II. 13.
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Irawn. While Locke's division of propositions is simply

put forw^ard as the result to which he has been brought by

Ills examination of knowledge; the Leibnizian distinction,

though originating in reflection on knowledge, and applied

to the classification of knowledge, is really drawn from a

metaphysical point of view. The distinction between the

necessary and the contingent is interpreted objectively,

as a difference in the truths themselves, apart from our

knowledge of them or their relations to the knowing mind.

Necessary truths, being dependent on the Law of Contra-

diction, have their basis in the divine understanding;

contingent truths are an expression of the divine will,

:i working through its choice of the best. We may even,

lit would seem, recognise that a proposition formulates a

.-necessary truth, without being able to see that it is neces-

; sarily true. For the axioms of geometry are treated as

necessary truths, although it is held that we have not

yet succeeded in meeting the requirements of the 'perfect

;
analysis' with reference to them; and until this has been

done we cannot see with perfect certainty that their

;
opposites involve contradiction.

§ 9. The Leibnizian distinction, then, is primarily

i<jmetaphysical rather than epistemological. Interpreted in

its ultimate terms, as resting upon the contrast between

ijthe Law of Contradiction and the principle of the Choice

:;jof the Best, it resists all his skill as a mediator, and con-

;:|stitutes an unresolved dualism underlying his theory of

;| knowledge^. Within the region of knowledge, however,

Leibniz is not prepared to accept as final the mere setting

beside each other of a knowledge of particular existences

i-jand a knowledge of universal truths. His own direct com-

; ments on Locke's position are, indeed, not very impressive.

^ Cf. Adamson, Development of Modern Philosophy^ vol. i. p. 102.
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Propositions of fact, he declares, may become general ir

a way, by induction; besides the universal truths whicl

are necessary, reason, he thinks, furnishes us with some

truths which are not absolutely universal, but only probable,

'as for example, when we assume an idea to be possible

until its contrary is discovered by a more exact investiga-

tion^.' But as he admits that the generaHty achieved

by induction is not * perfect,' since we cannot see its

necessity; and as an assumption which is subsequently

refuted can hardly pass for knowledge, these considerations

do not take us far. It is more helpful to call to mine

Leibniz's insistence that the contingency of truths oi

fact does not imply the absence of determination, or the

impossibility of their scientific treatment. Though in the

last resort inexpHcable without reference to the Choice oj

the Best, each fact of experience has its proximate grounc

in other facts of the same kind, with which it is systemati-

cally connected. Owing to the infinity which pertains tc

every element of the real, there is thus opened up a fielc

of investigation which is unhmited. Instead of referring

factual connections which we cannot explain, such as tha

between body and mind, directly to the 'good pleasure o:

God,' we must regard them as in principle capable o:

rational comprehension, could we only carry our analyst

far enough. Instead of looking, as Locke had done, for j

criterion of the existence of sensible things in a characteristic

of sensation, such as its force and vividness, we must seel

it in the connection of phenomena with one another

Moreover, the truths of reason are themselves the principle

according to which the facts of experience are connected

They are thus impHcit in our empirical knowledge, thougl

its content can never be completely deduced from then

1 'N. E. IV. II. 13.
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'alone. In such views there is much that is suggestive,

[t is clear, however, that the desired concihation cannot

be effected as long as the truths of reason are conceived

as identical propositions. As such they cannot furnish

the bonds of connection between phenomena
;

indeed,

: from the point of view from which identical propositions

are the ideal of knowledge, these connections must remain

as unintelligible as the phenomena themselves would be

in isolation.

§ 10. A similar difference shows itself when we com-

pare the views of Locke and Leibniz upon the relation of

the mathematical and the physical sciences. For Locke,

as we know, while mathematics consists of universal pro-

positions concerning relations of ideas, our knowledge of

natural phenomena is in the main restricted to the contents

of particular experiences. From these we may, indeed,

obtain conclusions of a more general kind, possessing a

high degree of probability, but lacking the certainty of

knowledge; and it would, he thinks, be ^lost labour'

to seek after 'a perfect science of bodies^.' In so far as

Leibniz's rejection of this position depends upon his laxer

interpretation of the meaning of knowledge, we need not

dwell upon it further. To that extent, indeed, the question

is in part a verbal one. To Locke's contention that we can

.only know the nominal and not the real essences of sub-

stances, Leibniz rephes that a thing can have but one

,
essence, though it may have many definitions, each of

, which more or less perfectly expresses this essence. As

.the sciences advance, therefore, our nominal definitions

become more and more adequate to the substances defined.

A knowledge of the essences of substances presents itself

to him, therefore, as a goal towards which we may approach,

^ Essay^ iv. 3. 29.
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rather than as something from which we are for ever cut

off. Nor will he admit that there is any fundamental

difference, as regards the conditions of their reality, between

our ideas of substances on the one hand and of modes and

relations on the other. For, he maintains, reverting once

more to the standpoint of dogmatic metaphysics, they all
jji

alike have their archetypes in the divine mind.

It was, however, in the nature of the immediate con-
[|

tents of our sense-experience that Locke had found the

final and insuperable bar to the scientific treatment of

natural phenomena. Between these he could directly

discover little or nothing in the way of necessary connec-

tions, while the possibility of their indirect connection,

through the primary qualities of the minute parts of

body, upon which they are thought to depend, seemed to

him to be blocked, not only by our actual ignorance of

these primary qualities, but by our total inability to con

ceive how the contents of our sensible experience could

result from them. That we are here in the presence of an

obstacle which is absolute and final, Leibniz will not allow

Denying the simplicity of our ideas of secondary qualities,

the confusion, which on his theory they involve, is taken

to imply the possibility of their analysis, and consequently

their theoretical intelligibility. Holding on a 'priori grounds

the commensurability of the mental and the material, he

maintains that our ideas of sensible qualities must corre-

spond precisely to their physical causes. Could we reach

the internal constitution of a body, we should be able to

see why it has the qualities which experience presents, or

rather they would be reduced to their intelligible reasons

That they should, nevertheless, still be experienced as

sensible, is inconvenient for his theory, but need not

concern us here. Ultimately, indeed, there exists for
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' ^eibniz, as well as for Locke, a fundamental difference

^ )et\veen the mathematical and the natural sciences. For

vhile mathemiatics, he thinks, rests entirely on the principle

" )f Contradiction, 'in order to proceed from mathematics

^ o natural philosophy, another principle is requisite^,'

nz., the principle of Sufficient Reason, which in the last

•esort means the principle of the Choice of the Best.

Thus, ideally, 'the true physics must be derived from the

ource of the divine perfections 2,' instead of being based upon

ample and necessary truths, such as form the foundation

)f the mathematical sciences. In the meantime, working
' .Tom the other end, there is before us an infinite field for

..nvestigation by empirical and analytical methods.
n

§ II. If we endeavour, in summing up, to form an

estimate of the value of Leibniz's elaborate commentary

Hapon and criticism of the Essay, it must, I think, be said

• that, apart from its frequent suggestiveness upon particular

' points, it makes no really substantial contribution towards

the solution of the problems to which Locke had directed

attention; nor does it grapple sufficiently closely with

"Locke's point of view to lay bare its shortcomings and

: correct its defects. Leibniz never appreciated the signifi-

cance of the attempt to treat knowledge from the standpoint

of an immanent criticism, which, however imperfectly

^! carried out, constituted the true importance of the Essay.

" On the general vaHdity or invahdity of such a procedure

he has nothing to say, and proceeds as if the question had

never been raised. If the possession of a more developed

^ metaphysical theory saved him from some of the more

obvious crudities of Locke's thought, his constant employ-

• ment of it for the dogmatic solution of questions of
it

^ Second Letter to Clarke. ^ Letter to Boyle.

G. 21
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epistemology, without explanation or defence, shows hov

completely impervious he remained to the new point o

view. Nor, had his attitude towards it been other than i

was, could he have contributed much towards its elucidatioi

or development, since he accepted without questioning tw(

of the chief sources of weakness in Locke's theory o

knowledge, viz., the view that the immediate objects ol

knowledge are ideas, and the composition theory. More-

over, the distinctive features of his own metaphysica

system were not of a kind to throw light upon the theory o;

knowledge. From this point of view, at least, the theor)

of monads, with its implication of mental preformation anc

the development of all our ideas and experiences fron

within, must be pronounced a veritable cut de sac. Ever

Leibniz himself realises the impossibility of a fruitfu

discussion of the preformation theory of knowledge wit!

one who does not accept the metaphysics from which h(

deduces it, and in consequence leaves it on one side in hi{

defence of innate ideas and principles.

Turning from the relation of his theory of knowledge

to his metaphysics, to the content of the former, we fine

Leibniz again failing to apprehend the significance ol

Locke's work on a matter of prime importance. He

passed by without serious consideration Locke's demon-

stration of the futility of identical and analytical proposi-

tions, and continued to exalt as the ideal of knowledge the

narrowly rationalistic conception which he had inherited

and developed. By insisting on the synthetic characteil

of 'instructive' propositions, including those which are

necessary and universal, Locke had raised a problem oi

the full significance of which he was not himself aware,

but which for his critic simply did not exist. For the

pure formalism of his theory of rational knowledge
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Leibniz's clearer perception of the function of the universal

IS not a sufficient compensation. The one result of first

rate importance, which emerges from his criticism of the

Essay, is the superseding of the Cartesian identification of

mental function with self-consciousness, and the establish-

ment of the conception of sub-consciousness. To the

advantage which this gave to Leibniz in the treatment of

f
questions of psychology, attention has been drawn. But

:i
(from its speculative employment, in defence of his pre-

conceived metaphysical positions, nothing but confusion

did or could result.

i



CHAPTER XIII

LOCKE AND KANT

§ I. Our undertaking in the present chapter is of a

very different character from that in which we have been

engaged in the last two. In considering the relation

between the theories of knowledge of Locke and Leibniz,

we were in the main concerned with the detailed criticism

of the former writer by the latter. In dealing with the;

relation of the doctrine of the Essay to that of the Critique

of Pure Reason, the problem is of quite a different kind.

Kant makes but the scantiest of references to the work

of Locke, with which, indeed, he was only superficially

acquainted. We must seek, therefore, to bring together

for ourselves the essential features of the thought of the

two writers concerning the problem of knowledge, and to

institute a comparison between them. In doing so, we
shall be led to deal more fully than we have yet done with

some of the fundamental positions of the Essay, and with

the place which it occupies in the development of modern

philosophy.

To indicate with brevity the relations between the

accounts of knowledge which are given by Locke and Kant

is a matter of no little difficulty. For while nothing is

easier than to institute a comparison between particular

statements or partial doctrines of the two writers, such

a procedure is in this case more than usually unprofitable

and misleading. The Essay and the Critique are both

jc
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expressions of complex and unstable thought positions,

which do not admit of enunciation in a small number of

simple propositions. Both works contain the record of an

intellectual development, rather than the finished product

of a course of coherent reflection; and both are infected

by the inconsistencies which arise from the transcendence

of initial assumptions, which are yet not expHcitly aban-

doned. Nor are these resemblances to be regarded as

merely accidental. They are due to the fact that each of

these thinkers is seeking to approach the problems of

philosophy from a new point of view, the significance and

implications of which he has not succeeded in fully realising.

The originative and dominant force in the thought of each

is to be found in the attempt to apply to our knowledge and

experience the principle of an immanent criticism, which,

however, neither is able to do with complete consistency.

It is of course to be expected that the philosophy of Kant

will show an advance upon that of Locke, in a clearer

consciousness of what is involved in such an undertaking.

Not only does it presuppose another century of philosophical

development, but it has behind it a longer and more

thorough course of philosophical reflection on the part of

its author. Up to the time at which the problem of the

Essay first presented itself to him, Locke does not seem

to have devoted much thought to a serious grappling with

philosophical questions, and the first draft of his reflections

upon the subject is marked by extreme crudity. The

Essay, even when completed, takes its start from and

makes its appeal to the mind of the educated man of

the period, rather than the professional philosopher. The

Critique of Pure Reason, on the other hand, is from the

outset the product of a mind for long concentrated

upon the technical problems of philosophy. We may,
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nevertheless, find reasons for holding that in certain \\

important respects the more naif doctrine of the earlier Lo

writer is susceptible of a more satisfactory development (or

than the highly artificial system of the thinker of Konigs-
is

berg. pri

§ 2. The similarity of Locke's statement of the purpose . sic

of the Essay ^ in its Introduction, to the most general form'

in which Kant describes the problem of the Critique has

often been noticed. Both Locke and Kant announce as
\

im

their peculiar undertaking the investigation of the nature '

is

and extent of the knowledge which is possible for us. They
tli

both find in such an enquiry the only safeguard against
cc

the equally fatal dangers of dogmatism and scepticism.

They both proclaim that this examination of knowledge!
tl

is to be undertaken apart from any investigation of reality,
\

or the assumption of any theory concerning it. They thus i

call a halt to the dogmatic metaphysician, who had taken

for granted the competency of thought to determine the
|

nature of reality, which he nevertheless conceived as en-
j

tirely independent of and discontinuous with the knowing
j

mind. But in insisting upon the postponement of all such :

^

attempts, until their legitimacy has been established by
^

an examination of the conditions of knowledge, both Locke
\

and Kant commit two fatal but complementary errors,
j

|

On the one hand, they tacitly take for granted the dogmatic
,

conception of reality ; on the other hand, they divorce
\

,

knowledge from the apprehension of reality, in which its
,

life consists. The result is that each is haunted by the

spectre of a reality which is in its intrinsic nature unknow-

able
;

while, notwithstanding their efforts to avoid such !

a result, knowledge has for each, in the last resort, the
;

appearance of a merely formal function. The former

position appears in its most conscious and developed form
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in the Kantian doctrine of the thing in itself. And although

Locke starts with the popular assumption, that the reality

foreign to and absolutely independent of the knowing mind

is to be found in material existence, characterised by the

primary qualities, he is in the end forced to a position very

similar to that of Kant. For behind the perceptible body

there exists for him the unknown real essence, upon which

all its perceptible qualities depend; while behind and

implied in both the perceptible body and its real essence

is the unknowable substratum. This, like the Kantian

thing-in-itself, represents the empty reference to a reality

conceived as wholly disparate from our experience.

But the mere reference to an unknown x cannot satisfy

the essential requirement which, after all, both Locke and

Kant are unable to ignore, viz., that knowledge has in

some sense and in some sort reality for its object. We
find, accordingly, in both the admission of a secondary

kind of reality, of which knowledge can be obtained. This

appears in the Kantian theory of the reahty of the pheno-

menal object, as involving constituents drawn from experi-

ence and determined by the categories, and in Locke's

contention that although our knowledge is concerning

ideas, and cannot consequently penetrate to the being of

things, yet, in so far as the ideas which it involves are

received from experience, they and the knowledge into

which they enter must be pronounced to be 'real.' This

secondary kind of reality, it must be observed, is in each

case conceived as directly dependent upon the functioning

of the mind. Although neither the 'phenomenon' of

Kant nor the 'idea' of Locke is correctly designated as a

subjective state, neither can have any existence apart from

the mental function by which it is apprehended. It is

the synthetic activity of the subject which constitutes
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phenomena; and ideas 'cease to be anything when there

is no perception of them.' But a reaHty which only exists

in and through the act by which it is cognised is as unable

to satisfy the conditions of knowledge as a reality which

is entirely beyond its reach. To avoid such pitfalls

criticism must take its start from the recognition that

knowledge essentially involves a relation of the mind to a

'

reality, which has a nature and an existence independent

of our cognition of it, but is nevertheless continuous

with our experience. It is not such an admission, but

the attempt to postpone all considerations of reality,

and to treat knowledge in complete abstraction from

it, which leads us eventually back into the slough of

dogmatism.

§ 3. The difficulties of their position show themselves

in a still more conspicuous manner in the accounts which

our authors give of the reality of the mind itself. As we
have seen, the intention of Locke's 'historical, plain

method,' was to consider the mind only as it is employed

about ideas; but the tacit assumption remained that the

mind is in itself a transcendent entity, lying beneath or

beyond experience. Notwithstanding the exceptional per-

plexities which he finds in the attempt to bring what we
experience of its nature and function under the category

of substance^, Locke continues to speak of the mind as

involving a substratum^ which lies beyond the reach of

experience or knowledge. Finally, since the innermost

being of mind and matter are alike unknowable, we cannot,

he tells us, be sure that they are not determinations of

a single substance. While less crudely stated, and with a

clearer consciousness of the difficulties involved, and a more

strenuous endeavour to avoid them, all of these positions

^ Cf. above, ch. i. § 13.
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continue to have their place in the thought of Kant.

Although he exposes with triumphant thoroughness the

transcendental illusion involved in the attempt to represent

the soul as a substance, he still thinks of our consciousness

as involving an unknown and unknowable ground or basis.

, Behind the 'phenomena' of the 'internal sense,' by which

a [the 'empirical self is cognised, there Hes a noumenal

something, which we cannot make an object of knowledge.

And hence, we are told, we must admit the possibihty

that the noumenon which forms the foundation of our

perception of our self may be the same as that of which

n material existence is an appearance. The closest parallel

[ of all is to be found in the curious speculation which Locke

and Kant both employ to refute the dogmatic interpretation

5 of our consciousness of personal identity, as signifying a

\ sameness of underlying substance. Against this theory

e
both urge that it is impossible for us to know that such

1
consciousness, with the memory it involves, cannot be

1 transferred from one such substance to another^. While

e
this argument constitutes in reality a reductio ad absurdum

I
of the whole dogmatic theory of the soul, from which both

. Locke and Kant are seeking deliverance, neither of them

p goes so far as to reject the conception of conscious experi-

i- ence as a particular determination of an underlying ground

3
or substratum, which has a nature of its own apart from

f
experience, as intrinsically unintelligible ; both merely

t
maintain that the identity of such an ontological ground

cannot be known, or shown to be necessarily involved in

f
our consciousness of identity.

Finally, when both the mind and the reality from which

^ See above, ch. v. § 20, and cf. Kant's note on the third parallogism, in

which he employs the analogy of an elastic ball communicating its whole motion

to another.
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it is distinguished have been admitted to the position of

entities discontinuous with our experience, the temptation

is irresistible to regard experience and knowledge as an

effect of some kind of interaction between them. Instead

of constituting our ultimate datum, to be supplemented

and interpreted by reference to that which is more complete,

but continuous with itself, experience comes to be repre-

sented as the product of two factors, which are essentially-

incapable of being experienced. While Locke and Kant

differ profoundly on the further question of the nature of

the contributions made by the two factors, each in his

own way accepts this view of experience as a manufactured

product, although it is a sheer reversion to the dogmatism

they both repudiate.

But the mind which lies behind experience, whether

its role is the relatively active one of synthesising sense

elements, or the relatively passive one of perceiving ideas,

is not the self of our everyday knowledge. This latter

clearly must be assigned to the realm of secondary or pheno-

menal reality, and is thought of by both Locke and Kant

after the analogy of a material thing, although sharply

distinguished from such as far as its nature is concerned.

Thus we have in Locke the distinction between material

substances, characterised by the most fundamental deter-

minations of our ideas of Sensation, and mental substances

whose distinguishing content consists of ideas of Reflection

;

while Kant still more definitely seeks to work out the

misleading conception of an inner sense as supplying the

data for the cognition of the empirical self.

§ 4. We have been tracing the short-comings and

inconsistencies which follow, for both Locke and Kant, from

their conception of their problem as an examination of
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knowledge in complete abstraction from reality. We have

seen that in each the attempt to postpone all consideration

of reality involves a latent dogmatism, which finally asserts

I

itself in a way which is destructive of the whole standpoint

of an immanent criticism. It remains true, nevertheless,

jthat the chief significance of each is to be found in the

attempt to secure and maintain such a point of view. In

order to compare their positive contributions to such a

result, we must consider the more special forms which the

problem of knowledge assumes in their hands and their

methods of dealing with it.

The knowledge which above all seemed to Kant to stand

in need of examination was that which finds expression in

propositions asserting connections which are universal and

necessary. Hence, in the forefront of his investigation he

places the question, 'How are synthetical ^ ^non judgments

possible ?
' Now Locke, and Locke alone before Kant, had

realised the significance of the distinction here implied

between analytical and synthetical judgments. Kant,

indeed, himself draws attention to the Essay in this con-

nection^, but shows, in doing so, that he is quite unaware

iof the fullness with which Locke had anticipated him on

;

this particular point, in his account of the distinction

between 'trifling' and 'instructive' propositions. Locke,

moreover, had recognised the fundamental importance for

our knowledge of judgments which, besides being synthetic,

are universal and necessary. Such judgments, and such

judgments alone, formed for him the content of science,

and it was to their consideration that he had specially

addressed himself. He was as fully convinced as Kant

I

that universal and necessary judgments cannot find their

justification in an appeal to particular experiences. Finally,

^ Prolegomena^ § 3.
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Locke had not failed to recognise the synthetical character

of mathematical judgments, a thing which Kant thought

had * hitherto altogether escaped the observation of those

who have analysed the human reason^.' It may in fact be

said, that the attempt to explain the possibility of synthe-

tical a priori judgments, the typical examples of which

are furnished by the mathematical sciences, occupies

almost as prominent a position in the Essay as in the

Critique,

§ 5. Before proceeding to the consideration of the

solutions, which Locke and Kant offer, of the problem to

which they both call special attention, it may be well to

compare briefly their accounts of the knowledge for which

an a priori character is not claimed. Such knowledge is|

contained for Kant in his a posteriori judgments, and for

Locke in particular propositions concerning existence, as

contrasted with the universal propositions concerning the

relations of our abstract ideas, which alone constitute

science. While both writers start with the presupposition

that knowledge of this kind arises directly from our per-

ceptual experience, and calls for no further explanation,

they are both in the end led to abandon this position.

For such knowledge is found to imply an objectivity which

cannot be accounted for by the mere existence of affections

of the mind, or even by the apprehension of experiential

contents as objects of thought. The difficulty presents

itself to Locke in the form of a reference by the mind of

these contents to the independent external reality. In the

end, as we saw, he is forced to the admission that of such

a relation there cannot be knowledge in the strict sense of

the term, but only an assurance which is practically equi-

valent to it. While maintaining the existence of a thing

^ Prolegomena^ § 2.
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in itself, wholly independent of the mind and its experience,

Kant came to see that the reference beyond the mind and

its ideas, which is involved in knowledge, cannot be a

reference to this unknown x. He explains it as consisting

of a synthesis of the particular content in question with

I
others in the systematic whole of phenomenal reality.

Now the modes in which this synthesis is effected are

a priori^ since they are logically presupposed in our

cognition of the particular fact, the objectivity of which

is constituted by the synthesis. Thus it turns out that

the a posteriori judgment itself involves a priori deter-

mination.

But if Kant in this way transcends Locke's theory of

two absolutely different and unrelated forms of knowledge,

it is only to replace it by an equally absolute distinction

between the rational and the empirical factors in knowledge.

i He holds, that although our knowledge of a matter of fact

involves a priori determination by a universal, its particular

content remains indifferent to this universal. There is

thus a purely empirical element in every judgment of

1 fact. When, for instance, we judge that grass is green,

or sugar is sweet, we imply an a priori determination of

our experience in accordance with the conceptions of

substance and quality, but the greenness of the grass and

the sweetness of the sugar must be accepted as simply

given.

Hence for Kant, as well as for Locke, universality

always consists in generaHty. There is no such thing as

a concrete universal, i,e. a universal which Hves in and

dominates the particulars to which it is relative. For

both, the possibiHty of science or rational knowledge

depends upon our abstracting from certain aspects of the

sensible content of experience. Nor is there any serious
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discrepancy in their views as to the possible extent of

such knowledge. The agreement which exists is apt to

be hidden by the apparent contradiction between Locke's

contention that a science of Nature is impossible, and

Kant's confident formulation of the principles of a pure

physical science. But the physical science of which Locke

denied the possibility was one which would determine

a priori the relations which actually exist between the

quaHtative constituents of our experience; and the

possibility of doing this Kant repudiates as emphati-

cally as he.

§ 6. In opposition to the dogmatic rationalists, both

Locke and Kant hold that there is involved in all knowledge,

whether rational or contingent, an essential reference to

experience, though the form which this reference assumes

is very different in the two cases. For Locke all our know-

ledge depends upon ideas, the content of which has been

originally drawn from experience. Kant, on the other

hand, distinguishing a pure from an empirical factor in

every cognition, denies that the former can be said in any

sense to have an experiential origin. The reference to

experience depends, therefore, for him, upon the necessity

for supplementing this pure but merely formal function

by a material content. This leads to a restriction of know-

ledge to 'objects of possible experience,' or phenomena

conditioned by spacial and temporal relations, which has

no place in the theory of the Essay, For the doctrine that

our knowledge cannot penetrate to the substantial basis

of real being does not imply that the objects of which we
have a relatively superficial knowledge must all have a

place in the spacial and temporal order of existence, or be

possible objects of sense perception. We are not debarred,

Locke considers, from a knowledge of the existence of
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God, however poor and inadequate our comprehension of

his nature may be.

§ 7. We must now turn to the consideration of what is

for both Locke and Kant the central problem of the theory

of knowledge, viz., the possibility of knowledge which is

at once s\mthetic and apodictic. To Locke, such know-

ledge consists in the perception of relations bet^veen the

contents of our abstract general ideas. Since the judgments

in which such cognitions are expressed are not obtainable

by analysis of the single ideas, they are s}TLthetical; since

they contain nothing which is not seen to be involved in

the intrinsic nature of the ideas, when considered together,

they are necessary; while, in reference to the pluralitv

of instances, in which the contents in question miay be

exemplified, they are universal. Now, whatever we mav
think of this answer in other respects, it possesses at least

the merit of seeking to explain necessary knowledge by

exclusive reference to the nature of what is known. It

brushes entirely aside the view then prevalent, that the

universaHty and necessity of scientific knowledge miust be

attributed to some mysterious power in the constitution

of the mind, a conception by which Kant himself was

largely influenced. In his insistence upon the derivation

of all our ideas, including those involved in such knowledge,

from data of Sensation and Reflection, Locke at least

maintains in principle the continuity of the products of

conceptual thought with perceptual experience, which was

exphcitly denied both by the view then current and by

Kant.

§ 8. A position such as Locke's requires, however,

to be supported by an adequate theory of the nature

of the universal and its relation to experience, and this
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he was quite unable to supply. In accordance with the

presuppositions of the composition theory, which, as we
have seen, Locke never formally withdrew or repudiated, \

the ultimate constituents of our knowledge, as yielded by r

experience, are represented as so many units, each simple \

and complete in itself. But unless the universal is in (

some manner present in the most elementary form of d

cognitive experience, it can never be elicited from it by a

any processes of abstraction and 'consideration.' And o

unless the single idea is from the first implicitly apprehended

as belonging to a larger whole, no amount of manipulation i

by the mind can discover an intrinsic connection between
|

i

it and any other idea. The attempt to perform either of i i

these feats is doomed to inevitable failure, and can only
't

result in giving to the knowledge which it would explain
ol

an arbitrary and artificial character, which is as destructive ^

of its claim to express the nature of a real object as is the ^

appeal to an innate endowment of the mind. i

In nothing is Locke more uncompromising than in i

the statements which he makes concerning the nature of
si:

the universality which attaches to our general ideas. Not i

only are they, like all other ideas, 'particular in their
j

oi

existence,' but the universality which belongs to their y

signification is represented as something artificial, made by m

the mind for its own convenience. 'General and universal,'

we are told, ' belong not to the real existence of things, but I

^^

are the inventions and creatures of the understanding,
j

made by it for its own use^.' When we 'quit particulars,
|

the generals that result are only the creatures of our own

making, their general nature being nothing but the capacity

they are put into by the understanding of signifying or

representing many particulars. For the signification they
1

1 TII. 3. II.
,
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have is nothing but a relation that by the mind is added

« to them^.' And the motive which prompts the mind to

I make this addition is merely the inconvenience which would

y result from the necessity of finding an endless number of

s names, to stand for each one of our particular ideas^.

^ Consistently with this view, our use of general ideas is

^ declared to point to an imperfection in our understanding^,

and universaHty is said to be after all 'but accidental*' to

i our knowledge.

1 § 9. Such being Locke's explicit doctrine, we must
^ next notice the qualifications which it consciously or uncon-

1 sciously receives in the course of his enquiry. He himself

^ assures us that he does not forget, and still less denies,

'

' that nature, in the production of things, makes several

^of them alike^,' and thus affords us a 'foundation' for

' ranking them into sorts^. It would seem, therefore, that

' when the mind 'adds' to a particular idea the relation

which constitutes generality, the procedure is not after

' all a purely arbitrary one. As we have seen, too, the

f simple idea itself comes to be treated as a universal, of

^ which its modes are the different specifications^. It turns

out, again, that all ideas 'when attentively considered,'

are found to contain some relation, although the relation

' may remain 'secret,' not being made itself an object of

thought. But that which includes relations, whether

secret or patent, is no longer a mere particular, but a

I system or universal. Further, when Locke comes to

I
I consider the conditions of the comparison which results

in the formation of the ideas of relation, he is no longer

able to treat the simple idea as something complete in

itself. That comparison presupposes something more than

^ loc. ext. - II. II. 9. ^ IV. 7. 9. * IV. 17. 8,

^ III. 3. 13. ^ III. 6. 30. ' Cf. above, pp. 72-3 and 90.

G. 2'2
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the arbitrary conjunction of ideas, which have no intrinsic

connection, is impHed in the recognition that it must be

made 'in a certain respect.' For that in respect of which

two ideas are compared cannot be foreign to the nature

of either, and thus constitutes a universal of which they

are particulars. Nor can this universal remain entirely

unrecognised, since 'a man, if he compares two things

together, can hardly be supposed not to know what it is

wherein he compares them^.' To take an example which

Locke himself gives, the relation of whole and part is

founded in the nature of number and extension, and it

is impossible to have the relative ideas without also having

the positive ideas of number and extension, *to which

they properly and immediately belong' and *of which alone

whole and part are relations^.' Moreover, in the case of

the comparisons upon which scientific knowledge depends,

this universal must be explicitly apprehended as such.

In an interesting passage Locke contrasts the comparing

activities of brutes and men. The former, he considers,

' compare not their ideas farther than some sensible circum-

stances annexed to the objects themselves.' In contrast

with this preconceptual power of comparison, as we may
call it, it seems to Locke to be 'the prerogative of human
understanding, when it has sufficiently distinguished any

two ideas, so as to perceive them to be perfectly different,

and so consequently two, to cast about and consider in

what circumstances they are capable to be compared^.'

But such a power of comparing, ' belonging to general ideas,

and useful only to abstract reasonings, we may probably

conjecture beasts have not^.' The 'casting about,' then,

which is characteristic of rational comparison, presupposes

a general idea of that in respect of which the comparison

^ II. 25. 8. 2 I. 4. 6. ^ IK II. 5. * loc. cit.
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is made. What Locke fails, indeed, to notice is that a

universal is definitely involved in the mere recognition of

ideas as 'perfectly different, and as consequently two,'

while it is implicit in those 'sensible circumstances' in

respect of which the brute's comparisons are made.

§ 10. Thus, notwithstanding his professed doctrine,

Locke is forced in various ways to admit that the universal

is something more than an arbitrary fiction of our thought.

The inconsistencies which result are such as can only be

removed by a radical revision of his original position.

It must be recognised that the mental function, upon which

the possibility of rational knowledge subjectively depends,

does not consist in abstracting from or adding to experience

a universal which it does not contain, but in raising experi-

ence itself to a higher level, by the explicit recognition

of a universal which was previously present though not

apprehended as such.

From the reinstatement of the universal as an actual

constituent of experience, a certain modification of method

would inevitably follow. It is indeed an entire miscon-

ception to represent Locke's method as purely psychological,

and to signaHse on this ground a complete disparity between

his problem and his way of deaHng with it. Throughout

his investigation of ideas he is, as we have seen, concerned

with the determination of their objective content, rather

than with their psychical existence and temporal genesis.

But the simple idea having been accepted as a unit of

composition, this content is apt to be regarded as merely

a given fact, thus losing its logical character as possessing

impHcations which carry us beyond itself. As soon, how-

ever, as it is recognised that the single idea is essentially

incomplete, and requires for its comprehension a reference

to the whole to which it belongs, it becomes evident that
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any method of dealing with ideas must possess throughout

a logical character. Experience being no longer regarded str

as a composition of particular ideas, but being seen to con- V^-

tain in itself systematic principles of structure, the most en

* historical' and 'plain' account of its contents must seek oi

to render these principles objects of explicit thought, by su

a new species of logical reflection. se

sii

§ II. To have conceived the possibility of such a real aj

logic, or logic of experience, is the greatest of Kant's as

achievements, although he failed to free what he called c(

his transcendental method from implications and sugges- ! sf

tions which did much to nullify its value. His permanent 0

contribution to philosophical method consists, neverthe- ll

less, in his demonstration that a universal structure is a

logically presupposed in our knowledge of the particular s

facts of objective experience. The primary datum of t

knowledge is thus the single whole of experience, and the \

isolated and purely particular objects from which Locke f

had thought to take his start are seen to be incapable of 1

being objects of knowledge at all. We can now see Kant's 1

true answer to the question about the possibility of synthe-

tical a 'priori judgments. Since the particular objects of

cognitive experience presuppose the universal structure of

experience, any propositions which formulate the abstract

nature of this structure, and any propositions which can

be seen to be entirely dependent upon this structure,

will be a priori. They will be characterised by strict

universality and necessity, and will be independent of

specific experiences for their justification. Moreover, as

carrying us beyond the particular object and assigning

to it a position in a system, such propositions will be

synthetic as well as a priori.
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§ 12. But notwithstanding his triumphant demon-

stration of the impHcation of the universal in the simplest

facts of objective experience or knowledge, Kant is in the

end unable to give a satisfactory account of the relation

of the universal to the immediacy and particularity which

such experience also involves. He accepts, in fact, the

sensationalistic atomism of Hume, the extreme and one-

sided development of the assumptions underlying the

appHcation of the composition theory to mind ; not indeed,

as Hume supposed, as a true account of the ultimate

constituents of our knowledge, but as an adequate repre-

sentation of the material in which the universal structure

or form of experience has to be reahsed. Form and matter,

the universal and the particular, are thus found in final

analysis to be entirely disparate, although both have been

shown to be essential to knowledge. We are asked, in fact,

to conceive knowledge as arising from^ the union of a form

and a matter which have no intrinsic connection with

each other. It only remains to accept the final suggestion,

that the form or universal aspect of knowledge is due to

the mind, while its particular material content is suppHed

through the affection of the mind by a completely disparate

and independent external reality, to convert the critical

philosophy into a new form of dogmatism.

§ 13. It is evident that Kant, notv^ithstanding his

demonstration of the impHcation of the universal in the

object of knowledge, is as Httle able as Locke to give a

satisfactory account of the relation of the universal to the

particular aspect of experience. The imposition by the

mind of a universal upon a mere manifold of sensation is

as impossible a conception as the formation of the universal

by an addition made by the mind to an extract from an

experience in which it is not involved. Both views rest
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alike upon an initial denial of the implicit presence of the

universal in the content of our immediate experience, the

disastrous consequences of which no amount of ingenuity-

can evade. This denial necessarily affects the method of

each, though in different and opposite ways. For where

there is no universal Logic cannot move. Accordingly

Locke, professing to accept as the ultimate data of know-

ledge the existence of a number of simple and separate

ideas, inevitably tends to emphasise the factual aspect

of knowledge at the expense of the logical. The logical

moment, which is by no means absent in the Essay
^
exists,

and can exist, only in so far as this initial assumption is

tacitly abandoned. Kant, on the other hand, having once

for all grasped the essential implication of the universals

of thought in the simplest facts of knowledge, but holding

that they are in no way present in the content of sense, is

committed to a logic which, in the last resort, he is unable

to bring into contact with immediate experience.

§ 14. We may illustrate the contrast of method, and

at the same time indicate the qualifications to which it is

subject, by a comparison between the treatment by the

two thinkers of the categories, or the conceptions of the

fundamental universals involved in our knowledge. For

the origin and content of these ideas, as of all others,

Locke bids us look to experience. The embarrassments

which follow are the inevitable result of the attempt to

find a basis for these fundamental universals in an experi-

ence which is supposed to be analysable without remainder

into a number of simple and separate ideas. The knot

is cut by the virtual admission that from the first the data

of immediate experience possess implications which carry

us beyond themselves. It is found, moreover, that these

implications are characterised by logical necessity. We
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cannot conceive how these simple ideas should subsist

of themselves, but are obliged to think of them as deter-

minations of a substance. Similarly, when once experience

in the form of willing has yielded the idea of causal effi-

ciency, we find ourselves obliged to assume a cause for

every occurrence. What is wanted, and what Locke fails

to give, is a close demonstration that these logically

necessary relations are but the expression in conceptual

thought of features which are essentially involved in imme-

diate experience itself. Owing to this failure, the necessity

of thought has in the end the appearance of a mere adden-

dum to factual existence.

It is to the empirical character of Locke's treatment

of the categories that Kant takes express exception in the

only reference to the Essay which is contained in the

Critique of Pure Reason, while the grounds of his objection

find frequent expression in other passages. These may be

reduced to the following two, which are not, however, very

clearly distinguished by Kant, (i) In attempting to trace

the historical genesis of our conceptions, Locke is only

concerned with a question of fact, the answer to which

could throw no light on the validity of these conceptions,

or, in particular, upon our right to employ them for the

determination of objects a priori, (2) In the special case

of the categories, no such development from a simpler form

of cognition can, from the nature of the case, be traced.

In virtue of their a priori relation to objects they must be

recognised as having a source entirely distinct from the

impressions of sense. While it is true that all our knowledge

begins with experience, it does not follow that it arises from

experience. On the contrary, our experience of objects must

be regarded as a compound, due to the union of impressions

of sense with a contribution made by our faculty of thought.
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The denial of the possibility of a genetic derivation of

the categories rests, of course, upon the assumption, that

the universals which our thought finds to be of fundamental

significance for our knowledge of objects are entirely

disparate from the contents of our immediate experience.

While it is valid against an empiricism which regards

experience as a composition of simple ideas, it has no

force against an empiricism which does not commit this

error. Moreover, when once the continuity of our sensa-

tional and conceptual experience is admitted, it becomes

clear that while it is important to distinguish questions

of validity from questions of genesis, it is impossible to

keep them entirely apart. The historical origin and deve-

lopment of our conceptions can no longer be regarded

as incapable of throwing any light upon their logical

content and value. Thus, if Locke is right in maintaining

that the idea of active power or efficiency, which is an

essential constituent of our idea of causation, is derived

from our experience in willing, he has done something to

elucidate the ultimate logical content and implications

of the conception, as well as to indicate the temporal

conditions under which it comes to be formed by our

thought. Nor can it be fairly said that Locke failed

entirely to notice the relative distinction between the

two orders of enquiry. Thus in answer to Stillingfleet's

objection, that the derivation of the idea of substance

from materials supplied by experience detracts from its

rational value, Locke replied that the supposition 'that

reason and ideas are inconsistent' is one which 'will not

hold.' Hence, 'the general idea of substance may be

grounded on plain and evident reason; and yet it will

not follow from thence that it is not ultimately grounded

on and derived from ideas which come in by Sensation
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and Reflection^.' We cannot, in fact, argue that because

certain conceptions and principles are seen to have a

rational justification which is logically a -priori^ therefore

they have an origin which is independent of all contents

of experience. This is indeed the true retort to Kant's

remark that knowledge may begin with experience without

originating from it.

It is time, however, to turn from Kant's criticism of

Locke's empirical derivation of the categories to his own
treatment of them. The great value of the conception

underlying Kant's * transcendental deduction,' in which he

seeks to show the implication of universal determinations

of thought in the cognition of objective fact, has already

been indicated. But holding that these universals have

no intrinsic connection with the content of sensation, he

is unable to proceed in this way beyond a few generalities.

Ignoring all specific content of experience, he can only

show that knowledge involves the synthesis of a manifold

into a single objective system, the unity of which is the

correlative of the unity of the subject. When we enquire

as to the modes in which this synthesis is effected, we are

referred back to *the metaphysical deduction,' in which an

attempt is made to derive a list of the categories from

distinctions current in formal logic. The futility of this

device has been universally recognised. It must be noted,

however, that it is no merely accidental feature of Kant's

system, but the direct result of his view of the relation of

the categories to the matter of sense. The antithesis

between the two having now found its sharpest expression,

Kant labours to mediate between them. The purely

abstract categories are * schematised' by being applied to

the determination of pure time, and thus obtain indirectly

^ First Letter to Stillingfleet, Works^ vol. iv. p. 21.
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a purchase upon our actual experience, of which time is i

accepted as a given form. Abstraction being still made t

from all but the spacial and temporal aspects of experience,
f

the conceptions underlying the mathematical and mechani- t

cal sciences are now presented as the sole unifying principles
I

involved in knowledge. It is upon this assumption that I

Kant's 'proofs' of what he calls the principles of pure \

understanding proceed, which are all consequently open t

to the charge of petitio principii. Thus, he does not really t

prove, as he claims to do, that mechanical determination I

by antecedent conditions is involved in the very possi- }

bility of a cognition of objective sequence, but only i

that some kind of determination is so involved; while t

of course if we abstract from all other conditions, c

mechanical conditions are the only ones we shall either 1

look for or find. i

The Kantian theory is dominated throughout by the

antithesis between the abstract universal as an object of t

conceptual thought and a mere manifold of sense impres- c

sions; and between these two, as thus opposed, only an f

artificial and external union is possible. This is effected t

for Kant through the unique position assigned by him to s

space and time, especially the latter, as at once universal 1

and pertaining to sensibility. Their designation as a priori
\

forms of sensibility covers, indeed, a serious confusion; i

since Kant fails to distinguish between the spacial and j

temporal character of sensible experience and the space r

and time which are elaborated on this basis by conceptual I

thought. The former, which is all that Kant professes I

to assume, contains in itself the refutation of the view that
g

the content of sense consists of a mere manifold; while t

the appeal to the latter, which Kant really makes, reduces t

his attempted mediation to an obvious circle. In Locke's a
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more naif theory, the need of a tertium quid to mediate

between sense and thought does not exist, since their

functions have not been set over against each other in

this absolute way. The subsequent development through

Berkeley to Hume depended primarily on stripping the

Lockian idea of the noetic or thought aspect which, even

when simple, it had at least implicitly possessed in his

theory ; thus creating the impasse from, which Kant failed

to find a real means of escape. An effective answer to

Hume must not, however, begin, as Kant's did, by accepting

his reduction of sensible experience to a mass of separate

impressions, but by exhibiting the essential correlation of

the immediate aspect of experience and thought throughout

our cognitive consciousness. It must, in this respect, go

back to Locke, but to a Locke fully conscious of his own
assumptions.

As regards Kant's special views concerning space and

time, it is worth while noticing that he, as well as Locke,

consciously relates his theory to that of Newton. It was

from Newton that he derived his conception of space and

time as logically prior to the determination of things in

space and events in time, upon which he professed to base

his arguments for their subjective origin. The same

priority Locke, too, attributes to those 'boundless, invari-

able oceans of duration and expansion.' So far, therefore,

as this priority of the whole of space to its special deter-

minations is concerned, there is no important difference

between the two thinkers, though it is not connected by

Locke as it is by Kant with the apodictic character of

geometry. The metaphysical inference which is drawn by

the former is, however, of a very different character from

that of the Critique, In place of the contention that space

and time are forms supplied to the objects of experience
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by the mind, we have the view that *in their full extent

they belong only to the Deity.' If Locke's theory is

undeveloped and crude in expression, it at least avoids

both the subjectivism of Kant and the ascription of ultimate

reality to the material system. To object, as Kant does

to the similar expressions of Newton, that the theory implies

that space and time are conditions even of the Divine '

Being, is clearly to misrepresent it.

§ 15. It only now remains to sum up our comparison

of the main positions and procedure of Locke and Kant.

If the latter makes an important advance in his theory

of the implication of universal thought determinations in

all knowledge, he is hampered by his adoption of a more

extreme form of sensationalistic atomism than Locke had

ever dreamed of. What is needed to correct Locke is not

merely an insistence on the indispensability of the universal

for knowledge, but a full recognition of its * secret ' presence

in the content of immediate experience. With this recog-

nition would disappear the view that factors essential to

knowledge have their source in the mind, in contradis-

tinction both from experience and from the nature of

reality, with the resulting theory of the relativity and

subjectivity of knowledge, from which Kant, with all his

endeavours, is unable wholly to free himself. No longer

would the principles of our conceptual determination of

objects appear as a fixed and rigid framework, ungenerated

by experience and incapable of modification by further

experience and reflection. Finally, our method, without

sacrificing its logical character, as rendering the universals

involved in our knowledge explicit objects of thought,

would remain in that close and fruitful contact with experi-

ence which Locke above all desiderated.
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